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PART I. --INFORMATION RELEASED

0

Agency records subject to the request are already available in public ADAMS or on microfiche in the NRG Public Document
Room.

[Z]

Agency records subject to the request are enclosed.

•
•0

Records subject to the request that contain information originated by or of interest to another Federal agency have been
referred to that agency (see comments section) for a disclosure determination and direct response to you.
We are continuing to process your request.
See Comments.

PART I.A -- FEES
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*See Comments for detaHs
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0

•

•
•

You will be billed by NRG for the amount listed.
You will receive a refund for the amount listed.

•
•

None. Minimum fee threshold not met.
Fees waived.

PART I.B - INFORMATION NOT LOCATED OR WITHHELD FROM DISCLOSURE
We did not locate any agency records responsive to your request. Note: Agencies may treat three discrete categories of law
enforcement and national security records as not subject to the FOIA ("exclusions"). 5 U.S.C. 552(c). This is a standard
notification given to all requesters: it should not be taken to mean that any excluded records do, or do not, exist.
We have withheld certain information pursuant to the FOIA exemptions described, and for the reasons stated, in Part II.
Because this is an interim response to your request, you may not appeal at this time. We will notify you of your right to
appeal any of the responses we have issued in response to your request when we issue our final determination.
You may appeal this final determination within 30 calendar days of the date of this response by sending a letter or email to
the FOIA Officer, at U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555-0001, or FOIA.Resource@nrc.gov.
Please be sure to include on your letter or email that it is a "FOIA Appeal.''

PART I.C COMMENTS ( Use attached Comments continuation page if required)

In conformance with the FOIA Improvement Act of 2016, the NRC is informing you that you have the right to seek
assistance from the NRC's FOIA Public Liaison.
See Comments continuation page for more information.
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1
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ACT (FOIA) REQUEST Continued

2017-0034

RESPONSE
TYPE

0

11
INTERIM

REQUESTER:

I

•

1
FINAL

DATE:

11

12/07/2016

PART I.C COMMENTS (Continued)

This first interim response is the full release of the following 9 SECY reports in your request: SECY-79-235,
SECY-79-246, SECY-79-253, SECY-79-274, SECY-79-298, SECY-79-313, SECY-79-344, SECY-79-608, and
SECY-79-669. These documents are all enclosed.
These 9 reports are also publicly available on microfiche in the NRC Public Document Room. One of the reports is
now also publicly available in ADAMS at ML04 l 960029 (SECY-79-0669). Per SECY, Tab G is missing in
SECY-79-313.
We are continuing to work with SECY and other NRC program offices on the remaining 7 SECY reports in your
request.
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For:

Tha: Cozmrf ss lone rs

From:

Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Howard K. Shapar
Executive Legal Director
J

,"

:__.,,

,

Thru:

Lee V. Goss 1 ck ~: - ·. ·· •· ··· - · · ·
Executive Director for Operations

Subject:

POSSIBLE DETERMINATION OF AN EXTRAORDINARY
NUCLEAR OCCURRENCE AT THREE MILE ISLAND UNIT 2

Purpose:

To advise the Commission of some decisions that
will need to be made in the immediate future
regarding the application of the Price Anderson
Act to the Three Mile Island Unit 2 accident.

Discussion:

Any claims for offsite personal or property
damages resulting from the Three Mile Island
accident will generally be governed by the Price
Anderson Act (principally section 170 of the
Atomic Energy Act). Liability for damages is
governed by State law, and traditional legal
defenses against liability (such as contributory
negligence) would ordinarily, if anniicab1e under
State law, be available to the defendant (most
like·ly, the licensee and its vendors). However,
in the event the Commission should detennine
that the accident is an 11 extraordinary nuclear
occurrence 11 (ENO) (defined in section llj of
the Act), then the so-called "waivers of defenses~ 11
provisions of section 170n of the Act come into
play. The ENO provisions of the Act were added
in 1966 but since then there have been no occa·sions
for either NRC or AEC to make any ENO determinations.

•

,

Contact:
Ira Dinitz
92-8336

•

• I

1,.

,t

SECY NOTE: This paper 1s identi
advance copies which wer
to Commission offices

- 2In implementing section 170n
the Co111nission has incorporated provisions .
in its indemnity agreements executed with its
reactor licensees and required incorporation
of provisions in insurance policies furnished
by these licensees as proof of financial protection, which waive (l) any issue or defense
as to conduct of the claimant or fault of
persons indemnified; (2) any issue or defense
as to charitable or governmental irrmunity;
and (3) any issue or defense based on any
statute of limitations if suit is instituted
within three years from the date on which the
claimant first knew, or reasonably could have
known, of his injury, but in no event more
than twenty years after the nuclear incident.
The net effect is that if the Co111nission
determines that the Three Mile Island accident
is an ENO, certaiJJ possJble__ legal obstacles to
-:successfuLaffsite personal or property damage
claims will be removed.
However, even if a determination is made that
an ENO has taken place, the waiver of defenses
provisions have certain limitations in their
applicability . . The waivers do not preclude a
defense based upon a claimant's failure to
take reasonable steps to mitigate damages.
nor do they apply to injury or damage to a
claimant or to a claimant's property which is
intentionally sustained by the claimant or
which results from a nuclear incident intentionally and wrongfully caused by the claimant.
The waivers also do not apply to injury to a
claimant who is employed at the site of and
in connection with the activity where the
extraordinary nuclear occurrence takes place
if benefits therefor are either payable or
required to be provided under any workmen's
compensation or occupational disease law.
Finally, an BNO determination does not prevent
the defendant from contesting the nature and
extent of the claimant s damages or whether
the damages were in fact sustained as a
result of the accident.
1
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The Commission's detennination as to whether an
ENO has taken place would be dependent upon the
following two findings: (1) that there has been
a substantial discharge of radioactive material
or substantial radiation levels offsite. and
(2) ·that substantial damages to persons or property offsite have occurred. Sections 140.84
and 140.85 of the NRC's regulations provide in
detail the criteria for making these findings.
These criteria are quantitative in nature. The
first finding would be made if one or more
persons offsite were, could have been or might
be exposed to doses in excess of specified
values (e.g .• 20 rem to the whole body or 30
rem to the thyroid) or if there has been offsite
surface contaminationof at least 100 square
meters characterized by radiation levels in
excess of specified values (e.g., 4 millirads/
hour at one cm, beta or gamma, at uffsite
property not owned or leased by the licensee).
The second finding would be made based on
specified levels of damages (e.g., death or
hospitalization within 30 days of five or more
offsite people showing objective clinical
evidence of injury from exposure to hazardous
properties of radioactive materials, or $5
million or more of damage offsite has been or
will probably be sustained on the aggregate).
These criteria, as well as entire Subpart E
of Part 140 of the regulations dealing with

the detennination of an ENO. are included in
Attachment 11 A. 11 The Commission's detennination
as to whether an ENO has taken place is not
subject to judicial review.
The regulations fo 10 CFR 140.82 provide that
the Commission may initiate, on its own motion,
the making of a detennination as to whether or
not there has been an ENO. In the event the
Commission does not initiate the making of a
detennination, any affected person, or any
licensee with whom an indemnity agreement ;s
executed, or any person providing financial
protection may petition the Commission for a
detennination of whether or not there has been
an E-NO.
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10 CFR 140.82 states that if the Co1TDTiission does
not have, or does not expect to have, within 7
days after it has received notification of an
alleged event, enough information available to
make a detennination that there has or has hot been
an iNO, the Co1TDTiission will publish a notice in
the Federal Register setting forth the date and
place df the ttalleged" event and requesting any
persons having knowledge thereof to submit their
infonnation to the Commission. However, these
regulations are unclear as to the exact circumstances under which the Commission must publish
the notice in the Federal Register. The better
reading seems to be ttia t the obri gati on to publish no tfce
in 7 days only applies when the Commission
receives notice of an alleged event it had not
previously been infonned about, and does not
apply When the Commission knows of the event
·from the onset. Thus, the better reading is
that no notice is required in the case of the
Three Mile Island accident. Nevertheless. the
regulations could be read to require notice in
all cases where the Corrmission is uncertain
after 7 days whether an ENO has taken p1ace.
The determination is not subject to judicial
11

revi

11

e~"··

There are a number of options here. The Commission could publish the notice within 7 days,
(this Wednesday, April 4) that it is considering making an ENO detennination, and requesting data
and comment within a specified period (say, 60
days). This would begin the process early and
facilitate an early ENO determination while
still providing for public input. Some of the
data that would be useful in making an ENO
detennination would need to be gathered during
or shortly after the accident, and an early
notice would alert people to this fact. On the
other hand, such an early notice could cause
some confusion, or get 11 lost 11 in the course of
other news concerning the accident. Also, such
an early notice might be regarded as premature
if the accident has not fully run its course.
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Alternatively, the Commission could delay
publication of any notice until a short period
of time after the accident has run its course.
This would reduce confusion and focus greater
attention on the precise nature of the notice.
On the other hand, there are obvious advantages
to infonning the public early of the kinds of
data that are relevant to an ENO determination.
Also, an earlier notice is arguably required
.
by the regulations (as indicated, this does not
appear to be the better reading of the regulations).
The Corrmission could also publish no notice, and
simply make an ENO detennination itself after
gathering the necessary data.
At present (Monday, April 2), the data is limited
and the accident has not run its course. This
suggests that the infonnation now available is
insufficient to enable the Corrmission to detennine
now whether an ENO has occurred. The insurance
pools have already set up an office in Harrisburg and
are making emergency claims payments, notwithstanding any ENO determination by the Commission.
Recorrmendation:

NRR and ELD recommend that the Commission consider
these options at an early Commission meeting.tr

~

SECY NOTE:

~f~

-

d R. Denton
Di rector

~

:;:;••;;;.::•gulation

/~
K. Shapar
Executive Legal Director
The General Counsel subscribes to the alternative course of
action of delay by the Commission until an appropriate time
in the future. He will prepare an additional paper for the
Commission's consideration.

Commissioners' comments should be provided directly to the Office of the General
Counsel by c.o.b. Wednesday, April 4, 1979.
DISTRIBUTION
Commissioners
Cormnission Staff Offices
Exec Dir for Operations
~cff~onal Office
Secretariat

ATTACHMENT A
§

140.81

Scope and purpose.

(a} Scope.

This subpart applies to applicants for and holders of

1icenses authorizing operation of productio11 facilities and utilization
tacilitie~, and to other persons indemnified with respect to such facilities.
(b)

Purpose.

One purpose of this subpart is to set forth the criteria

which the Commission proposes to follow in order to determine whether
there has been an "extraordinary nuclear occurrence." The other purpose
is to establish the conditions of the waivers of defenses proposed for
incorporation in indemnity agreements and insurance policies or contracts
f~rnished as proof of financial protection.
(1)

The system is to come into effect only where the discharge or

dispersal constitutes a substantial amount of source, special nuclear
or byproduct material, or has caused substantial radiation levels offsite~

The various limits in present NRC regulations are not appropriate

for direct application in the determination of an "extraordinary nuclear
occurrence," for they were arrived at with other purposes in mind, and
those limits have been set at a level whic~ is conservatively arrived

.

at by incorporating a significant safety factor.
dispersal which exceeds the limits in

NRC

Thus, a discharge or

regulations, or in license

conditions, although possible cause for concern, is not one which would
be expected to cause substantial injury or damage unless it exceeds
by

some significant multiple the appropriate regulatory limit.

ly, in arriving at the values in the criteria to be deemed

11

According-

substantial 11

it is more appropriate to adopt values separate from NRC health and safety

regulations, and, or course, the selection of these values will not in
any way affect such regulations.

A substantial discharge, for purposes of
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the criteria, represents a perturbation of the environment which is
·clearly above that which could be anticipated from the conduct of
normal activities.

The criteria are intended solely for the purposes

of administration of the Commission's statutory responsibilities under
Public Law 89-645, and are not intended to indicate a level of discharge
or dispersal at which damage to persons or property necessarily will
occur, or a level at which damage is likely to occur, or even a level
at which some type of protective action is indicated.

It should be

clearly understood that the criteria in no way establish or indicate
that there is a specific threshold of exposure at which biological
damage from radiation will take place.

It cannot be emphasized too

frequently that the levels set to be used as criteria for the first
part of the determination, that is, the criteria for amounts offsite
or radiation levels offsite which are substantial, are not meant to
indicate that, because such amounts or levels are determined to be
substantial for purposes of administration; they are "substantial" in
terms of their propensity for causing injury or damage.
(2)

It is the purpose of the second part of the determination that

the Corrmission decide whether there have in fact been or will probably
be substantial damages to persons offsite or property offsite.

The

criteria for substantial damages were formulated, and the numerical
values selected, on a wholly different basis from that on which the
criteria used for the first part of the determination with respect to
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·.

substantial discharge were derived.

The only interrelation between

_the valu~s selected for the discharge criteria and the damage criteria
is that the discharge values are set so low that it is extremely unlikely the damage criteria could be satisfied unless the discharge
values have been exceeded.
(3)

The first part of the test is designed so that the Commission can

assure itself that something exceptional has occurred; that something
untoward and une_xpected has in fact taken pl ace and that this event
is of sufficient significance to raise the possibility that some damage
to persons or property offsite has resulted or may result.
appears to be no damage,

If there

the waivers will not apply because the

Commission will be unable, under the second part of the test, to make
a determination that "substantial damages 11 have r_esulted or will
probably result.

If damages have resulted or will probably result,

they could vary from de minimis to serious, and the waivers will not
apply until the damages, both actual and probable, are determined to
be "substantial" within the second part of the test.
(4)

The presence or absence of an extraordinary nuclear occurrence

determination does not concomitantly determine whether or not a particular claimant will recover on his claim.

In effect, it is intended

primarily to determine whether certain potential obstacles to recovery
are to be removed from the route the claimant would ordinary follow to
seek compensation for his injury or damage.

If there has not been an
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extraordinary nuclear occurrence determination, the claimant must pro·ceed {in-·the absence of settlement) with a tort action subject to
whatever issues must be met, and whatever defenses are available to
the defendant,

under the law applicable in the relevant jurisdiction.

If there has been an extraordinary nuclear occurrence determination,
the claimant must still proceed (in the absence of settlement) with a
tort action, but the claimant's burden is substantially eased by the
elimination of certain issues which may be involved and certain defenses
which may be available-to the defendant.

In either case the defendant

may defend with respect to such of the following matters as are in
issue in any given claim:

The, nature of the claimant's alleged damages,

the causal relationship between the event and the alleged damages,
and the amount of the alleged damages.
§

140.82 Procedures.

(a) The Cormnission may initiate, on its own motion, the making of a
determination as to whether or not there has been an extraordinary
nuclear occurrence.

In the event the Commission does not so initiate

the making of a determination, any affected person, or any licensee
or person with whom an indemnity agreement is executed or a person
providing financial protection may petition the Corrmission for a
detennination of whether or not there has been an extraordinary nuclear
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occurrence.

If the Commission does not have, or· does not expect to

h-ave, within· 7 days after it has received notification of ari alleged
event, enough infonnation available to make a detennination that there
has been an extraordinary nuclear occurrence, the Commission will
publish a notice in the FEDERAL REGISTER setting forth the date and
place of the alleged event and requesting any persons having knowledge
thereof to submit their information to the Commission.
(b) When a procedure is initiated under paragraph (a) of this section,
the Commission will designate members of the principal staff to begin
immediately to assemble the relevant information and prepare a report
on which the Commission can make its determination.
§

140.83 Determination of extraordinary nuclear occurrence.

If the Commission determines that both of the criteria set forth in
§§

140.84 and 140.85 have been met~ it will _make the detennination

that there has been an extraordinary nuclear occurrence.

If the

Commission publishes a notice in the FEDERAL REGISTER in accordance

with§ 140.82(a) and does not make a determination within 90 days
thereafter that there has been an extraordinary nuclear occurrence,
the alleged event will be deemed not to be an extraordinary nuclear
occurrence.

The time for the making of a determination may be ex-

tended by the Commission by notice published in the FEDERAL REGISTER.
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§

140.84 Criterion !--Substantial discharge of radioactive material
or substantial radiation levels offsite.

The Commission will detennine that there has been a substantial
discharge or dispersal of radioactive material offsite, or that there
have been substantial levels of radiation offsite, when, as a result
of an event comprised of one or more related happenings, radioactive
material is released from its intended place of confinement or radiation
levels occur offsite and either of the following findings are also
made:
(a) The Corrmission finds that one or more persons offsite were, could
have been, or might be exposed to radiation or the radioactive material,
resulting in a dose or in a projected dose in excess of one of the
levels in the following table:
TOTAL PROJECTE.D RADIATION DOSES

Critical organ

Dose (rems)

Thyroid ............ !••······•····•······•······•••···········

30

Who 1e body. • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

20

Bone Marrow..................................................

20

Skin.........................................................

60

Other organs or tissues. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

30
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Exposures· from the follO\-!ing types of sources of radiation shall
·be included:
(l)

Radiation from sources external to the body;

(2)

Radioactive material that may be taken into the body from its

occurrence in air or water; and
(3)

Radioactive material that may be taken into the body from its

occurrence in food or on terrestrial surfaces.
(b)

The Commission finds that--

(1)

Surface contamination of at least a total of any 100 square meters

of offsite property has occurred as the result of a release of radioactive material from a. production or utilization facility and such
contamination

is

characterized by levels of radiation in excess of one

of the values listed in column

1

or column

.2

of the following table,

or
(2)

Surface contamination of any offsite property has o~curred as the

result of a release of radioactive material in the course of transportation
and such contamination is characterized by levels of radiation in excess
of one of the values listed in column 2 of the following table:
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·.

TOTAL SURFACE .CONTAMINATION LEVELS 1

Type of
emitter

Alpha emission from
transuranic·
isoptopes

Column l
Offsite property,
contiguous to site,
owned or leased
by person with
whom an indemnity
agreement is
executed
3.5
microcuries per square
meter.

Column 2
Other offsite
property

0.35

microcuries per
square meter

Alpha emission from · 35
isotopes other than
microcuries per square
transuranic
meter.
isotopes

3.5

Beta or ganvna
emfssi'on

4 millirads/hour@ 1
cm. (measured
through not more than
7 milligrams per
square centimeter of
total absorber).

40 millirads/hour@ 1 cm.
{measured through not
more than 7 milligrams
per square centimeter
of total absorber).

microcuries per
square meter.

1The maximum levels (above background), observed or projected, 8 or more
hours after initial deposition.

.

§

140.85 Criterion II--Substantial damages to persons offsite or
property offsite.

(a) After the Commission has detennined that an event has satisfied
Criterion I, the Commission will determine that the event has resulted
or will probably result in substantial damages to persons offsite or
property offsite if any of the following findings are made:
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(1) · The Convnission finds that such eve,1t has resulted in the death

·or hospitalization, within 30 days of the event. of five

or more

people located offsite showing objective clinical evidence of physical
injury from exposure· to the radioactive, toxic, explosive. or other
hazardous properties of source, special nuclear, or byproduct material;
or
(2) The Commission finds that $2,500,000 or more of damage offsite
has been or will probably be sustained by any one person, or $5 million or more of such damage in the aggregate has been or will probably be
sustained, as the result of such event; or
(3) The Commission finds that $5,000 or more of damage offsite has
been or will probably be sustained by each of 50 ~r _more persons,
provided that $1 million or more of such damage in the aggregate has
been or wi~l probably be sustained, as the result of such event.
{b) As used in paragraphs (a) (2) and (3) of this section, "damage"
shall be that arising out of or resulting from the radioactive, toxic,
explosive, or other hazardous properties of source, special nuclear,
or byproduct material, and shall be based upon estimates of one or
more of the following:
(1)

Total cost necessary to put affected property back into use,
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(2)

Loss of use of affected propertyt

(3)

Value of affected property where not practical to restore to use,

(4)

Financial loss resulting from protective actions appropriate to

...

.

reduce or avoid exposure to radiation or to radioactive materials.
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INFORMATION REPORJECY-79-246

For:

The C01111lissioners

From:

T. A. Rehm, Assistant to the Executive Director for Operations

Subject:

WEEKLY INFORMATION REPORT - WEEK ENDING MARCH 30, 1979
A sunmary of key events is included as a convenience to those

Conmfssfoners who may prefer a condensed version of this report.
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Conmu.ss 10ners
Commission Staff Offices
Exec. Oir. for Opers •
Regional Offices
ACRS

WEEKLY INFORMATION SUMMARY
Week Ending March 30, 1979
10 CFR 20.205

On March 23, the EDO denied a petition for rulemaking that requested the
NRC to revise 10 CFR 20.205(c)(2) to specify radiation levels at 5 centimeters from the external surface of a package (instead of on the surface
of the package) of radioactive material and specify an area over which
the radiation levels may be averaged. Denial was based on the grounds
that adoption of the request would lead to cost increases without corresponding benefits of improving public health and safety and, in fact, would
result in a higher collective hand dose for package handlers.
Integrated Safeguards Information System (ISIS)
On March 26, a Conrnission paper treating proposed action on ISIS was sent
to the Safeguards Information Group for coordination. The paper is expected
to be forwarded to the EOO next week.
Trojan Nuclear Plant {Control Building Proceeding)
On March 27, the Trojan Appeal Board {Control Building) issued a decision
sunrnarily affirming the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board's partial
initial decision {PIO) which authorizes interim operation prior to modifications to upgrade the seismic capability of the Control Building.
Technical Notification
Foreign nuclear regulatory authorities are being fully apprised of the
Three Mile Island situation which has generated intense interest abroad.
Hearings Suspended
Governor Carey of New York has asked the New York siting board to suspend
its hearings on the Long Island Lighting Company's applications for two
nuclear facilities at Jamesport.
Response to Congressional Budget Questions
Revised responses to questions from Dingell and the February 5 Hart and
Simpson budget review hearings have been completed and sent to the Office
of Congressional Affairs.

Caseload Planning Projections
Caseload Planning Projections for FY 1981-85 were sent to Office Directors
for their use in the FY 81 budget process.

OFFICE OF.ADMINISTRATION
Week Ending March 30, 1979

ADMINISTRATION OF THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT
STATUS OF REQUESTS
Appeal of
Initial Decision

Initial
Request
Received
Granted
Denied
Pending

11

123
56

2
4

16

5

51

ACTIONS THIS WEEK
Received
Ellyn R. Weiss,
Sheldon, Harmon, Roisman
and Weiss, Counsel for

ucs

(79-86)

Requests documents relating to Task Action
Plans A-40 and A-41 and documents written
by H.R. Denton and Carl Stepp on seismic
issues and inspection reports for Beaver
Valley.

Wil 1iam F. Lee,.

Requests correspondence between NRC and
Marshall E. Deutsch, Louis w. Mead, Mead
Diagnostics and/or Thyroid Diagnostics, and
documents relating to any inspection,
investigation or failure to comply with
NRC regulations.

Lawrence W. Plitch,
New England Regional
Energy Project
(79-88)

Requests documents pertaining to the March 13
shutdown of 5 nuclear power plants, including
a copy of a LER report submitted by Beaver
Valley and infonnation supporting NRC contention
that Stone &Webster erred in its analysis.

Thomas Lookabill,
NUS Corporation
(79-89)

Requests a list of contracts dealing with low
level waste management, including name of
contractor, contract number, and brief
description of scope or purpose of the contract.

William G. Margetts,
Government R&D Report

Requests a copy of a mailing list maintained
by the NRC for public announcements to the
research and development c011111unity.

Hale and Door
(79-87)

(79-90)

CONTACT:

J.M. Felton
492-7211
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Received, Cont'd
Barbara J. Sensel,
FOI Services, Inc.
(79-91)

Requests a list of the names and addresses
of "companies doing radiation sterilization
in Puerto Rico~•.

Barbara J. Sensel,
FOi Services, Inc.
(79-92)

Requests a copy of a list of companies 11 1icensei
to build facilities for radiation sterilization
in Puerto Rico
It.

Granted
Betty J. Rivers,
(79-49)

In response to a request for documents related
to losses, material unaccounted for, and/or
inventory differences of source and special
nuclear material at the Babcock &Wilcox
facility at Apollo, Pennsylvania, informed
the requester records relating to this request
are already located in the PDR.

Frazier Bronson,
Radiation Management
Corporation
(79-52)

In response to a request for a copy of the
docket file on four licensees, made available
the records at 7915 Eastern Avenue, Silver
Spring (Willste Building).

Thomas B. Cochran,
· Natural Resources Defense
Council, Inc.
(79-68)

In response to a request for copies of the
exchange of correspondence between KMC and
the NRC related to the 11 two-man rule"
referenced in the Weekly Infonnation Report
of January 12, made available nine documents.

David Perkins,
Libre School, Inc.
(79-71)

In response to a request for a copy of Dr.
Hanauer's "nugget file 11 , the Draft EIS on the
Gas Hills Uranium Mill, NUREG-CR-0308, and .
documents on radioactive waste disposal areas
in the U.S., made available 10 documents.
Infonned the requester Dr. Hanauer's "nugget
file" may be purchased by writing directly
to the PDR.

W. H. Bundy, Jr.
Howe &Howe
(79-73)

In response to a request for a list of
individuals and organizations involved with
nuclear material at the Charleston, South
Carolina Naval Shipyard, informed the
requester the NRC has no such listing, but
it may be obtained from the Department of
Navy9 Charleston Naval Shipyard, Charleston,
SC.
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Granted, Cont'd
Gary Wallin,
Citizens United for
Responsible Energy
Utility Action Project
(79-74)

In response to a request for a copy of the
Pipe Crack Study Group Report, made available
three documents.

(An individual requesting
infonnation about himself)
(79-80)

Ma.de available to the requester documents
concerning his Reactor Operator License
written and oral examinations.

Denied
Thomas B. Cochran,
Natural Resources
Defense Council, Inc.
{79-67)

In response to a request for the first Annual
Report to Congress on Domestic Safeguards
(FY 78), denied portions of Appendix G of the
report which contains classified infonnation.

ENCLOSURE A

DIVISION OF CONTRACTS
Week Ending March 30, 1979
PROPOSALS UNDER EVALUATION
1.

RFP RS-NMS-79-028
Title - Development of Improved Techniques for Analyzing Material
Control and Accounting Data
Description - Assist the NRC in apply1ng the inventory difference
simulation model to two major operating strategic
special nuclear material fuel cycle facilities
designated by the NRC;
Period of Performance - Eight and one-half months
Sponsor - Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
Status - Best and Final Offers due April 3, 1979.

ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS
.
Negotiations ha~e been completed with the Canadian Commercial

Corporation,
an agency of the Canadian government, to establish a contract under which
the Commission will have access to the Eastern Canadian Telemetered
Network (ECTN) and which will provide for increased seismic information exchanges
between the U.S. and the Canadian governments. This will be of benefit
in evaluating the causes of eastern North America seismfcity, as many of
the geologic structures and areas of earthquake occurrence are common to
both the U.S. and Canada. The Canadian seismic monitoring system, the
ECTN is operated by the Canadian Department of Energy, Mines and Resources
(CDER).
NRC offices involved_ 1n the negotiations were:
1.

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

2.

Office International Programs

3.

Office of the Executive Legal Director

4.

Division of Contracts

The Canadian government has established the Canadian Commercial Corporation
to handle foreign contract arrangements such as the proposed contract and
business matters and administrative contact with the Canadian government
must be through this agency. The technical scope of work, however, will be
perfonned by the Canadian Department of Energy, Mines and Resources.
Status - A fixed p~ice contract 1s now being prepared for transmittal to the
Contractor. The start date for this new contract is.April 1, 1979.
The fixed cost to the Commission for this program 1s $150,000.00
Canadian per year ove~ a five year period.
ENCLOSURE A

ITEMS OF INTEREST
DIVISION OF SECURITY
WEEK ENDING MARCH 30, 1979
Control of Official Use Only Information
Procedures governing the protection of official use only information
withheld from public disclosure under exemptions of the Freedom of Infonnation Act and Privacy Act have been forwarded to MPA for publication.
JNAI-NRC Classification Security Agreement
Division of Security, Office of the Executive Legal Director, and Division
of Fuel Cycle and Material Safety personnel met and discussed a proposed
Jersey Nuclear-Avco Isotopes (JNAI)/Nuclear Regulatory Comnission Classification and Security Agreement. JNAI is perfonning independent, private
funded research, development and experimental work to develop a commercial
laser isotope separation system, principally for production of low-enriched
uranium for use as fuel in civilian light water reactor nuclear electric
power plants.

ENCLOSURE A

DIVISION OF TECHNICAL INFORMATION AND DOCUMENT CONTROL*
Week Ending March ·30, 1979

TRANSLATIONS
The following translations were received by the Division of Technical
Information and Document Control during the week of March.26-30! 1979.
Copies of these translati~ns will be available in the Library.
German
37/65. Corrosion Phenomena on Stainless and acid-Resistant Steels.
Dr. Heinz Jesper and Gunter Grutzner, Stahlwerke Sudwestfalen AG,
F. R. Germany. April 1965. 37 pages.
Cost of translation: $366.45. {TIDC 525)
Italian
CNEN-RT/RISP(78)2, Safety Criteria for Large Industrial Plants.
R. Mezzanotte, C. Silvi, G. Tenaglia. Report submitted to the XXIII
Nuclear Congress - "Le Techniche Nucleari peril Progresso Industriale"~
(Nuclear Techniques for Industrial Progress), hela in Rome on March 16-17,

1978.

27 pages.

Cost of translation:

$545.00.

(TIDC 506)

Individual Decision-Making Analysis and Balance Sheet of the Costs and
Social Benefits: Similarities and Differences.
R. Mezzanotte and G. Tenaglia. National Nuclear Energy Cornnittee.
CNEN, Direzione Centrale Sicurezza Nucleare Protezione Sanitaria> Rome.
May 1978. 31 pages.
Cost of translation: $522.00.. (TIOC 524}
RT/Disp(77}7. Safety of Light-Water Nuclear Power Plants: A method
for Estimating the Consequences of Low-Probability accidents. F. relicett.:>
R. Galvagni. Comitato Nazionale Energia Nucleare, Rome. November 1977.
45 pages. Cost of translation: $477.60. (TIDC 523).
Jap~nese
JAER-M 7315. Radiation Damage of Polymer Materials. I. -Simulation S~ud?es
on Distribution of Oxygen Concentration in Polymer Film un~er Irrad1at,on
in Oxygen. Tadao Seguchi, Shoji Hasimoto, Waichis~ Kawakam1 •.
Esamu Kuriyama. Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Toka1 Mura,
Naka-gun, Ibarakf-Ken, Japan. October 1977. 41 pages.
Cost of translation:$ 480.00. (TIDC 535).
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DIVISION OF TECHNICAL INFORMATION AND DOCUMENT CONTROL CONTINUED .••
DOCUMENT CONTROL SYSTEM

2683 douments were placed into the OCS thfs week. This includes
782 documents which were enclosures to the basic documents.
Entering enclosure documents as separate documents is a first
step toward solving the backfft problem.

This entry deleted from PDR copy.
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OFFICE OF STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT
IMPORTANT EVENTS FOR THE WEEK ENDING MARCH 30, 1979

1. Meet;ng w;th House Subcommittee on Labor Standards Staff: On March 26,
1979, NRC representatives met at his request with Mr. Earl Pasbach,
Staff Director-Counsel of the House Subconvnittee on Labor Standards
for the Co111111ttee on Education and Labor. The meeting was apparently
one of the first this Subconmittee's staff is holding in preparation
for a hearing the Subconvnittee has scheduled for May 23 and 24, 1979.
The hearing will be on the health effects of occupational exposure
to all forms of radiation, with particular emphasis on worker care and
compensation considerations. The staff member was briefed on NRC's
authority, responsibilities and current activities in this area. The
HEW-chaired Interagency Task Force on Ionizing Radiation was discussed
and copies of its recently released draft Work Group Reports were
provided to Mr. Pasbach, along with pertinent NRC publications.
Mr. Pasbach indicated that they plan to meet with other Federal agencies.
th~t they may ask to meet with the NRC representatives again before the
hearing, and that they will certainly be asking the NRC to testify at
the hearing.
[Karl Goller]
2.

Meeting with EPA - March 27, 1979: Another in a series of meetings
between EPA and NRC:SD staff regarding a public hearing on occupational
radiation exposure standards was held on March 27, 1979. Staff
members from the Department of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health
Administration {OHSA) also participated in the meeting.
EPA staff members presented a preliminary draft of an advance notice
of hearing. The draft was discussed briefly and it was agreed that EPA
would circulate a revised draft notice by March 30, to be finalized
at another meeting on April 4. EPA is now projecting that their new
draft guidance will not be ready for publication in the Federal Register
until "rn1d-su11111er. 11 This is a change from the May 15 date previously
estimated.
OSHA staff members reconvnended the inclusion of HEW as a cosponsor
hearing, primarily because of the role of NIOSH as OSHA's research
After considerable discussion, ft was agreed that EPA would send a
inviting HEW to participate in the hearing by presently testimony,
not as a cosponsor.

of the
arm.
letter
but

There was some discussion of the composition of the hearing panel. It
was agreed that the Chairman should be an EPA hearing officer with legal
background. EPA, NRC and OSHA would assign technical members. There
was no decision regarding further composition of the hearing panel.
[R. A. Purp1 e]
ENCLOSURE C
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On March 23, 1979, the Executive Director for Operations denied a
petition for rulemaking (PRM 20-9) that requested the NRC to revise
10 CFR 20.205(c)(2) to specify radiation levels at 5 centimeters from
the external surface of a package (instead of on the surface of the
package) of radioactive material and specify an area over which the
radiation levels may be averaged. The purpose was to minimize
inconsistencies fn radiation levels recorded for the same package by
different persons. By letter dated March 23, the EDO informed the
petitioner, Tech/Ops, of the denial on the grounds that adoption of
the request would lead to cost increases without corresponding benefits
of improving public health and safety and, in fact, would result in
a higher collective hand dose for package handlers. The NRC staff is
now developing a regulatory guide explaining the requirements in 10 CFR
20.205(c)(2) and proposing a surface radiation level measurement method
acceptable to NRC.
[Robert Barker]

4.

SO staff met with representatives of the Department of Transportation,
NMSS, RES, and IE on March 28, 1979, to discuss preliminary proposals
for NRC advice to OOT on highway routing of radioactive material
shipments. Proposals were explored for avoiding heavily populated
areas whfle using the safest types of roads. NMSS-Safeguards staff
discussed preliminary ideas on protection of spent fuel shipments
from sabotage in heavily populated areas.
Plans were also confirmed for DOT and NRC to participate in a
briefing on April 20, 1979 by Sandia Laboratories on current
developments in the· NRC-funded Urban Area Environmental Impact
Analysis. The briefing was planned to provide current input to
the development of highway routing proposals. Prior to the briefing,
the same NRC and DOT personnel are participating in a Department of
Energy seuinar in Albuquerque .on the current activities and goals
of its Transportation Technology Center at Sandia Laboratories.
[Robert Barker]

5.

On March 28, R. Bernero, SO, testified at the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) rate hearing for Connecticut Yankee. The subject of
the testimony was NRC regulations, policies and analyses regarding
decoll111iss1oning of power reactors. Mr. Bernero was accompanied by
M. Staenberg of ELD. - He_.testifi-ed at the ·request of" ttre- pending·
administrative law judge.
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Regulatory Guides to be Issued in the Near Future
1. Title: Atmospheric Dispersion Models for Potential Accident
- - Consequence Assessments at Nuclear Power Plants
Expected Issuance Date: July 1979
Description: Describes atmospheric dispersion models to be used
in assessing potential accident consequences for nuclear power
plants, for the detennination of site acceptability as set forth
in 10 CFR Part 100.
Contact:
2.

R. Kornasiewicz

Title: Applications of Bioassay for I-125 and I-131
(Reg. Guide 8.20, Rev. 1)
Expected Issuance Date:

June 1979

Description: This guide provides criteria acceptable to the NRC
staff for the development and implementation of a bioassay program
for any licensee handling or processing I-125 or I-131.
Contact: A. Brodsky

ENCLOSURE C

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL SAFETY ANO SAFEGUARDS
Items of Interest
Week Ending March 30, 1979

Export of Research and Test Reactors
A representative of the Fuel Cycle Division attended a meeting called by
the Department of State, Office of Export Studies, to discuss the
environmental impacts of U.S. exports of research and test reactors. The
meeting was also attended by representatives of DOE and ACOA. DOS
requested that all assignments be completed by the next meeting, which is
scheduled for April 13, 1979.
Integrated Safeguards Infonnation System (ISIS}
On March 26, 1979, a Conmission paper treating proposed action on the
Integrated Safeguards Information System (ISIS) was completed and sent
out for coordination by the Safeguards Infonnation Group. The paper is
scheduled for submission to the EDO next week.
Material Control, LEMUF and MUF Simulation (MCLAMS)
Members of the Safeguards Material Control and Accountability Development
Branch presented a briefing on March 26, to the staff on the Application
of Material Control, LEMUF and MUF Simulation (MCLAMS) Model to NFSErwin facility data. The briefing reviewed the results of application of
the model to inventory difference data for the period February 1977 thru
November 1978. This analysis developed a hypothesis, supported by the
simulation results, of ttiecausative agents for the inventory differences
experienced by the facility.

Members of the Division of Safeguards met with representatives of Dupont
and Sandia to discuss safeguards issues related to DOE's proposed
construction of a spent fuel storage basin at Savannah River. Existing
NRC requirements for physical protection and potential ;mpacts of 10 CFR
Part 75 (U.S. Implementation of IAEA Safeguards) were discussed.
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Industry/NRC Seminar on Upgrade Rule Guidance
An Industry/NRC Seminar on Upgrade Rule Guidance products was conducted
on March 27 and 28 at the Defense Industrial Security Institute of
Richmond, Virginia. The seminar focused on the products of the Upgrade
Rule Guidance Development Working Group, which prepared three major
volumes of technical guidance for public comment.

ENCLOSURE D

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE LEGAL DIRECTOR
ITEMS OF INTEREST
FOR THE WEEK ENDING MARCH 30, 1979

Trojan Nuclear Plant {Control Building Proceeding)
On March 27, the Trojan Appeal Board (Control Building) issued a
decision (ALAB-534) sumnarily affinning the Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board's partial initial decision (PIO) of December 21, 1978. The PIO
authorizes interim operation prior to modifications to upgrade the
seismic capability of the Control Building. Such interim operation is
subject to conditions which reduce the QBE level for the operation
period, prohibit modifications which would weaken the Control Building
shear walls and require prior minor modifications to pipe supports and
restraints. The Appeal Board adhered to its detennination in ALAB-524
denying a stay of the effectiveness of the PIO that there was no showing by intervenors on appeal that the Licensing Board erred in finding
that, given the conditions it was imposing upon interim operation, there
was the requisite reasonable assurance that such operation would not
produce a seismic-related danger to the public health and safety. The
Appeal Board also noted a patent lack of merit to the intervenor's
challenges to a number of ancillary rulings of the Licensing Board.

ENCLOSURE G

ITEMS OF INTEREST

OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
WEEK ENDING MARCH 30 2 1979

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Technical Notification
IP, through Department of State and GSA channels, has been keeping foreign
nuclear regulatory authorities fully apprised of the Three Mile Island
situation which has, of course, generated intense interest abroad. It
has apparently been headlined by all major foreign newspapers. We have
also fielded many telephone requests for the absolute latest available
infonnation from both local and American Embassies overseas. We have
assured all that the information is being passed just as soon as we receive
it.

EXPORT/IMPORT AND INTERNATIONAL SAFEGUARDS
U.S. Action Plan· Working Group Meeting (APWG)
On March 23 members of the staff (Ken Cohen, IP, Ted Sherr, and Ben Easterling,
NMSS) attended a meeting at the State Department of the APWG. The principal
focus of the meeting centered on the review of several work plans and the
status of others. An information paper providing a more detailed description
of the two APWG meetings held fn March is being forwarded to the Connission.
The next scheduled meeting will be on April 24.
ALI-ABA Meeting on Export Controls
On March 28-29, members of the IP staff attended a meeting in Washington
organized by the American Law Institute and the American Bar Association
(ALI-ABA) on the subject of nuclear export controls. Presentations were
given by U.S. and foreign attendees who focused in general on the results
of the first year's experience in implementing the export control provisions
of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act of 1978. Major addresses were given
by Co11111issioner Kennedy and Assistant Secretary of State Thomas Pickering.
Upgrade Rule Guidance Seminar
An IP representative part1cipatad· 1n the NRC Upgrade Rule Guidance Seminar
March 27-28 1n Richmond, Virginia.

ENCLOSURE H

OFFICE OF STATE PROGRAMS
ITEMS OF INTEREST
WEEK ENDING MARCH 30, 1979
General
Governor Carey of New York has asked the New York siting board
to suspend its hearings on the Long Island Lighting Company's
applications for two nuclear facilities at Jamesport. The
hearings have been in progress since 1974. During the recent
campaign, Governor Carey promised that "Jamesport will never be
built.
11

Program Development
Frank Young met with officials in Michigan on Tuesday, March 27,
to discuss water quality and general agreements on memorandum
of understanding. They seem interested and are proceeding with
active consideration.
State Agreements
A training course on Safety Aspects of Industrial Radiography
will be given at Louisiana State University during the week of
April 9, 1979. This will be a cooperative program with 9 State
personnel and 7 NRC-IE personnel attending.

w.

Kerr will meet with Utah officials on April 10, 1979 to discuss
the Agreement State Program.

ENCLOSURE I

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND PROGRAM ANALYSIS
Items of Interest
Week Ending - March 30, 1979
Research Project Control System {RPCS}
Completed General Requirements Document for Research Project Control
System {RPCS). This document outlines plans for development of a project
control system for the Office of Research. While greatly alleviating present
manual efforts. the system will provide more infonnation in a more efficient
manner for project control. The system will interface with the Decision
Unit Tracking System and the Buff Books.
Decision Unit Tracking System (OUTS)
.

Completed the General Requirements Document which outlines plans for development of an automated system to aid in eliminating the unnecessary manual
effort in producing the OUTS reports as well as providing additional infonnation reports •
.

U.S. vs Japanese Construction Time
Began statistical analyses on duration of construction stages of nuclear
reactors to allow unbiased comparisons of U.S. and Japanese construction
time.
Response to Questions from Senators Hart and Simpson
.

Revised responses to questions from the February 5 Hart and Simpson budget
review hearings have been completed and sent to the Office of Congressional
Affairs.
Caseload Planning Projections
Caseload Planning Projections for FY 1981-85 were sent to Office Directors
for their use in the FY Bl budget process •
.

Response to Questions from Representative Dingell

-

Forwarded complete package of responses to Representative Dingell's FY 80
authorization questions to the Office of Congressional Affairs.

ENCLOSURE J

Office of the Controller
Items of Interest
Week Ending March 30, 1979
FY 1979 Reprogranming
The in1t1a1 repro9ranming request to Congress (use of FY 1978 unobligated
balance carryover} still requires concurrence from the Senate Author1zat1on
and Appropriations Committees.
The second reprogran:m1ng paper has received responses from four Conmissioners.
FY 1979 F1nanc1al Review
A review of FY 1979 resource activity with the purpose of arriving at a
projected year-end pos1t1on w111 take place in May.
FY 1980 Budget
Udall Subcomnittee markup was scheduled this week but has been postponed.
Hart Subconmittee markup is tent1vely scheduled for April 27. By law the
Authorization Con111ittees are to have their bills reported out by May 15,
however, in the past this has not been met.
House Appropriations Committee mark is scheduled for June and Senate
Appropriations C01t111ittee mark 1s scheduled for July.
FY 1981-FY 1985 Budget/Plan
The Call for the formulation of this budget/plan was issued on March 30.
The due dates are sim11ar to last year; information to ADM by April 27 and
the budget/plan to CON by May 25.

Enclosure K

CALENDAR OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
For Two Week Period Ending Aprfl 16, 1979

April 2-5

Sequoyah - ACRS meeting

April 6

Palo Verde 4 & 5 - ACRS Full COOlllittee meeting
to be held

ENCLOSURE L

ITEMS APPROVED BY THE C0""1ISSION - RECEIVED WEEK ENDING MARCH 30, 1979
A.

SECY-79-95 - NON-PROLIFERATION LANGUAGE IN NRC INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
{Conmissioner Action Item) (Memo, Ch11k to Gossick dated 3£23/79}
With reference to_my memorandum of March 21, 1979 to you
on this subject you are requested to defer action for
several days while the COmmission considers recently
obtained information.

B.

Item
This is to advise you that the Ccmnissioners have reviewed the subject
license to General Electric Company. The Co11111ission {with four Conmissioners
concurring and Ccmnissioner Gilinsky noting without objection) has
accepted your reccnmendation to export to France 2.48 kilograms of
plutonium and 61 kilograms of natural uranium in the form of mixed
uranium oxide and plutonium oxide as. scrap powder and pellets.
In connection with his concurrence, Ccmnissioner Bradford has provided
the following comnents: "I want to be informed of the physical security
regimen. that wi 11 cover the transporting of this materi a1. "
The Office of International Programs was infonned of this action by
telephone on March 22, 1979.
It is requested that you accomplish the following actions:
l.

Provide notification of the issuance and delivery of this license
to General Electric by c.o.b. March 26, 1979.

2.

Forward a response to Conmissioner Bradford's request through the
Office of the Secretary by c.o.b. April 6, 1979.
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SECY-79-76 - GENERIC ISSUES PRIORITIES (Memo, Chilk to Gossick dated 3/23/?9
The C0111111ssion notes the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation's report

on recent actions to establish priorities for the resolution of generic
issues. In seeking a valid system for establishing priorities, the
actions are likely to improve assurance that NRR's resources are used
more effectively. Requesting public conment will be a useful safeguard
to assure the process is realistic. The Comnission c011111ends these efforts.
Public c011111ent should be requested as soon as reasonably possible. The
public announcement of the rating system used for establishing generic
issue priorities and soliciting cormnents on the rating system should
include as much information as possible about the system and how it was
applied. In particular, and if possible, further description and/or
definition of the various rating categories shown in Table 1 of the
staff paper and of the process whereby the various issues were rated in
each category would be appropriate. Further, when the public
announcement is made, it should note that, although both the point value
for each category and the point value assigned to each issue in each
category are subjective, the resulting total point values for the issues
were sufficient to make a meaningful rating, i.e., the relative ratings
of the issues were used to identify those issues to which resources
should be c0n111itted ill11lediately, those to which resources should be
coll11litted on a discretionary basis, and those to which conmitment of
resources should be deferred. Finally, the public announcement should
emphasize that the rating system resulted in all issues previously
determined to be unresolved safety issues being placed in the highest of
these three priority classes.

In view of continuing Congressional interest, the staff is requested to

prepare for Corrmission approval appropriate letters to the Congressional

oversight c011111ittees outlining the approach being taken to establish
priorities for the resolution of generic issues. (SECY Suspense:

4/27/79)

D.

I

SECY-79-129 - Proyosed Amendment to 10 CFR Part 35, "Human Uses of
Byproduct Materia ," Institutional Radiation Safety C00111ittee
The Comnission, by a vote of 4-0*:
1.

approved the Notice of Proposed Rule Making that would change
the requirement to appoint a medical isotopes conrnittee to a
requirement to appoint a radiation safety comnittee. This
proposed amendment is to be published in the Federal Register
for a 60-day conment period; (SD) (SECY Suspense: 4/5/79)

*Conm1ssioner Gilinsky noted this item without objection

-3.~

2.

requested that a public announcement be issued when the
proposed amendment is filed with the Office of the Federal
Register; (OPA) (SECY Suspense: 4/5/79)

3.

requested that appropriate Congressional C011111ittees and all
medical licensees be informed of this action.
{OCA/SD) (SECY Suspense: 4/5/79)

II. SECY-79-148 - Amendments to 10 CFR Part 140 - Increase in Maximum
Amount of Financial Protection Available
The Corrmission, by a vote of 5-0:
1.

approved the proposed Notice of Rule Making to increase the
level of the primary layer of financial protection required of
certain indemnified licensees from $140 to $160 million. This
amendment, which is to be published in the Federal Register,
is to become effective May 1, 1979;
(NRR) (SECY Suspense: 4/5/79)

2.

requested that the Subc011111ittee on Nuclear Regulation, Senate
Conmittee on Environment and Public Works, the Subconm1ttee on
Energy and the Environment, House Conmittee on Interior and
Insular Affairs; and the Subconmittee on Energy and Power,
House Comnittee on Interstate and Foreign Colllnerce be informed
of this action by letter; {OCA) {SECY Suspense: 4/5/79)

3.

requested that a public announcement be issued upon filing of
the Notice with the Office of the Federal Register.
{OPA) {SECY Suspense: 4/5/79)

III. SECY-79-128 - Implementation of Certain Provisions of Publ;c Law
94-197 - Modification of the Price-Anderson Act
The Comission, by a vote of 5-0:
1.

approved the proposed Notice of Rule Making amending 10 CFR
Part 140 to complete the implementation of PL 94-197. Thfs
Notice 1s to be published 1n the Federal Register for a 60-day
conrnent period; (NRR) {SECY suspense: 4/5/79)

2.

requested that the Subconmittee on Nuclear Regulation of the
Conmittee on Environment and Public Works; the Subconmfttee on
Energy and the Environment of the Comittee on Interior and
Insular Affairs. and the Subconmittee on Energy and Power of
the Conmittee on Interstate and Foreign Carmerce be informed
of this action by letter-. (OCA) (SECY Suspense: 4/5/79)
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E.

STAFF RE~UIREMENTS - DISCUSSION OF SECY-79-34A - STAFF'S FINAL REPORT,
11 REGULAT ON OF FEDERAL RADIOACTIVE WASTE ACTIVITIES 11
9:50 A.M. THURSDAY
MARCH 22 19 9 COMM SSI NERS
NFEREN E ROO DC OFFICE Oen to Public
Attendance Memo Chil to Gossick dated 3 23 79
The Cormiission discussed the status of the draft report to Congress.
The Corrmission also was addressed by Dale Myers, Under Secretary of
Energy; John Oeutch, Assistant Secretary of Energy for Energy Technology;
and Duane Sewell, Assistant Secretary of Energy for Defense Programs,
on DOE views of the report.
The Cormiission requested:
1.

that the revised pages of the staff's final draft report be provided
to the Conmission.
(NMSS) (SECY Suspense: 3/23/79)

Corrmissioner Bradford indicated that he would submit his revisions to
the draft early in the Week of March 26. The Chainnan noted that further
discussion of the report was scheduled for March 29, and that the Conmission
should be prepared to reach a decision on the report at that time.

F.

The Conmission, by a vote of 3-2, with Conmissioners Gilinsky and Bradford
dissenting, found that license application no. XSNM-1222 meets all the
requirements relevant for issuance under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,
and directed the Director of International Programs to issue XSNM-1222
to the Edlow International Company (ECO)
(Subsequently, the license was issued later in the day on March 23, 1979.)
By a vote of 3-0, with Commissioners Gi1insky and Bradford abstaining,
the Conmission approved the issuance of an Order reflecting the above
finding.
{The Order and separate concurring and dissenting Opinions were issued
later in the day on March 23, 1979.)

ENCLOSURE M
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G.

This is to advise you that the Commissioners have reviewed
the subject .licenses to Union Carbide Corporation. The
Commissioners (with all Commissioners concurring) have
accepted your recommendation to export to France 7.33 kilograms
of uranium, enriched to 931 U-235, in the form of uranium
metal, for fabrication of fuel and reimport to the United
States in the form of reactor fuel elements.
The Office of International Programs was informed of this
action by telephone on March 26, 1979.
It is requested that you provide notification of the issuance
and delivery of these licenses to Union Carbide by c.o.b.
March 28, 1979.

H.

CLASSIFICATION REVIEW OF TRANSCRIPT OF: DISCUSSION OF EXPORT MATTER, MARCH 8,
1979; DISCUSSION OF TARAPUR, FEBRUARY 15, 1979 (Memo, Ch11k to Gossick
dated 3/26/79}
Attached are the transcripts of the subject meetings which were
closed to public attendance pursuant to Exemption 1 of the
Sunshine Act. You are requested to conduct a classification
review of these transcripts to determine whether any portions
of the texts may be released to the public.
Ple~se provide your written determination regarding classification of these documents by C.O.B., Friday, March 30, 1979.

(Attachment not included}

I.

SECY-79-121 - PROPOSED LICENSE TO EXPORT LOW-ENRICH!O upa~JU" T~ ~EXrco
(XSNM-1194} (Commissioner Action Item} (Memo, Chilk to Gossick dated 3/27/79}
This is to advise you that the Cormn.issioners have reviewed
the subject license to General Electric Company. The
Commission (with all Commissioners concurring) has accepted
your recommendation to export to Mexico 377,600 kilograms
of uranium, enriched to 41 U-235, in the form of uranium

dioxide.

·

The Director of International Programs was authorized by
telephone on March 2, 1979 to issue this license.
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J.

REVIEW OF TRANSCRIPT OF COfttlISSION MEET •
THE HOUSE FOREIGN AFFAIRS COMMITTEE FE~:~ARYD~SC~~~~01 OF TEST!MONY BEFORE
dated 3/28/79)
z
,
Memo, Ch1lk to Gossick
Attached is a memo from the General Counsel indicating that
the sub~e~t transcript, in the General Counsel's view, is
unc;assified, but recommending a further classification
review by OIP.
·
The~efore, w7 request that OIP conduct a classification
review of this document and provide a written determination
regarding its classification to the Office of the Secretary
by c.o.b., Wednesday, AprJl 4,· 1979. (Attachment not included)

K.
This is to advise you that the Commission (with all Commissioners
concurring) has approved your recommendation that NRC not
object to the subject retransfer. However, the proposecf""
response to the Department of Energy (DOE) has been revised
with the following additions: (1) a Commission view (with
Commissioners Gilinsky, Bradford, and Ahearne concurring)
pertaining to the lack of information concerning the terms of
a relevant contract; (2) a dissent by Chairman Hendrie and
•Commissioner Kennedy from this view~ and (3) an additional
view of Commissioner Bradford.
A final draft of the response to DOE reflecting the Commission's
decision on this matter is attached for typing, signature and
dispatch by the Director of International Programs.
The Office of International Programs was informed of the
Commission decision concerning NRC non-objection to the
retransfer by telephone on March 26, 1979 and of the revised
letter to DOE by telephone on March 28.
It is requested that you forward to the Office of the Secretary
a copy of the letter to DOE after signature and dispatch.

(Attac~ment not included}

ENCLOSURE M

CALENDAR OF SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS

APRIL
1-4

AIF Environmental Conference: Regulation of Radiation in the
Nuclear Industry, Mayflower Hotel, Washington, DC - Regulatory
Trends 1n Radiation Protection - Robert Minogue

2

Nuclear Power Safety Course, Georgia Institute of Technology,
Atlanta, GA - Definition of Class of Accidents, Safety and
Design Base Accident Concept - s. H. Hanauer
American Association of Petroleum Geologists, Houston, TX Environmental Assessment of In Situ Leaching of Uranium Glen Terry

2-4

American Society for Nondestructive Testing Annual Meeting,
San Diego, CA - Use of Alarming Pocket Dosimeters in
Industrial Radiography - S. A. McGuire

2-6

Nuclear Power Safety Course, Georgia Institute of Technology
(School of Nuclear Engineering), Atlanta, GA - Nuclear
Regulator! Conmission Regulations and Licensing - Robert Minogue

3

AIF Environmental Conference: Regulation of Radiation in the
Nuclear Industry, Mayflower Hotel, Washington, DC - NRC Studies
and Efforts on Health Effects - M. Parsont

4

Environmental Health Conference, Park City, UT - Health Impacts
of Uranium Mining and Milling for Conmercial Nuclear Power E. F. Branagan
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7

First Western Energy Quality Assurance Seminar (ASQC), San
~
Francisco, CA - QA Requirements for the Design and Construction
of Nuclear Power Plants - T. W. Bishop

12

NJ Chapter of the Health Physics Society, Saddlebrook, NJ Radiation Incidents and NRC RI Public Affairs Practices K. Abraham

19-20

Second Biennial EEI Standards Conference - Theme: Government
Interface with the Voluntary Consensus Standards Organizations
and EEI's New Posture in the Standards World - Robert Minogue
MAY

1

State of South Carolina Advanced Management Seminar, Greenwood, SC NRC Concurrence Program for Fixed Nuclear Facilities - J. W. Hufham

17

National Classification Management Society Seminar, Jae~
Tar Hotel, San Francisco, CA - Develo~ent ofrHRC's
Classification Guide for Safeguards Inonnation - Raymond Brady

21

Radioactive Waste Management for Nuclear Power Reactors Rules, Regulations and Standards, Alexandria, VA - I. C. Roberts

23

Annual Records Management Conference of the National Archives,
Fredericksburg. VA - Automation of Records Man6gement at NRC R. Stephen Scott
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WEEKLY INFORMATION SUMMARY
Week Ending April 10, 1979

Zion Station, Units 1 and 2
With regard to the proposed expansion of capacity of the Zion Station
spent fuel poolt the staff has completed and issued its safety evaluation
and environmental impact appraisal... A hearing on this matter will be
held at a time and place to be fixed by the ASLB.
US/IAEA Safeguards Agreement Implementation
NRC staff met with Dr. Ferraris of the IAEA on March 29 to discuss
future IAEA needs for export of inspection samples and import of calibration standards. Dr. Farrairs confirmed present thinking that several
years will be required to completely implement the US/IAEA Agreement.
Foreign Interest in Three Mile Island Incident
On April 3, IP arranged, and D. Thompson of IE presented, al½ hour
briefing on the Three Mile Island incident. It was attended by 30
foreign representatives from 18 countries and international organizations.
IP arranged a trip on April 5 for foreign safety experts to visit Middle•
town and be briefed by H. Denton on the Three Mile Island situation.
Statistical Analysis of Power Plant Capacity Factor (NUREG-CR 0382)
Distributed a report entitled "Statistical Analysis and Power Plant
Capacity Factors 11 • This report examines the use of statistical methods
for analysis of possible trends and patterns associated with a plant's
age, size and type.
FY 1979 Reprogranming
The initial reprograrmiing request for use of FY 1978 unobligated balance
carryover was approved by all five Congressional Conmittees. Revised
financial plans and allotments will be issued early next week to reflect
these changes.

9FFICE OF ADMINISTRATION
Week Ending April 6, 1979

ADMINISTRATION OF THE FREED()I OF INFORMATION ACT
STATUS OF REQUESTS
Initial
Request

Appeal ofInitfal Dec1Sion

130
59

11

Received
Granted
Denied
Pending

2

21

4
5

50

ACTIONS THIS WEEK
Received
Carol S. Perlmutter
(79-93)

Requests a copy of all materials regarding the
promulgation and possible future revisions of
Regulatory Guide 1.3, Revision 2 and Regulatory
Guide 1.4, Revision 2.

L. Alan Kenton,

Requests the name, present and past position
titles, present and past grades, and present
duty stations of all employees employed by the
NRC.

Gerald Merigold,
Science Applications, Inc.
(79-95)

Requests a copy of the winning proposal for
RFP No. RS-RES-78-193.

James W. Scouten,
Attorney-At-Law
(79-96)

Requests any infonnation which would justify
the 11 failure 11 to use Boron at Three Mile Island
plant.

Kathryn Burkett Dickson,
Energy Resources Conservation
&Development Con1111ssion
(79-97)

Requests a copy of the staff report and
reconrnendations on PIRG's petition for
rulemaking to require plant operators to post
bond for deconmissioning (SECV-78-13-C).

Anthony Z. Roisman,
Natural Resources
Defense Council, Inc.
(79-98)

Requests all documents and conmunications of
any kind received by or in the possession of the
NRC relating to Three Mile Island Unit 2.

(79-94)

CONTACT: J.M. Felton
492--7211
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Received, Cont'd
Peggy Strafo,
The Denver Post
(79-99)

Requests all documents relating to
environmental impacts and health effects
resulted from nuclear tests conducted in
connection with the Project Plowshare program
during the 1960s and early 1970s.

Granted
Lawrence F. Roberge,
(79-4)

In response to a request for a copy of the
reports on Abnormal Occurrences for 1977 and
1978, made available the reports.

Lucille Parkerson,
Kinetic Research, Inc.
(79-66)

In response to a request for a copy of the
technical proposals on the successful awards
resulting from RFP #01-78-011, "Health Effects
of Low-Level Ionizing Radiation", made
available these proposals.

Mark T. Hebner,
Phannatopes, Inc.
(79-79)

In response to a request for copies of all
documents on file in the NRC concerning
Radiology Associates, P.C., NRC License
Number 21-16754-01, made available these
documents.

Denied
Thomas B. Cochran,
Natural Resources
Defense Council, Inc.
(78-264}

In response to a request for documents
regardin~ the adequacy of safeguards at
NFS, Erw1n, Tennessee facility since 1/1/78,
made available 21 documents. Denied, in
whole or in part, 32 documents under
exemptions 1, 4, and 5.

Anthony Z. Roisman,
Natural Resources
Defense Council, Inc.
(78-295}

In response to a request for documents
relating to the envtronmental effects of the
uranium fuel cycle and the disposal of
nuclear wastes, made available 73 documents.
Denied portions of four documents containing
advice, opinions and reconmendations. Also
informed the requester 13 documents relating
to thfs request are already located in the

POR.
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Denied, Cont'd
Gerald Merigold,
Science Applications, Inc.
(79-84)

In response to a request for a copy of the
winning technical proposal for RFP RS-NMS-78067, denied portions of the technical
proposal containing confidential business
(proprietary) information.

ENCLOSURE A

DIVISION OF CONTRACTS
Week Ending April 6, 1979

PENDING COMPETITIVE REQUIREMENTS
l.

2.

RFP RS-NMS-79-043
Title - Bulk Material Control
Description - This requirement is a three-phase effort. The first
phase is conceived to have one contractor or several
contractors formulate material control systems. The
Phase I contractor(s) will submit, at the end of
Phase I, proposals for a possible development and
demonstration phase, Phase II and III, respectively.
Sponsor - Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
Period of Performance - Phase I - 8 months
Phase II - 7 months
Phase III - 12 months
Status - Solicitation being developed.
RFP RS-NRR-118
Title - Engineering Support for Operating Reactor Licensing Actions
Description - The NRC is seeking assistance with its review and
evaluation of pending operating reactor licensing
actions. Assistance is needed to: (1) review licensee
submittal, (2) perform comparative evaluations relative
to established regulatory guides, (3) provide a report
documenting conclusions reached and (4) provide a
definition of additional information needed to complete
the action.
Period of Performance - Three to five years
Sponsor - Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Status - The Source Evaluation Panel has completed their review of
the 49 qualification statements received, and the Contracting
Officer has advised all submitters of the results. The
Evaluation Panel is presently developing a Request for
Proposal and the Division of Contracts intends to issue it
during the month of April.
RFP'S ISSUED
RFP RS-OIE-79-256
Title - General and Refresher Courses in Non-Destructive
Examinations
Description - This technical assistance is required by the Office
of Inspection and Enforcement to provide NRC personnel
a working level knowledge of practices, procedures and
practical work of non-destructive examinations as
related to nuclear power plant construction.
Period of Performance - Twenty-eight months
Sponsor - Office of Inspection and Enforcement
Status - RFP issued April 3, 1979. Proposals due May 3, 1979,
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PROPOSALS UNDER EVALUATION
l.

..

RFP RS-ADM-79-362
Title - Cataloging Support Services
Description - Cataloging, processing, data conversion and related
activities for backlog of approximately 9650 titles
in the NRC Library.
Period of Perfonnance - Seven months
Sponsor - Office of Administration
Status - Competitive range approved March 28, 1979. Offerors
in/out of competitive range notified. Negotiations to be
conducted during week beginning April 16, 1979.

2.

RFP RS-OIE-79-253
Title - Independent Assessment: Destructive Testing and Analysis
Description - This technical assistance is required by the Office
of Inspection and Enforcement to provide independent
assessments, including destructive testing and analysis
of samples from licensees' facilities which will serve
as independent measurements and verifications that
reactor construction and vendor materials and workmanship meet prescribed codes, standards and specifications in the mechanical, chemical, concrete, and
electrical areas.
Period of Perfonnance - Two years
Sponsor - Office of Inspection and Enforcement
Status - The Source Selection Board met on April 4, 1979 to detennine
the competitive range.

3.

RFP RS-OIE-79-254
Title - Evaluation of NRC's Revised Inspection Program
Description - This technical assistance is required by the Office
of Inspection and Enforcement to detennine the
effectiveness and efficiency of the Revised Inspection
Program and its concurrent impacts on the C011111ission,
licensees, and the public. The Contractor will develop
the methodology for evaluation of all elements of the
Revised Inspection Program: Resident Inspection,
Perfonnance Appraisal, Independent Measurements, and
Career Management and Training. The results of this
work effort wfll be used to prepare reports for 0MB
and the Congress 1n FY 1979 and 1980.
Period of Perfonnance - Two years
Sponsor - Office of Inspection and Enforcement
Status - Proposals received March 28, 1979, and distributed to the
Source Selection Board on March 29, 1979.

..
...
•..

- 3 -

4.

RFP RS-NRR-79-102
Title - Technical Assistance Program for Two-Phase Flow Aspects of
Reactor Safety
Description - Provide licensing support in the area of two-phase
flow, consisting of a review of existing tests,
experiments, and analytical methods used in this
area.
Period of Perfonnance - Three years
Sponsor - Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Status - Final Evaluation Report approved on March 30, 1979.

DIVISION OF SECURITY
ITEMS OF INTEREST
WEEK ENDING APRIL 6, 1979
The Facilities and Systems Security Branch (FSSB) provided for and
arranged additional protective measures for H Street during public
meetings held by the Co111'1lission and ACRS in response to public interest
over the Three Mile Island nuclear incident. Additional security support
has also been provided for East-West Towers in support of the 24 hour
operations of the NRC staff. Security support, in coordination with
Region I. was provided for the Middletown, Pa. NRC Press Center:also.
FSSB coordinated and arranged for protective service for the.Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board prehearing conference in the Allens Creek
proceeding scheduled for Houston, Texas, April 18-19, 1979.

ENCLOSURE A

DIVISION OF TECHNICAL INFORMATION AND DOCUMENT CONTROL*
Week Ending April 6, 1979
TRANSLATIONS
The following translations were received by the Division of Technical
Information and Document Control during the week of·April 2 - 6, 1979.
Copies of these translations will be available in the Library.
German
RE 23, Research Program On Reactor Safety (Final Report). Research Project
BMFT RS 93/A. Kraftwerk Union, Reaktortechnik, Erlangen, F. R. Germany.
January 1978. 95 pages.
Cost of translation: $313.00. (TIDC 539).
Japanese
78-RG-01. Examination Guidelines for the Safety Evaluation of light
Water Power Reactors. Atomic Energy Corrmittee, Japan. September 1978.
75 pages.
Cost of translation: $1,102.00. (TIDC 542)

NUREG REfO~TS
Number of NUREG reports printed and/or distributed by TIDC in March.
Report
SER's
Periodicals
Staff
Contractor

Quantity
2

5
4

69

A listing of these reports is contained in 11 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Conmission Publications" (NUREG - 0304), issued monthly and available

from TIDC.

* This entry deleted from PDR copy
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OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REP,CTOR REGULATION
WEEkLY !TEMS OF INTEREST

(vieek Ending April 6, 1979)

H.B. Robinson 2
The st&ff's Supplement No. 2 to the Safety Evaluation for the H. 8.
Robinson Un1t 2 Power Increase was issued for 1nfonnation on March 30.
1979. This supplement is being sent to the ASLB and ACRS. The power
increase is 100 MWt from 2200 MWt to 2300 MWt.
Zion Station, Units 1 and 2
With regard to the proposed expansion of capacity of the Zion Station

spent fuel pool, the staff has completed its safety evaluation (SER)
and environmental impact appraisal (EIA) and on March 29. 1979 issued
these documents for the information of the licensee. the Atomic Safety

and Lfcensing Board (ASLB) and to the interested parties in this
proceeding. On March 23, 1979, the ASLB had issued a notice that
a hearing on this matter will be held at a time and place to be fixed
by the ASLB. Members of the public may request·pennission to make
limited appearance statements at that hearing.
·

~lem Unit No. 1
On March 29. 1979, the ASLB for the proposed expansion of the Salem.
Unit Ho. 1 spent fuel pool capacity. issued an Order announcing that
a hearing. if it is to be held (dec1sfons on surrmary disposition are

still pending) will eor.mence at 9:00 a.m. on Wednesday. May 2, 1979

1n Salem, New Jersey.

....

Peach Bottom
C:1 March 23, 1979 the Atom'fccSafety and Ucensing Appeal Board issued
its decision with respect to water quality issues at Peach Bottom. This
decision approved the stipulation a.i-nong the parties and the proposed

Environmental Techn1ea1 Specifications on the thermal component of
effluent discharge. DOR will initiate an amendment to implement the
Board's Decision.

ENCLOSURE B

OFFICE OF STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT
IMPORTANT EVENTS FOR THE WEEK ENDING APRIL 6, 1979

1. Meeting wfth Dr. Andrew McLean, U.K. - April 4, 1979: On April 4,
1979, members of the staff met with Dr. A. McLean, Director of
the United Kingdom National Radiological Protection Board, in
response to a request from the British Embassy. Dr. Mclean wanted
to discuss the staff's position with respect to the new ICRP
reconnendations on occupational protection {ICRP Publication 26),
and to discuss with Mr. Minogue certain aspects of a talk he made
at the Atomic Industrial Forum Conference on April 2. Most of
Or. McLean's concerns about the ICRP reconnendations had arisen
from his recent reading of an article in Nucleonics Week which
attempted to su11111arize a paper by R. E. Alexander and W.Cool
which was recently presented at an international meeting in
Vienna, Austria. (See SECY 79-138}. The discussion of Mr. Minogue's
speech centered around ALARA concepts and the feasibility of
establishing deminimus levels with respect to radiation protection.
Or. Mclean said that in the U.K. personnel dosimetry processing
inaccuracies had been recognized several years ago and that the
government has recognized certified laboratories that are required
to be used by users of personnel dosimeters or in some cases does
the processing itself.
Dr. Mclean also noted that one of the most significant shortcomings
and frustrating problem areas following the major incident at the
Windscale facility some years ago was the establishment of lines of
communication; the existing conanerc1al telephone system was quickly
swamped. He noted that the U.S. seemed to have a similar problem
at the Three Mile Island incident.
Publications Issued
Draft Regulatory Guide and Value/Impact Statement• Proposed Revision 4
to Regulatory Guide 8.8 - Information Relevant to Ensuring lbat Occupational
Radiation Exposures at Nuclear Power Stations Will Be As Low As Is Reasonably
Achievable (ALARA) - 1ask OH 507-4 [Comments requested by June 8, 1979]

ENCLOSURE C

OFFICE Of NUCLEAR MATERIAL SAFETY AND SAFEGUARDS
Items of Interest
Week Ending April 61 1979

Review of NUS Contract Status and Proposed Additions
The staff of Fuel Cycle Division reviewed the progress of all work
under the NUS Corporation's contract for updating Table S-3 and
for providing a technical report to support a rule making on radon222. Proposals are being considered to expand the scope of work
under the contract to include development of infonnation on socioeconomic impacts, as rec01111Jended by the S-3 Hearing Board, and to
include evaluating various population dose integration periods and
recommending one for NRC use in environmental impact assessments.
Report on Transportation of Nuclear Material through Fairfax County,
Virginia
A survey was completed on the roovement of nuclear material during

CY 1978 through Fairfax County, Virginia. The survey was undertaken
in response to a request received by NMSS from Mr. Mallard, a member
of the Fairfax County Board of Supervisors.
Direct Assistance to IAEA Safeguards Evaluation Section

Mr. Lawrence Wirfs, Division of Safeguards, is scheduled to provide
technical support to the IAEA Safeguards Evaluation Section in Vienna, Austria
during April 30 - May 11, 1979, as part of the U.S. direct assistance
program to that organization. The purpose of the trip is to develop
methods and general procedures for the evaluation of inspection
perfonnance in the examination of facility operating and accounting
records. A preliminary meeting will be attended at Battelle in Seattle
on April 5-6.
US/IAEA Safeguards Agreement Implementation
Messrs. Partlow and Wirfs from NMSS and Mr. Kessler from IP met with
Dr. Ferraris of the IAEA on March 29 to discuss implementation topics
of comnon interest. One of the main topics was the discussion of future
IAEA needs for export of inspection samples and import of calibration

standards. Dr .• Ferraris conf1nned that the present thinking of the IAEA is

that several years will be required to completely implement the US/IAEA
Agreement.

ENCLOSURE 0

Items of Interest

2

Interna ti ona l Safeguards
On March 26-29, 1979, representatives of the Department of State,
ACOA, DOE, and NRC met at Brookhaven National Laboratory with IAEA
representatives to discuss the U.S. program for technical assistance
to IAEA safeguards. In addition to the 12 tasks related to the Takai Advanced
Safeguards Technology Exercise (TASTEX), some 129 ongoing or proposed
new tasks for providing direct assistance to the IAEA were reviewed.
This program provides assistance to IAEA safeguards activities in the
areas of measurement technology, training, systems studies, information
processing, containment and surveillance, and in support of field
operations.
·

ENCLOSURE D

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT
Items of Interest
Week Ending April 6, 1979
1. Nuclear Incident at Three Mile Island Unit 2 - The NRC Operations
Center was activated on the morning of March 28, 1979 and has been
in continuous use since that time. The· incident has been the subject
of numerous Preliminary Notifications, press dispatches, press conferences and other releases of infonnation. NRC efforts are expected
to cont;nue for an extended period of time.
2.

Preliminary Notifications relating to the following actions were
dispatched s i nee March 23, 1979:
a.

PN0-79-59 North Anna Unit 2 - Cracked Flow Splitter - Cracks were
found in each end of the flow splitter for one of three reactor
main coolant pumps. Westinghouse representatives assisted VEPCO
in detennining the cause of failure and proposed corrective action.
Unit 2 is undergoing preoperational testing and is not licensed
to operate. (Closed}

b. PN0-79-60 Errors in Calculations for First LOFT Nuclear Test During preparations for the pretest calculations of the second
nuclear test in LOFT, Idaho Nuclear Engineering Laboratory personnel
discovered two errors in the input data for the first nuclear test.
In addition, personnel from Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory discovered a second error in the input data. New calculations are
underway using correct input data. This Preliminary Notification
was issued for infonnation only. (Closed}
c. PN0-79-61 Surry Units 1 &2 - Potential Emergency Electrical Loads
Exceed the Design Rating - A preliminary reanalysis by the licensee
indicated that existing loads could exceed the design rating for
some 4160/480 volt transfonners and circuit breakers. Additional
analyses are being made by the architect-engineer (Stone and Webster}
to detennine the extent of the problem and corrective action required.
The licensee intends to modify the electrical system to handle the
required loads. Additional testing will be required to demonstrate
the ability to carry the required loads. (Closed}
d.

PN0-79-62 EXXON Company, U.S.A., Converse County, Wyoming Airborne Exposure to Members of the Public - Two welders at a shop
in Glen Rock, Wyoming were exposed to airborne concentrations of
natural uranium during the period March 1 - 16, 1979. The exposure
resulted from sandblasting a contaminated filter press that had been
inadvertently shipped from the Highland Uranium Mill located in
Converse County, Wycrning. Preliminary investigation by the licensee
showed that urine concentrations were 29 and 5 micrograms uranium
per liter, respectively, for the two welders compared to the NRC
recon111ended control level of 130 micrograms per liter. (Closed)
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e. PN0-79-63 Zion Units 1 & 2 - News Media Interest in Spent Fuel
Pool Leakage - Pollution and Environmental Problems, a Chicago-area
environmental group, issued a news announcement regarding leakage
from the spent fuel pool at Zion. Minor leakage through the
stainless steel liner has occurred since the pool was placed into
service. The leakage has averaged about three_quarts per hour and
has been gradually decreasing. This matter is routinely checked
during inspections. This Preliminary Notification was issued
because of the media coverage. (Closed}
f.

PN0-79-64 North Anna Unit 1 - Potential Overstress of Safety
Related Piping Caused by Actual We19ht of 6-Inch Velan Valves
(Actual Weight Double Design Weight) - A reanalysis of safety related piping using correct weights for the 6-inch Velan check valves
showed that low head safety injection piping to the hot leg of one
of the three primary reactor coolant loops could be overstressed
during a design basis earthquake. The. licensee-is making adjustments to piping supports of affected piping and will complete work
prior to resuming plant operation. (Closed)

g. PN0-79-65 la Crosse - Spent Fuel Shipment - Because of limited
spent fuel storage space, the licensee shipped some fuel to G.E.'s
Morris, Illinois facility. This Preliminary Notification was
issued because of the extensive news coverage expected. (Closed)
h. PN0-79-66 Seabrook Units 1 &2 - Petition to Revoke Construction
Pennit - A petition signed by 25 persons was received requesting
that the construction pennits for Seabrook Unit 1 &2 be revoked.
This Preliminary Notification was issued for information only.
(Closed)
f.

PN0-79-67 through 67L Three Mile Island Unit 2 - Nuclear Incident
at Three Hile Island Unit 2 - These Preliminary Notification were
issued to provide updated status infonnation regarding the incident.

j.

PN0-79-68 North Anna Unit 1 - Potential Overstress of Safety
Related Piping Caused by Actual Wei9ht of 6-Inche Velan Valves
(Actual Weight Double Design Weight) - See Item 2.f above. (Closed)

k. PN0•79•69 Peach Bottom Unit 3 - Radioactive Release In Excess of
Regulatory Limits - A release of radioactive materials which
exceeded a Technical Specification occurred on March 26. 1979. The
total release is estimated at 47.8 curies. principally noble gases.
The release occurred due to operator error in- line-up of vlaves
between equipment drains, floor drains. and the recombiner. The
resident inspector will monitor the licensee's corrective actions.
(Closed)

I
. I

•
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1. PN0-79-70 Kerr-McGee Chemical Corp., West Chicago, Illinois Planned Action by the Mayor of West Chicago, Illinois - The Mayor
of West Chicago, Illinois infonned Region III (Chicago) that he
planned to demand that the Illinois Attorney General's Office
sue Kerr-McGee and the NRC regarding the burial of radioactive
wastes in West Chicago. The suit will demand that the material
be removed from the West Chicago area within 60 days. As of
April 6, 1979, the NRC had received no additional infonnation
regarding the planned suit. (Closed)
m. PN0-79-71 North Anna Unit l - Foreign Material in Secondary
Coolant System - Following a reactor shutdown, the licensee determined that foreign material had jal11Ded in the stop valve of a
Main Steam Reheater (MSR). The MSR is a large heat exchanger
located between the high and low pressure stages of the turbine.
The reactor shutdown was not related to the MSR problem. The
licensee removed debris from the MSR stop valve and recovered
operation of the valve. (Closed)

n.

PN0-79-72 Babcock and Wilcox Co., Copley, Ohio - Apparent
Overexposure to Three Radiographers at the Midland Nuclear Plant
Site - Three radiographers received apparent overexposures while
perfonning radiography at the Midland Unit 2 site. The licensee,
Babcock and Wilcox, calculated the exposure to each individual to
be 14 rems. The cause of the exposure was the apparent failure to
fully retract the 75-curie iridium-192 source and to perfonn a
survey to verify that the source had been retracted. Region III
(Chicago) has initiated an investigation. (Closed)

o. PN0-79-73 Turkey Point Units 3 &4 - Local Blackouts Due to Loss
of Power from Turkey Point - On April 4, 1979, all distribution
lines from Turkey Point opened due to faults on the distribution
system. All plant systems perfonned as designed. The resulting
loss of power caused local blackouts in south Florida. Electrical
power was returned to most customers within two hours. (Closed)
p. PN0-79-74 Comanche Peak Units 1 & 2 - News Articles Reporting
Failure to Perfonn Selected Quality Control Testing for Concrete A Fort Worth newspaper reported that their investigations had
identified problems in the quality control testing program for
Comanche Peak construction project. The newspaper investigations
covered the same subje~ts and times as two NRC investigations conducted during 1977 and 1978. Region IV (Dallas) will resolve any
newly identified allegations. (Closed)
.
✓
q. PNS-79-24 Diablo Canyon Units 1 &2 - Bomb Threat - No bombs were
found and none exploded. (Closed)

r. PNS-79-25 Diablo Canyon Units 1 &2 • Bomb Threat - No bombs were
found and none exploded.

(Closed)
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s. PNS-79-26 General Atomic Co., San Diego, California - Bomb Threat No bombs were found and none exploded. {Closed)
t. PNS-79-27 Susquehanna Units 1 &2 - Bomb Threats - No bombs were
found and none exploded. (Closed)
u. PNS-79-28 Oiablo Canyon Units l &2 - Bomb Threat - No bombs were
found and none exploded. (Closed)
3. The following IE Bulletins were issued:
a.

IE Bulletin 79-04, "Incorrect Weights for Swing Check Valves
Manufactured by Velan Engineering Corporation, was hsued on
March 30, 1979 to all power reactor facilities with an operating
license or a construction pennit.
11

b.

IE Bulletin 79-05, "Nuclear Incident at Three Mile Island," was
issued on April 1, 1979 to all Babcock and Wilcox power reactor
facilities with an operating license.

c.

IE Bulletin 79-0SA, 11 Nuclear Incident at Three Mile. Island," was
issued on April 5, 1979 to all Babcock and Wilcox power reactor
facilities with an operating license.

4. The following Information Notices were issued:
a.

IE Infonnation Notice No. 79-06, "Stress Analysis of Safety-Related
Piping, was issued on March 23, 1979 to all power reactor facilities
with an operating license or a construction pennit •
11

.

b.

IE Infonnation Notice No. 79-07, "Rupture of Radwaste Tanks, was
issued on March 26, 1979 to all power reactor facilities with an
operating license or a construction permit.
11

c. IE lnfonnation Notice No. 79-08, Interconnection of Contaminated
Systems with Service Air Systems Used As the Source of Breathing
Air, was issued on March 28, 1979 to all power reactor facilities
with an operating license and to plutonium processing facilities.
11

11

d.

IE Information Notice No. 79-09,. "Spill of Radioactively Contaminated
Resin," was issued on March 30, 1979 to al 1 power reactor facilities
with an operating license.
.,
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OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE LEGAL DIRECTOR
ITEMS OF INTEREST
FOR THE WEEK ENDING APRIL 6, 1979

St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant, Unit No. 2
On April 5, 1979, the Appeal Board in St. Lucie 2 issued a Memorandum
and Order concerning (1) the soundness of the St. Lucie 2 steam
generator tubes, and (2) the stability of the Applicant's electrical
grid and the adequacy of the St. Lucie emergency power systems generally.
The Appeal Board followed the same approach as in Seabrook in finding
that (1) the Applicant is taking positive measures to deal with the
problem of maintaining steam generator tube integrity, and (2) these
measures are appropriate ones, given the present understanding of the
nature and root of the problem. The Appeal Board reminded all parties
that if the steam generator tube issue is not resolved to the satisfaction of all concerned, a further opportunity to examine the question
at a hearing will occur when the application for operating licensing is
filed. With respect to the question of the electrical grid stability
and emergency power systems, the Appeal Board indicated its intent to
conduct an evidentiary hearing on this issue in south Florida. Prior
to establishing a schedule for that hearing, the Appeal Board instructed
the Staff and the Applicant to prepare answers to a number of questions
set forth in their Memorandum and Order.
North Anna Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2
On April 5, the Appeal Board denied a petition to intervene filed by the
Union of Concerned Scientists in connection with an evidentiary hearing
before the Appeal Board regarding North Annal and 2. The Appeal Board
found that UCS lacked standing since it failed to particularize how
interests of members might be adversely affected by the outcome of the
hear.ing. Without deciding the separate issue of whether the Appeal Board
has the authority to grant to a non-party full participational rights
in a hearing as an amicus curiae, it ruled that such relief was not
warranted for UCS in this case since an existing party had indicated
that it would participate fully on all issues.

ENCLOSURE G

ITEMS OF INTEREST
OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
~EEK ENDING APRIL 6, 1979
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Foreign Interest High in Three Mile Island Incident
Several foreign technical expert teams have come to NRC and more are
on the way to learn what they can about the Three Mile Island Incident. IP has been advising callers that such teams will be welcomed
and will be given as much infonnation as possible, but that we believe it is unlikely that detailed conclusions from the incident
investigations will be available for a matter of weeks.
To date, teams from the following countries and international organizations have arrived at NRC:
FRG {2 representatives)
France (3)
The Netherlands {3}
Denmark (2)
Canada {1)
IAEA (2)

Italy (3)
EC (2)
Spain {3)
Belgium (9)
Japan (4)
Taiwan (2)

IP has also been notified that Argentina and Korea can be expected later.
Additionally, the following local Embassies, aware of the import of
the incident and in conjunction with, or in lieu of, visits by technical teams from their own countries, have initiated and maintained
close contact with IP:
Japan
France
FRG
Sweden
UK
Italy
Spain

Belgium
Taiwan
Canada
Australia
Austria
The Netherlands

South Africa
India
Korea
Finland
Argentina
Denmark

On April 3, IP arranged, and D. Thompson of IE presented, a 1½ hour
briefing on the Three Mile Island incident. It was attended by 30
foreign representatives from 18 countries and international organizations.
Arrangements were also made for briefings at 10:00 a.m. April 6 on
Emergency Planning Operations for the TMI incident {by_H. Collins, SP}
and at 2:00 a.m. April 6 on design and operation of the B&W reactor
s.vstems {by R. Benedic:t of NRR}.
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In coordination with the NRC center at Three Mile Island, IP arranged
a trip on April 5 for foreign safety experts to visit Middletown and
be briefed by H. Denton on the Three Mile Island situation. Administrative assistance was also provided by Metropolitan Edison public
relations. IP staff accompanied the bus load of about 35 persons from
12 countries and two international organizations including foreign
experts sent here especially because of the incident, as well as representatives from the local Embassies.
Nuclear Sabotage
The Associated Press has reported from France that on April 6, at
3:00 a.m., saboteurs set off three plastic charges at a nuclear
industrial plant near the Mediterranean town of Toulon. The blasts
destroyed a metallic block to hold atomic batteries; equipment that
had been fabricated for Belgium to load nuclear fuel into a reactor;
and a cover for a storage container for radioactive materials that was
ordered for a West German nuclear power plant.
Foreign Reports
The following foreign reports were received by IP during the week of
April 2-6. For further information, contact Ann Mclaughlin (X27788).
(....., indicates report is available in English.)
From Canada:
New Pages on the Safety Report for Pickering Generating Station B.**
From

France:

Operating Data for French Reactors - January 1979.
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EXPORT/IMPORT AND INTERNATIONAL SAFEGUARDS
Westinghouse's Views Concerning Implementation of President's Executive
Order
Mr. Mort Hersch of Westinghouse Power Systems Division (Pittsburgh, Pa.}
visited IP on April 3 to inform NRC of Westinghouse's views regarding
the implementation of the President's January 5, 1979 Executive Order
regarding the international reach of NEPA. Also participating in the
discussion were T. Norris and V. Moore of NRR.
The first interagency coordinating meeting aimed at developing implementation procedures is being convened by State Department for April 6.
Meeting of IAEA Safeguards Officials with State and ACDA Representatives
On Friday March 30 IAEA Safeguards officials Hans Gruennn and Marco
Ferraris participated in a meeting at the State Department with representatives from State and ACDA. IP (Ken Cohen} attended the meeting
as NRC's representative. The purpose of the meeting, which was one
of a series held with various US agencies, including NRC, was to
exchange views on matters associated with International Safeguards.
Generally speaking, except for some elaborating, Professor Gruemm (who
was the principal spokesman} focused on the same topics which had been
discussed during his morning visit at NRC. We understand that State
is drafting a swnrnary of the meeting, a copy of which will be provided
to other interested NRC offices and the Con111ission upon receipt.
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OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND PROGRAM ANALYSIS
Items of Interest
Week Ending - April 6, 1979

Hart Committee Hearing on Shutdown of Five Reactors
Coordinated responses to 20 questions from minority members of Hart Comittee
and corrected transcript of its hearing on shutdown of five reactors. Sent
to the Office of Congressional Affairs for Corrmission review.
Transcripts of Glenn Corrmittee Hearing and Bevill Corrmittee Hearing
Edited.transcripts of Glenn Corrmittee Hearing of March 14 on Waste Management
and Bevill Co11111ittee Hearing on Reactor shutdowns as well as coordinated
inserts for record of Bevill hearing of March 21. Forwarded to the Office
of Congressional Affairs for Comission review.
Statistical Analysis of Power Plant Capacity Factors (NUREG-CR

0382)

Distributed a report entitled "Statistical Analysis of Power Plant Capacity
Factors" (NUREG-CR 0382). This report examines the use of statistical methods
for analysis of possible trends and patterrsassociated with a plant 1 s age,
size and type.
LERs for Three Mile Island
Provided numerous LER printouts on events pertaining to Three Mile Island
to NRR, RES, IE and Corrmissioner Gilinsky 1 s staff.
Response to Administrative Conference BARAM Report
?repared letter for Chainnan's signature to Administrative Conference conmenting
on the BARAM Report on the.use•of. cest/benefit analysis by regulatory agencies
which was forwarded to the Co11111ission by the EDO. · ·
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OFFICE OF THE CONTROLLER
ITEMS OF INTEREST
FOR THE WEEK ENDING APRIL 6, 1979

FY 1979 Reprogranming
The initial repro9ra11111ing request to Congress (use of FY 1978 unobligated
balance carryover) has been approved by all five Congressional Co11111ittees.
(House Appropriations Committee approved everything except the additional
travel funds and the other four Co11111ittees approved everything.) Revised
financial plans and allotments will be issued early next week to reflect
these changes.
FY 1979 Operating Plans
The FY 1979 Operating Plans reflecting the resources identified in the
second reprogramning paper (SECY-79-53 and 53a) were forwarded to the
C00111ission.
FY 1980 Budget
The Udall Subcommittee markup scheduled for March 29,and then postponed,
has not been rescheduled as of this week. The Hart Subconmittee markup
is still tentatively scheduled for April 27.
FY 1981-1985 Budget/Plan
As a reminder, your administrative requirements (Section D of Budget Call)
are due to ADM by April 27 and the budget/plan to CON by May 25.

Enclosure K

CALENDAR OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
For Two Week Period Ending April 23, 1979

April 18

Allens Creek - Prehearing conference

April 19

Susquehanna 1 &2 - Meeting to discuss
physical security plan

April 20

Salem 2 - SER Supplement No. 4 to be
issued
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ITEMS APPROVED BY THE COMMISSION - RECEIVED WEEK ENDING APRIL 6, 1979
A.

SECY-79-172 - RESPONSE TO RECOf,ftENDATIONS IN GAO REPORT ENTITLED "AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS SECURITY -- FEDERAL AGENCIES SHOULD STRENGTHEN SAFEGUARDS OVER PERSONAL
AND OTHER SENSITIVE DATA 11 (Comissioner Action Item} (Memo, Chilk to Gossick
dated 3/30/79)
This is to advise you that the Commission (with four Commissioners
concurring and Commissioner Gilinsky noting without objection)
has concurred in the- staff's recommendations in the subject
paper, subject to :modifications as noted below and in the
attached pages:
l.

The attachment titled "NRC General Response to the
Report" should be re-titled "The NRC Computer
Security Program" and re-worded as attached.

2.

The NRC Manual Chapter 2101, "NRC Security Program,"
should be included as an attachment as indicated
in the attached pages.

3.

The letter of transmittal should be modified as
attached.

The staff is requested to prepare the letter of transmittal
and attachments for the Chai.rm.an' s signature. (Attachments not

included)
B.

The commission discussed SECY-79-82, but deferred final
action pending a further Commission discu~si2n of gener~l
organizational matters and a review of exis~~ng ?elegations
of authority.
(EDO/OPE) (SECY SUSPENSE: June 14, 1979)
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c.

The Conmfssion, by a vote of 3-0*, approved the revised report contained
fn SECY... 79-154A, subject to the editorial changes .dis.c.ttssed_a.Lt.,he.
meeting, and requested that tlie fl na 1 version bi.. transmi tted to the
~res,aent of the Senate, the Speaker of the House, and the NRC Oversight
Committees.
(SP/OCA) (SECY Suspense: April 9, 1979)

*Conm~ssioners Gilinsky and Kennedy were not present when this vote was taken;
Cormnssioner G11insky had expressed reservations concerning the creation of an
Executive Planning Council; Conmissioner Kennedy had indicated his prior
approval of the Report.
D.

SECY-79-168·- BOARD NOTIFICATION CONCERNS RAISED BY ANTHONY ROISMAN
(Conmissioner Action Item) (Memo, Chilk to Gossick dated 4/5/79)
This is to advise you that the Conmission (with four Conmissioners concurring)
has approved the proposed response (Enclosure 1 of the subject staff paper) to
inquiries from Anthony ·Reisman on Board Notification Matters, subject to the
following changes:
l.

Page 2, last paragraph, last sentence - revise sentence to read:
"The lack of timeliness in the instances you cited tells us we
can do better in putting this policy into practice."

2.

Page 3, last paragraph - revise paragraph to read: ·"'.i•rn o,rder to
improve performance in the near term, however. the Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation will issue a rremorandum to its staff to sunmarize
the facts surrounding the two instances you have cited. In addition,
that memorandum will instruct the staff that information requiring
more than four weeks to evaluate for processing under the Office
Letter No. 19 ~hould be sent to the relevant Boards prior to completing
a determination that i t puts a new or different light upon an issue
before the Boards. 11

ColTllliss;oner Bradford did not participate in th1s action.
The Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation was ;nfonned of this action by
telephone on April 5, 1979.
It 1s requested that you forward a copy of the letter to the Office of the Secretary
after signature and dispatch by the Director of Nuc1ea.r Reactor Regulation.
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CALENDAR OF SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS
APRIL
7

Energy Quality Assurance Seminar (ASQC}, San
n and Construction

12

New Jersey Chapter of the Health Physics Society, Saddlebrook, NJ Radiation Incidents and NRC RI Public Affairs Practices K. Abraham

19-20

Second Biennial EEI Standards Conference - Theme: Government
Interface with the Voluntary Consensus Standards OrAanizations
and EEI's New Posture in the Standards World - Guy rlotto

26

Westinghouse Research Laboratory, Pittsburgh, PA, - The
Rasmussen Report Revisited: The Lewis Report on Reactor
Safety Assessment - Robert J. Budnitz

MAY
1

State of South Carolina Advanced Management Seminar, Greenwood,
SC - NRC Concurrence Program for Ffxed Nuclear Facilities J. W. Hufham

17

National Classification Hangement Society Seminar, Jack
Tar Hotel, San Francisco, CA - The NRC Security Program Classification Management in a Regulatory Agency - Raymond J.
Brady.

21

Radioactive Waste Management for Nuclear Power Reactors Rules, Regulations and Standards, Alexandria, VA - I. C.
Roberts

23

Annual Records Management Conference of the National Archives,
Fredericksburg, VA - Automation of Records Management at NRC R. Stephen Scott
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WEEKLY INFORMATION SUMMARY
Week Ending April 13, 1979
Point Beach Units 1 and 2
Authorization was granted April 4 to increase the storage caoacity of the
spent fuel pool from 351 to 1502 spent fuel assemblies.
La Crosse
The licensee notified NRC that they discovered some failed fuel during
the current reload outage. The licensee is inspecting all assemblies
and will notify us in a few days of their findings.
Epidemiologic Studies Related to Three Mile Island
NRC met with HEW, the Pennsylvania Department of Health and the National
Cancer Institute to discuss _possible epidemiologic studies related to
the incident at Three Mile Island. It was agreed that since the reported
radiation exposures to the population were so small, there may be little
value for a radiation epidemiology study.
Uranium Mine and Mill FES Comoleted
The Final Environmental Statement for the proposed Pitch Project Uranium
Mine and Mill in Colorado has been completed by NRC.
Kerr-McGee West Chicago, Illinois Facility
Kerr-McGee is redoing their deco111T1issioning plan for the West Chicago,
Illinois Facility because NRC found the initial plan unacceptable. The Mayor
of West Chicago stated that a petition was being sent to Washington, o.c.
(possibly NRC) demanding that some action be_taken.
Issuance of Order
An Order to Show Cause (Inmediately Effective) was issued on April 6 to
18 owners/users of the Model No. NFS-4 packagings believed to be defective.
Emergency Preparedness
On April 16, SP will testify at a hearing on emergency response to nuclear
power plant accidents. The hearing is being held by the California
Legislature Subco111T1ittee on Energy.

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATION
Week Ending April 13, 1979
ADMINISTRATION OF THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT
STATUS OF REQUESTS

Received
Granted
Denied
Pending

Initial
Request

Appeal of
Initial Decision

146
66
23

13

57

2
4
7

ACTIONS THIS WEEK
Received
Ellyn R. Weiss,
Sheldon, Harmon, Ro1sman
and Weiss, on behalf of UCS
(79-100)

Requests all co11111Unications between NRC
Headquarters, Region I, and Metropolitan Edison,
regarding the Three Mile Island Unit 2 accident,
and c~pies of the project manager~ log books.

Michael Petruska,
State College, PA
(79-101)

Requests a copy of a report describing nature of
work performed in the Breazeale reacto~ at Penn
State University, a sunmary of precautions taken
to ensure safe operation, and any accident
evacuation plans.

Ellyn R. Weiss,
Sheldon, Hannon, Roisman
and Weiss, on behalf of UCS
(79-102)

Requests transcripts of all closed Comnission
meetings from March 28, 1979.

Theodore J. Lewi and
Kathleen A. Selvaggio
New York Civil Liberties
Union
(79-103)

Requests all files maintained under the name of
Cornell University or any of its personnel,
including all documents relating to past or
present contractual agreements or arrangements
from 1968.

Thomas B. Cochran,
Natural Resources
Defense Council, Inc.
(79-104)

Requests all documents related to the development,
construction, manufacture, sale, or export of
high exp,losive implosion devices and related
hardware for research, development, and co111J1ercial
purposes, other than those related exclusively
to weapons research and development, since 1950.

CONTACT: J.M. Felton
492-7211
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Received, Cont'd
Robert Schakne,
CBS News
{79-105)

Requests copies of the examinations and test
scores for two named Reactor Operators and
two named Senior Reactor Operators at Three
Mile Island.

Peter G. Gosselin,
The Transcript
{79-106)

Requests that reportable events or abnonnal
occurrences reports for the Yankee Rowe plant
from 1960 to 1966 be placed in the LPDR.

Martin O. Cohen,
Mathematical Applications
Group, Inc.
{79-107)

Requests a copy of the proposal by Science
Applications, Inc. submitted to the NRC in
response to RFP RS-RES-78-193, Amendment 1, and
any modifications.

Dennis Sanders,
(79-108)

Requests a copy of Dr. Hanauer's "nugget ffle

Ellyn R. Weiss,
Sheldon, Hannon, Roisman
and Weiss, on behalf of UCS
(79-109)

Requests each document in Dr. Hanauer's 11 chron
file" from April, 1976 to present.

Stephen M. Feldman,
Feldman & Feldman
(79-110)
Richard Ben Cramer,
Knight-Ridder Newspapers
(79-111)

11 •

.Requests information regarding "Thorotrast"
{thorium dioxide), its licensing, manufacturers,
and licensees.
Requests all transcripts and/or reports of NRC
staff interviews with personnel at Three Mile
Island, and the text and attachments to report
by Metropolitan Edison's Internal Investigation
C011111ittee, as provided to the NRC.

Rex Hunter,
(79-112)

Requests the final report on the SL-1 accident
at the U.S. National Reactor Test;ng Station,
in Idaho Falls, Idaho in January, 1961.

Dean Hansell,
State of Illinois

Requests all documents regarding the
decomissfoning of the Elk River, Minnesota
reactor and the shipment of the deconmissioned
material to the Sheffield, Illinois low-level
nuclear waste site.

{79-113)

Neil Robinson,
De sere t News
{79-114}

Requests all documents regarding nuclear reactors

and/or other nuclear projects at the University
of Utah.
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Received, Cont 1 d
(An individual requesting
information about himself)

Requests the results of the tests and
examinations as a result of an accident involving
radiation exposure at the Nevada Test Site in
1963.

A. Kranish,
Trends Publishing, Inc.
(79-A-6-77-106)

APPEAL TO THE COMMISSION AND TO THE EDO the
denial of portions of documents 7, 9, and 99
of the Task Force on Allegations by James
Conran, except statistical and other numerical
data which may have been withheld.

(An NRC employee)

APPEAL TO THE COff,1ISSION the denial of a document
concerning the disposition of the investigation
of [an NRC employee] by OIA.

{79-115)

(79-A-7-79-78)

Granted
Elaine B. Schwelm,
Nuclear Engineering
Company, Inc .
{79-65)

Geor~e R. Zachar,
Cr1t1ca1 Mass Journal
(79-72)

In response to a request for documents relating
to the development of Section 20.302{b) of the
Conmission's regulations, made available 11
documents.

In response to a request for documents pertaining
to attempted and/or successful sabotage efforts

at nuclear facilities, made available a list of
threats to licensed nuclear facilities and infonne•
the requester other documents subject to this
request are located in the PDR.

Winnifred F. Sullivan,
Keck, Mahin &Cate

In response to a request for documents
concerning delays in construction of the LaSalle
plant, and information regarding contracts to
reload fuel, made available 20 documents, and
infonned the requester other documents subject
to this request are available at the Region III
office.

Nancy Kesler,
The News-Journal Company

In response to a request for access to licensee
event reports, inspection reports, and the
evacuation plan for the Salem plant, infonned
the requester the documents subject to this
request are located at the NRC Local Public
Document Room in the Salem Free Public Library,
Salem, New Jersey.

(79-75)

(79-83)
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Granted, Cont'd
William G. Margetts,
Government R&D Report
(79-90)

In response to a request for a copy of a mailing
list maintained by the NRC for public
announcements to the research and development
comunity, sent a copy of NUREG-0550, Revision 1,
11 Standard Distribution for Unclassified U.S. NRC
Publfcat1ons", January 1979.

Barbara J. Sensel,
FOI Services, Inc.
(79-91 &79-92}

In response to requests for a list of the names
and addresses of "companies doing radiation
sterilization in Puerto Rico" and a list of
companies "licensed to build facilities for
radiation ster11 ization in Puerto Rico", infonned
the requester the NRC has no records subject to
her requests.

Denied
(An NRC employee}
(79-78)

In response to a request for a copy of the
disposition of the investigation of [an NRC
employee] by OIA, and the final action taken by
the Conmission on this matter, denied one
document in tts entirety, disclosure of which
would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion
of personal privacy.
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DIVISION OF CONTRACTS
Week Ending April 13, 1979

PENDING COMPETITIVE REQUIREMENTS
1.

RFP RS-RES-79-193
Title - Steam Generator Tube Rupture Iodine Transport Mechanisms
Description - Under Task I, the contractor shall experimentally
measure the amount of atomization and characterize
the drop.size distribution of superheated water
flashing through a crack-like orifice into a
saturated steam environment.
Period of Perfonnance - One year
Sponsor - Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
Status - Solicitation to be issued on or about April 30, 1979.
Due date for submission of proposals - May 31, 1979.

2.

RFP RS-OIE-79-261
Title - General and Refresher Courses in Concrete Technology and
Codes
Description - This technical assistance is required by the Office
of Inspection and Enforcement to provide NRC personnel
the detailed training in concrete technology and the
applicable codes necessary to permit them to conduct
in-depth inspection at NRC licensed facilities under
construction or modification.
Period of Perfonnance - Eighteen months
Sponsor - Office of Inspection and Enforcement
Status - Solicitation being developed.
PROPOSALS UNDER EVALUATION

1.

RFP RS-NMS-79-028
Title - Development of Improved Techniques for Analyzing Material
Control and Accounting Data
Description - Assist the NRC in applying the inventory difference
simulation model to two major operating strategic
special nuclear material fuel cycle facilities
designated by the NRC.
.
Period of Perfonnance - Eight and one-half months
Sponsor - Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
Status - Best and Final Offers received April 3, 1979. Revised
proposals sent to panel members for evaluation April 4, 1979.
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RFP RS-NRR-79-134
Title - Tearing Stab111ty Analyses for Light Water Reactor Piping
Description - The contractor shall perfonn elastic-plastic tearing
stability analyses for LWR piping using various
anticipated and postulated flow sizes and stress
conditions. The NRC will use the results of this
program to detennine if unstable ductile crack
extension will occur for the anticipated and postulated flow and stress conditions for LWR piping.
Period of Perfonnance - One and one-half years
Sponsor - Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Status - Proposals submitted to panel for evaluation on April 10,
1979.
CONTRACTS CLOSED OUT
{All administrative actton complete and final payment made)
Contract No.
AT(49-24}-0128
AT(49-24)-0228
AT(49-24)-0040
AT(49-24)-0001
NRC-02-77-150
NRC-02-77-086

Organization
Rand Corp.
Lulejian &Assoc.
Charles River Assoc.
Charles River Assoc.
TRW. Inc.
R&D Assoc.

Close Out Date
04/06/79
04/06/79

03/21/79
03/21/79
01/29/79

01/29/79

ENCLOSURE A

ITEMS OF lNTEREST
DIVISION OF SECURITY
WEEK ENDING APRIL 13, 1979

On April 9, 1979, a representative of the Division of Security
accompanied representatives of the Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation (NRR) to Fort St. Vrain, Denver, Colorado in order
to discuss proposed lOCFR Parts 95 and 25 and their potential
impact on the Licensee and their security program.

During the first quarter of 1979, the Infonnation Security Branch
expended over 800 manhours conducting classification/declassification of over 8,500 pages of information. A major portion of
these 8,500 pages of information was subject to Freedom of
Information Act Requests.

ENCLOSURE A

DIVISION OF TECHNICAL INFORMATION AND DOCUMENT CONTROL*
Week Ending April 13, 1979
TRANSLATIONS

The

following translations were received by the Division of Technical Information
and Document Control during the week of April 9 - 13, 1979. Copies of these
translations will be available in the Library.
•'

..

German
Compilation of th~ Safety Technology Design of A Nuclear Power Plant with
Boiling Water Reactor Type 72 and of the Radiation Exposure During Operation.
Phase 1. Published by the Bundesminister des Innem, F. R. Germany. June 1976.
29 pages. Cost of translation: $1,000.00. TIDC 526.
PHDR 2 - 78. High Pressure Reactor -- Safety Program. "Non-Destructive
Testing and Material Studies for the Determination of the Initial Status
· of the High Pressure Reactor Pressure Vesse1. " W. Schmu11 i ng. (HOR Safety
Project). Nuclear Research Center, Karlsruhe, F.R. Germany. July 1978.
116 pages. Cost of translation: $364.00. TIDC 541.
Japanese
JAERI-M 7982~-Preliminary Calculation for Fission Products Generation and
Accumulation in Different Types of Fuel -Rods by Computer Oode FPRM-1.
Nasumi, Ishiwatar. Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Takai-Mura,
Naka-gun. Ibaraki-Ken, Japan. Noverrt>er 1978. 21 pages. _
·
Cost of translation: $651.04. TIDC 551.
JAERI-M 7983. Release of Fission Products from a Fuel Rod with an Artificial
Hole Through Classing Irradiated in an In-Pile Water Loop (No.2).
Nasumi, Ishiwatar. Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-Mura,
Naka-gun, Ibaraki-Ken, Japan. Noverrt>er 1978. 23 pages.
Cost of translation: $540.00. TIDC 552.

ifh1s entry deleted from PDR copy.
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OFFICE Of NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

WEEKLY ITEMS OF INTEREST
(Week Ending April 13. 1979)

Point Beach Units 1 and 2

Author1zat1on was granted April 4. 1979 to increase the storage
capacity of the spent fuel pool from 351 to 1502 spent fuel assemblies.

A hearing was orf9fnally scheduled on th1s matter. but was dismissed
when·• settlement agreement was entered into among intervenor (lakeshora

Citizens for Safe Energy). 11censee {Wisconsin E1ectr1c Power Company)
and the NRC staff.
St. Lucie Unit 1

Conmry to earlier plans. Florida Power &Light Campaf\Y has not1fted
us that they do not plan to chen11c:a1 ly clean the St. Lucie steam generators
durfng the upc:omtn9 refueling outage. ~ believe that further testing
fs required to support the feas1b111ty and to justify the expense o,
chemical cleaning.

La Crosse
OIIE Regfon III notified tlle Project Manager on 4/6/79 that tM 11cansee

has discovered some failed fual during the currant reload outage.
The first fuel assembly removed from the core had a sfx inch length
of a fuel pin 1111ss1ng. The licensee thought 1t was damaged during
removal. The 111f$s1ng piece is.thought to be retrievable. The assembly
has a relatively high burnup (.,,14,500 M/MTIJ); ft was scheduled to
be rea:,ved from tht core this refueling. Several other assemblies

show

SOIIII

signs of degradation. The licensee ts continuing to inspect

all assemblies and will notify us in a few days of their findings.

ENCLOSURE B

OFFICE OF STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT
IMPORTANT EVENTS FOR THE WEEK ENDING APRIL 13, 1979

1.

Epidemfolo~ic Studies Related to Three Mile Island Incident: On
April 5, 1 79, Robert Goldsmith and Robert Baker met with
Dr. Gary Stein of the Center for Disease Control, HEW, and
Dr. George Tokuhata of the Pennsylvania Department of Health to
discuss possible ep1dem1ologic studies related to the incident
at Three Mile Island. The preliminary plan developed by Dr. Tokuhata
includes the following aspects:
A.

Development of an "impact area population registry" including
all persons residing within a five-mile radius of the plant.
A 11 control registry" including persons residing some 50 miles
upstream will also be developed.

S.

Planned observational studies of health impacts including:
(1} pregnancy outcome
(2) morta 11 ty among the aged
(3) cytogenetfc studies of fetal wastage
(4) follow-up of infants
(5) possible psychological/stress effects.

It was stressed that the doses received by the population were too
low to be able to detect radiation-related health effects. However,
the proposed studies would assess health effects due to the incident,
per se. with potential application of future emergency planning.
Additional funding is required for these studies and the possibility
of financial backing from the Federal government (particularly HEW
or NRC) was discussed.
On April 6, 1979 another meeting was held at the National Cancer
Institute's (NCI) offices in Bethesda to discuss the possible followup
studies. The meeting was requested by Mark Nelson, CDC. Attending
were Mark Nelson, CDC; Marvin Rosenstein, FDA/BRH; Charles Land
and John Boice, NCI; and Michael Parsont and Robert Goldsmith,

so.

It was the consensus of the attendees that, since the reported
radiation exposures to the population in the area were so small,
that there may be little value for a radiation epidemiology study.
If any radiation studies were to be perfonned, however, the emphasis
should be on dosimetry.
(Contact: R. Goldsmith]
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2.

Meeting of NRC/DOT/FHWA/FERC Staff on Seismic Criteria for LNG
Facilities: On April 9, 1979, at the request of the Department
of Transportation, a meeting was held between NRC, DOT, Federal
Highway Administration. and the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission staff. The purpose of the meeting was to open staff
level exchange of technical information on seismic issues. The
meeting focused on the seismic aspects of a proposed DOT regulation
on Liquified Natural Gas {LNG) facilities published in the Federal
Register on February 8, 1979. Several major differences ex1st
between the DOT and NRC rules. The most substantive being the
emphasis given in the DOT rule on the use of probabilistic analysis.
A major concern expressed by the NRC staff in using such analysis
is the need for adequate data and more rigorous guidance to
implement the procedures in the rule. The DOT staff expressed a
desire for additional meetings with the NRC staff and indicated
that they plan to request through appropriate channels official
NRC comments on their proposed rule.
[Contact: G. Robbins]

3.

Publication of Proposed Rule on Radiation Safety Committees for Hospitals:
On April 9, 1979 a proposed amendment to Part 35 was published in .
the Federal Register that would require hospitals to appoint a
radiation safety committee rather than the presently required medical
isotopes conmittee. the proposed radiation safety conmittee would focus
on radiation safety and have a simplified membership which would be
easier to recruit for smaller hospitals. The 60-day comment period
ends on June a, 1979.
[Contact: Ed Podolak]

4. On April 10, 1979, staff from SD and NMSS, together with representatives
from the Department of Energy and Department of Transportation, met
with Dr. Rudi Neider. principal organizer of the 6th International
Symposium on Packag1ng and Transportation of Radioactive Material
(PATRAM 'BO) to be held in Berlin, FRG on November 10-14, 1980.
Or. Neider is from the Bundesanstalt fur Material Prufung (BAM),
the German equivalent of our National Bureau of Standards. Both
DOE and DOT expect to actively participate in the planning,
preparation, and operation of the Symposium. NRC representatives
tentatively declined the informal invitation to actively participate
in the planning phase.

SD staff met April 11, 1979, with Mary Daly, U.S. Attorney representing
a 1975 lawsuit brought by New York
State to halt the air transportation of special nuclear material.
Ms. Daly is the new principal attorney on thfs case, and was seeking
background information on the case and details concerning areas at
issue.
ENCLOSURE C
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Publications Issued During the Week of April 9-13, 1979
Reg. Guide 3.43, Rev. l - Nuclear Criticality Safety in the Storage
of Fissile Materials [Issued to Reflect Convnents]
Division 2 - Research and Test Reactors - Table of Contents

Regulatory Guides to be Issued in the Near Future
1.

!.:Uk: Qualification Tests of Electric Cables and Field Splices
for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants (Reg. Guide

1 • 131 , Rev • 1 )

Expected Issuance Date:

June 1979

Descrfftion: Describes a method acceptable to the NRC staff for
comply ng with the Col'llllission's regulation with regard to
qualification testing of electric cables and field splices for
service in light-water-cooled nuclear power plants to assure that
the cables, and connections can perform their safety-related
functions, The fire test provisions of this guide do not apply
to qualification for an installed configuration.
Contact: A. S. Hintze
443-5913

2.

Ill.l!= A-C Power Systems {Onsfte) - Rev. 2 to SRP Section 8.3.1
Expected Issuance Date:

June 1979

Description: Standard Review Plan (SRP) 8.3.1, "A-C Power Systems
(Onsite)" includes those power sources, distribution systems, and
vital supporting systems provided to supply power to safety-related
equipment and capable of operating independently of the offsfte
power system.
Contact: A. S. Hintze
443-5913
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3.

Title: Selection, Design, and Qualification of Diesel-Generator
Units Used As Standby (Onsite) Electric Power Systems at
Nuclear Power Plants (Reg. Guide 1.9, Rev. 2)
Expected Issuance Date: August 1979

1

Descri tion: This guide
staffor complying with
generator units intended
power plants be selected
for this service.

describes a method acceptable to the NRC
the Co11111ission 1 s requirements that dieselfor use as onsite power sources in nuclear
with sufficient capacity and be qualified

Contact: A. S. Hintze
443-5913
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OFFICE OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL SAFETY AND SAFEGUARDS
Items of Interest
Week Ending April 13, 1979

Homestake FES Completed
The Final Environmental Statement for Homestake Mining Company's proposed
Pitch Project Uranium Mine and Mill, Saguache County, Colorado, has been
completed by the Uranium Recovery Licensing Branch and sent to the U.S.
Forest Service who will publish the statement. The statement was
prepared by NRC staff in response to requests by the Forest Service and
the state of Colorado. The proposed 600-ton per day mill will use a
carbonate leach process to extract the uranium. The mill tailings will
be buried on-site at the head end of a natural valley. The statement
includes recorrmended conditions for stabilization and reclamation of
the tailings area and decorrmissioning of the mill site as well as other
conditions for the protection of the environment.
Meeting re Draft NRC High-Level Waste Program Plan
On April 6, 1979, J.B. Martin and J.C. Malara met with Da~e Moeller
and Steve Larowski (ACRS) to discuss the draft NRC High-Level Waste
Management Program Plan. The discussion was in preparation of a
presentation of the plan to the ACRS Waste Management Subcorrmittee at
their April 18-20, 1979, meeting in Richland, Washington. Copies of the
draft plan have been sent to members of the ACRS Subcorrmittee for their
review and corrments.

Maxey Flats Site
The state of Kentucky has advised NECO that they do not wish to renew
their contract to operate the Maxey Flats site (expires June 30, 1979).
The Finance Resource Department of Kentucky contacted the Low-Level
Waste licensing Branch for a list of our BOA contractors. The names of
the firms on the list qualified for all tasks were provided. however,
specific recommendations relative to the quality of each firms' work
perfonnance was not. Kentucky plans to solicit bids from NECO, Chem
Nuclear, Dames & Moore, NUS, and some of the firms on our BOA list within
the next few weeks.
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Kerr-McGee West Chicago, Illinois Facility
A meeting was held on April 10, 1979, with representatives of Kee-McGee
Chemical Corporation (led by Mr. J. L. Reiney, President} to discuss
the decommissioning plan for the West Chicago, Illinois site submitted
to us in December 1978. Kerr-McGee was infonned that the deconmissioning
plan was unacceptable and would have to be redone. A schedule for
resubmission of the plan will be developed after Kerr-McGee has time to
review the coD111ents and to define the work needed to meet our requirements.
The Mayor of West Chicago, Illinois, was infonned of the status of the
Kerr-McGee submittal and he stated that he had instructed the city
attorney to take appropriate legal action against Kerr-McGee. He also
stated that a petition signed by approximately 1,000 concerned
citizens was being sent to Washington, 0. C., demanding that some action
be taken. He did not know whether it was going to Congress, EPA or NRC,
but he assumed it would end up at NRC.
Visit by FRG Representatives (April 10-11, 1979}
Members of the Division of Safeguards met with two representatives of
the FRG Ministry of the Interior to discuss areas of mutual interest
regarding transportation of spent reactor fuel and research related
to sabotage vulnerability of spent fuel shipping casks. Additional dis-

cussions were held pertaining to the broader areas of material accounting,

physical protection, and international safeguards.
Peer Review of Use of Strategic Analysis
Or. Ralph Lumb, NUSAC, presented the findings and recoomendations of the
Peer Review Panel on application of Strategic Analysis to material
control and accounting. Dr. Lumb distributed a draft copy of the
conclusions and recommendations of a consensus report of the Peer Review
Group. The final report will be delivered to the NRC on April 15 for
publication. The conclusion of the Review Group was that game-theory
should have broad utility in the safeguards program. The present
formulation, however, is not sufficiently convincing in composition and
behavior to be suitable for application at this time. There needs to be
a research, development, test and evaluation effort oriented t~ward the
ENCLOSURE D
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aevelopment of a convincing game-theoretic approach with an understanding
of the sensitivity of each component 1n the fonnulation that contributes
to the solution. The Peer Review Group recOll'ITlended that NRC take steps
to improve the game theory as a decision making tool. The group felt
even if the attempt to develop game theoretic approach fails to yield
a fully operational method, the effort wi 11 at least force the
systematic and logical assessment of how NRC should employ information
from material accounting in determining what action to take in response
to an inventory difference.
Issuance of Order
An Order to Show Cause (Irmiediately Effective) was issued on April 6, 1979,
to eighteen (18) owners/users of the Model No. NFS~4 packagings suspending
the general license for their use. During a meeting on March 28, 1979,
NMSS was informed by Nuclear Assurance Corporation (NAC) that a cask NAC
sold to Duke Power Company has one or more shells which is warped or bowed
in an apparent violation of NRC Certificate of Compliance No. 6698. The
safety implications of this reported defect are not known; however, this
could represent a substantial reduction in the effectiveness of the packaging. The order also requires the owner/user to evaluate deviations from
the approved design. and Comnission approval prior to returning of the
packagings to service. A meeting has been scheduled for April 17, 1979,
to discuss planned physical measurements with NAC, Nuclear Fuel Services,
Duke Power Company, I&E, and NMSS.
Misadministration
On April 6, 1979, NMSS received a telephone report from a consultant/
physicist that a patient being treated for bone metastases had been
given 3 millicuries of phosphorus-32 as collodial chromic phosphate,
rather than the intended soluble phosphate. The absorbed dose to the
liver, the organ in which the colloid form concentrates, is estimated
to be about 900 rads. The patient has been infonned of the misadministration. The radioactive drug was properly labeled by the manufacturer.
The physicist would not identify the name of the hospital.
On April 11, 1979, an NRC staff menber telephoned the hospital at which

it was believed the incident occurred and the hospital staff confirmed
that a misadministration had occurred. On April 13, 1979, an NRC staff
member visited the hospital. The initial telephone report to Headquarters
on the morning of April 13 was that the hospital personnel denied the misadministration occurred at the hospital and that a review of the records
does not indicate a misadmin1stratfon. The NRC staff member 1s continuing
to look into the matter.
ENCLOSURE 0

OFFICE OF INSPECTION ANO ENFORCEMENT
Items of Interest
Week Ending April 13, 1979
1.

Preliminary Notifications relating to the following actions were
dispatched during the past week:
a.

PN0-79-67K through 67T Three Mile Island Unit 2 - Nuclear Incident
at Three Mile Island Unit 2 - These Preliminary Notifications were
issued to provide updated status infonnation regarding the incident.

b. PN0-79-75 Lacrosse - Abnonnal Fuel Cladding Degradation - During
removal of a fuel assembly, a 6-inch section of fuel pin fell out
of the assembly and lodged upon another fuel assembly. (Closed.
See PN0-79-80, below)
c. PN0-79-76 Farley Unit 1 - Injury to Workman in Containment Building A pipe engineer working in the Unit 1 containment building fell 38
feet. Unit 1 has been in cold shutdown for refueling for about
30 days. The worker was taken to a hospital and was subsequently
released. He has returned to work. (Closed}
d.

PN0-79-70 (t11snumbered) Crystal River Unit 3 - Unanticipated Load
Reduction - While operating at 100% power, leakage from one reactor
coolant pump increased. The pump was shut down and power reduced
to 75%. When the licensee subsequently attempted to change the
turbine load limiter control from 100% to 75%, the load limiter
instantaneously dropped to zero demand. This resulted in an unexpected down-ramp of turbine control valves and electrical output
decreased from 600 to 150 Mwe. Reactor pressure rose to 2250 psig
and was quickly reduced to 1970 psig by the pressurizer relief valves.
The pressurizer stabilized at 2100 ps1g in about two minutes. The
main steam safety valves opened to relieve excess secondary steam
pressure. During the transient, a 65-inch swing in pressurizer level
was experienced. All safety features functioned as expected. The
licensee plans to continue operation at 75% power until the refueling
outage on April 24, 1979 when the turbine load limiter and the pump
seal will be repaired. (Closed)

e. PN0-79-77(NRR) Review of Operational and System Problems Identified
During the Three Mile Island Incident - It has been detennined that
in some ~estinghouse designed facilities, coincident low pressurizer
pressure and low pressurizer level signals are required to actuate
safety injection. In addition, preliminary analyses of a small break
in the pressurizer indicate that pressurizer level may remain high
while pressurizer pressure continues to decrease. In such a case,
safety injection would not automatically occur, and reliance by the
operator on pressurizer level could possibly lead to erroneous actions.
On April 7, 1979, Westinghouse advised owners of plants of this
infonnation. {Closed)
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f.

PN0-79-78 Indian Point Unit 3 - Unit Shutdown Due to a Feedwater
Valve Malfunction - On April 10, 1979, Unit 3 shut down due to a
feedwater regulating valve malfunction which caused the reactor to
trip as a result of low steam generator water level. All systems
functioned nonnally. The cause of the valve malfunction was a
crack in the l/4 11 instrument air line between the signal converter
and the valve positioner. Repairs were made and the unit was
restarted. (Closed)

g.

PN0-79-79 Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, Illinois - Lost
Source of Nominal 0.992 Millicuries of Iodine-125 During Shipment The licensee reported that a shipment of about one millicurie of
iodine-125 in liquid fonn was apparently lost. The material was
shipped from the licensee's facilities on March 19, 1979. The
material was consigned to the Charleston Area Medical Center,
Charleston, West Virginia. It is suspected that the shipment was
delivered to another hospital in the Charleston, West Virginia area
and has not been reported. Efforts to locate the shipment have
been unsuccessful. (Closed)

h. PN0-79-80 Lacrosse - Abnonnal Fuel Cladding Degradation - A second
section of a fuel pin fell out of an fuel assembly when removing the
fuel assembly. (See PN0-79-75.) Both fuel pin sections have been
recovered. Six other assemblies had visual indications of cracking
and three had possible cracking indications. All fuel with defects
will not be reinstalled in the core. The licensee plans to meet
with NRR to discuss this matter. {Closed)
i. PNS-79-29 Diablo Canyon Units 1 & 2 - Bomb Threat - No bombs were
found and none exploded. (Closed)
j.

PNS-79-30 Hartsville Nuclear Plant - Bomb Threat - No bombs were
found and none exploded. (Closed)

k. PNS-79-31 LaSalle - Bomb Threat - No bombs were found and none
exploded. (Closed)
1. PNS-79-32 Diablo Canyon Units 1 & 2 - Bomb Threat - No bombs were
found and none exploded. (Closed)
2.

IE Bulletin 79-06, "Review of Operations Errors and System Misalignments
Identified During the Three Hile Island Incident, 11 was issued on
April 11, 1979, to all pressurized water power reactor facilities with
an operating license except 8&W facilities.
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OFFICE OF NUCLEAR R~GUI.ATORY RESEARCH
Important Itams - Weak Ending April 14, 1979
Power Burst Facility
The Power Burst Facility performed tht>ee nucleilr blowdown tests
to scope the expected behavior of LOrT reactor fuel elements in
planned LOFT tests L2-3. L2-5 and L2•4. Pretest predictions
suggested increasingly seva~e clad overheating and collapse of
the unpressurized LOFT fual rod cladding during the blowdcwn
portions of the three LOFT testiJ but measured peak clad tmnperatures
were 1ao•F to 360•f be1ow predicted peak clad tl!fflperatures. There
was very ·11ttle evidence of clad damagQ to the unpressurized rods
even at the most severe t,st conditions. The three PBF tests are
described as follows:

PBF test t.LR-3 was run at pec11( rod powers of
40kW/m (12 kW/ft) and with the same peak rod
power. loop depressurization cycle and reactor
scrilJl t1nie that ia p1anned for LOFT test L2-3.
The peak clad temperatures of the four UR-3 test
fuel rods ranged from 1230°r to 1305•F, about 180°F
lower than pretest calculations had predi~ted.
Based on these test results, the unpressurized
LOfT fuel rods would und@rgo little, if any. damage
at this peak clad temperature for the planned LOFT
loop dapressurization ,ycle.

PBF test LLR-5 was then run at peak rod powers
of 40kW/m (12 kW/ft), but ~eactor scrijm was
delay•d until two se~onds efter the inft1at1on cf
blowdown, in order to increase the fuel rod stored
energies and p~ak clad temperatures. Thi$ is the
Sclmlt set of teit conditions planned far LOFT test
LZ-5. The peak clad terr1per11tures of the four LLR-6

test fuel rods ranged from 1340°F to l375°F also
1bout 1ao•F lower than predicted and low enough that
an unpressurized LOFT rod subjar.ted to the s1me loop
pressure-clad temperaturo cycle would undergo very
little clid damag~.
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PBF test LLR-4 was run at peak rod powers of 53kW/m

(16kW/ft) and w;th reactor scram de1ayed until three
seconds aftet the in;tiation of blowdown. PDF test
LLR-4 ;s the companion tast to the planned LOFT test
L2-4, but without delayed scram in L2-4. The peak
cl ad temperatures of the Ll,R-4 test rods were from
1565°F to l6b5nf, About 270°F lower than had been
predicted. There was, however~ an unplanned coolant
valva cycT;ng thJt caused the four LLR-4 test rods

tu quench early and keep the peak clad temper1tures
from rising perhaps an additional 90~r. At these
temperatures and associated loop pressure$, seme LOFT
fuel rod cladding colla~s~ would ba likely,

Preparations are continuing for the second nuclear experiment
in LOfl (L2•J) scheduled for May 1. This test will simulate an

accident ;nvalving the sudden rupture of a coolant inlet pi))Q
when the reactor i5 operat;ng at a power lava1 of about 38MWt~ wh1ch

corresponds to tha nominal power dens1t,Y in a corrmercial LWR
(12kW/ft linear heat generat1on rate).

The plant is being raised to operating temperature and prassure,
and while hot the reactor will be taken ~ritical and the secondary
system will ba thec.:kad uut. After these checkout tasu, the plant
will be shut down for additional maintenance before the L2-3
experiment.
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OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE LEGAL DIRECTOR
ITEMS OF INTEREST
FOR THE WEEK ENDING APRIL 13 2 1979

EPA Proceeding on Health Effects of Radioactive Pollutants
On April 11, 1979 EPA published in the Federal Register a notice
requesting members of the public and Federal agencies to submit information and data on the possible health effects of radioactive air
pollutants to enable the Acininistrator to detennine whether or not
radioactive pollutants may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public
health. The notice provides an opportunity to request an informal
public hearing. Such requests must be received by EPA by April 23,
1979. If an informal public hearing is called, it will be held on
May 16, 1979. Written responses to the notice are due on May 22, 1979.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
WEEK ENDING APRIL 13, 1979

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Foreign Response to TMI Situation
· IP is making arrangements for eight official delegations (from the
Governments of the FRG, Spain, Sweden, Italy, Switzerland, Denmark,
Japan and Taiwan) to be briefed by NRR, IE, and SP on Thursday,
April 19, on the course and status of the Three Mile Island incident.
Several of the groups are investigative teams who will have to
submit reports to their respective Parliaments by the first and
second weeks of May. Twenty to twenty-five representatives are
expected to attend. A visit to Middletown for a short briefing by
onsite NRC personnel is al so being planned.
Meetings with Gennan Physical Security and Safeguards Experts
Or. Dietrich Leven and Dr. Wolfgang Wurtinger met with NRC (RES,
NMSS, NRR and IP) staff on April 10 and 11 for discussions on two
subjects: (a) possible Gennan participation in proposed research
at Battelle-Colllllbus on radioactive releases from spent fuel transpo~tation casks and (b) NRC regulations and experience in safeguards
and physical security compared to current and proposed regulations
and practice in Gennany. Leven and Wurtinger are employees of the
GRS in Cologne, FRG, and are under contract to the Ministry of
Interior, the ministry with which NRC has its regulatory exchange
agreement. Arrangements were made by IP and DOE for Leven and
Wurtinger to visit LLL, LASL and Sandi a fol lowing their visit to NRC.
Foreign Reports
The following foreign reports were received at IP during the week of
April 9-13. For further infonnation contact Ann McLaughlin (X27788).
· (** indicates report is in English.)
From West Gennany

1.

GRS-13 Safety Container From Nuclear Power Plants

2. GRS-23 Policy Statement Regarding Nuclear Energy Questions. The
Nuclear Fuel Cycle Including Essential Safety Aspects.
ENCLOSURE H

OFFICE OF STATE PROGRAMS
ITEMS OF INTEFEST
WEEK ENDING APRIL 13, 1979

state Agreements
A State Agreements staff member and representatives of NMSS
will meet with Kansas officials on April 17 and 18 to discuss
technical assistance NRC may provide to the State in evaluating
a pending application for a low level waste st~rage facility.
Emergency Preparedness
The California Legislature Subcommittee on Energy will hold
a hearing on Monday, April 16, on emergency response to
nuclear power plant accidents. Robert DeFayette, SP will
testify at this hearing for NRC.
On April 11th Hal Gaut met with representatives of Maryland
State Emergency Services and Department of Health to discuss
development of the final version of the State Radiological
Plan. On Monday, April 16th, he will meet with the State of
Minnesota for the same purpose. IE Region III staff working
with SP on Radiological Emergency Response Planning, met with
the Governor of Illinois and his key staff on April 9, 1979
to determine the future assistance required by the State in
upgrading their planning effort.
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OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND PROGRAM ANALYSIS
Items of Interest
Week Ending

April 13, 1979

Three Mile Island Chronology
Prepared a chronology for ECO and Chainnan describing the Three Mile
Island incident and NRC 1 s response. Provided additional support to
the Executive Management Team.
Questions from Comnissioner Gilinsky
Responded to questions from Conmissioner Gilinsky's office on
population distribution at nuclear power plants and other subjects.
Question from Comnissioner Ahearne
Analyzed U.S. and Japan data on time-to-issuance of nuclear reactor
construction permits and construction durations. The purpose of the
paper was to quantify and compare practices in the two countries with
respect to patterns and trends in the time required to license and
construct nuclear power reactors.
Questions from Senator Glenn
-

Edited and coordinated answers to questions on low-level radiation
from March 6-7 hearings.
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CALENDAR OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
For Two Week Period Ending April 30, 1979
Aoril 18

Allens Creek - Prehearing Con'ferer.ce

lpril 19

Susquehanna 1 &2 - Meetin~ to discuss physical security plan

April 20

Salem 2 - SER Supplement No. 4 to be issued

April 24

New

April 25-26

Palo Verde 1, 2 &3 - Caseload Forecast Panel Site Visit

Haven 1 &2 - Meeting to discuss reactor safeguards

ENCLOSURE L

ITEMS APPROVED BY THE COMMISSION - RECEIVED WEEK ENDING APRIL 13, 1979
A.
This is to advise you that the Commission {with all Conmissioners in
agreement) has decided that any determination concerning an extraordinary
nuclear occurrence should be deferred and that the Commission should not
meet at this time to consider Price-Anderson Act implications.
Attached for your information is a copy of a memorandum on this subject
from the General Counsel to the Commissioners, dated April 3, 1979. The
Commissioners agree with the recommendation and course of action outlined
in this memorandum.
The Offices of Nuclear Reactor Regulation and Executive Legal Director
were infonned of this action by telephone on April 6, 1979.
(Attactvnent not included)
B.

This is to advise you that the Conmissioners have reviewed the subject
license to Transnuclear Incorporated. The Conmission {with all Comissioners
concurring) has accepted your reconrnendation to export to France 23.058
kilograms of uranium, enriched to 93.3% U-235, in the form of uranium
hexa f1 uori de.
In connection with his concurrence, Conrnissioner Gilinsky noted that Page 4
of the subject paper mentions the possibility of lower enrichment and asked
this question: "How low can it go without appreciably degrading performance
of the reactor?
11

,

Collll1issioner Bradford would like a brief description of the physical security
measures required for this export.
The Office of International Programs was infonned of this action by
telephone on April 9, 1979.
It is requested that you accomplish the following:
1.

Provide notification of the issuance and delivery of this license
to Transnuc1ear by c.o.b. Apr11 ll, 1979.

2.

Provide a response to the requests of Conmissioners Gilinsky and
Bradford through the Office of the Secretary by c.o.b. April 20,
1979.
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C.

This is to advise you that the Commission (with four Corm,issioners
concurring and Comnissioner Gilinsky noting without objection) has noted
the status of the proposed NRC-Soviet LWR safety exchange and cooperation
arrangement, and approved dispatch of the letter, with its accompanying
enclosure, to Or. L. Voronin.
The Office of International Programs was informed of this action by
telephone on April 9, 1979.
It is requested that you forward to the Office of the Secretary a copy
of the letter after signature and dispatch by the Deputy Director of
International Programs.
D.

This is to advise you that the Commissioners have reviewed the subjett
license to Mitsubishi International Corporation. The Comnission {with
all ColTlllissioners concurring) has accepted your recommendation to export
to Canada 538,511 kilograms·of natural uranium concentrates in the form
of u3o8 .
The Office of International Programs was informed of this action by
telephone on April 9, 1979.
It is requested that.you provide notification of the issuance and delivery
of this license to Mitsubishi by c.o.b. April 12, 1979.
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E.

This is to advise you that the Comnissioners have reviewed the subject
license to Exxon Nuclear Company, Inc. The ColTl!lission (with all
ColTlllissioners concurring) has accepted your reco1T111endation to import
from West Gennany 27,000 kilograms of uranium, enriched to 5% U-235, in
the fonn of uo2 pellets.
The Office of International Programs was informed of this action by
telephone on April 9, 1979.
It is requested that you provide notification of the issuance and delivery
of this license to Exxon by April 12, 1979.

F.
This is to advise you that the Commissioners have reviewed the subject ,
license to Transnuc1ear, Incorporated. The Comnission (with all C001nissioners
concurring) has accepted your rec0111T1endation to export to the Netherlands
19.8 kilograms of uranium, enriched to 93.3i U-235. in the form of u3o8•
In connection with his concurrence, Commissioner Gilinsky provided the
following conments: "Is the research presently going on in DOE or
contractor facilities or anywhere else directly relevant to the conversion of this facility to LEU? Is it absolutely out of the question
technically to convert this reactor to lower enriched uranium? It would
be useful if the Conmission expressed its concern about the need to
complete facility attachments. 11
Corrmissioner Bradford would like a brief description of the physical
security measures required for this export.
The Office of International Programs was informed of this action by
telephone on April 10, 1979.
It is requested that you accomplish the following:
1.

Provide notification of the issuance and delivery of this license
to Transnuc1ear by c.o.b. April 13, 1979.

2.

Provide a response to the conments/requests of COITfflissioners
G11insky and Bradford by c.o.b. April 27, 1979.
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G.

onmiss,oner
This is to advise you that the Commissioners have reviewed the subject
license to Transnuclear, Incorporated. The Commission (with all Commissioners concurring) has accepted your reco111nendation to export to
Sweden 17.043 kilograms of uranium, enriched to 93.31 U-235, in the form
of uranium hexafluoride.
In connection with his concurrence, Coll'lllissioner Gilinsky posed the
following questions: "Is the research presently going on in DOE or
contractor facilities or anywhere else directly relevant to the conversion of this facility to LEU? Is it absolutely out of the question
technically to convert this reactor to lower enriched uranium?"
The Office of International Programs was informed of this action by
telephone on April 10, 1979.
It is requested that ~ou accomplish the following:

H.

l.

Provide notification of the issuance and delivery of this license
to Transnuclear by c.o.b. April 13, 1979.

2.

Provide a response to Commissioner Gilinsky's questions through the
Office of the Secretary by c.o.b. April 25, 1979.

SECY-79-196 - ISSUANCE OF FEDERAL REGISTER NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULEMAKING TO
IMPLEMENT SECTION 504 OF THE REHABILITATION ACT OF 1973 to PREVENf·otscRIMINATION
~GAJNST
THE ,~DICAP~~fl lNtoFE~ERA~l?
~SSI~TfY f~~JSSION
PROGRAMS (Conmiss1oner
ct,on Item)_ emo,
_ass c ate _1
_
This is to advise you that the Corrmission (with four Commissioners
concurring and Conmissioner Gi11nsky noting without objection) has
approved the staff's recorrmendations in the subject paper. In con•
nection with his concurrence Commissioner Bradford requested that the
staff perform a review of Appendix A to Part 4 to ensure that all NRC
grant programs are included. Subsequent to the requested review the
staff should prepare the FRN for publication and inform OCA to notify
the appropriate Congressional committees.
·
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I.

This is to advise you that the Commission has reviewed the
subject paper and (with four Commissioners concurring and
Chairman Hendrie non-concurring) concurs with staff's
recommendations subject to modification as attached.
The staff should prepare a Federal Register Notice in
accordance with the attached comments. OCA will notify the
appropriate Congressional Committees.
In his non-concurrence Chairman Hendrie commented in part as
follows: "I class this as an appropriate 'Other Event' •••
Abnormal occurrences, by statute, are 'significant from the
standpoint of public health and safety.' This event, to my
mind, does not meet that standard. The event does m~et
one of the subsidiary criteria (theft of SNM) and thus
should be included in the Other Events section."
Commissioner Gilinsky commented in his concurrence that it
was a marginal decision to classify this as an abnormal
occurrence.
Commissioner Kennedy commented in his concurrence in part,
"My concurrence in this matter should not be regarded as
setting a precedent for the use of criterion example I.C.2
in the future; but rather, it should be regarded as an
endorsement of reporting this event as an AO due to the
particular circumstances and visibility associated with it.
Under other circumstances and in consideration of criterion
example I.CJ,, I believe that this event would be best
characterized as an 'Other Event of Interest'."
Commissioner Ahearne noted in his concurrence, "I agree
this is a reasonable description of what happened. I
don't understand how this was 'significant from the
standpoint of public health and safety.' See e.g., 2nd
paragraph of p. 4."
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J.

This is to advise you that the Commissioners have reviewed the subject
license to Transnuclear, Incorporated, The Cormtission (with all Commissioners concurring) has accepted your recommendation to export to
Sweden 22.055 kilograms of uranium. enriched to 93.31 U-235, in the fonn
of uranium oxide.
In connection with his concurrence, Contnissioner Gilinsky posed the
following questions: "Is the research presently going on in DOE or
contractor facilities or anywhere else directly relevant to the conversion of thi·s facility to LEU? Is it absolutely out of the question
technically to convert this reactor to lower enriched uranium? 11
The-Office of International Programs was informed of this action
telephone on April 10, 1979.

by

It is requested that you accomplish the following:
Provide notification of the issuance and delivery of this license
to Transnuclear by c.o.b. April 13, 1979.

1.

2.

~

Provide a response to Commissioner Gilinsky's questions through
the Office of the Secretary by c.o.b. April 25, 1979.
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K.

This is to advise you that the Conrnissioners have rev;ewed the subject
license to Transnuclear, Incorporated. The Commission (with all Commissioners
concurring) has accepted your recorrrnendation to export to the Netherlands
20.5 kilograms of uranium, enriched to 93.3% U-235, in the form of
uranium hexafluoride.
In connection with his concurrence, Corrrniss;oner Gilinsky provided the
following conrnents: Is the research presently going on in DOE or
contractor facilities or anywhere else directly relevant to-the conversion of this facility to LEU? Is it absolutely out of the question
technically to ·convert this reactor to lower enriched uranium? It would
be useful if the Corrrnission expressed its concern about the need to
complete facility attachments."
11

Corrrnissioner Bradford would like a brief description of the physical
security measures required for this export.
The Office of International Programs was informed of this action by
telephone on April 10, 1979.
It is requested that you accomplish the following:
1.

Provide notification of the issuance and delivery of this license
to Transnuclear by c.o.b. April 13, 1979.

2.

Provide a response to the comnents/requests of Conrnissioners
Gilinsky and Bradford by c.o.b. April 27, 1979.
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CALENDAR OF SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS

APRIL
19-20

Second Biennial EEI Standards Conference - Theme: Government
Interface with the Voluntary Consensus Standards OrAan1zat1ons
and EEI's New Posture in the Standards World - Guy rlotto

26

Westinghouse Research Laboratory, Pittsburgh, PA, - The
Rasmussen Report Revisited: The Lewis Report on Reactor
Safety Assessment - Robert J. Budnitz

MAY
State of South Carolina Advanced Management Seminar, Greenwood,
SC - NRC Concurrence Program for Fixed Nuclear Facilities J. W. Hufham
17

National Classification Mangement Society Seminar, Jack
Tar Hote1, San Francisco, CA - The NRC Security Program Classification Management in a Reaulatory Agency - Raymond J.
Brady

21

Radioactive Waste Manaqement for Nuclear Power Reactors Rules, Reculations and Standards, Alexandria, VA - I. C.
Roberts
Annual Records Management Conference of the National Archives,
Fredericksburg, VA - Automation of Records l✓.anaoement at NRC R. Stephen Scott
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STATUS OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS-MARCH 31, 1979
Rated Capacity
fMWe)

Number
Of Units

*70

LICENSED TO OPERATE .......... ............................................ 51,000

**92

CONSTRUCTION PERMIT GRANTED ................................. 101,000
37 Under Operating License Review..................................... 40.000
55 Operating License Not Yet Applied For ........................... 61.000

28 UNDER CONSTRUCTION PERMIT REVIEW...................... 32,000

** 4

Site Work Authorized, Safety Review in Process............. 4,000
24 Other Units Under CP Review ......................................... 28.000

4 ORDERED................................................................................ 5,000
2 PUBLICLY ANNOUNCED...................................................... 2.000
196 TOTAL .................••..................................•........................•.... 191,000
•To date there have been 449 reactor years of operation. Not included are two operable DOE-owned reactors with a
combined capacity of 940 MWe .
.. Total of units authorized construction (Construction Permit Granted plus Site Work Authorized): 96 units, 105,000MWe.
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From:

T. A. Rehm, Assistant to the Executive Director for Operations

Subject:

WEEKLY INFORMATION REPORT - WEEK ENDING APRIL 20, 1979
A sumnary of key events is included as a .convenience to
those Conmissioners who may prefer a condensed version
of this report.
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SUMMARY OF KEY EVENTS
Week Ending April 20; 1979

McGuire Units l & 2
On 4/18 the ASLB issued an Initial Decision that requires the staff to
address the status c,f the ALAB--444 type generic issues before issuing
the operating license.
·
Eva-luation of Health Impact
SD staff met with members of the State Health Department in Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania to discuss the State's strategy for the evaluation of the
public health impact on the TMI incident. The proposed approach involves
development of population registries in affected areas. NRC, among others,
was asked by State personnel if they could provide funds for prompt
initiation of the registry.
Ionizing Radiation Report
On 4/7 the Interagency (Libassi/HEW) Task Force on Ionizing Radiation
report on "Institutional Arrangements 11 was published for public comment.
One of the report's reconmendations is to establish an Interagency Radiation
Research CoR1T1ittee to coordinate all Federal research on low-level radiation
effects, that NIH, HEW, should chair this comni ttee and that NIH ( rather
than DOE) should assume a major role in research into the biological effects
of ionizing radiation. In antfcipation of the President's authorizing
establishing an interagency comnittee, NIH is establishing an 11 HEW"
Radiation Research Conmittee in which other Federal agencies will
participate.
Study Group Established
A study group has been established to prepare a Headquarters Radiological
and Industrial Safety Plan, license-specific incident response procedures,
and a guide to development of FC capabilities for participation in t~e
NRC Incident Response Program as specified in NRC-0502.
Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Uranium Milling
NRC issued the draft generic environmental impact statement (GEIS) on
uranium milling for public comment. The document focuses primarily on
the problems of uranium mill tailings management and disposal.
Emergency Preparedne~
NRC staff attended California Assembly subcommittee hearings. The purpose
of the hearings was to take testimony on the Three Mile Island accident
and its consequences and to discuss NRC's role in emergency planning.

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATION
Week Ending April 20, 1979
ADMINISTRATION OF THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT
STATUS OF REQUESTS
Initial
Request
Received
Granted
Denied
Pending

158

72
27
59

Appeal of
Initial Decision
14
2
4
8

ACTIONS THIS WEEK
Received
(An NRC employee)
(79-116)

Requests all documents concerning Vacancy
Announcement No. 78-523.

Robert Ruby,
The Baltimore Sun
(79-117)

Requests all documents relating to Three Mile
Island 1 and 2 since March 28, 1979.

James R. Mann,
Law Offices
(79-118)

Requests the diary, calendar, and telephone log of
Corrmissioner Gilinsky for 1978.

Pat Minarcin,
Pennsylvania Illustrated
Inc.

Requests transcripts of investigatory interviews
conducted with control room personnel at the
Three Mile Island Unit 2.

{79-119)

Mary E. Con 1ey,
Bentley College
(79-120)

Requests the outline of the organization of the
NRC, the basic health and safeguard standards,
and any important cases involving the NRC.

Darryl W. Doss,
Pilot Life Insurance
Company
(79-121)

Requests the names and other available information
on NRC employees working in the Tidewater, Virginia
area.

Jeffrey D. Littlejohn,

Requests daily release rate data for all gaseous
and liquid radioactive isotopes for the Three
Mile Island Plant and the results of the
Confirmatory Measurement Program.

(79-122)

Coral Rose Ryan,
Citizens Concerned About
Nuclear Power
(79-123)
CONTACT:

J.M. Felton
492-7211

Requests a copy of Prehearing Conference Order
Ruling Upon Intervention Petitions served April 4,
1979 and a copy of 10 CFR Part 2.
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Received, Cont'd
W. Alexander Williams,
(79-124)

Requests a copy of an internal memo referred to
in Newsweek alleging that the SL-1 nuclear reactor
accident in Idaho Falls, Idaho may have involved a
"lover's triangle 11 •

Senator Michael C. Kendall,
State of Indiana
{79-125)

Requests a copy of a 3/69 ACRS report on reactor
safeguards, a 6/69 internal staff study by AEC
regarding safety of large nuclear reactors, a
11/12/69 ACRS report on reactor safeguards, and
a copy of a letter to the AEC Chairman Seaborg
regarding safety questions.

Sheila Allee,
United Press International
(79-126)

Requests all documents on radiation levels in and
surrounding the Kerr-McGee plant and the town
of Crescent, Oklahoma.

Lloyd Etheredge,
Massachusetts Ins ti tutE!
of Technology
(79-127)

Requests transcripts of NRC meetings, public
statements, and testimony of NRC officials and
other documents dealing with the Three Mile Island
accident.

Michael Hungerford,
Syracuse University
(79-A-8-79-47)

APPEAL TO THE COMMISSION the denial of a memo to
Shapar from Kelley concerning the meaning of the
term "material alteration of a licensed facility"
as contained in 10 CFR 50.91.

Granted
Anthony z. Roisman,
Natural Resources
Defense Council, Inc.
(79-81)

In response to a request for co1T1Tiunications between
the NRC and any person regarding the report of the
Interagency Review Group on Nuclear Waste Management
since October l, 1978, made available four
documents in the POR, informed the requester one
document was already in the PDR, and made
arrangements for the requester to review other
documents in the Willste Building.

Susan Baumann,
(79-85)

In response to a request for all documents regarding
plant accidents and safety defects at reactor
sites owned by Carolina Power &Light Company and
the Duke Power Company, and infonnation regarding
emergency evacuation plans, made available a
printout of licensee Event Reports and informed the
requester other pertinent information is available
at the LPDR for each plant.
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Granted, Cont'd
L. Alan Kenton,

In response to a request for the name and present
duty stations of all employees located in the
Southeast, made available a computer printout
of NRC employees in Headquarters and Regions 1
and 2.

Dennis Sanders,
(79-108)

In response to a request for a copy of Dr. Hanauer•~
11 nugget file 11 ,
made available a list of the
documents contained in the file and informed the
requester he may write directly to the PDR to
purchase a copy.

{An individual requesting
information about himse:l f)
(79-115)

In response to a request for the results of the
tests and examinations as a result of an accident
involving radiation exposure at the Nevada Test
Site in 1963, informed the requester that the NRC
has no records relating to the accident and that
he should write to the DOE.

Darryl W. Doss,
Pilot Life Insurance
Company
(79-121)

In response to a request for the names and other
available information on NRC employees working in
the Tidewater, Virginia area, informed the
requester there are no employees working in this

(79-94)

area.

Denied
Citizens for a Better
Environment

In response to a request for documents relating
to the Pipe Cracking Study Group Report, and
documents relating to GE's Boiling Water Reactor
pipe cracking problems occurring since 1975, made
available 1,006 documents. Denied 72 documents
in total or in part under exemptions 1 and 4.

Michael Hungerford,
Syracuse University
(79-47)

In response to a request for interpretations made
regarding the meaning of the term material
a 1teration of a licensed facil 1ty as contained
in 10 CFR 50.91, made available four documents
and denied one document under Exemption 5.

(78-268)

11

11
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Denied, Cont'd
Eric Schulman,
(79-56)

In response to a request for documents relating
to the Big Rock Point facility, made available
the requested documents in the LPDR located in
Charlevoix, Michigan. Denied portions of two
documents, the disclosure of which would constitute
a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.

John W. Sullivan,
{79-61)

In response to a request for documents pertaining
to the operation of Metals and Controls, Texas
Instruments, Makepiece, Inc., and Englehard, Inc.,
informed the requester these documents may be
purchased from the NRC Public Document Room.
Denied portions of one document containing
corrmercial or financial (proprietary) information.
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DIVISION OF CONTRACTS
Week Ending April 20, 1979

PENDING COMPETITIVE REQUIREMENTS
RFP RS-RES-79-183
Title - Limiting Conditions for Operations (LCO)
Description - Develop a methodology to calculate allowable ratio's
of LCO's based on probabilistic approaches. To apply
the methodology, system logic models such as fault
trees will be constructed for specific safety systems
in nuclear power plants and the allowable values for
the LC0 1 s will be calculated using available
rel 'iability data.
Period of Performance - Anticipated to be two years.
Sponsor - Office l)f Nuclear Regulatory Research
Status - Solicitation to be issued May 3, 1979 with a closing date
of June 19, 1979.
RFP 1 S ISSUED
1.

RFP RS-NMS-79-O39
Title - SECOM Test
Description - Participation of a co11111ercial transporter of special
nuc·lear material in an extended field test to
determine the increase in transportation safeguards
capability which might result from the use of the
SECOM Conrnunications System.
Period of Performance: Eighteen months
Sponsor - Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
Status - RFP issued April 10, 1979. Closing date, May 10, 1979.

2.

RFP RS-OIE-79-261
Title - General and Refresher Courses in Concrete Technology and
Codes
Description - This technical assistance is required by the Office
of Inspection and Enforcement to provide NRC personnel
the detailed training in concrete technology and the
applicable codes necessary to permit them to conduct
in-depth inspection at NRC licensed facilities under
construction or modification.
Period of Perform.~nce - Eighteen months
Sponsor - Office ·Of Inspection and Enforcement
Status - RFP issued April 19, 1979. Proposals due May 17, 1979.
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PROPOSALS UNDER EVALUATION
RFP RS-NMS-79-029 (fonnerly 78-065)
Title - Synthesis for Physical Security and Material Control and
Accounting Assessment Results
Description - Develo~ methods for combining observations of MC&A
Assessment Team members, develop a method for synthesizing the results of the Physical Security and MC&A
assessments, and develop a draft handbook that explains
the methodology for deriving the measures of effectiveness and synthesizing them into the final statement of
adequacy.
Period of Performance - Ten months
Sponsor - Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
Status - Discussions scheduled for April 20-23, 1979 with offerors
in the competitive range.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
1.

RFP RS-ADM-79-378
Title - Design of NRC Supply and Maintenance Modules of the Property
and Supply System
Description - This was an SBA Section 8(a) procurement. The contractor shall provide ADP Systems Analysis and Design
services to the NRC in support of the Supply and
Maintenance Subsystems - Modules II and III of PASS.
The Functional and Data Requirements Document {OFSR)
plus Work Orders for System Maintenance since
September 25, 1978, shall be used as the basis for
this work. The resulting design document will be of
sufficient detail to provide maximum guidance for
future development.
Period of Perfornance - Four months
Sponsor - Office of Administration
Status - A finn fixed price contract {No. NRC-10-79-378) in the
amount of $45,129.60 was executed with Rehab Group, Inc.,
an eligible 8(a) minority concern, on April 3, 1979.

- 3 -

2.

RFP RS-ADM-79-372
Title - System Maintenance Progranming
Description - This was an SBA 8(a) procurement. The contractor
shall provide services to accomplish corrections,
changes, and enhancements required to support
selected NRC administrative, financial, and
management reporting systems.
Period of Perfonnance - One year
Sponsor - Office of Administration
Status - A labor-hour contract (No. NRC-10-79-372) was executed
with International Business Services, an eligible B(a)
minorit.Y concern, in the amount of $96,949.00 on
April HJ, 1979.
CONTRACTS CLOSED OUT
(All administrative action complete and final payment made)
Contract No.
NRC-02-78-075
AT(49-24)-0125

Organization
Coolfont Re-Creation
Environmental Protection
Agency

Close-Out Date
04/10/79
04/17/79

DIVISION OF SECURITY

Items of Interest
Week Ending April 20, 1979

Bulletin on Transfer of Classified Non-military information to
Foreign Governments by NRC, which relates to access by foreign
government personne·l to classified information in the custody
of NRC and to the transmission of classified documents to foreign
governments, has been forwarded to MPA for publication.
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OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
WEEKLY ITEMS OF INTEREST
{Week Endin~ April 20, 1979)

McGuire Units l & 2

See Enclosure G for complete write up on McGuire Units 1 & 2.

Maine Yankee
The licensee has infonned the staff that four different versions of
the SHOCK-I computer code were used to analyze piping systems at
the Maine Yankee plant. The licensee is currently performing a
more detailed review to define the differences in these methods.
Beaver Valley
By letter dated April 20, 1979 the licensee has informed the staff
that they will use soil structure interaction techniques for developing amplified response spectra (ARS} to be used in the reevaluation
of the piping at Beaver Valley. In support of this, they have submitted a comparison of ARS based on both the original set of FSAR
spectra and damping values and the set of input parnmeters based on
Regulatory Guides 1.60 and 1.61. This information is currently
under review by the staff.
FitzPatrick
Twelve piping reanalyses have been completed. A modelling change
has increased the total number of piping reanalyses to be performed
from 95 to 96. Analyses of 151 pipe supports have been completed
out of a total of 1156. The results ar~ within allowables.
Surry
No change in status.

. ENCLOSURE B

OFFICE OF STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT
IMPORTANT EVENTS FOR THE WEEK ENDING APRIL 20, 1979

l.

Guy Arlotto will participate in the Second Biennial EEI Standards
Conference on April 20. The theme of the conference is 11 Government
Interface with the Voluntary Consensus Standards Organizations and
EEI's New Posture in the Standards World. Mr. Arlotta, who will
appear on a panel with representatives from other Federal a9encies,
will focus his remarks on "NRC Interfaces with the National Consensus
Standards Program. 11
11

2.

Cayuhoga Falls, Ohio is considering a city ordnance to require a
permit for rail and truck shipments of 20 grams or 20 curies of
fissile material, reactor fuel and large-quantities according to
Steve Hoffman, i:l reporter from the Akron Beacon Journa 1 who
called Robert 8drker, SD, on April 17.
He indicated Shaker Heights and perhaps 30 other towns in the
Cleveland area l1ave adopted similar ordnances. He was particularly
interested in DOT's pre-em!)tion authority and was given Mr. Crockett's
phone number for information on the DOT routing rule.

3. On April 12, 1979, Robert Purple and Robert Goldsmith attended
a meeting at the State Health Department in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
to discuss the state's strategy for the evaluation of the public
health impact on the TMI incident. Their proposed approach involves
the development of population registries in the 11 impact" area and
in an area about 50 miles away in which exposures were nealigible.
The size of the oopulation included in the overall registry will
depend upon the level of funding provided. The HEH is aoparently
committed to supporting this effort, but because of delays expected
in obtaining funds, other Federal agencies, including the NRC, were
asked by state personnel if they mi9ht be able to assist b_y oroviding
funds for prompt initiation of the registry.
(R. Goldsmith)
4.

Re ort on Institutional Arran ements: The
nteragency
ass1
as orce on on z1ng a at1on report
on "Institutional Arrangements" was published for public comment
on April 17, 1979. Copies of this report were provided to the
Comnission on April 18, 1979. The report is being widely distributed,
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- 2as were the Task Force's five work group reports, with a request
for comments and suggestions by March 18, 1979. The draft
Institutional Arrangements report and the comments thereon wil 1
provide a major input to the Task Force's final report to the
White House. The draft Institutional Arrangements report differs
from the work group reports in that it generally does not make
specific reconrnendations on issues. Rather, it presents alternatives
on issues and invites comments and suggestions thereon. Notable
exceptions to this are that the report does recorrmend establishing
an Interagency Radiation Research Committee to coordinate all Federal
research on low-level radiation effects, that NIH, HEW, should chair
this committee and that NIH (rather than DOE) should assume a major
role in research into the biological effects of ionizing radiation.
Related to this, NIH is proceeding to establish an "HEW" Radiation
Research Committee with the invited participation of other Federal
agencies, including the NRC, in anticipation of the President's
authorizing establishing an interagency corrmittee. (See report
on 4/18/79 meeting of this conmittee in the RES section of this
Weekly Events Report).
(Karl Goller}
Publications Issued
Reg. Guide 3.11.1 - Operational Inspection and Surveillance of Embankment
Retention Systems for Uranium Mill Tailings
(Issued for Corrment)
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OFFICE OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL SAFETY AND SAFEGUARDS
Items of Interest

Week Ending April 20, 1979

Table S-3 Radon Value
Preliminary drafts of a Commission Paper and Federal Register notice
covering the inclusion of an upgraded value for radon in Table S-3
have been forwarded to NRR, ELD and PA for review.
Table S-3 Occupational Exposure
The occupational exposure task for the Table S-3 update is proceeding on
schedule. Representatives of NUS Corporation visited the Continuous Melting
Facility for Conmercia·t High Level Waste at Battelle Pacific Northwest
Laboratories, the Waste Calcination Facility at Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory and Kerr-McGee's mine and mill. This tour is part of a data
gathering task which includes a visit to the Chem·-Nuclear Company at
Barnwell, S. C., and the Hot Laboratory used in support of the design of
the Defense Waste Proc1~ssing Facility at Savannah River.
Study Group Established
A study group has been established to prepare a Headquarters Radiological
and Industrial Safety Plan, license-specific incident response procedures,
and a guide to development of FC capabilities for participation in the
NRC Incident Response Program as specified in NRC-0502. Schedule and
staffing planning is now in progress.
Tc-99 Source Terms
Development of Tc-99 S<lurce terms for testimony in individual reactor licensing cases is about three-fourths completed.
Export of Fuel for Research Reactors
A representative of the Division of Fuel Cycle and Material Safety
attended a meeting at the Department of State on the Envi ronmenta 1 Impact
of U.S. Export of Research Reactors. The preliminary results of an FCTA
analysis of the radiolllgical impact to the U.S. and the global commons
resulting from mining, milling, converting, enriching, fabricating and
transporting a one year supply of fuel for U.S. exported research and
test reactors was pres1!nted.
ENCLOSURE D

Items of Interest

2

Evaluation of Spent Fuel Shipping Casks
On April 11, 1979, NRC and DOE representatives met with their respective
contractors, Battelle Columbus Laboratori.es (BCL) and Sandia Laboratories,
Albuquerque (SLA), to discuss their programs to evaluate the vulnerability
of spent fuel shipping casks t.o.explosive attack and their potential
health consequences. Agency and contractor personnel presented briefings
on the scope and techn'ical approach to be used. vJorking level discussions
focused on work done to date and the establishment of project advisory
groups to provide for information exchange.
Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Uranium Milling
The Uranium Recovery L'lcensing Branch has issued the draft generic
envrionmental impact statement (GEIS) on uranium milling for public
colTITlent. Because of the intense interest in this report, an extended
colTITlent period of 90 days has been allotted. In the document, which
focuses primarily on the problems of uranium mill tailings management
and disposal, the staff draws conclusions regarding both technical
and institutional aspects of mill operations. In addition, the staff
recolTITlends specific chcinges to NRC regulations governing mi 11 operations.
The staff will hold several public meetings in Albuquerque, New Mexico,
and Denver, Colorado, this SUITITler on the GEIS and associated proposed
rule changes that will be shortly submitted to the Commission for
approval to issue.
Atlas Uranium Mill Lice!nse Renewal
Following publication of a Final Environmental Statement and the required
30-day waiting period, the Uranium Recovery Licensing Branch issued a
renewal source material license to Atlas Minerals Corporation on April 19,
1979, authorizing processing of uranium ore at their Moab uranium mill
in Grand County, Utah. The mill will have an alkaline leach circuit and
a typical acid leach circuit designed to process about 1600 tons of ore
per day and produce abc>ut 850 MT of ye 11 owcake per year over its
anticipated 15-year opeirating life.
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OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT
Items of Interest
Week Ending April 20, 1979
1.

Preliminary Notifications relating to the following actions were
dispatched during the past week:
a.

PN0-79-670 through 67AA Three Mile Island Unit 2 - Nuclear
Incident at Three Mile Island Unit 2 - These Preliminary Notifications were issued to provide updated status information regarding
the incident.

b.

PN0-79-81 H.B. Robinson Unit 2, Turkey Point Units 3 &4 - Safety
Related Pipe Stress Methology Concern - A potential problem was
identified during review of infonnation received by NRR concerning
methods utilized by the licensees in detennination of pipe stresses.
This concern related to the Westinghouse method of surrming pipe
stresses for these facilities. An Irrmediate Action Letter was
issued by Region II (Atlanta) to both licensees confinning that the
units will not be returned to power until authorized by NRC.
(Closed. See Item 1.c below.)

c.

PN0-79-82 H. B. Robinson Unit 2, Turkey Point Units 3 &4 - Safety
Related Pipe Stress Methodology Concern - A meeting was held on
April 13, 1979 among representatives of NRR, Florida Power and
Light Co. and Westinghouse. The meeting achieved satisfactory
resolution of the concerns relating to Florida Power and Light Co.
facilities - Turkey Point Units 3 and 4. Restrictions were lifted
for these fac:lities. Robinson 2 is presently in a refueling shutdown which is expected to last until early June 1979. (Closed)

d.

PN0-79-83 Surry Unit 2 - Personnel Overexposure - A shift supervisor investi9ating a water leak in the space beneath the Unit 2
reactor vessel received an apparent whole body exposure of 10.09
Rems. Upon exit, it was found that the employee's direct-reading
pocket dosimeter was off-scale. His thermoluminescent dosimeter
was then evaluated and indicated the 10.109 Rems exposure. An
IE radiation specialist was dispatched to the site to review this
occurrence. (Closed}

e.

PN0-79-84 Bellefonte Units 1 &2 - Allegations of Inadequate
QA/QC Program for Welding - An individual made allegations to
Region II (Atlanta) regarding the adequacy of the quality control
program at Bellefonte. The specific example cited was that installed
piping which had been inspected and accepted by QC inspectors was
subsequently cut out and replaced without the knowledge of the QC
inspectors or construction management. Although the individual was
unable to identify specific welds or individuals, Region II plans
to conduct appropriate followup. (Closed)
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2.

f.

PN0-79-85 Oconee Units 1, 2 and 3 - Injury to Employee - A contractor
employee fell about 10 feet while working in the auxiliary building
and received pc>ssibl e back injuries. Hi's clothing was contaminated
and was removed prior to being transferred to a Greenville, South
Carolina hospital. The employee was held overnight at the hospital
and released_ the next day. (Closed)

g.

PN0-79-86 ThrE!e Mile Island Unit 1 - In Service Inspection The news media reported on certain irregularities in inspection
records related to nondestructive examinations performed on welds
and other compcments in Unit l. Preliminary review of licensee
records indicates some validity to the news article although it
appears to contain several inconsistencies. A Region I (Philadelphia)
inspector is examining this matter. (Closed)

h.

PN0-79-87 Surry Unit 2 - Three Men Become Ill While Working in
Containment - Three Daniels Construction Co. personnel were taken to
the hospital when they became ill while working in the Unit 2 containment building. The men were working in a tent and were wearing
fresh air hoods. The air in the tent and the fresh air supply were
sampled and found satisfactory. Initial diagnosis indicated that
illness was due to heat exhaustion. The men have been released from
the hospital. (Closed)

i.

PNS-79-33 Indian Point Units
stration - On April 14, 1979,
place without incident at the
Station. Extensive publicity
(Closed)

j.

PNS-79-34 & 34A - Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., Erwin, Tennessee Operators Strike - On April 14, 1979, plant operating personnel
went on strike. Limited operations are being conducted by management personnel. The contract guard force and NRC officials have
been allowed to cross picket lines. Inspectors are on site monitoring security, health and safety requirements. (Closed)

k.

PNS-79-35 Diablo Canyon Units 1 & 2 - Bomb Threat - No bombs were
found and none exploded. (Closed)

1, 2 and 3 - Planned Peaceful Demona planned peaceful demonstration took
Indian Point Nuclear Generating
was given to the demonstration.

The following IE Bulletins were issued:
a.

IE Bulletin No. 79-06A; "Review of Operational Errors and System
Misalignments Identified During the Three Mile Island Incident, 11
was issued on April 14, 1979 to all _utilities with an op~r~ting
pressurized water reactor of a Westinghouse design. Revision 1 to
the Bulletin was issued on April 18, 1979.
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b.

IE Bulletin No. 79-06B, 11 Review of Operational Errors and System
Misalignments Identified During the Three Mile Island Incident,"
was issued on J1pril 14, 1979 to all utilities with an operating
pressurized water reactor of a Combustion Engineering design.

c.

IE Bulletin No. 79-07, "Seismic Stress Analysis of Safety-Related
Piping/' was issued on April 14, 1979 to all power reactor facilities
with an operating license or a construction permit.

d.

IE Bulletin No. 79-08, "Events Relevant to Boiling Water Power
Reactors Identified During the Three Mile. Island Incident," was
issued on April 14, 197~ to all BWR power reactor facilities with
an operating license.

e.

IE Bulletin No. 79-09, 11 Failures of GE Type AK-2 Circuit Breaker
in Safety Related Systems," was issued on April 17, 1979 to a11
power reactor facilities with an operating license or a construction
permit.

3.

IE Circular No. 79-06, "Failure to Use Syringe and Bottle Shields in
Nuclear Medicine_, 11 was issued on April 19, 1979 to all holders of
medical 1icenses except teletherapy· 1 icenses.

4.

IE Infonnation Notice No. 79-10, 11 Nonconfonning Pipe Support Struts,"
was issued on April 16, 1979 to all power reactor facilities with a
construction permit.
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OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REGULATORY RESEARCH
Important Items - Week Ending April 21, 1979

Interagency Meeting on Research on the Biological Effects of Ionizing
Radiation
Representatives of RES and SD participated in the second interagency
meeting at the National Institutes of Health (NIH) on April 17, 1979.
Or. T. Frederickson, Director of NIH, HEW announced the formation of an
HEW Committee on Res,~arch into the Biological Effects of Ionizing
Radiation, by author-ity of Secretary Joseph A. Califano, Jr., HEW.
Dr. Fredrickson is Chairman of this Committee and he appointed Dr. Arthur C.
Upton, Director, National Cancer Institute, NIH as Vice Chairman. Under
the Charter of this Committee, representation was offered to DOD, DOE,
DOL, EPA, NASA, NRC and VA in addition to several constituent agencies of
HEW. The participat·ing agencies would agree under the Charter to
"consult" with the Committee and to take the Corrmittee comments into
account before makin9 commitments to fund research into the biological
effects of ionizing radiation. 11 RES is the lead NRG office on this
Committee, with active participation of OSD.
Pending White House action resulting from recorrmendations contained in
the Report of the Interagency Task Force on Ionizing Radiation on
Institutional Arrangements (Libassi/HEW: See OSD input in this
Information Report), this HEW Committee will most likely be reconstituted
as an Interagency Committee on Federal Research into the Biological
Effects of Ionizing Radiation. It appears that NIH/HEW will almost
certainly retain the Chairmanship.
Dr. Frederickson decided to form a Subcommittee under the Chairmanship
of Dr. Upton to make recommendations regarding possible epidemiological
studies of population living in the vicinity of Three Mile Island
Nuclear Station. NRC is to be represented on this Subcorrrnittee. He also
instructed Dr. J. G. Perpich, Associate Director for Program Planning
and Evaluation, NIH and the General Counsel, NIH to contact the offices
of the General Counsel of participating agencies in order to determine
the statutory responsibilities of various agencies in the subject areas.
Future meetings of the Committee will be convened by Dr. Fredrickson.
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OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE LEGAL DIRECTOR
ITEMS OF INTEREST
FOR THE WEEK ENDING APRIL 20. 1979

McGuire Nuclear Station. Units l & 2
On April 18, 1979, the Licensing Board, after making findings of fact
and conclusions of law on matters actually put into controversy, issued
an Initial Decision (Operating License Proceeding) authorizing the
Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, upon his making of
appropriate findings in accordance with the Corrmission's regulations
with respect to matters not embraced in the Initial Decision, to i:ssue
operating licenses for McGuire Units 1 and 2. The Licensing Board,
however, stayed the effect of the Initial Decision until further order
by the Board following the issuance of a supplement to the NRC Staff's
Safety Evaluation Report addressing the significance of any unresolved
generic safety issues.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
~EEK ENDING APRIL 20, 1979
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
TMI Activities
During the week of April 15 IP made arrangements for newly-arrived
official delegations from Japan. Sweden, Denmark, the FRG, Italy,
the Philippines Taiwan, and the EC to receive information on the
TMI accident. The 21 local Embassy scientific counselors and attaches
who have followed TMI closely from the beginning were also invited
to participate. A total of 65 representatives from 20 foreign
countries and one international organization were involved (Austria,
Israel, Australia, Mexico, the Netherlands, Finland, Switzerland,
the U.K., Korea, France, Spain, and South Africa, in addition to
those named above). NRC activities included (1) a day of briefings
on April 19 on TMI emergency plans, the development and course of the
incident, research projects attendant to the incident, and technical
details of TMI and (2) a bus trip to Middletown, Pennsylvania for brief
presentations by NRC and Pennsylvania personnel on April 20. All
sessions were followed by question and answer periods to allow the
de legations to address their most immediate infonnation needs.
EXPORT/IMPORT AND INTERNATIONAL SAFEGUARDS
Rulemaking on Minor Exports
The staff has forwardeid to the Commission for review a draft final
rulemaking proposal regarding the export of minor quantities of
nuclear material. Thei proposed rule would establish or expand general
1i censes for the export of minor quantities and should result in a
5-10% reduction in thei staff's export 1 icensing workload.
US-IAEA Safeguards Agreement Implementation Group Meeting.
The Safeguards Agreement Implementation Group for the US offer met on
April 19. Chris Kessler of IP attended. Preparation of the list of
Eligible Facilities wa.s the principal topic covered.
Capitol Hill Workshop
Marvin Peterson and Hans Schechter of IP attended a Capitol Hill
Workshop on April 17, 18 and 19. The workshop focused on providing
NRC officials with insights on how the Congress functions and interrelates with the Executive Branch agencies.
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OFFICE OF STATE PROGRAMS
ITEMS OF INTEREST
WEEK ENDING.APRIL 20, 1979
Emergency Preparedness
Hal Gaut, State Programs and Bill Axelson (IE), Region III, participated
in a State interagency emergency planning session in St. Paul, Minnesota.
Key members of involved State agencies were involved as well as an
observer from WCCO (CBS) Radio. The meeting was held with a view toward
Minnesota seeking an NRC concurrence in their emergency plan.
Letters were prepared for the Chairman 1 s signature to 18 governors of
States with operating nuclear power plants where NRC has not been able to
concur in the State's radiological emergency response plan. These letters
gave a brief status of the plan 1n each State and an offer of NRC help
in moving the plan quickly to a point where it is eligible for concurrence.
On April 12, 1979, i\ndy Robart, the Region V State Liaison Officer attended a
California Assembly subcommittee hearing in Los Angeles and again on
April 16, 1979 in S,1cramento. The purpose of these hearings was to take
testimony on the Three Mile Island accident and its consequences and to
discuss NRC 1 s role in emergency planning. Personnel from both RV and
Headquarters also p,1rticipated in the hearings. The subcommittee on Energy
hearings were chair4~d by Assemblyman Mel Levine (D-Los Angeles). In
addition to Daryll Ei senhut, DOR, Bob DeFayette, OSP, Harry North, Ray Fi sh,
Phil Morrill and Bob Engelken, Region V. Other witnesses included:
Dr. Frank Van Hipple from Princeton University; Dr. Richard Hubbard, MHB
Associates; Dr. Hal Lewis, University of California; Robert Pollard, Union
of Concerned Scientists and Rusty Schweikart, Chairman Governors' Nuclear
Power Emergency Rev·( ew Panel. Witnesses from Southern California Edi son and
Pacific Gas and Electric also testified. The Sacramento hearing on the 16th
also included State witnesses from the California Office of Emergency
Services, Radiologic Health and Sacramento County.
Program Development
Nebraska has advised that they are ready to enter into a water quality
agreement with NRC similar to those with Indiana, Virginia and South Carolina.
State Agreements
Kathleen N. SchneidE~r will join the State Agreements staff on April 23, 1979.
Ms. Schneider is a graduate of Youngstown State University and University of
Florida with degrees in physics and nuclear engineering and is coming on board
as an intern.
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• 2 A training course in Medical Use of Radionuclides for State Regulatory
Personnel will be presented at Baylor University, Texas, April 23-27,
1979. Eight State personnel will attend. In addition, si.x NRC regional
inspectors and one NRC license reviewer will attend.
State Agreement staH, including the Assistant Director, will meet with
Rhode Island represE?ntatives April 26 and 27 to review the final draft of
a request for a section 274b Agreement.
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OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND PROGRAM ANALYSIS
Items of Interest
Week Ending

Apri 1 20, 1979

TMI Support
Provided support to the EDO and the DEDO in planning for
the agency response to TMI.
Briefed on LOEB Operational Safety Data Gathering &Analysis
Responded to Commission for summary of NRC efforts in gathering
and analyzing operating experience data.
Responses to Rep. Dingell and Sen. Glenn
Completed letters to Rep. Dingell transmitting 37 Q's & A's,
and to Sen. Glenn on March 6-7 Hearing on Low-level Radiation.
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OFFICE OF THE CONTROLLER
ITEMS OF INTEREST
Week Ending April 20 2 1979
FY 1979 REPROGRAMMING SECV-79-53 AND SECV-79-53A
The majority of the Commission bas now voted in favor of increasing Waste
Management funding over and above the amount identified in SECY-79-53A. A
memorandum has been sent ot the Commission responding to this change.
INITIAL FY 1979 REPROGRAMMING TO CONGRESS
As reported earlier, all five Congressional SubcolTITlittees had approved this
except the House Approprjations had disapproved the increase to NRR travel.
As a result of heavy travel due to Three-Mile Island, the Subcorm,ittee staff
was contacted and approved the use of additional funds for travel associated
with Three-Mile Island.
FY 1980 BUDGET
The tentative dates for Congressional Subco1T1T1ittee mark-up of NRC's budget
are as follows:
Senate Authorization (Hart)

May 3, 1979

House Appropriation (Bevill)

May 10, 1979

House Authorization (Udall}

May 15, 1979

0MB SPRING PREVIEW
0MB held their annual Spring Review on the upcoming budget (FY 1981).
The Controller and Dire:ctor, Division of Budget met with 0MB officials and
discussed resource impacts on the FY 1979, FY 1980 and FY 1981-1985 budgets
as identified by the Offices. Also, recent reactor incidents (5-plant
closing and Three-Mile Island) were identified as having potential resource impacts.

RESOURCE IMPACT OF THREE-MILE ISLAND ANO 5-PLANT CLOSINGS
A call was issued to all Office Directors to identify 11 best estimate" resources
changes for the remainder of FY 1979 an9 FY 1980 due to these recent reactor
incidents. This inforrr.ation is to be submitted by Thursday, April 26, 1979.
BUDGET REVIEW GROUP {BRfil
The first BRG meeting under the new Chairman, Kevin Cornell, was held to
discuss organization and the FY 1981-1985 budget review process.
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CALENDAR OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

April 23

TMI-2 - Meeting to discuss physical security plan

April 24

New Haven 1 &2 - Meeting to discuss reactor safeguards

April 25-26

Palo Verde 1, 2 &3 - Caseload Forecast Panel
Site Visit

April 27

North Annal &2 - Testimony regarding pump house
se1~tlement and turbine missiles to be submitted to
Board

May l

Midland - Prehearing conference

May 4

Salem 2 - SER Supplement No. 4 to be issued
NEP 1

&2

- SER Supplement No. 1 to be issued

Carroll County - Orientation meeting for reviewers and
their supervisors (which was postponed because of TMI
efforts) will be held during the week ending May 4
Sunmer - A visit to the Plant to review fire protection
features will be made during the week ending May 4
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ITEMS APPROVED BY THE COMMISSION - RECEIVED WEEK ENDING APRIL 20, 1979

A.

SECY-79-73A - PROPOSED LICENSE TO EXPORT LOW-ENRICHED URANIUM TO JAPAN
XS - 85 SE - 9- ) (Cormtissioner Action Item) (Memo, Chilk to
Gossick dated 4/13 79
This is to advise you that the Corrmissioners have reviewed the subject
license to Mitsui and Company. The Cormtission (with five Commissioners
concurring) has accepted your recommendation to export to Japan 1,897
kilograms of uranium, enriched to 3.85% U-235, in the form of uranium
hexafluoride.
In his concurrence Comnissioner Bradford stated: "I concur in this export
pending resolution of issues I have previously raised regarding criteria 4
and 5. The oral assurances on criteria 4 and the Takai experience are
helpful, but they do not fully solve the problem."
The Office of International Programs was informed of this action by
telephone on April 13, 1979.
It is requested that yi:,u provide notification of the issuance and delivery
of this license to Mitsui by c.o.b. April 19, 1979.

B.

SECY-78-645A - APPROVAL OF A PROPOSED LICENSE TO EXPORT HIGH-ENRICHED LlRI\NI:Jr~
iO iHE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY (LICENSE APPLICATION NO. XSNM01241, SECY-78-645
Commissioner Action Item Memo, Chilk to Gossick ated 4/16 79
This is to advise you that the Cornnissioners have reviewed the subject
1icense to Transnuclec.r, Incorporated. The Commission (with five
Conrnissioners concurring) has accepted your recommendation to export to
the Federal Republic of Germany 22.0 kilograms of uranium, enriched to
93.3%'. U-235, in the form of U30 8 .
Commissioner Gilinsky, in his concurrence, asked: "Is the research
presently going on in DOE or contractor facilities or anywhere else
directly relevant to the conversion of the FRJ-1 facility and other
facilities receiving this fuel to LEU? Is it absolutely out of the
question technically to convert this reactor to lower enriched uranium?
It would be useful if the Cornnission expressed its concern about the
need to complete facility attachments. 11
Commissioner Bradford would like a brief description of the physical
security measures required for this export.
The Office of International Programs was informed of this action by
telephone on April 16, 1979.
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-2It is requested that you accomplish the following:

C.

1.

Provide notification of the issuance and delivery of this license
to Transnuc1ear by c.o.b. April 20, 1979.

2.

Provide a response to Conmissioner Bradford's request through the
Office of the Secretary by c.o.b. April 25, 1979.

3.

Provide a response to ColTIT!issioner Gilinsky's questions through the
Office of the Secretary by c.o.b. April 30, 1979.

SECV-79-1 OA - FURTHER INFORMATION ON THREE FY 1979 RESEARCH PROJECTS Wi')E~
REVIEW BY THE COMMISSION Collll'lissioner Action Item
Memo, Chilk to Gossick
ate
9
. sion (wi~h all Commissioners
This is to advise you thaththe C~~g~!ms PNL/;2043, BNL/A3014
concurring) approves the t re~ p
'
and ORNL/B0125, as in the subJect paper.

Research was informed of this
The Office of Nuclear Regu~atory
action by telephone on April 18, 1979.

D.

SECY-79-65A - INTERAGENCY TASK FORCE ON IONIZING RADIATION Commissioner
Memo, Ch1 to oss1c ate

Action Item

This is to advise you that the Corrmission (with four Corrmissioners concurring,
Cor.rmissioner Gi1insky did not participate) has approved the staff's
responses to the Summ2.ry Report as modifie~ in t~e attachmen~. Th~
staff is requested to incorporate the Comnnssion s comments 1n their
response and provide the completed set of comments to HEW.
(Attachment not included)

E.

SECY-79-l?SA - PROPOSED RETRANSFERS FOR REPROCESSING FROM JAPAN TO THE U.K.
TEPCO JAPAN TO U.K. J PCO J PAN TO FRANC
NS I
omm1ssioner Action
tern Memo, Chilk to Gossick dated 4 19 79
This is_to advise you that the Corrrnission (with four Corrrnissioners
con~urr,ng) has approved your recommendation that NRC not object to the
subJect retransfers. Howeve~, the proposed ~es~onse tothe Department
~f Energy (DOE~ has been revise~ by the Corrrn,ss,oners in accordance with
1.h 7 atta~hed final draft. Co1m11ssioner Gilinsky did not participate in
th, s action.
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Commissioner Bradford requested that copies of the MB-10 applications be
forwarded in future analyses.

The Office of International Programs was informed of this action by
telephone on April 19, 1979.
It is requested that you forward to the Office of the Secretary a copy
of the letter to DOE after signature and dispatch by the Director of
International Programs.
(Attachment not included)
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CALENDAR OF SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS

APRIL
26

Westinghouse Research Laboratory, Pittsburgh, PA, - The
Rasmussen Report Revisited: The Lewis Reoort on Reactor
Safety P,ssessment - Robert J. Budnitz

MAY
1

State of South Carolina Advanced Management Seminar,
Greenwood, SC - NRC Concurrence Program for Fixed Nuclear
Facilities - J. W. Hufham

6

11'.:!~ Annual National Conference on Radiation Control, Shcr.1t11nCentury Center Hotel, Oklahoma City, OK - Report on Current
and Projected Federal Radiation Protection Activities with
EPA and FDA - Robert G. Ryan

17

National Classification Management Society Seminar, Jack
Tar Hotel, San Francisco, CA - The NRC Security Program Classification Management in a Regulatory Agency - Raymond J.
Brady

21

Radioactive Waste Manage~ent for Nuclear Power Reactors Rules, Regulations and Standards - Alexandria, VA - I. C.
Roberts

23

Annual Records Management Conference of the National Archives,
Fredericksburg, VA - Automation of Records Management at NRC R. Steph,en Scott
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

SECY-79-313

INFORMATION REPORT
.EQr_:

The Cormtissioners

From:

T. A. Rehm, Assistant to the Executive Director for Operations

Subject:

WEEKLY INFORMATION REPORT - WEEK ENDING APRIL 27, 1979
A su11111ary of key events is included as a convenience to
those C01111Jissioners who may prefer a condensed version
of this report.
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SUMMARY OF KEY EVENTS
Week Ending April 27, 1979

Texas A&M University
License No. R-23 for the Texas A&M nuclear research reactor was renewed
for a period of 20 _years.
NRC/DOE Meeting on Waste Management
A meeting was held to provide the NRC staff and our contractors with a

better understanding of the geological exploration program being implemented by DOE to identify sites for nuclear waste- repositories. DOE's
program includes: (1) identifying geologic formations of interest,
(2) performing reconnaissance studies on favorable geologic formations,
and {3) preparing detailed site specific confirmation studies on areas
of no more than a few square miles. By 1984, DOE will be able to determine the feasibility of developing a repository at specific sites. DOE
is starting a program to examine geologic media other than salt, but it
will not be completed until 1985.
Waste Shipment from TMI
The Washington Radiation Control Program
Island waste shipments to the co111T1ercial
land have renewed interest in House Bill
storage or disposal in Washington of all
state except defense wastes.

staff indicated that Three Mile
low-level waste site near Rich675. The bill would forbid
wastes generated outside the

New Fuel Fabrication Plant
Westinghouse announced plans to build a new low-enriched uranium fuel
manufacturing facility near Mongtomery. Alabama. An application will be
submitted to NRC in late 1979. Fuel fabrication is expected to begin
in 1983.
LOFT
The second nuclear test in LOFT is scheduled for May 7. This test will
simulate an accident involving the sudden rupture of a coolant inlet
pipe while the reactor is operating at a power level of about 38 MWt.
TMI Action Plan
At EDO's request, MPA developed an inventory of actions underway in
response to TMI inc:ident. The list will provide the basis for the
agency's action pla,n.

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATION
Week Ending April 27, 1979
ADMINISTRATION OF THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT
STATUS OF REQUESTS
Initial
Request
Received
Granted
Denied
Pending

Appeal
Initial Decision

81
27

14
2
4

61

8
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ACTIONS THIS WEEK
Received
John R. Emshiviller
The Wall Street Journal
(79-128)

Lisabeth Tator Downes
(79-129)

Requests copies of tests and answers given to
operators and other licensed personnel by
NRC at Three Mile Island Units 1 and 2; Indian
Point 1 &2; Dresden 1 &2; Peach Bottom 3;
Rancho Seco; Palisades; Millstone 2 and Oconee
3. Also requests studies that evaluate quality
of nuclear plant personnel.
Requests a map and other infonnation pertaining
to the location of nuclear power plants planned
to be built by the year 2000.

William A. Webb
Rolf Jensen & Assoc.
(79-130)

Requests a copy of Basic Ordering Agreement
NRC-03-78-131, Technical Assistance for Fire
Protection Program Review and Evaluation which
was awarded to Gage Babcock &Associates of
Elmhurst, IL.

Laurie Burt
Commonwealth of Mass.
(79-131)

Requests copies of certain documents identified
in a memo from Harold R. Denton to Lee V. Gossick
dated December 11, 1978, subject: Review of
Regulatory Actions and Staff Positions which
rely on WASH-1400.

Kathleen M. Ragan
Kinetic Research, Inc.

Requests a copy of the winning Technical Proposal

(79-132)

CONTACT:

for the "Study of ALARA FOR RAOIOPHARMACEUTICAL
MANUFACTURERS" Contract NRC-02-79-037.

J.M. Felton
492-7211
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J. O. Thomas
NRC-NTEU Chapter 208
(79-133)

Requests information on grade of an NRC employee
at three different dates.

Aldo P. Osti
PFIZER, Inc.
(79-134)

Requests all information regarding the March 28,
1979 Three Mile Island incident.

Catherine Quigg
Pollution &Environmental
Problems, Inc.
(79-135)

Requests all records referring or relating to
the leaks in the spent fuel pool of the Zion
Nuclear Station built which is operated by
Co111DOnwealth Edison Co.

Clifton E. Curtis
Natural Resources
Defense Council
(79-136)

Referral by DOE of request related to the
export of special nuclear material to India.

James J. Slocum
Milwaukee Sentinel
(79-137)

Request for access to all internal files for
the Genoa, the Point Beach and the Kawaunee
Nuclear plants in Wisconsin.

Weson Vivian
University of
Michigan
( 79-138)

Requests an internal report relating to the Fenni
I accident in October 1966 as referred to in the
book "We Almost Lost Detroit."

Granted
Thomas Lookabill
NUS Corporation
(79-89)

Made available two documents concerning NRC
contracts for low-level radioactive waste.

James w. Souten
Balt;more, MD
{79-96)

Made available documents relating to the non-use
of Boron to flood Three Mile Island Unit 2.

Ellyn R. Weiss
Sheldon, Hannon, Roisman
&Weiss
(79-102)

Made available transcripts of closed Commission
meetings regarding Three Mile Island Unit 2.

Robert Schakne
CBS News

Made available the test scores for all reactor
operators at Three Mile Island Unit 2 {names
of the individuals were deleted from the test
scores).

(79-105)
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Rex Hunter
Richton Park, IL
(79-112)

Made available a copy of the final report on
the cause of the SL-1 accident.

(An NRC Employee)
(79-116)

Made available documents concerning the
selection for Vacancy Announcement No. 78-523.

Ms. Mary E. Conley
Waltham, MA
(79-120)

Made available documents concernings NRC's
organization and its health and safeguards
functions.

Ms. Coral Rose Ryan
Citizens Concerned About
Nuclear Power
(79-123)

Made available copies of the Prehearing
Conference Order Ruling Upon Intervention
Petitions, Dockets 50-498 and 50-499 and
10 CFR, Part 2.

Ms. Lisabeth Tator Downes
Tucson, AZ
{79-129)

Made available a chart showing the proposed
construction of nuclear power plants by the
year 2000.
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DIVISION OF CONTRACTS
Week Ending April 27, 1979
PENDING COMPETITIVE REQUIREMENTS
1.

RFP RS-NMS-79-050
Title - Enhancement of the Nuclear Materials Management and
Safeguards System
Description - The project will provide for the implementation of
previously developed reconmendations concerning data
inconsistencies discovered in the Nuclear Materials
Management and Safeguards System (NMMSS), as well as
providing improvements to other portions of NMMSS.
Period of Perfonnance - Eight months
Sponsor - Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
Status - Solicitation being developed

2.

RFP RS-NMS-79-047
Title - licensing Technical Assistance
Description - Provide technical assistance to the Division of Fuel
Cycle and Material Safety for safety and environmental
reviews of license applications for the construction,
operation or decoomissioning of fuel cycle facilities.
Period of Perfonnance - Two and one-half years
Sponsor - Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
Status - Solicitation being developed

3.

RFP RS-NMS-79-049
Title - Radiological Evaluation of Burial Grounds
Description - Technical assistance to determine and define the
radiological conditions existing at on-site burial
grounds used by licensees and for sites, not presently
licensed. which are known to contain burial radioactive
materials.
Period of Performance - Two and one-half years
Sponsor - Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
Status - Solicitation being developed

RFP'S ISSUED
RFP RS-ADM-79-387
Title - Career Counseling
Description - A four-hour course in four individual sessions for
approximately 100 NRC employees.
Period of Perfonnance - One year
Sponsor - Office of Administration
Status - Solicitation issued April 24, 1979. Proposals are due
May 23, 1979.
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1.

RFP RS-NMS-79-029
Title - Synthesis for Physical Security and Material Control and
Accounting Assessment Results
Description - Develop methods for combining observations of MC&A
Asse,ssment Team members, develop a method for synthesizing the results of the Physical Security and MC&A
assessments, and develop a draft handbook that explains
the methodology for deriving the measures of effectiveness and synthesizing them into the final statement of
adequacy.
Period of Performance - Ten months
Sponsor - Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
Status - Best and Final offers due May 8, 1979.

2.

RFP RS-NRR-79-102
Title - Technical Assistance Program for Two-Phase Flow Aspects
of Reactor Safety
Description - Provide licensing support in the area of two-phase
flow, consisting of a review of existing tests,
expe!riments, and analytical methods used in this area.
Period of Perform,tnce - Three yea rs
Sponsor - Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Status - Contract mailed for signature on April 10, 1979.

3.

RFP RS-NRR-79-107
Title - Reactor Coolant Pump/Motor Structural Integrity Following
Sudden Seizure
Description - The contractor will provide expert technical assistance
in evaluating the load carrying capability of the pumpto-motor hold-down bolts to withstand sudden motor
sei2:ure of a physical reactor coolant pump.
Period of Performance - Three months
Sponsor - Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Status - Competitive range established on April 18, 1979.

4.

RFP RS-NRR-79-110
Title - Decision tmalysis Methodology Applications to the Reactor
Licensing Process
Description - Application of decision analysis methodology within the
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation in order to develop
a more orderly and more structured process to arrive at
regulatory decisions
Period of Perfonnance - Fourteen months
Sponsor - Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Status - Proposals received and were forwarded to Source Evaluation
Panel (SEP) on April 25, 1979 for their review and evaluation.
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CONTRACT AWARDS
1.

RFP RS-NMS-79-028
Title - Development of Improved Techniques for Analyzing Material
Control and Accounting Data
Description - Assist the NRC in applying the inventory difference
simulation model to two major operating strategic
spec.ial nuclear material fuel cycle facilities
designated by the NRC.
Period of Performance - Eight and one-half months
Sponsor - Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
Status - Cost Plus. Fixed Fee Contract awarded to Science Applications,
Inc .• April 20, 1979. Estimated cost plus fixed fee of
$47,402.00.

2.

RFP RS-ADM-79-362
Title - Cataloging Support Services
Description - Cata.loging, processing, data conversion and related
activities for backlog of approximately 9650 titles
in the NRC Library.
Period of Performa.nce - Seven months
Sponsor - Office of Administration
Status- Cost Plus Fixed Fee Contract No. NRC-10-79-362 awarded to
Informatics, Inc., on April 24, 1979 in the amount of
$77,138.00.
CANCELLATIONS
RFP NMS-79-034

Title - Tests of Safeguards System Evaluation Methods
Description - The contractor will assist in planning and conducting
tests of various new analytical methods for evaluating
the effectiveness of safeguards systems.
Period of Performance - One year
Sponsor - Office cif Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
Status - Cancelled at the request of the program office.
CONTRACTS CLOSED OUT
(All administrcttive action complete and final payment made)
Contract No.
AT( 49-24 )-0124

NRC-03-77-010

Organization
Nuclear Assurance Corp,
Associated Consultants
International

Close-Out Date
04/19/79
04/19/79
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DIVISION OF SECURITY
ITEMS OF INTEREST
WEEK ENDING APRIL 27, 1979

A Bulletin on the Protection of Limited Official Use Information
(a category of uncla.ssified information originated by the Department
of State and given limited protection and distribution) has been
prepared and distributed to Headquarters Offices and Divisions for
comment or concurrer11ce.
The Facilities and S.ystems Security Branch conducted on .. site reviews
of two Congressional subcommittee offices which retain NRC classified
matter in coordination with the Office of Congressional Affairs.
On April 24, 1979, a.n i ni ti a1 security survey was conducted of the
Resident Inspector's office at B&W, Apollo, Pa., for the purpose
of receiving, storing and safeguarding of information classified no
higher than Con fi den ti a1 , Restricted Data.
The Facilities and Systems Security Branch coordinated security
support assistance for ASLBP conferences to be held in Miami, Florida
on May 2, 1979 and in Salem, N. J. on May 2-4, 1979, and provided
additional security coverage for Commission and ACRS meetings regarding
the Three Mile Island incident which were held at 1717 H Street,
Washington, D.C.
A representative of the Division of Security attended a meeting of
Special Committee 0~1 Compromising Emanations at the National Security
Agency.
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OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
WEEKLY ITEMS OF INTEREST

(Week Ending April 27. 1979)

Carroll County 1..!.J_
An orientation meeting was held on April 24, 1979, with dedicated
reviewers and their supervisors. The review is to be conducted
using the recommendations of NUREG-0292.
Greene County
At the request of the applicant, the Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board has canceled all scheduled hearings.
Texas A&M University
license No. 8-23 for the Texas A&M AGN-201M nuclear research
reactor was renewed for a period of 20 years. authorizing
continued operation until 1'ugust 26, 1997.
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OFFICE OF STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT
IMPORTANT EVENTS FOR THE WEEK ENDING APRIL 27, 1979

1.

James A. Norberg is attending the IAEA, TRC-Design Committee meeting
which is being held in Tokyo, Japan, April 23-27. 1979. While in
Japan Mr. Norberg will visit nuclear power plants in the Kyoto area
and also research facilities in Takai.

2.

Publication of Proposed Rule on Addition of Veterinarians to the
General License for In Vitro Clinical Testing: On April 26, l979
proposed amendments to Parts 31 and 32 were published in the
Federal Re~ister under the signature of the Executive Director
for Operat1ons. These amendments are in response to a petition
and would add veterinarians to the groups already authorized to
use byproduct material under general license for in vitro clinical
or laboratory testing. The 60-day corrment periodendson June 25,
1979.

[Deborah A. Bozik]

3. Known Effects of Low-Level Radiation Exposures: On April 25, 1979,
Deborah Bozik and Edward Podolak attended an educational seminar
titled, "Known Effects of Low-level Radiation Exposures" which
was sponsored by the Mideast Center for Radiological Physics and
Allegheny General Hospital. The seminar, which was given in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, was related to the Three Mile Island
incident and was intended to provide up-to-date information in
simple and accurate terms to local physicians who may be required
to handle inquiries from their patients. At the seminar,
Gordon K. Macleod. M.D., Secretary of Health, Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, discussed the Pennsylvania State Bureau of Health
Research plan for surveillance of the population contiguous to
the plant for health effects which may be related to TMI. They
plan a wide variety of studies and surveys to determine the
immediate and long-term impact of radiation and psychoemotional
stress upon human health.
[Deborah A. Bozik]
4.

Meeting of a Subc1:>nwnittee of the HEW Interagency Task Force on
Ionizing Radiation Research: On April 23, 1979, Karl Goller,
Hal Peterson, and Mike Parsont of SO attended a meeting of a
Subconwnittee of the HEW Interagency Task Force on Ionizing
Radiation Research to discuss the desirability of conducting
epidemiologic follow~up studies of plant workers and the general
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public in the vicinity of the Three Mile Island site. This
Subcommittee was chaired by Dr. Arthur Upton, the Director of
the National Cancer Institute (NCI). It was convened at the
request of Or. Donald Fredrickson, Director of the National
Institutes of Health. Tony Robbins of NIOSH and numerous members
of NCI's Epidemiology Branch were present.
The following individuals participated by conference call: Henry Falk,
Glyn Caldwell and Mark Nelson of the HEW Center for Disease Control National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health; John Villforth,
Director of the Bureau of Radiological Health, FDA; William Ellett,
Chief of EPA's Radiation Bioeffects Branch, and William Burr of DOE.
On the basis of existing dose projections, the group almost
unanimously agreed that the potential radiation-induced health
consequences of the accident would be undetectable. Or. Marvin
Schneiderman of NCI suggested that if anything were done it should
be limited to a registry of the residents including time spent in the
vicinity of TMI and social security numbers. This could permit
automatic tracking of the population to be done at some time in the
future through death certificates. Dr. Schneiderman also indicated
that some short-tern1 studies of abortions and birth defects might be
carried out. This could allay public concerns regarding Dr. Ernest
Sternglass's allegations of significant genetic injury and birth
defects, and also provide a measure of the psychological impact
of the incident. Mr. Goller raised the question of whether one
could distinguish the radiation effects from the possible psychologicallyinduced effectsi Dr. Schneiderman said that he believed that they
were indistinguishable. Dr. Ellett of EPA provided an upper bound
analysis that confirmed the minor health significance, even if all
existing cancers ·were caused by radiation. He showed that, if the
higher risks from the 1977 BEIR Report were used, there should be
3 times as many cancers in the existing population as are now
present. Despite the scientific opinions to the contrary, it
appears that CDC may still propose to do a 20- to 50- year study
at a cost of $1,000,000 to $2,000,000 a year. However, they were
requested by Dr. Upton to prepare a range of options with their
costs for further consideration by the Subconm1ttee. The NIOSH
representatives also requested from NRC, information on the dosimeter
readings and bioassay results on the in-plant workers.
Dr. Parsont, NRC, raised the point that if prompt action is not
taken, some valuable data might be lost.
[Harold T. Peterson]
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Regulatory Guides to be Issued in the Near Future
1.

Title:

Quality Assurance Program Requirements (Operation)(Reg. Guide 1.33,
Rev. 3)

Expected Issuance Dat,e: September 1979
Description: This gufde provides guidance on quality assurance program
requirements for the operation phase of nuclear power plants.
Contact:

T. Scarbrough
443-5913

2.

Title: Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant Inspection, Examination,
and Testing P1!!rsonnel (Reg. Guide 1.58, Rev. 1)
Expected Issuance Oat~:

September 1979

Description: This gu·fde provides guidance concerning the qualification
of personnel who perform inspections, examinations, and tests at nuclear
power plants.
Contact:

T. Scarbrough
443-5913

3.

Title: Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential Radiological
Consequences of Accidental Criticality in a Uranium Fuel
Fabrication P"lant (Reg. Guide 3.34, Rev. 1)
Expected Issuance Dat1!:

July 1979

Description: Provides guidance for modeling, source terms and potential
dose estimation for evaluating criticality in a U fab plant.
Contact: W. R. Pearson
443-5910

4. Title: Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential Radiological
Consequences of Accidental Criticality in a Plutonium Processing
and Fuel Fabr'lcat1on Plant (Reg. Guide 3.35, Rev. 1)
Expected Issuance Oat~: July 1979
Description: Provides guidance for modeling, source terms, and dose
estimation for evaluating criticality in a Pu plant.
Contact:

w.

R. Pears<>n

443~5910
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5. Title:

Design Guidance for Radioactive Waste Management Structures,
Systems, and Components Installed in Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear
Power Plants (Reg. Guide 1.143, Rev. 1)

Expected Issuance Oat_!:

June 1979

Description: Provides design guidance related to seismic, quality
classification, and quality assurance provisions for radwaste systems.
structures, and components.
Contact: W.R. Pearson
443-5910

Publications Issued During the Week of April 23-27, 1979
List of Regulatory Guides Under Development - published titles and scopes
of regulatory guides under development as of March 16, 1979, and, where
appropriate, the related national standards such as those of the
American National Standards Institute, American Nuclear Society,
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, and the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers. The list was developed before the
recent accident at Three Mile Island Nuclear Station. It did not
include any new guides or revisions to existing guides that may be
found to be necessary as a result of the ongoing investigations of
that accident.
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OFFICE OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL SAFETY AND SAFEGUARDS
Items of Interest
Week Ending April 27, 1979

Guard Force Strike at B&W Parks Township and Apollo Sites
The management of the Babcock and Wilcox Nuclear Material Division
has notified licensing personnel of the likelihood that the guard
force will strike at its Parks Township and Apollo sites on April 30,
1979. The licensee intends to provide equal plant protection measures
through the use of non-striking security supervisors and salaried
personnel. Specific compensatory measures were proposed by the
licensee and modified during discussions with members of the licensing
staff. Formal cormnitments to the agreed upon measures will be made a
condition of the license prior to the strike deadline.
Enhancement of the Nuclear Materials Management and Safeguards System
(N1'¥1SS)

A request for procurement action has been forwarded to the Division of
Contracts seeking a RFP for further work in clarifying and enhancing
the data contained in the NMMSS. This contract will run approximately
eight months and will (a) implement recommendations, from a previous
contract, to_ improve inventory difference and authorized possession
limit data and (b) examine and resolve data and reporting problems
such as shipper/receiver differences, limits of error, safeguards
thresholds and action code analysis.
NRC Upgrade of Type E Sealso
Senators John Glenn and Abraham Ribicoff recently wrote Cyrus Vance,
Secretary of State, raising certain questions concerning the adequacy
of Type E seals as used by the IAEA. As a result of this request for
infonnation, NMSS initiated a review of Type E seal use by domestic
licensees and Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE) inspectors.
Following a prelininary review, NMSS recommended to IE that NRC initiate
use of soldering and fingerprinting techniques for Type E seals used
for sealing SNM transport containers.
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Meeting with Staff of Subcommittee of Energy and Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Representatives of NMSS, DOE and DOT met with a subcommittee staff member
on April 25, 1979, to discuss means for enabling the IAEA to ship
plutonium samples and standards by aircraft. As a result of the meeting,
Senator Glenn will probably request NRC, DOE and DOT to examine and
pursue possible approaches to alleviate the IAEA safeguards problem.
NRC/DOE Meeting
On April 11, 1979, the second in a series of meeting was held with the
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and their contractors. The purpose of
this meeting was to provide the NRC staff and our contractors with a better
understanding of the geological exploration program being implemented by
DOE to identify sites for nuclear waste repositories. NRC staff
members from NMSS, SD, NRR, and RES attended. A copy of the meeting
notice was placed in the NRC puolic document room at 1717 H Street
and was sent to those individuals who had requested that they be
notified of NRC/OOE meetings on waste management matters. The total
attendance at the meeting was about 100 persons including several
individuals from the public, other government agencies, and congressional
staffs.
DOE briefly described their program for selecting a repository site.
The sequence of geologic investigations in this process is to (1)
identify geologic formations of interest, (2) perform regional
reconnaissance studies on favorable geologic formations, (3) perform
more detailed studies on smaller areas (11"1000 mi2) within a favorable
geologic formation, and (4) prepare detailed site specific confirmation
studies on areas of no more than a few square miles.
The geologic exploration work in both salt and non-salt media by DOE
is taking place in seven areas inthe United States. These include the
Gulf Interior Region (Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi), the Paradox Basin
{Colorado, Utah}, the Pennian Basin (Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico),
the Salina Basin (Ohio, New York), the WIPP site. By 1984, work should
have progressed in these areas to the point where DOE will be able to
determine the feasibility of developing a repository at specific sites
within these regions, Hanford, and the Nevada Test Site.
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DOE is starting a program to examine geologic media other than salt,
but DOE has not yet de.fined geographic regions of interest. This
work will focus primarily on argillaceous and crystalline rocks. The
geologic exploration program in non-salt media will not be completed
until 1985.
The next meeting between DOE and NRC on waste management matters is
tentatively scheduled for late May, when the topic of criteria development
will be discussed.
LLL Paper re Waste Disposal in Deep Geologic Repositories
In response to a recent NRC change to our contract with Lawrence
Livermore Lab, the lab has submitted a draft working paper entitled,
11 Regulatable Elements in the Waste Management Program, 11 which includes
lists of elements that they feel are important to the problem of
waste disposal in deep geologic repositories. The NRC staff will
meet with LLL to discuss this working paper the week of May 1, 1979.
Meeting re 10 CFR 60
During the week of May 1, 1979, NMSS will conduct a meeting with SD and
LLL to discuss the Livermore report and--the pre1iminary draft of
subpart B to 10 CFR Part 60 to decide on the content for the initial
draft for public coITTTient.
Presentation by Witherspoon, Lawrence Berkeley Labs
Professor Witherspoon from the Lawrence Berkeley Labs will give a
presentation on the "Stripa Mine Experience on High-Level Waste
Disposal in Sweden." This presentation wil1 be given in.Room 150 of
the Willste Building on May 1, 1979, at 9:00 a.m.
·
Waste Shipment from TMI
Waste Management was informed by Washington Radiation Control Program
staff that Three Mile Island waste shipments to the commercial lowlevel waste site near Richland have renewed interest in House Bill 675.
The Washington legislature is holding hearings on the bill Thursday
evening, April 26, 1979. The bill would forbid storage er disposal
in Washington of all wastes generated outside the· state except defense
wastes. \,1aste Management referred the matter to the Office of State

Programs for follow-up.
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Low-Level Waste Burial Ground at Sheffield
Nuclear Engineering Company's (NECO) attorney and OGC signed an agreement•
on the Sheffield, Illinois, low-level waste burial ground. When NECO's
ITBnagement consents, the agreement will provide for compliance with
NRC's order dated March 20, 1979, in that requirements for site security,
monitoring, and maintenance, etc., in the site license will be met.
ACRS Waste Management Subco11111ittee Meeting
Members of the Waste Management Division attended the ACRS Waste
Management Subc0111J1ittee meeting in Richland, Washington, on April 18-20,
1979. The draft High-Level Waste Management Program (copies of which
had earlier been mailed to Subcommittee members and consultants) was
discussed with the Subconmittee in some detail. The Plan is being
reviewed in light of Subconmittee comments prior to submittal to the
Commission.
Meeting with Swedish Representatives
Messrs. Bo Aler and Ragnar Nilson of Studsvik A.B. along with Mr. Lars
Larson of the Swedish Embassy visited NRC for discussions on reactor
safety, fuel cycle safety and future research cooperation. Research
and reactor aspects were handled by the RES staff. The Swedish visitors
indicated that they have two alternative routes for handling spent
fuel from reactors. Authority for two reactors has been based upon
reprocessing of fuel by COGEW\ (France) with subsequent disposal of
high level wastes in Sweden. The disposition of plutonium is not established
at this time. The additional nine reactors have been justified by
interim spent fuel storage at an AFR for several decades. For subsequent
actions, consideration will be given to either reprocessing based on
experience to that date or spent fuel disposal. Present Swedish studies
on the latter option include encapsulation in a thick copper cannister
and burial in rock fonnations.
The Swedish representatives indicated that they have adequate indigenous
uranium supply to fuel about a dozen LWR's for their projected operating
life (30 years) and feel that their independence in this regard is
significantly different from most countries in western Europe.
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NASAP
FC comments on DOE doi:ument "Nuclear Energy System Characterization
Data" were finalized. The more significant items were that: (a)
for many cases considered, the uranium needs through 2025 far exceed
the projected U.S. resources and this was not indicated in any way;
(b) all cases except the introduction of the breeder indicate the
build-up of large (hundreds to thousands of tonnes) quantities of
fissile materials; (c) no cases were designed to minimize such buildups to aid proliferat'ion resistance; and (d) technological fixes such
as dilution and spiking are apparently considered in the study to be
an adequate means for achieving proliferation resistance upgrading.
Inc:ijent Response Grol!Q.
A planning group of senior staff headed by F. D. Fisher has begun
preparation of a charter, tasks breakdowns, schedules, and estimates
of staffing and other resources requirements for an appropriate
capability for responses to incidents involving Fuel Cycle and Material
Safety licensees.
Amendment of Table S-3 for Radon
Revised estimates of the radon releases from the front end of the
uranium fuel cycle have been developed for Table S-3. These estimates
are based on recent m,aasurements of radon releases at mines and mills
and are lower in total than the estimates given in testimony by the
staff at individual r1!actor hearings. The new radon-222 values proposed
for Table S-3 are 4860 Ci/AFR during operation of the mines and mills,
plus 9 Ci/AFR/year during the first 100 years after shutdown and 17 Ci/
AFR/year during the P•:!riod between 100 and 1,000 years after shutdown.
The projections are not extended beyond 1,000 years because uncertainties
become too large. Or,:ifts of the Commission paper, Federal Retster
notice, and press release on the proposed amendment of Table-3 are being
prepared for internal review.
Assessment of Radionw:l ide Capture, Retention and Di sposa 1 Technolog,:t
OECD-NEA draft Chapter 7, Assessment of Radionuclide Capture, Retention
and Disposal Technology was reviewed and corrmented upon. This report
suggests a methodology for evaluating whether radionuclide capture,
retention and disposail systems are cost effective. It compares costs
with dose commitments averted to a world population of 100 billion
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persons over a 10,000-year period for long -life radionuclides
such asl4c and 129I. This report, however, avoids the principal issue
of how much is a man-rem, dose co1T111itment, to a world population
worth? Thus the ability to make a finding as to whether the radionuclide capture, retention and disposal systems are cost effective
is still uncertain.
Fuel Cycle Facility Accident Research Projects
FC staff members attended a coordination meeting for Fuel Cycle Facility
Accident Research Projects. Representatives from PNL, LASL and ORNL
were briefed by RES on the general scope of the research activities
required by each contractor. The contractors outlined their approach
and tentative schedules for their programs.
The first phase, literature search and accident and incident categorization,
will be completed in three months. NRC will review with contractors and
set up a priority for Phase II, experimental work in establishBng models
and aerosols to study release behaviors for eventual source tenn fonnulation.
SD provided an interim report prepared by ANL entitled, 11 Externally and
Internally Caused Accidents and Incidents in the Nuclear Fuel Cycle
Facilities." This interim report is a rather comprehensive listing of
incidents that occurred inthe United States and foreign countries from
1942 to 1978 and a copy was turned over to f. D. Fisher for his use in
the planning of the Fuel Cycle Incident Response Study Program being
launched.
New Fuel Fabrication Plant
Westinghouse announced on April 11, 1979, that it plans to build a new
low-enriched uranium fuel manufacturing facility near Montgomery,
Alabama. An application for this plant will be submitted to NRC in late
1979. The Westinghouse timetable calls for fabrication of fuel to begin
in 1983.
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OFFICE OF INSPECTION ANO ENFORCEMENT
Items of Interest
Week Ending April 27, 1979

1.

Preliminary Notifications relating to the following actions were
dispatched during the past week:
a.

PN0-79-67AB through 67AH Three Mile Island Unit 2 - Nuclear
Incident at Three Mile Island Unit 2 - These Preliminary Notifications were issued to provide updated status information regarding
the incident.

b.

PN0-79-88 North Anna Units 1 & 2 - Problem in Reanalysis of
Piping Stresses - During reanalysis of main steam piping, Stone
and Webster found that stress analysis assumptions used for Unit 1
were also used. for Unit 2. Since Unit 2 main steam valve housing
has a soil foundation while Unit l is founded on rock, response
characteristics are different and more severe for Unit 2 piping
in the main steam valve housing. Subsequently, four pipe hangers
were identified that required modification. Corrective action is
in progress. (Closed)

c.

PN0-79-89 Rancho Seco - Loss of Inverter Power Supply - Automatic ..
Reactor Trip - On April 22, 1979, the reactor sustained an automatic
shutdown from high reactor coolant system pressure casued by a
failure of the A inverter power supply. There were no anomalies
in the reactor protection system or plant operator performance
during the event. The licensee completed repairs to the failed
inverter and returned the unit to operation. (Closed)
11

11

d.

PN0-79-90 Big Rock Point - Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leak The licensee reported the discovery of a small primary system leak
while hydrotesting the pressure vessel in preparation for startup
following an extended refueling outage. The leak was located on a
control rod drive thimble at the weld joining the thimble to the
reactor vessel. No estimate of delay in startup has been made;
however, the repair may require defueling of the reactor. An IE
inspector is at the site. (Closed)

e.

PN0-79-91 Millstone Point Unit 2 - Vapor Binding of Shutdown
Cooling System Pump - While operating the Shutdown Cooling System
(SOC) in a degraded mode, the LPSI pump became air bound resulting
in a loss of SOC flow. The licensee took safety measures and
restored flow. The planned restoration activities resulted in the
spillover of approximately 15,000 gallons of water through an open
steam generator manway to the containment. There was no release
of radioactive material to the environs. (Closed)
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f.

PN0-79-92 Crystal River Unit 3 - Industrial Death in Spent Fuel
Pool - On Apri 1 25, 1979, a contractor emp 1oyee fe 11 into the
spent fuel pool and was killed. The man fell about 40 feet to
the bottom of the pool which had been drained for maintenance.
The State of Florida and OSHA have been informed. (Closed)

g.

PN0-79-93 North Anna Units 1 &2 - Electrical Transfer Bus
Overloads - Licensee review of electrical requirements during
combined operation of Units 1 &2 revealed that the 4160 volt
co11111on transfe!r bus and transfer feeder breakers are not capable
of carrying full load current under certain circumstances. This
problem involves power supplies to general plant systems and does
not affect emergency equipment power supplies. The licensee is
preparing to rearrange transfer bus loads to alleviate this problem
prior to Unit 2 startup. (Closed)

h.

PN0-79-94 Indiana University Medical Center, Indianapolis, IN Fire at Licens.ee's Facility - On April 25, 1979, a fire occurred
in the basement of the licensee's facility because of a shooting
when one of the shots struck a flask of volatile liquid. One
person was killed from the shooting and the person doing the
shooting attempted suicide. The fire occurred in an area where
1.9 microcuries of iodine-125 was stored; however, it is believed
that the fire did not reach the radioactive material. (Closed)

i.

PNS-79-36 Duane Arnold - Threat Letters - A local radio/TV station
in Cedar Rapids, Iowa and Mr. Duane Arnold received letters from
the Eastern Iowa Anti-Nuke Vigalantes claiming to have 100 grams of
plutonium which they threaten to use to cause contamination of the
Iowa Electric Light and Power Co. corporate headquarters and the
residence of Mr. Duane Arnold, president of the utility, unless
the plant is closed down by May 4, 1979. The matter was turned
over to the appropriate Federal agency. (Closed)

j.

PNS-79-37 Diablo Canyon Unit l & 2 - Bomb Threats - Bomb threats
were received on April 20 and 25, 1979. In each instance, the
licensee conducted a search of the facilities with negative results.
(Closed)

INSPECTION E

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REGULATORY RESEARCH
Import Items - Week Ending April 27, 1979

LOFT
The new schedule for the second nuclear test in LOFT (L2-3) is May 7,
1979. This test win simulate an accident involving the sudden rupture
of a coolant inlet pipe when the reactor is operating at a power level
of about 38 MWt, which corresponds to the nominal power density in
a commercial LWR (12 Kw/ft. linear heat generation rate).
In recent preparations for the test, the LOFT reactor was filled with
water, pressurized and brought to criticality. After zero power physics
tests, the power was raised to 10 percent to check the secondary system
for leaks. The plant is now cooled down while preparations for the L2-3
test are completed ..

ENCLOSURE F

ITEMS OF INTEREST
OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

WEEK ENDING APRIL 27, 1979

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Foreign Visits
Six rrenbers of the Chinese Nuclear Energy Society delegation which
visited NRC on March 27 returned on April 23 for a follow-up session
with IP and RES staff members to discuss the ground rules for bi1ateral agreements, including personnel and information exchanges.
Mr. Pierre Audigier, DE!puty to the Executive Officer of the French
Intenninisterial Committee for Nuclear Safety and Mr. Guy Jeanpierre,
Head of the Nuclear Materials Security Department of the Institut
de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire, net with SP staff on Tuesday
to discuss emergency preparedness, NMSS staff Wednesday to discuss
waste management, material control and physical security protection,
and SO staff on Thursd,1y to discuss low leve 1 radiation.

*

Foreign Reports
The following foreign r~ports were received at IP during the week of
April 23-27. For further infonnation contact Ann Mclaughlin {27788).
(** indicates report is in English.)
From Sweden
1.

Vacuum Treatment Oeoxidation and Desulphurization of 13 Cr-, Ni-, l, 5
Mo-steel. **

2.

Metallographic Studies of Steels Containing Vanadium and Chromium
After Simulated Stress-Relief-Cracking. **

3.

Investigation of the Plasma Hot-Wire Process for Corrosion-Resistant
Cladding of Nuclear Components. **

4.

Effects of Impuriti,es on the Hot Ductility of Austenitic Stainless Steels.**

5.

UNIOOSE - A Computer Pr0gram for the Calculation of Individual
and Collective Doses From Airborne Radioactive Pollutants {Studsvik) **

6.

KBS-Safe Handling and Storage of High Level Radioactive Waste.**

ENCLOSURE H

EXPORT IMPORT AND INTERNATIONAL SAFEGUARDS
The Action Plan Working Group met Tuesday t00ming at the Department of
State. NRC was represented by Chris Kessler {IP) and Ted Sherr {NMSS).
The principal topic of discussion was the development of an effective
management process for the implementation of work plans which have
been reviewed and accepted by the Working Group.
An interagency meeting on the subject of exchanging information regarding material control and accounting with other countries was held
at NMSS Thursday morning. In addition to NRC (NMSS and IP), DOE and
ACDA were represented.

ENCLOSURE H

OFFICE OF STATE PROGRAMS
ITEMS OF INTEREST
WEEK ENDING APRIL 27, 1979
Emergency Preparedne1!_!
Federal Interagency Regional Advisory Committee reviews of State
Emergency plans for Vermont and Pennsylvania were initiated this
week.
H. E. Collins, SP, bJ:iefed the commission on the status of
Emergency Preparednei3s Program activities with Federal, State
and local governmenti3. The current status of State plans was
covered in brief.
State Agreements
The Georgia Department of Natural Resources regulatory program for
agreement materials will be reviewed on April 30 and May 1.
The New York Department of Labor regulatory program for agreement
materials will be reviewed during the week of April 30.
Program Development
NUREG-CR/0756, Tram1portation of Radioactive Material in Illinois
June 6, 1977 to June 6, 1978," was published this week, reporting
on the State• s first••year • s monitoring program, performed under
an agreement with NRC and DOT. The monitoring was conducted by
State Police troopers in cruisers equipped with radiation detection
instrumentation provlded by NRC.
11

The Office of State Programs and the Denver Research Institute
of the University of Denver held a public meeting in Jackson,
Wyoming, April 24-25, to gather information and ideas on the
socio-economic aspects of the transportation of low specific
activity radioactive materials, and to examinP. the present lines
of communication between NRC, the uranium industry and the general
public.

ENCLOSURE I

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT ANO PROGRAM ANALYSIS
Items of Interest
Week Ending

Apri 1 27, 1979

TMI FOIA
Prepared with ADM the procedures for agency control and release
of TMI documents under the FOIA. Documents will be entered in
NRC 1 s document control system and added to the TMI docket forming the official file of the accident.
TMI Action Plan
At EDO's request developed an inventory of actions underway in
response to TMI accident. List will be used to exchange information between offices and with the Cofllnission. It will provide
the basis for the agency's action plan and should prove valuable
in the ensuing investigations.
Congressional Transcripts
Edited transcripts and coordinated inserts for records of the
following hearings: (1) Senator Hart's hearing on Three Mile
Island accident on April 10; (2) Representative Dingell's subcofllnittee on NRC authorization; and (3) Senator Hart's hearing
of March 27 on the shutdown of five reactors due to seismic
design.
PAO on Three Mile Island-2
Sent Proposed Abr1orma l Occurrence on Three Mi le Is land-2 to
staff for review and comnent.

ENCLOSURE J

OFFICE OF THE CONTROLLER
ITEMS OF INTEREST
Week Ending April 27 2 1979

FY 1979 REPROGRAMMING SECY-79-53 AND SECY-79-53A
The Corrmi ss ion con curried in the proposed reprogra11111i ng act i ans and
transmitted them to Congress for approval.
RESOURCE IMPACT OF THREE MILE ISLAND AND S·PLANT CLOSINGS
call issued to all Office Directors to identify "best estimate" resources
changes for the remainder of FY 1979 and FY 1980 due to the recent reactor
incidents, requested submissions by Thursday, April 26, 1979. Some
submissions have been received. Remaining submissions are promised to be
submitted by next week,

A

FY 1979 MID-YEAR RESOURCES REVIEW
CON issued a call for the staff to complete a FY 1979 Mid-Year Review of
resource requirements by mid May. This review will be incorporated into the
Corrmission-requested Second Thirdly program review planned for late in May.

Enclosure K

CALENDAR OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

May 1

Midland - Prehearing conference

May 4

Salem 2 - SER Supplement No. 4 to be issued

NEP 1 &2 - SER Supplement No. 1 to be issued
Carroll County - Orientation meeting for reviewers
and their supervisors (which was postponed because
of TMI efforts) will be held during the week
ending May 4
Sul111ler - A Visit to the Plant to review fire
protection features will be made during the week
ending May 4
May 7-9

New Haven l &2 - Site visit - Public meeting will
be held on May a~ 1979 in MexiCOt NV

ENCLOSURE L

ITEMS APPROVED BY THE COMMISSION - RECEIVED WEEK ENDING APRIL 27, 1979
A.

SECY-79-142A - PROPOSED LICENSE TO IMPORT LOW ENRICHED URANIUM FROM SWEDEN
(WESTINGHOUSE APPLICATI N ISNM
omnssioner ct,on Item Memo
Chilk to Gossick dated 4 20/79
This is to advise you that the Commissioners have reviewed
the subject license to Westinghouse Electric Corporation.
The Corn.lll.ission (with all Commissioners concurring) has
accepted your recon~endation to import from Sweden 92, 281
~ilogra~s of uranium, enriched to 3.3% U-235, in the form of
002 pellets contained in zircaloy fuel rods.
~he Office of International Programs was informed of this
action by telephone on April 20, 1979.
It is requested that you provide notification of the issuance
and delivery of thi.s license to -Westinghouse by c.o.b. April
24, 1979.

B.

STAFF RE UIREMENTS - AFFIRMATION SESSION 79-8, 11:50 A.M, THURSDAY APRIL 19
979, COMMISSIONERS' CONFERENCE ROOM, D.C. OFFICE Oen to Public Attendance
{Memo, Chilk to Bickwit an Fra e
I.

SECY-79-207 - Kranish FOIA Apoeal 79-A-3 (Consent Calendar Item)
The Commission, by a vote of 4-0*, denied the subject appeal. In
taking this action the Commission requested that the Secretary
inform Mr. Kran i sh of its decision in this matter.
( OGC/SECY}
SECY-79-203 - Aooointment of ACRS Member (Consent Calendar Item)
The Commission, by a vote of 4-0**, approv 7d the.appointment.of.Dr.

Harold W. Lewis to the ACRS. In taking this act1on the Comm1ss1on
reauested that a letter offering Or. Lewis an appointment with the
,!,CRS be dispatched over the signature of Chairman Hendrie. (ACRS}

* Although not in attendance, Chainnan Hendrie had previous1.v indicated
his approval of the rnconmendation to deny this appeal.

** Although not in attendance, Chairman Hendrie had previously indicated
his approval of this ctppointment.
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C.

SECY-79-211 - WRITTEN PHYSICAL SECURITY ASSURANCE FROM ITALY Comissioner

Action Item

Memo, Chi k to Gossick dated 4/20/ 9

This is to advise you t,at the Conmiss'ion (with four Car.missioners concurring)
has concurred in the rei:onmendation of the staff to approve the Italian
assurance letter as adequate under 10 CFR 110.43; and noted that written
physical assurances have now been received from all member states of
EURATOM, and that exemptions to §ll0.43(a)(2) and (b), as amended. are
no longer necessary. Cmrrnissioner Bradford did not concur in this
action.
In connection with his non-concurrencet Corrmissioner Bradford noted:
"If the informa1 transl11tion, as suggested, fails to convey a prospective
intent, please get a correct translation. If the problem is more serious,
please so advise us. I cannot agree that the Italian 'applies' looks to
the future the way the Be 1gi an 'ensures' does. 11
The Office of International Program~ was informed of this action by
telephone on April 19, 1979.

It is reouested that you provide a response to Conmissioner Bradford's
cormient through the Office of the Secretary by May 21, 1979.

D.

SECY-79-254 - PROPOSED LICENSE TO IMPORT HIGH ENRICHED URANIUM FROM FRANCE
{ISNM 79003} (Cormnissioner Action Item) (Memo, Chilk to Gossick dated 4/20/79)
This is to advise you that the Commissioners have reviewed
the subject license to Transnuclear, Incorporated. The
Commission (with all Commissioners concurring) has accepted
your recommendation to import from France 22.701 kilograms
of uranium, enriched to 73.12% U-235, in the form of UF6.

The Office of Interr:.ational Programs was informed of this
action by telephone.on April 20, 1979.
It is requested that. you provide notification of the issuance

and delivery of this license to Transnuclear by c.o.b.
Apr i 1 2 4 , 19 7 9 .
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E.

SECY-79-255 - PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO IMPORT LICENSE ISNM78004 LEU FROM WEST
GERMANY (Commissioner Action Item) {Memo, Chilk to Gossick dated 4/20/79)
This is to advise you that the Commissioners have reviewed the subject
license to Exxon Nuclear Company, Incorporated. The Commission (with
all Commissioners concurring) has accepted your recommendation to
amend the license to increase the quantity of material to be imported
from West Germany from 43,340 kilograms of uranium, enriched to 2.9%
U-235, to 86,480.1 kilograms of uranium, enriched to 3.2% U-235, in the
fonn of uo 2 .
The Office of Internat'ional Programs was informed of this action by
telephone on April 20, 1979.

It is requested that you provide notification of the issuance and delivery
of this license to Exxon by c.o.b. April 24, 1979.
F.

SECY-79-256 - PROPOSED LICENSE FOR IMPORT OF LEU UF FROM THE USSR (IMPORT
Commissioner Action Item Memo, Chi k to Gossick
ate
This is to advise you that, the Commissioners have reviewed the subject
license to Exxon Nuclear Company, Incorporated. The Commission (with
all Corrmissioners concurring) has accepted your recommendation to import
from the USSR 40,000 kilograms of uranium, enriched to 3.1% U-235, in
the form of UF 6 •

APPLICATION ISNM79005

;he Office of International Programs was informed of this action by
telephone on April 20, 1979.
It is requested that you provide notification of the issuance and
delivery of this license to Exxo~ by c.o.b. April 24, 1979.

G.

EMERGENCY CONTACT WITH LICENSEES (Memo, Chilk to Gossick dated 4/23/79)
When we get to the lessons learned phase of Three Mile Island
would you please consider the following additions to the
emergency communications network.

a.

A street address (not post office box) suitable
for telegram delivery.

b.

An emergency telephone contact at corporate
headquarte.rs.

c.

A compatible network of low-speed or high-speed
facsimile ·t:ransmi~sion equipment.

ENCLOSURE M
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SECY-79-95 - NON-PROLIFERATION LANGUAGE IN NRC INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS (Memo,
Chilk to Gossick dated 4/25/79}
Reference is made to the memorandum to the Commissioners from the Director
of International Programs, subject as above, dated April 17, 1979.
This is to advise you that the Comrnissioners (with four Comrnissioners
concurring and Commissioner Ahearne non-concurring in part) have agreed
to the dispatch of the proposed letter to the Department of State.
Commissioner Ahearne non-concurred in inclusion in the letter of the
question as to whether the Executive Branch recorrmends that Option 2
be adopted. However, in the interest of expediting receipt of Executive
Branch views, he did not object to dispatch of the letter.
The Office of International Programs was informed of this action by
telephone on April 24, 1979.
It is requested that you forward a copy of the letter to the Office
of the Secretary after signature and dispatch by the Deputy Director
of International Programs.

I.

UCS EMERGENCY PETITION (Memo, Chilk to Gossi ck dated '4/25/79}
On March 28, 1979, the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) filed
the attached petition with the Corrrniss ion entitled, "Emergency
Petition for the Reanalysis of the Capacity of Operating Plants
to Withstand Earthquakes." The Commission believes that this
should be treated as a petition filed under 10 CFR 2.206 and that
the initial response to the UCS should come from the Director,
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. The Commission will have
the opportunity!.\@.~~ to review the staff decision under
10 CFR 2.206(c). The Commission has requested that. consistent
with available staff resources, the staff should pr9mpt1y respond
to the petition. Please advise the Commi i within o w of
an approximate staff-scheaiTle:· Attachment not included)
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CALENDAR OF SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS

MAY
l

State of South Carolina Advanced Management Seminar,
Greenwood, SC - NRC Concurrence Program for Fixed Nuclear
Facilities - J. W. Hufham

6

11th Annual National Conference on Radiation Control,
Sheraton-Century Center Hotel, Oklahoma City, OK - Report
on Current and Projected Federal Radiation Protection
Activities with EPA and FDA - Robert G. Ryan

17

National Classification Management Society Seminar, Jack
Tar Hotel, San Francisco, CA - The NRC Security Program Classi,fication Management in a Regulatory Agency - Raymond
Brady

,J.

21

Radioact·ive Waste Management for Nuclear Power Reactors Rules, Regulations and Standards - Alexandria, VA - I. C.
Roberts

23

Annua 1 RE!cords Management Conference of the Nationa 1 Archives.
Fredericksburg, VA - Automation of Records Management at NRC R. StephEm Scott

JUNE
3-8

American Nuclear Society Annual Meeting, Atlanta, GA - Status
of Pertinent Regulations and Regulatory Guides for Independent
Spent Fuel Storage Installations - Russell E. L. Stanford

4-15

Lecture the IE inspectors on concrete and other structural
defects experienced in Nuclear Power Plant Construction L. L. Ber,itan
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May 19, 1979

To:

SECY-79-344

{ COMM.ISSIONER
ACTION
The Comm, ss,oners

1

-Thru:

Lee v. Gossick
Executive Director for Operations

From:

Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulatio0'C:X..

Subject:

INTERIM NRR ORGANIZATION TO DEAL WITH IMPACTS OF TMI-2
ANO OTHER NRR PRIORITY TASKS

Purpose:

To obtain Commission approval of NRR plan to formalize
an interim organizational structure to deal with the
impacts of TMI-2 on resources and priorities within
that office.

Category:

This paper contains a major policy question.

Discussion:

The accident at TMI-2 which occurred on March 28, 1979 has
and is continuing to divert significant managerial and technical
resources of NRR from its principal FY 79 r,ork priorities
(Operating Reactors including SEP and Safeguards, Unresolved
Safety Issues and Caseweork). It is clear that certain
TMI-related activities (TMI Direct Support, Bulletins/Orders
and "Lessons Learned") which have evolved since the accident
require such priority attention.

--4A

As a result, we have examined our pre- and post-TMI
activities and have determined that our current and
near-t,erm (six to eight months) priority tasks should be
· as fo 11 ows:
1.

TMI Direct Support

2.

Bulletins/Orders

3.

Lessons Learned

4.

Operating Reactors. including the
five shutdown facilities

5. Unresolved Safety Issues (USI's)
6.

NRR

Casework (as resources pennit)

'
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A short description of each of the above tasks is contained in
Enclosure 1.
Examination of the tasks in Enclosure 1 suggested the interim
organizational structure to best accomplish these tasks. The
first three priority tasks (TMI Support, Bulletins and Lessons
Learned) are three efforts requiring immediate attention and an
initiation of immediate task force efforts for these tasks appears
to be in order. The 1ast three priority tasks (Operating
Reactors, Unresolved Safety Issues and Casework) are now being
worked within the current NRR organizational structure and should
remain there.
Since the first three priority tasks will require substantive
resources {approximately 70 professionals from the NRR staff),
reassignment of NRR personnel to these tasks will require a
realignment of managerial and some technical personnel. In
addition, one NRR Division Director has been assigned to the
Conrnission Investigation and we anticipate the loss of an additional 6-8 senior staff to that effort. Enclosure 2 contains the
interim NRR organizational and managerial structure and essentially fonnalizes the ad hoc efforts which are now ongoing.
The efforts of the interim Divisional structure (DOR, OPM, DSE and
OSS) will be directed toward maintaining the FY 79 and FY 80 goals
in the Operating Reactors and Unresolved Safety Issues Decision
Units.
As a result of the realignment of resources and priorities, the
expected accomplish~ents in the Casework task will be severely
limited. The priority of casework reviews will be;
•

Near Tenn Ols

• Completion of CPs in hearing
• Other Ols where completion of construction is anticipated
by January 1981
• CPs and Ols having special review considerations (i.e.,
Bailly, Midland)
A preliminary and optimistic identification of specific reviews
that will be continued is contained in Enclosure 3. A final and
more realistic assessment of the expected casework accomplishments
can only be made after resource allocations to other higher priority tasks and assignments to the Corm1ission investigation have
been made. At this point in time th~ available resources can be
matched against the resources required to continue the reviews
identified in Enclosure 3 on a "best-effort basis." It is our
expectation that the casework accomplishments in Enclosure 3 are
the most we can expect to accomplish and that it is highly likely
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that our accomplishments in this area would be less than
that identified.
In addition to the identified impacts on Casework, the
fallowing FY 79 and FY 80 efforts will be severely restricted in that these efforts will continue only as
available resources permit:
•
•
1
t

•
t

•
•
•
•
t

Generic Issues (other than USI's}
Licensing Improvements
Topical Reports
Contract Management
Research Coordination
Non-NRR Support
SRP Revisions
Audit Calculations
Advanced Reactors*
Standards Assistance
Training

Several alternative approaches to address the post-TM!
efforts were considered. A potential alternative is to
utilize the technical staff in other NRC program offices
to supplement NRR resources. These offices are already
providing assistance to NRR in the Unresolved Safety
Issues program and SRP revisions. They are also involved
in post-TM! 2 analyses and investigations. To further
divert substantive resources for six to eight months may
have serious adverse impact on their programs. However,
assistance, from these Offices, in several severly impacted
disciplines could mitigate the impact on some of the diverted
efforts identified above.**
It is our view that a realignment of NRR resources and
priorities is required to effectively and expeditiously perform
the post-TM! activities and continue efforts in our major
programs. The proposed alignment {shown in Enclosure 2} combines
the best of the advantages of several alternatives to this
interim organization. The range of alternatives available
included maintaining the existing organization intact and
accomplishing these tasks within the existing structure, or
establishing task forces for all these efforts (which would
result in essentially a complete abandonment of the current
organization). The advantages of the former include
(1) maintenance of the existing managerial and organizational
structure; (2) assurance of quality control of review product;
*

Support efforts for Ft. St. Vrain and FFTF will
be maintained.

**

IE is and will continue to provide assistance to NRR
in reviewing responses to Bulletins. RES is and will
continue to provide assistance to NRR in the seismic
design review area.
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and (3) minimum disruption of the staff. The disadvantages of
the fonner include (1) no clear responsibility for task assigned,
and- (2) progress of tasks on expedited bases may be impeded because
of conflicting priorities.
The advantages of the latter include (1) clear responsibility
for each task, and {2) clear assignment of priority and
resources to assure expedited effort. The disadvantages
are {l) a complete disruption of the current organization;
(2) limited assurance of quality control of the review product;
and (3) competing priorities for limited resources could
restrict progress on other important NRR efforts.
It is our view that the proposed organizational structure
shown in Enclosure 2 provides the best basis for perfonning
the identified tasks within the next six to eight months
The interim organization retains the integrity of the current
Divisional structure. Thus, an orderly transition to nonnal
operatic1ns following completion of the TMI-2 tasks can be
effectively accomplished.
Coordination

/Pd.L

Since this matter affects NRR solely, there was no coordination
with the other program offices.

Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Enclosures:
Post-TMI Task Descriptions
2. Interim NRR Organizational Structure
3. Identification and Summary and Casework
Impacts

1.

DISTRIBUTION
Commissioners
Cormdssion Staff Offices

Exec Dir for Operations
ACRS
Secretariat

Co1TD11issioners' comments should be provided directly to the Office of the Secretary
by c.o.b. Friday, June 1, 1979.
Corrmission Staff Office comments, if any, should be submitted to the Commissioners
NLT May 25, 1979, with an information copy to the Office of the Secretary. If the
paper is of such a nature that it requires additional time for analytical review
and comment, the Commissioners and the Secretariat should be apprised of when colTl!lents
may be expected.

Enclosure l

POST-TMI

TASK DESCRIPTIONS

TMI-2 DIRECT SUPPORT

This TMI-2 Support Ta5;k includes core cooling, cleanup and recovery
operations.

The support effort will include:

• Analysis, as appropriate, of plant conditions and
proposed changes in system design or operating
mode.

•

Performance of independent analysis of dose to public
via all pathways for proposed releases of gaseous or
liquid activity and evaluation of solid storage.

• Analysis of plant activities in conformance
with ALARA objectives, to include evaluation
of plant organization, personnel training and
procedures.

• Review and analysis of proposed operating plans and
procedures to accomplish major operations such as
long tenn cooling, containment cleanup and entry,
and core removal.
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o Preparation of Technical Specifications appropriate
to the plant conditions and activities.

•

InterfacinH with the licensee, IE, and all government agencies involved in reactor safety and
environmental issues.

•

Preparation of presentations and correspondence appropriate to the TMI accident such as green tickets,
briefings of State, local and Federal agencies and
the Commission as well as international officials.

The scope of this task will include all TMI-2 site activities.

Approvals

and SERs for various stages and modes of core cooling, cleanup and
recovery operations will be the principal end-products of this task.

Bulletin/Orders

This Task includes review responses to orders and I&E Bulletins.
The support effort will include:

• Orders - Perform the necessary reviews of licensee
and vendor supplied information to support a decision
regarding plant operations.

•

I&E Bulletins - Assure that (a) licensees are
i nfonned of acC'I dent sequence and contributors,

(b) minimum procedural and administrative actions
are taken for continued safe operation, {c)plant
designs are examined, {d) results are promptly
reported to NRC, and (e) necessary short-tenn
measures are implemented.

The scope of review for the order will be as defined for each facility.
With respect to the I&E Bulletins, the scope will limited to short-term
measures to assure safe operation of restarted B&W plants and continued
safe operation of operating Westinghouse, Combustion Engineering and
General Electric designed plants.

The end-products for this task will

include: (1) Safety evaluations and authorizations to resume or continue
operations; (2) Licensing positions regarding the implementation of
short-term measures on operating B&W, W, CE and GE designed plants, and
(3) Recommendations for further improvements in the areas of:
and operation/and administrative procedures.

design

Lesson Learned

This Task for the TMI-2 accident includes the review and evaluation
of. investigative infonnation, staff evaluations of responses to I&E Bulletins
and orders, staff recommendations and recommended actions from outside of the
NRC; to identify, analyze and recommend changes to licensing requirements and
the licensing process for nuclear power plants based on the lessons learned
and provide recommendations for interim requirequirements for new operating
licenses prior to com~letion of long-term activities.

There is a range of

area of immediate interest to NRR in which possible regulatory improvements
are suggested by the TMI accident.

These include:

(1)

Reactor operator training and licensing.

(2)

Reactor transient and accident analysis.

{3)

Licensing requirements for safety and process
equipment, instrumentation, and controls.

(4)

Offsite and onsite emergency preparations and
procedures.

(5)

Reactor siting.

(6)

Licensee technical qualification.

- 2(7)

NRR accident response role, capability
and management.

(8}

Reactor operating experience

(9)

Environmental Effects

(10)

Licensing requirements for postaccident monitoring and controls.

(11) Post-Accident Cleanup and Recovery.

(12)

NRR engineering evaluation of the
TMI-2 event sequence.

End-products may take the form of proposals for changes in legislation,
policy, regulations, staff technical positions, review procedures, or
NRR organizational structure and responsibilities.

All information

developed by the Task Force will be made public and submitted to
others investigating the TMI-2 accident.

The Task Force will serve

as the focal point for NRR interaction with these groups.

Operating Reactors

The Task for Operating Reactors is to assure the continued safe operation
of operating plants.

All routine DOR activities with the exception of those

specifically included in other tasks, are included in the scope of this task.
Review and authorization of restart of the five plants shutdown for seismic
design reanalysis, continued support of Unresolved Safety Issues, the
Systematic Evaluation Program and Safeguards are also included.

Routine

licensing approvals, orders, etc •• and authorizations for restart of
Maine Yankee, Beaver Valley 1, FitzPatrick, Surry l and 2 are the end
products for this task.

Unresolved Safety Issues

This Task is to continue to perform those reviews and analyses necessary to
complete generic tasks that address "Unresolved Safety Issues" with minimum
impact on current schedules.

Initially this Task will include the 19 generic

tasks identifed in NUREG-0510 that address "Unresolved Safety Issues.'' Several
of these 19 generic tasks will likely be expanded to address issues identified
as a result of the TMI-2 accident.

In addition, new 11 Unresolved Safety Issues"

will likely be identified as a result of the TMI-2 accident.

This "Unresolved

Safety Issues" Task will be expanded to include generic tasks to address thP.se
new issues as they are identified.

The end products will be NUREG reports

describing the staff's evaluation of and conclusions for each issue.
More specific end products are described in the Task Action Plan for
each generic task.

'.

CaseNork

This Task includes:

• Completion of review of near term OL's and
coordinate "TMI Lessons Learned" for these
plants.

Plants in this group include Salem 2,

North Anna 2, Sequoyah 1 and 2, Diablo Canyon
1 and 2, McGuire 1 and 2, Zimmer, and LaSalle

1 and 2.

- • The continuing of ongoing OL reviews with
priority based on NRC estimates of construction
completion dates up to January 1981.

Plants in

this group include Watts Bar 1 and 2, Fenni 2,
Sull1Tler, Shoreham, San Onofre 2 and 3, Susquehanna

1 and 2, and WPPS 2.

• Completion of CP 1 s now active in hearing process.
Plants in this group include Perkins, Pebble Springs

1 and 2, Skagit 1 and 2, Pilgrim 2, Allens Creek,

New England 1 and 2 and Black Fox l and 2.

• Completion of environmental revie\'1S for the identified
projects to proceed with corresponding priorities.

The end products for this task includes the issuance of
SER 1 s and EIS for the projects identified.

ENCLOSURE 2

INTERIM NRR ORGANIZATIO~AL STRUCTURE

TMl-2 SUPPORT
N~R

TMI-2
R. VOLLMER

IF. OPERATIONS

-PERATiON
J. COLLIN
ACTING
ASB ( 1)
RSB (1)

TECHNICAL
SUPPORT
TA (1)
ASB (1)

ETSB (1)

RSB (l)

RAB (1)

ICSB ( 1)

STS (1)

ETSBCl)
OLB ( 1)
PSS ( 1 )

TOTAL STAFFING:

14_ PROFESSIONALS
AND MANAGERS

LESSONS LEARNED

MATTSON ·1
TEDESCO , .

STAFF

RSB
ASB

CSB

(3)
(1)
(1 l

ICSB (2)
PM

t 1)

OLB

(1)

AB
CPB
RAB

(1)

(1)
(1)

TOTAL. STAFFING:

14 PROFESSIONALS
ANO MANAGERS

BULLETINS/ORDERS
D, ROSS

ND RESTAR

S. VARGA

s.

OTHER

B&W

B.,W ORDER

BULLET I NS

GENERIC
A.THADANI

GENERIC
,ROSZTOCZ

ISRAEL

AB
RSB

(5)
(2)

RSB (3)
AB (2)

RSB (1)

IE

(1)

PSB (1)
IE (1) -

IE

ASB

(1)

ASB (1)

MTEB (1)

lCSB (1)

RSB

( 1)

OLB (1)

ICSB (1)

ASB (2)

OLB

(l)

OLB

(1)

PM

PM

(1)

PM

I CSB (1)

(2)

( 1)

Total Staffing: 39 Professionals and Managers

(3)

UNTIL JUNE 1

D, ROSS
· DEPUTY- .
BE NAMED)

(ro

I

I

PROJECTS

SYSTEMS

ANALYSIS

HELTEMES

NOVAK

ROSZTOCZY

~ RSB

LAB (6)

1-1--

LPM (4)
0RPM (1)

.__ OLB (.2)

(8)
- ASB {4)

.- PSB ( l )

AFTER JUNE 1
Total Staffing: 33 Professionals and Managers

UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES

S, HANAUER
M, AYCOCK

/

,I

INDIVIDUAL
TASK
MANAGERS

/

I~,,,.

/'

..,,,, .,,.,,.

~ ......
°l', '-.

OOR

..,

~

Staff: 17 Prof.

DPM
l Prof.

Staff:

'

INDIVIDUAL
TECHNICAL
REVIEWERS

"'--,~

,...,,,,,,.,,.

.,,,,,,.....-1

/

/

DSE
Staff:

''

'' '

'"'-.ir......

,~

,

'

/

l Prof.

•
/

DSS

/

------ TECHNICAL SUPERVISION

Staff: 18 Prof.

TOTAi

~TAFFIN~!

39

00nc:cc.-C'1t\1UA1 r

um

uuu,..-n,..

I

DIVISION OF OPERATING REACTORS
V, STELLO
D, EISENHUT

AD~SGI
JI Ml LLER

RSLB (CLARK) (9)
RSDB (PAGANO) (5)

AD:S P
TO
BE NAMED

AD:E&P
B, GRIMES

SEPB (DAV Is) {11)
ORB #1 (SCHWENCER)(8)

ORB #3 (IPPOLITO)
ORB #4 (REID) (9)

ORB #2 (ZIEMANN)

EB (NOONAN) (19)

PSB (LAINAS) (27)
RSB (CHECK) .(18)

(8)

EEB (KNIGHTON)(l4)
STS (BRINKMAN){3)

TOTAL STAFFING: 143 PROFESSICH\LS AND W\NAGERS

(8)

DIVISION OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT

R, BOYD

AD: LWR

AD:QA&O

TO BE

D, SKOVHOLT

NAMEDLWR
LWR

#1
#2

(STOLZ)(~
(BAER) (5)

QAB (HAASS) (10)
OLB (p, COLLINS) (5)

LWR

#3

(PARR) (6)

FI NAN, (PETERSON)(3)

LWR

#4

(VARGA) (6)

STD ZN, FUNCTION (2}

ADV. REACTOR FUNCTION
(FT, ST, VRAIN) (2)
(FFTF) (2)

TOTAL STAFFING: 51 PROFESSIOOALS AND MANAGERS

DIVISION OF SITE SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS

O. MULLER,
ACTING

AD:EP&T
M, ERNST

AD:SA
W. KREGER

ETSB (BANGART• ACTING)
RAB
AAB
HMB

(CONGEL, ACTING)
(HOUSTON) {1 6)
(HULMAN) (16)

EP-1 (BALLARD) (8)
EP-2 (REGAN) (10)

(7)

(8)

CBAB (YOUNGBLOOD) {10)
ESB ( LEAR) (14)

TOTAL

STAFFING: 92 PROFl:SSl~LS AND fw'ANAGERS

DIVISION OF SYSTEMS SAFETY

F, SCHROEDER,
ACTING
_I

AD:PS
V. MOORE,

AU.I.

AD:E

AD:RS

,J, KNIGHT

I

DENISE,
ACTING

ASB (BENAROYA) {4}
ICSB (SATTERFIELD) (5)

MEB (BOSNAK) (7}
MTEB (PAWLICKI) {5}

AB (PHILLIPS, ACTING) (5}
RSB (SPEIS, ACTING) , {S}-

PSB (ROSA) ( 5)

SEB (SCHAUER) (9)
GSB (JACKSON) 0?. )

CSB (BUTLER) (12)

CPB (KNIEL) (11)

TOTAL STAFFING: 84 PROFESSICML AND t-4ANAGERS

Enclosure 3
IDENTIFICATION AND SUMMARY
AND

CASEWORK IMPACTS

Identification of Continued and Suspended Casework Reviews

The completion of reviews of near term Ols including the coordination
and implementation of input from lessons learned and Bulletins groups
for these plants:

Salem 2

{May 1979}*

North Anna 2

{June 1979)

Diablo Canyon 1

{June 1979)

Sequoyah 1

(July 1979)

McGuire

(October 1979)

1

Zimmer

(December 1979)

LaSalle 1

(December 1979)

*Construction completion dates are shown in{).

The completion of CP 1 s for which the reviews are essentially complete and
are already active in the hearing process:

Perkins

Pebble Springs 1 and 2

Skagit l and 2

Pilgrim 2

All ens Creek

New England 1 and 2

Black Fox l and 2

- 2 -

The resulting Board actions could adversely impact staff efforts
to complete these reviews in a timely manner.

The review of OL 1 s for which construction is expected to be
completed prior to January 1981 include will continue.

These

reviews include:

Watts Bi!r l

(June 1980)

Fermi 2

(June 1980}

Summer

(October 1980)

Shoreham

(October 1980)

San Onofre 2

(November 1980)

Susquehanna

(December 1980)

WPPSS 2

1

(December 1980)

In spite of recently announced delays in Fermi 2 {now June 1981)
and WPPSS 2 (now March 1981} these reviews will continue due to
the considerable amount of effort already expended.

- 3 -

Suspended Activities

As a result of realignment resources and new priorities the following
in the Casework Decision Unit wi11 be suspended:

1.

Suspend OL reviews until January 1980:

Grand Gulf 1 and 2

(March 1981)

Farley 2

(June 1981)

Waterford 3

(September 1981)

Byron/Brai dwciod

(September 1981)

Midland 1 and 2

(November 1981)*

Comanche Peak 1 and 2 {Novembeer 1981}
Bellefonte l and 2

(March 1982}

Catawba l and 2

(September 1982)

South Texas 1 and 2

(October 1982)

*Except for work on structural/foundation problems

- 4 -

2.

CP reviews to be suspended until January 1980:

Davis-Besse 2 and 3

Erie 1 and 2
Haven l

New Haven l and 2

Greenwood 2 and 3

{Preapplication Review for Carroll County will be
postponed; however, Early Site Review efforts will
continue.)

3.

Other activities:

a.

Standardization Reviews

{l)

All seven BOP reviews

(2)

F~A review of CESSAR-80

(3)

RESAR-412 PDA (for Carroll County)

will be delayed well into 1980

(FNP, if possible, will be continued
but with no essential priority).

b.

NASAP and INFCE activities

- 5 -

SullTrlary of Casework Impacts

The following summarizes the Casework Impacts resulting from
the realignment of resources and priorities:

o Near term OL applications delays:

Salem

3 months

North Anna 2

2 months

Oiablo Canyon l

2 months

Sequoyah l

.1 month

Reopened hearing for Three Mile Island 2 issues could
cause further delays

o Suspended OL review delays:

Grand Gulf

12 months

Waterford 3

6

months

Byron/8 ra i dwood

6

month:;

Comanche Peak

4 months

Other minor delays may occur in Bellefonte, Catawba
and Comanche Peak reviews

- 6 -

o CP Delays

Carroll County

12 months

Haven l
Central Vi r~1i ni a

12 months

Erie*
Davis Besse*
* If applicant proceeds on schedule - 12 months delay

o Suspend Standardization Reviews
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SUMMARY OF KEY EVENTS
WEEK ENDING NOVEMBER 2, 1979
Trojan
Oregon recently enacted a state law requiring the Oregon Department
of Energy to maintain a state inspector at Trojan Nuclear Plant at
least 40 hours per week. The state inspector's duties and responsibilities parallel those of NRC resident inspectors. Trojan now has
two resident inspectors.
Davis-Besse 1
On October 25, 1979, while operating at 70% power, Davis-Besse 1
experienced a reactor trip. Plant personnel were conducting unloading
and isolation procedures of a 480 V Bus to allow a new security system
power supply hook-up when one of the three operating RCPs tripped
resulting in a unit trip. Attempt to restart the tr·lpped RCP was
unsuccessful due to blown fuses in the component cooling water (CCW)
pump permissive interlock. These same fuses had blown in the trip of
October 15, 1979. Toledo Edison plans to keep the unit shutdown to
allow replacement of the RCP seals. Region III is following up on the
recurrence of the CCW interlock fuse problem.
Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit No. 2
Arkansas Power~& light Company has chosen to replace the engine for
Diesel Generator No. 2 for AN0-2 rather than repair the original engine.
The original engine recently failed due to a main bearing failure, has
experienced two similar failures since its installation and had a record
of similar failures in the factory before installation at AN0-2. Operability
of the diesel generator and the plant is not expected until late December 1979.
Generic Task A-7, Mark I Containment Long Term ProgrcIB!_
In a letter dated October 31, 1979, the staff issued the "NRC Acceptance
Criteria for the Mark I Containment Long Tenn Program", to the affected
operating BWR facilities. This action represents a key milestone in the
NRC staff •s resolution of Generic Task A-7, which wa:; reported to Congress
as an "Unresolved Safety Issue 11 in the 1978 NRC Annual Report.
SAFER
A subsurface survey of the low level waste disposal site at Beatty, Nevada was
conducted by RES through its contractor Geo Centers, Inc as noted in the
October 26 Weekly Information Report. Preliminary rt!sults from the unanalyzed
data indicate the presence of subsurface anomolies typical of large buried
objects and disturbed soils in the vicinity of the 1:? older trenches. However,
there were also indications of such subsurface anomalies at locations suggesting
an extension of four of the trenches 30 feet beyond the north boundary fence.
Additionally, several of the observed anomolies suggested that some trenches
may be laterally offset by 15 or 20 feet from their markers.

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATION
Week Ending November 2, 1979
ADMINISTRATION OF THE FREEDOM OF INFORMA'rION ACT
STATUS OF REQUESTS
Initial
Request
Received
Granted
Denied
Pending

· Ap1>eal of
Initial Decision
30
10
15

503
347
82
74

5

ACTIONS THIS WEEK
Received
Janice Merrill,
Kinetic Research
(79-459)

Requests a copy of the Proposal and Request for
Proposal for NRCM07-79-312, flStatistical Review
and Methodology Development, Automated Sciences
Group."

Diane E. Findley,
Science Applications, Inc.
(79-460)
~=-~-

Requests a copy of the technical proposal submittec
in response to RFP No. RS-NRR-79-118, 11 Review
and Evaluation of Approximately 500 Pending
Operating Reactors Licenstng Actions."

Susan Baumann
(79-461)

Requests a copy of NUREG 538 and infonnation
on emergency response plans for Jackson County,
North Carolina.

Ellen Flynn,
- National Evaluation Systems, Inc.
(79-462)

.

Requests infonnat'fon on RFP No. RS-OSD-79-002,
11 Standards for Psychological Assessment of
Security Personnel. 11

Virginia B. Foote,
Center for Development Policy
(79-463)

Requests the review by J. Kelleher Consultants
and the NRC staff of the IAEA Report concerning
the proposed Philippine nuclear reactor.

David S. Fleischaker,
Attorney-At-Law
(79-464}

Requests all documents pertaining to a meeting
held on October 19, 1979 on the Oiablo Canyon
nuclear power plant and all records pertaining
to Joseph M. Hendr1e's participation in the
review of the Diablo Canyon license application
prior to becoming Chairman of the NRC.

CONTACT: J.M. Felton
492-7211

ENCLOSURE A
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Received, Cont'd
Steve Gannis
(79-465)

Requests information -on the power and duties of the
NRC.

Charles L. Gysi, III
{79-466)

Requests infonnation on radio frequences used bythe NRC during the incident at Three Mile Island
during March-April.

Ginger Rutland~
Chronicle 8t"Oadcast1ng
Company
(79-467)

Requests all documents compiled by the Mechanical
Engineering Branch for IE Bulletins 78-12, 78-12A.
78-128, a.copy of the report prepared by Babcock.
and Wilcox on the possi~le presence and effects
of atypical weld materfa-1s and all documents
pertaining to possible atypical weld materials
in the reactor pressure vessel at Rancho Seco
Unit l.

•
R. Lee Armbruster,
Nuclear Engineering Company, Inc.
{79-468)

Requests all documents relating to the low-level
radioactive waste disposal facility located
near Beatty, Nevada.

Janice F. Rutherford,
The BDM Corporation
(79-469)

Requests the winning technical proposal entitled,
"Behavioral Observation Program to Assure Continued
Reliability to Employees."

S. P. Carfagno,
Franklin Research Center
(79-470)

Requests IE Bulletins and IE Circulars for 1975 and
IE Information Notices for 1975 through 1979.

William Reynolds,
American Friends Service .
Corrmittee
(79-471)

Requests all documents relating to the
determination of a route for the shipment of spent
nuclear fuel from foreign sources to the Savannah
River Plant.

Beverly Real
(79-472}

Requests infonnat1on regarding a proposed regulatio:
pursuant to 29 U.S.C. 794 dealing with NRC
policy of nondiscrimination in the hiring of
handicapped persons.

Granted
Gian Richard cassarino
(79-390)

In response to a request for documents regarding
the systems for the disposal of radioactive wastes,
made available 21 documents.

ENCLOSURE A
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Granted, Cont'd
Victor M. Glasberg,
Attorney-At-Law
(79-409}

In response to a request for documents relating to
the discharge of radioactive gas from the North
Anna nuclear power plant, made available 11
documents.

Betty Johnson,
League of Women Voters
(79-415}

In response to a request for documents relating
to unresolved generic issues for the Byron,
Illinois nuclear power plant, made available
10 documents.

Andrew B. Reid
(79-420)

In response to a request for information pertaining
to possi5le citations or tnvestigations by the
NRC of seven listed companies and organizations,
infonned the requester that, after careful
consideration, wet have detennined that this request
is a broad, sweeping, indiscriminate request and
does not "reasonably descrtben the records sought.

Andrew 8. Reid
(79-421)

In response to a request for documents relating to
NRC licenses issued to any person or organization
in the States of Soutn Dakota and Wyoming. made
available a computer print-out 11st of NRC
licensees located·witfiin the borders of South
Dakota and Wyoming. ·

(An NRC employee)
(79-422)

Made available a copy of the letter supporting
the high quality increase for a named NRC employee.

Jean M. Galloway,
Attorney-At-Law
(79-426)

In response to a request for documents showing
the price per page charged to the public for copies
of transcripts of proceedings before the NRC
under stenographic reporting» transcription and
micrographic services contracts for fiscal years
1978-1980 and the name of each contractor, made
available a copy of the only NRC contract.

El 1yn R. Weiss,

Sheldon, Hannon,
Roisman & Weiss
{79-437)
Ronald J. Oberle,
Attorney-At-Law
(79-442)

In response to a request for a copy of a.
September 269 1979 letter from the Council on
Environmental Quality to Howard Shapar stating

CEQ 1 s position on NRC's regulations for
environmental review under the National Environmenta
Policy Act, made available this document.
Informed the requester the NRC has no contr.acts
dealing with executive placement, counseling or
other employee related services from January 1,
1978 to the present.

ENCLOSURE A
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Granted, Cont'd
James M. Moore,
Attorney-At-Law
(79-446)

Infonned the requester the NRC has no information
pertaining to his clients• deceased husband in
its personnel, security, or radiation exposure
records.

Frank Askin,
Rutgers Univers1ty

Made available eight documents indexed or
maintained under the name of SEA Alliance.

Stanley Fleishman,
Attorney-At-Law
(79-453)

Made available a copy of a proposed regulat1on
implementing Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973.

Diane E- Findley,
Science Applications, Inc.
(79-456)

In response to a request for a copy of the technica
proposal wh1ch resulted in the award modification
No. 8 to NRC-02-77-165, "Review of the
Environmental Impact of High Level Radioactive
Waste Management, 11 informed the requester no
technical proposal was required to be submitted.

(79-447)

Denied
Anthony I. Robichaux
{79-367)

In response to a request for 1nvestiiations of
his allegations regarding falsificat1on of
documents by Southwest Research Institute of
San Antonio, Texas, made available 10 documents.
Denied portions of one document containing the
name of a confidential source and information
wh1ch would const1tute a clearly unwarranted
invasion of personal privacy.

(An NRC employee)

In response to a request for 1nfonnation regarding
ratings and infonnation relied upon to make those
ratings for all candidates for Vacancy
Announcement 79-15, made available 17 documents.
Denied two documents in.their entirety and
portions of two documents, disclosure of which
would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion.
of the personal privacy of the individuals
concerned.

(An individual requesting
infonnati on J

In response to a request for all information
regarding the selection of Vacancy Announcement
79-562, denied the names of other candidates and
their app11catiori documentation and individual
evaluations of the 11 A11 candidates. the dhc1osure
of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted
invasion of personal privacy.

(79-419)

(79-432)

ENCLOSURE A

DIVISION OF CONTRACTS
(Week Ending November 2, 1979)
PENDING COMPETITIVE REQUIREMENT~

IFB RS-ADM-80-361
Title - Computer Output Microfilming and Production of 3511'111 Aperture Cards
Description - Produce microfilm and duplicates from computer tapes and
produce 35rrm aperture cards from source.
Period of Perfonnance - Twelve months with twelve month option
Sponsor - Office of Administration
Status - Solicitation being developed

•

ENCLOSURE A

DIVISION OF SECURITY
Week Ending November 2, 1979
1. A revised draft Bulletin on "Automated Information Systems Security
Program for Sensitive Data" has been issued for conment to Directors
of Offices and Divisions. The final Bulletin is due in January 1980.
2.

Raymond J. Brady, Director, Division of Security, attended the Department
of Energy Safeguards and Security Directors' Meeting in Germantown on
October 30, 1979.

3. Robert F. Whipp, Chief of the Infonnation Security Branch. conducted a
classification appraisal of Region I.
4. The Division submitted an NRC Information Security Program Data Report
to the Infonnation Security Oversight Office covering the period May 1
to September 30, 1979.
5. NRC Manual Chapter 2101, 11 NRC Security Program, 11 Part I, "Definitions,"
has been revised to confonn to Executive Order 12065. The revised
version has been submitted to OMPA for concurrence and approval for
pub1i cati orf.

ENCLOSURE A

DIVISION OF TECHNICAL INFORMATION AND DOCUMENT CONTROL*
WEEK ENDING NOVEMBER 2. 1979
TRANSLATIONS
The following translations were received by the Division of Technical Information
and Document Control during the month of October 1979. Copies of these translations will be available in the Library.
German
Impact of Steel Projectiles on Reinforced Concrete, Calculation and Comparison
with Experimental Tests (Final Report). Bernd Nowotny, Peter Daublesky.
Kerntechni k Entwickl ung Oynami k (KEO), Gennany. August 1978. 153 pages.
Cost of translation: $600.00. NRC Translation 600.
RS 102-06-4. Pressure Waves and Flame Propagation in the Oeflagration of
Hydrocarbon/Air Mixtures. K. Behrens, H. Schneider. Ernst Mach Institut,
Germany. April 1977. 67 pages. Cost of translation: $675.00. NRC Translation 620.
06-0l-07P04A. Indirect Electrical Fuel Rod Heating Sirrulator with Ballooning
Capability: SIM II (Initial Report). T. Vollmer. K. Hain. Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe. Karlsruhe, Germany. March. 1979. · Cost of translation:
$140.00. NRC Tr.anslation 630.
Gennan Standard Problem No. 3 (2nd Containment Standard Problem.): Water
Line Rupture in a Simple Chain of Compartments. G. Hellings. Gesellschaft
fur Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH, Cologne, Germany. August 1979. 33 pages.
Cost of translation: $240.00. NRC Translation 636.
Japanese
52-STAE-116. Experimental Research into the Removal of Radioactive Crud
in light Water Reactors. ( 1976 Research 1_11to the Peaceful Uses of Atomic
Energy). Biru Daiko Company, Japan. October 1977. 79 pages. Cost of
translation: $750.00. NRC Translation 577.
52-STAE-245. An Experimental Study on the Safety Margin of the Simplified
Elasto-Plastic Fatigue Analysis Method in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code (1976 Research into the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy). T. Kitagawa
and others. Ishikawajima-Harfma Heavy Industries Co., Ltd., Technical Institute,
Japan. February 1978. 55 pages. Cost of translation: $200.00. NRC Translation 628.

*This entry deleted from PDR copy.
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OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATI01~
WEEKLY ITEMS OF INTEREST
(Week Ending November 2, 1979) ,.
Zion Units 1 & 2
On October 26, 1979, representatives of Commonwealth Edison Corporation
{licensee for Zion Station Units No.land No. 2) and Westinghouse Electric
Corporation met with.the NRC staff. The meeting was requested by NRC to allow
CECO to discuss reports of indications detected during additional nondestructive examinations of steam generator (SG) feE~dwater piping .to steam
generator nozzle welds at Zion Unit No. 1. CECO had reported indications on
October 15 when two SG feeclwater nozzle welds had been reinspected and indications noted. On October 24 CECO advised IE Region III by letter that
exarr.inations using more sensitive radiography techniques revealed indications
(e~idence of possible crac~ing in the weld prep counterbore to ramp angle
areas) in all four SG feedwater lines.
At the conclusion of the meeting the NRC staff advised CECO representatives
of the.following positions:
(1}

CECO should proceed to replace piping on Unit No. l during the
current outage {refueling started October 6) for all SG's.

{2) CECO Should prepare to bring Unit No. 2 to shutdown conditions to
perfonn similar inspections of the areas of cor,cern using the
latest techniques. An analysis of any indications discovered should
be performed to determine crack size, if existent, and safety
consequences.
Fol1 ::>\•:ing further discussion between CECO management and NRC management, Zion
Unit No. 2 was placed in shutdown conditions on October 26. Unit 2 radiograp~ic examination indicated feedwater line cracking at the nozzles for all
stea~ generators in this plant also. CECO is presently examining the feedwater lines in Unit 2 using more sensitive radiography techniques.
A feedwater nozzle sample from Unit l was sent to Westinghouse for metallurgical
exa~inations. CECO has decided, and begun to repair the crack areas in Unit 1
ir. all steam generators based on the results of these examinations.
Point. Seach 1
Poir.: Beach l is currently shut down for refueling and steam generator tube
ir!spection. The "A" steam generator has undergone a 100% eddy-current
inso:ction, the second such inspection since August of this year. Results
indicate that an additional 73 tubes must be plugged due to defects found
in the tube sheet region, taking the total number of plugged tubes in this
s:ea~ generator to 324 (10%). The need to plug an additional 73 tubes is
in this brief time interval an increase over previous experience. It is not clear
at :his time whether the increase is actual or apparent, since a more
sens~tive inspection technique is being used this time. A meeting has been
schedu1 ed for Monday, November 5 to discuss the inspection resu1 ts for both
stea- generators, including a report of tubes removed for detailed examination.
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~1S(~ns~n Electric is continuing its investigation of ways to arrest the
"deep crevice cracking" which is occurring. Flush-~ng the narrow slot
betwasr. the tube and tube sheet is being considered, as well as sleeving.
Eventual steam generator replacement is a possibility.

Trojan
o~eg~n recently enacted a state law which will require the Oregon Department
of Energy to maintain a state inspector at Trojan Nuclear Plant at least
40 r.ours per week. Oregon expects to fill this position in the next two
months. The state inspector's duties and responsibilities parallel those of
NRC resident inspectors. rrojan now has two NRC resident inspectors.
Monticello
The At:~ic Safety and Licensing Board proceeding involving Northern States
Power Company's application to convert the Monticello Nuclear Generating
Plan! ~r~visional operating license to a full-term operating license was
terminated and the case discussed on October 25. 1979. The Colllllission
ciesigna_ted this ASLB to conduct a hearing on the pro•::eeding by notice of hearing
dated December 19t 1972 (37 FR 28544). The intervenors in this proceeding
subsequsntly withdrew and the proceeding became uncontested. One issue
raised unilaterally by the Board was satisfactorily resolved. OELD advised
that the matter of Monticello's full-term license is now exclusively before
the Oirecto-,.~of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.
Donald C. Cook, Unit No. 1
The D. C. Cook Unit No. 1 is being shut down for repair of a main reactor
coolant pump. In normal operation, a vibration of 2 to 5 mils is expected
_in these pumps and motors. The unit had measured up to 20 mils vibration in
operation. In an attempt to balance the pump, the vibration went up to 60
mils. The utility is placing the unit in cold shutdown, degassifying the coolant,
end cr~ir.ing the loop to the 1/2 level so that the loop can be opened and the
pump can be inspected. At present it appears to the licensee that the lower
motor bearing may be bad. The D. C. Cook facility has a spare reactor coolant
pump on-site if required for the fix. It is estimated that the unit will be
out of service for two weeks to a month. There has been no hazard to the
public from this inspection and maintenance activity and it is expected that
all actions by the utility can be accomplished within their normal operating
and maintenance procedures. Unit No. 2 is presently down for refueling and
scheduled to be back on line around mid-December.
Davis-Besse 1
On October 25, 1979, the Davis-Besse 1 plant was operating at approximately
70% full power when a reactor trip occurred. Prior to the trip, only three
reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) were operating due to seal failures on the
fourth pu~p. Plant personnel were conducting unloading and isolation procedures of a 480 V Bus to allow a new security system power supply hook-up
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wr-~ :~e of the three operating RCPs tripped. This resulted in a unit trip.
A:~e~pt to restart the tripped RCP was unsuccessful and investigation revealed
blc~·m fuses in the component cooling water (CCW) pump permissive interlock.
These same fuses had blown in the trip of October 15, 1979. Toledo Edison
plar.s to keep the unit shutdown to allow replacement of the RCP seals. Region
III is following up on the recurrence of the CCW interlock fuse problem.
Ark:ansas Nuclear One, Unit No. 2
Arkansas Power &Light Co:::;::any has chosen to replace the engine for Diesel
Generator No. 2 for AN0-2 rather than repair the original engine. The
original engine recently failed due to a main bearing failure. It has experi•
enced two similar failures since its installation at AN0-2. In addition,
the same engine had a record of similar failures in the factor before installation
at l-!:0-2. The operability of the diesel generator and the p1ant with a new
engine and associated facility repairs (a wall was removed in the process of
renioving the failed engine} is not expected until late December 1 79.

A1fr~: and Elinore Cole~an of Pennsville, New Jersey. petitioned the Co1m1ission
G.::r.'.):~r 24, 1979 to withdraw the OL for Salem 1 a:1d suspend the CPs for
Sal~m 2 and Hope Creek land 2. They have asked that an evaluation be perfor~~d
to catermine the power plants' impact on the shortnose sturgeon, an endangered
species unaer the Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973 (Pl 93-205). Two fish
of this species were found on the Salem Unit l intake in 1978.
er:

On October 29, 1979, informal consultation with National Marine Fisheries Service
(;;:,tfS) was initiated as specified by the ESA. Representatives were present from
EPA P.egion II, Delaware Division of Fish and Wildlife, New Jersey Departw~nt of
Environmental Protection, Public Service Electric and Gas Company (the licensee),
Ichthyological Associates (the 1 icensee's consultant), NMFS and NRC. Also
present were Mr. and Mrs. Alfred C. Coleman, Jr., and an attorney, Karin Sheldon.
i-i.t t.i-,is meeting, the status of the licer.se a;7:end::-.ent for the- Salem 1 core reload
·.,·as discussed. Salem 1 has b.:en shut down since April 1, 1979 and was to receive
a core reload amendment on October 26, 1979. The Environmental Specialists Branch
has prepared a preliminary assessment utilizing information provided at the
~eeting to serve as the technical basis for allowing operation of Salem 1 while
for;:-:al consultation. ~Ji th NMFS is pending.
requested formal consultation with NMFS. We will provide technical
information for response to the Coleman 1 s petition to the Commission when requested
by OELD.
In the meantime, there is adequate prel im'inary information available to
su;,;:,rt a technical justification for allowing the Salem 1 1 icense amendment to be
1-!e have

i SSt.i!d.

Presentation at International School of Reactor Technologx
Dr. Jerry Kline participated on October 18 and 19 in the Reactor Technology course
being conducted by Argonne r:ational Laboratory for students from foreign nations.
i1•:o iectures and a panel discussion ~ere held on the environmental considerations
rec;:.:ir-ed for environmental assessment and siting of nuclear power plants.
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Generic Task A-7, Mark I Containment Long Term Progranl
In 1etters dated October 31, 1979, the staff issued the "NRC Acceptance
Criteria for the Mark I Containment Long Term Program", to the affected
operating BWR facilities. This action represents a key milestone in the
N~C staff s resolution of Generic Task A-7, which was reported to Congress
as an "Unresolved Safety Issue" in the 1978 NRC Annual Report. The issuance ~f these criteria.begins the implementation phase of this program.
A gener1c Safety Evaluat1on Report (SER) is scheduled to be issued in
December 1979. Issuance of the SER will conclud.e Generic Task A-7.
1

ECCS Meeting

On November l. 1979, the NRR staff met with reactor and fuel vendors, and
some re~ctor licensees, to discuss recently developed staff views on cladding swelling and coolant flow blocka9e which could result from reactor
accidents. Based on a preliminary evaluation of correlations being developed,
the staff had detennined that parts of the approved ECCS models might be
non-conservative in this area, and therefore, might not be in compliance
with Appendix K of 10 CFR 50. As a result of the meeting, the staff concluded
that, while the approved vendor models deviated significantly from the staff
correlations on an overall basis, within the ranges of appliability, one of
two circumstances prevailed: {l) the vendor models were either conservative
or very close to the staff correlations within these ranges, or {2) peak
cladding temperature was relatively insensitive to the discrepancy. In
either case a check of the models used to evaluate operating plants by the
vendors indicated that the plants would be in confonr,ance with lO CFR 50.46
(2200°F clad temperature limit) even usin~ the NRC model. A briefing on
this matter was provided to the Conrnission on November 2, 1979.
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OFFICE OF STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT
IMPORTANT EVENTS FOR THE t4EEN ENDING NOVEMBER 2 • 1979

1.

Executive Order Establishing the Federal Radiation F101icy Council:
NRC has been asked to comment on a proposed Executive Order establishing
the Federal Radiation Policy Council as recommended by the Libassi Task
Force. The Council would be composed of representatives (Assistant
Secretary or equivalent) of the EPA, DOE, DOD, DHHS, VA, NRC, DOL, ·DOT
and the Consumer Product Safety Commission. Also ir1cluded for comment
were draft memoranda laying out the Council's resporisibilities in 1) the
areas of Public Information, Radiation Effects and Ways to Minimize
Exposure and 2) reviewing the rad1at1on guidance function of the EPA.
The Council will be chaired by EPA and coordinate the activities of
Federal agencies relating to the use and control of ionizing radiation
[M. Parsont, 443-5854]

Resulatory Guides to be Issued in the Near Future
Title:
-

Considerations for Establishing Traceability of SN~ Accounting Measurements
{Reg. Guide 5.58, Rev. 1)

ExFected Issuance Date: January 1980
Description: Reg. Guide 5.58 presents conditions and procedural approaches
acceptable to the NRC staff for establishing and maintaining traceability
of SfiM control and accounting measurements. Traceability is the ability to
relate individual measurement results to the national standards of measurement
through the national measurement system by use of an unbroken chain of comparisons.
Contact: S. Turel
443-5905
Publications Issued During the Week of October 29-November 2, 1979
Reg. Guide 1.143, Rev. 1 - Design Guidance for Radioactive Waste Management Systems,
Structures, and Components Installed fn Light-Water-Cooled Nuc1ear Power Plants
[Issued to Reflect Cormnents]
!)raft Regulatory Guide and Value/Impact Statement: Reporting of Safeguards
Events, Task SG-901•4 [Comments requested by December 31, 1979]
Proposed Revision 1 - Standard Review Plan - Section 9.2.2 "Reactor Auxiliary
Coo11ng Water Systems" [Comments requested by December 28, 1979]
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OFFICE OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL SAFETY ANO SAFEGUARDS
Items of Interest
Week Ending November 21 1979
Oconee·-McGui re Transshi pnent
Duke Power Company filed a motion with the Conmission on October 24, 1979
pertaining to their application to ship spent fuel from Oconee to McGuire.
This motion requested expedited consideration of the question before the
Commission concerning the release of proprietary routing information.
Duke cited timeliness as their prime concern. The delays of this proceeding
have already forced them to consider other costly alternatives.
Congressional Conmittee Briefing
On October 29, Mr. Dircks of NRC and Mr. Dugoff of DOT jointly briefed the
Senate Coninittee on Conmerce, Science and Transportation. The subject of
the briefing was actions being taken to improve safety in transporting
radioactive materials. The topics of discussion included the transport of
low-level waste to the burial grounds, DOT's rulemaking on routing, and the
inspection and enforcement efforts of DOT and NRC.

Radon-222 Value for 10 CFR 51, Table S-3
A revised draft of the report on radon releases from the uranium fuel cycle
has been prepared for internal review. using data from Battelle's revised
reports on radon releases from underground and open pit uranium mines.
On the basis of new data from the Battelle reports on mining and from the
GEIS on uranium milling, the radon-222 value previously r·eported as 5200 curies
per Reference Reactor Year (RRY) in testimony at individual reactor licensing
hearings has been reduced to 3500 Ci/RRY.
Fuel Fycle Costs
A Fuel Cycle representative met with BPNL at Richland, Washington, to finalize
the last interim report into a final report covering Fuel Cycle Cost
Projections. This report sunmarizes the range of current and prospective unit
costs associated with the various segments of the nuclear fuel cycle industry
and projects to year 2020 overall fuel cycle costs (constant 1979 dollars) for
LWR's operating on a once-through, or thennal recycle, mode for low, medium
and high nuclear power growth projection scenarios. It 1s anticipated that a
master copy of this report will be received about mid-November for reproduction
and publication as a NUREG document.
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2

Use of Process Data for Enhanced Material Control
A team from Pacific Northwest Laboratory visited the B&W-Lynchburg Plant on
October 23-25 to obtain data in support of a study on the feasibility of
using process and quality control data to enhance safeguards material
control and accounting_. Comparable data were obtained at B&W-Leechburg
on October 3-5, 1979. This study is in support of the MC&A Upgrade Rule
development.
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OFFICE OF INSPECTION ANO ENFORCEMENT
Items of Interest
Week Ending November 2, 1979
... '·',e:ropolitan Edison Company (Three Mile Island) - Civil Penalty Action :;: Cctober 25, 1979, the Comnission issued a Not'ice of Violation and a
\o:ice of Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties in the amount of S155,000.
~h~s action was based on alleged items of noncompliance associated with the
a:c~dent that oc:urred on March 28, 1979.
following fiotification of Significant Enforcement Action was dispatched
=~ring the past week:

7he

~.

EN-79-07A University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin - On October 30,
1979, an Order Imposing Civil Monetary Penalties in the amount of $1,800
was issued. A Notice of Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties in the
amount of SZ,300 was previously issued on August 15, 1979. Based on the
licensee's reply, the staff concluded that the penalty proposed for one

item should be mitigated from $300 to $200, and the proposed penalty of

.S400 for another item should be remitted in its entirety.
J.

::::reiiminary Notifications relating to the following actions were dispatched
c:.;ring the past week:

a.

PNO-I-79~13 Yankee~Rowe - Possible Safeguards Bus Voltage Degradation

j_

PNO-I-79-14 Westinghouse Plutonium Fuels Development Laboratory,
Cheswick, PA - Plutonium Oxide Shipment to Savannah River

::. PNO-II-79-16 Oconee Unit 2 - Inmediate Action Letter on Personnel Errors
t.
;

?NO-II-79-17 Sequoyah Unit 1 - Emergency Planning Exercise

. ?NO-II-79-18 Oconee Unit

3 - Unit Restart After Extended Shutdown

-.. ?NO-II-79-19 Harris Units 1, 2, 3, and 4 - Confirmation of Action

~etter on Omission of Reinforcement Steel in Safety Related Structures

;. PNO-II-79-20 Farley Unit 1 - Unit Restart After Extended Shutdown
r..

?NO-II-79-21 Bellefonte Unit 2 - Cooling Tower Crane Collapse

1. ?NO-!II-79-23 Dresden Unit 3

Spent Fuel Pool Overflow

j.

?NO-III-79-24 Prairie Island Units 1 &2 - Chlorine Treatment of Cooling
Tower Water Containing Amoeba Encephalitis

~-

?N~-II!-79-25 &-25A Dresden Units 1, 2, &3; Zion Units 1 &2~ Lacrosse;
3E ~or~is Operations - Threatening Telephone Calls and Subsequent Trip
at Dresden
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4.

1.

PNO-III-79-26 D. C. Cook Unit 1 - Excessive Vibrations on the Number 2
Reactor Coolant Pump

:::.

PNO-III-79-27 Zion Unit 2 - Unit Shutdown Per IE Bulletin No. 79-13

r..

PNO-III-79-28 Davis-Besse Unit l - Unplanned Airborne Radioactivity
Release

c.

Ptm-III-79-29 Zion Unit 2 - Twenty-Four Hour Notification of Cracking
in the Steam Generator to Feedwater Piping

p.

PNO-III-79-30 0. C. Cook Units l &2 - Local Media Reporting of
Potential Large Fish Kills

q.

PNO-III-79-31 Dresden Station - Federal Highway Administration Civil
Penalty of $8,000 for Ship~ing Violations

r.

PNO-III-79-32 Ohmart Corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio - Shipment of Gauge
Containing a 300 Millicurie Cesium 137 Sealed Source

s.

PNO-V-79-8 Trojan - Reported Exposure of 3.7 Rems to Lens of the Eye

t.

?NO-TMI-79-03 Three Mile Island Unit 2 - Cooling Tower Fire System
Deluge Activiation

u.

PNS-IV-79-12 South Texas Project Units 1

&

2 - Bomb Threat

7he following IE 3u11etin was issued:
a.

IE Bu11tein No. 79-25, "Failures of Westinghouse BFD Relays in Safety
?.e1ated Syste:ns, 11 was issued on November 2, 1979 to all power reactor
facilities with an operating license or construction pennit.
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OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REGULATORY RESEARCH
Important Items• Week Ending November 1. 1979

-

SAFER

A subsurface survey of the low level waste disposal siite at Beatty, Nevada
· was conducted by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research through f ts
contractor Geo Centers, Inc., at the urgent request of NMSS, to asstst
the State of Nevada in c1arffyfng recently fdent1fie~ uncertainties fn the
location of waste burial trenches. These uncertainties were uncovered
during a recent inadvertent excavation of waste from about 30 feet outside
the site's north boundary by USGS.
:

Geo-Centers used a pulsed radar system to profile the subsurface to a
depth of approximately 40· feet, using reflected electro-magnetic pulses.
The recorded data provided indications of buried objects, voids and regions
of disturbed soils. Preliminary results frOII\ the unanalyzed data indicate
the presence of subsurface ananolies zypfcal of large buried objects and
disturbed so11s 1n the vicinity of the 12 older trenches. established
between 1962 and 1969. However. there were also indications of such
subsurface anomalies at locations suggesting an extension of four of the
trenches 30 feet beyoad the north boundary fence.
Additionally~ several of the observed anomolies suggested that some
trenches may be laterally offset by 15 or 20 feet from thefr markers.
A survey along the remainder of the site periphery produced no additional
obvfous subsurface ananolies.

An analysis and interpretation of these data will be conducted by Geo-Centers,
Inc •• and a mapping of all detected subsurface anomolies will be provided
and correlated with existing trench location records, to provide an
fmproyed definition of the boundaries of the waste trenches. Seo-Centers
will brief NRC on_ the results of a preliminary analysis within 2 weeks,
and provide a final report on the survey within 90 dlys.
Batte11e-Pacific. Northwest Laborabories wfll conduct a high resolution
ganrna ray survey of the site beginning on Monday, Nov1ember 5, to detem1ne
the isotopic concentrations of nuclear contaminants which may be present
at the ground surface. Reporting of these results wfl1 be coordinated
with the report fr0111 Geo-Centers. Results will be reported to the State of
Nevada through the afffce of Hr. John Vaden, Supervisor of Radiological
Health Program for the State ~f Nevada.
Loss of Fluid Test (LOFT}

Plant prepar1tions continul toward the performance ~f the first nuclear small
break test on November 14. 1979.
Work is still being done on the low flow instrument~rt·fon, weatherproofing of the
air-cooled condenser and core physics testing.
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OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE LEGAL DIRECTOR
ITEMS OF INTEREST
WEEK ENDING NOVEMBER 2, 1979

_H. B. Robinson, Unit No~ 2

On October 31 (ALAB-569), the Appeal Board completed its !Y!,_ sponte review of
the combined proceeding on environmental impacts of continuation of operation
of the facility and on a proposed increase in authorized power level. The
Appeal Board addressed two significant matters, holding that: {l) Where EPA
had granted a Section 316a exemption, thereby approvin~J the facility's oncethrough cooling system, the Licensing Board correctly perceived that EPA's
decision was binding on it. The Licensing Board's responsibility at that
point was simply to factor the EPA determination into the cost-benefit balance.
(2) Where the Staff had advised the Board that no safety questions arising
from the TMI-2 accident would be made more serious by the proposed increase in
power level (from 2200 to 2300 megawatts thermal), the Board properly determined
that no uncontested matters were of such a serious nature as to warrant its
formal attention.
Three Mile Island, Unit 2
On November 2, 1979, the Appeal Board issued a Memorandum and Order (ALAB-570}
rescheduling the hearing on the aircraft crash probability issue, to conrnence on
February 25, 1980. The Appeal Board was satisfied that: any findings it would
make would retain their validity, that it was in the interest of the public and
litigants to go forward even recognizing the uncertainty in the future of TMI-2,
because of the relative freshness of the evidence and availability of witnesses
and counsel and the generic implication~ of the issue (particularly considering
the presence of TMI-1). The Appeal Board also rescheduled the consolidated
hearing on the radon issue (ALAB-566} to conrnence in Harrisburg immediately
following the hearing on the aircraft crash probability issue.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
WEEK ENDING NOVEMBER 21 1979

rr:-:-::?.:;.:. --:-: J;:_!;,L

COOPERATION

Dis:r~b~tion of the President 1 s Corrmission's Report
The re;-::rrt of the Presidential Convnission on the accidEmt at Three Mile Island
cEe~ sent to U.S. Embassies in 24 countries; the U.S. Missions to the
Euro;:;!a--: :or;:munities, the IAEA, and OECD. The report has also been provided to
the iocal eubassies or offices of these countries and organizations. Additional
·copies ~f the report have been sent to the official NRC contacts in the atomic
energy !"'e;uiatory organization in each Arrangement country.
has

For;~:n Visits
f-',er.::isrs of the Japanese Atorni c Po1ver Company ( JAPCO) mE~t with NRR, IE, and SP
officials on October 31 to discuss lessons learned in the areas of licensing,
ins;Je::ion activities, and emergency response, with respect to TMI-2.

f·'.er.:,e:rs c-= the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate met with NRR, IE, and RES
officials on October 29 to discuss conclusions of a general and generic nature
on T:•'.I-2. 7he Swedish Head of the Nuclear Power Inspectorate, Mr. Lars Nordstrom,
;"'et r;ith :he Chairman and Commissioners and signed th1! renewal of our Regulatory
Excha~ge Arrangement.
Cr. S~~va~c Eklund, Director General of the IAEA, met with the staff and

CO::-:-:'.~ss ic1e!"S on Monday, October 29 to discuss nuclear safety and safeguards

ri:a:::rs.

Se:a.se cf ~he LWR Research Review Meeting next week, we have received an
ur.;,.s;.;a:1 ..,

'
-.
scr.e:;1~c:
~

large number of visit requests.

The following visits have been

... :;c·:e:-:-:ber 5:

members of the Coordination Council for North American
. Affairs, Taiwan;
.... \cve:r:ber 5:
8-member Japanese delegation;
.
. .
de1egation
of
the
Argentine
National
Atomic
nergy
Conmnss1on
.... ~~c·/e:-nber 5:
.,.. ~:cvember 5: members of the Swedish Nuclear Training Center;
_,;
:-!1 ~;c1.'ember 6: members from the GRS - Federal Republic of Germany;
-... i~:vcmber i • me~bers of the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate;
members from the French Ministry of Industry;
,,.,;,,. :::ve;:i.ber 8:
: r. :;.:ve::-:ber 9: members of the Japanese Ministry of Inte~national Trad:;.
:.:; r. ~~:ve~ber 9: members of the Belgian Society for Traction and E1ectr1c1ty
~

~

~

.

S~:~a:~re of Renewal Arrangement
:::-.:!Sier.er Kennedy wil 1 sign the renewed Arrangement for the Exchange of
".':-:~.:-::a: Information and Cooperation in Nuclear Safety Ma~ters between .
·.=.: .::-:: -:ne Spanish Junta de Energia Nuclear 1-:ith JEN President Jesus Olivares
:;ove:rber 5, 1S79. The original five-year Arrangement had been
s';-~: ~~ Bethesda on October 29, 1974.

===~:: ::-,
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- 2Foreion Recorts
7he followins fc~eign reports were received at IP during the period
of October 16 - 31, 1979. The** indicates the reports are in the
English language. For further information concerning these reports
contact Maxine Johnson ( 49-2i788). IP.
From Finland:

1.

Quarterly Report 1979/I - Operation of Finnish Nuclear Power
Pl ants. by t.he Institute of Radiation Protection,.....

From France:
1.

The Nucl~ar ~ccident at Three Mile Island - U.S.A.

2.

SCS!N No. 2E57/79 - Operating Data for French Reactors
June 1979 - J~iy 1979

3.

OSN No. 2Si - t-:ature of Probability in Safety Assessments
and Ap~lic?tion to Earthquakes**

4.

Analys..:.s·'cf -:he Nuclear Accident Crisis at Harrisburg
By 8. August:r. & M. Fauve

l:;
.,.

Nuclear ~eroso~s in Reactor Safety: A State-of-the-Art
Report by: ~r~up of Experts of the NEA - June 1979**

,

.....

DSN 1;0. 2S2 - ·::;~erical Forecast of Dilution and Fall Due
to Atmcs~n:r·c Precipitations (August 1979)

?rom Germany:
1.

Ca tastr~~h:: Jefinition and Types, a Report
Dr. Peter =~~~es, BMI

2.

GRS - Edit~o~ i6/79 - Safety Codes and Guides: Compilation
of Infc:--;-:-,a-:i:r, on the Steam Generators Required for Examination
Purposes i~ :~e Licensing Procedures for Nuclear Power Plants
Under t~e ;::~ic Energy Act (10/26/78)**

by

Technolo;y !~dex for P1asmaphysics Research ard Fusion Reactors - 1979,
Volume i3, \:. S (1735-1964) . . *
,
..,,

Report cf :~s Federal Government on the Basis and Practices
of the E:•.·e:-.: ·,:tification Activities Within :he r"rame1•Jork of
t:uclear !..e;a~ :..~censing anc Inspection and E:r.forcement
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From Germany:

Cont'd

5.

GRS-A-295 - Occupational Radiation Exposure Experienced
in German 5\-:?. r:uclear Power Plants Until 1976.

5.

GRS-A-296 - Occupational Radiation Exposure Experienced
in German P\-:R Nuclear Power Plants Until 1976.

7.

GRS-A-325 - Statistical Analysis of Temperatures Within
Refill anc Reflood Periods - July 1979

8.

GRS-A-345 - Calculations Compared with Experimental Data
No. 7 - 9, Regarding the Project RS 246 Performed by
Batte1 le Institute, Frankfurt, "Distribution of Water Element
in the Containi.lent" - with the Aid of Computer Program RALOC.
September 1979.

9.

GRS-A-336 - Safety Experiments for Fabricating LWR Fuel
with Enriched Uranium. August 1979.

10.

GRS-A-335 - Ca~le Penetration in Reactor Containment.
August 1979.

li.

GRS-A-313 - Theoretical Guidelines Using Computer Program
SiREUSL for ~ault-Tree Evaluation. June 1979.

12.

General ··Ministerial Notice From the BMI - August 15, l979.

F:-om Jaoan:
1.

STA - Secc~d Interim Report by Special Corrmittee on
Inves~ioation of the A.ccident at the American
Nuchar -?·ower Station
·
Crack in the Impeller of a Decay Heat REtmoval
Pu~p at the Ohi Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1.
Oc:o:er 5, 1979.
Heat Remo, al
Pu~p at the Ohi Nuclear Power Station, Unit 2.
October 9, 1979.
Crac:: in the Impeller of a Decay

0

The 3 STA re~orts are in one volume.

Fro:n Korea:
1.

KEPCO - Mor th t, Operating Oa ta - September 1979 for Kori 1. ""*
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- 4 :=r:- Sweden:

Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leakage Detection System.**
(P?-OPRIETARY}
,.

Some Generic Problems Related to Westinghouse PWR ECCS Evaluation.**

2.

A Parameter Study Concerning the Impact on the Calculated Peak
Clad Temperature of a Redistribution of the Fuel After Cladding,
Swelling and Rupture.**

!.

Dose Calculations for TM! and Swedish Reactor Sites.
(From criteria report of the Swedish Radiation Protection
Institute to be published November 30, 1979.)

~re::-:

iaiwan:
~-lonthly Operating Report - December 1978 - Juiy 1979
for Chin Shan 2.**

t. •

Reportable Occurrence No. R0-02-06 - First Nuc:lear Power Station Unit 2.**
Reportable Occurrence No. R0-02-07

...

First Nuclear Power Station Unit 2.**

i<eportable Occurrence Reports Nos. R0-02-08 and R0-02-09 on First
~uclear Power Station Unit 2.**
'.·1onthly Operating Reports for August 1979, First Nuclear Power
S~ation Unit 1 and 2.**

EXPORT/IMPORT AND INTERNATIONAL SAFEGUARDS
Meeting with 0MB Regarding U.S. Technical Support for IAEA Safeguards

At the invitation of the State Department IP and NMSS (Ken Cohen and Ted Sherr,
respectively) attended a meeting on October 29 at the offices of 0MB to discuss
budget r.iatters dealing with U.S. technical support for lAEA safeguards. Also
represented at the meeting wer~ ACDA, DOE and DOE ~onsultants. The principal
focus of the meeting centered on the FY-81 budget request. The Executive Branch
representatives provided an overview regarding why tbe USG provides technical
support to the IAEA, how it fits into U.S. nonproliferation policy, and what the
present and future needs are perceived to be. 0MB raised a particular concern
regarding when one could expect to see this particular type of support come to

an end.
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OFFICE OF STATE PROGRAMS
ITEMS OF INTtREST
WEEK ENDING NOVEMBER 2, 1979
,

State Agreements
The Texas radiation control program will be reviewed during
the week of November 5, 1979.
Program Development
On October 30 and 31, 1979 Mr. s. A. Schwartz participated in
the Region VI Regional Radiation Training Meeting.
On October 31, 1979, Region I SLO addressed t.he HUntingdon Valley
Rotary Club regarding the accident at Three Mile Island.
Emergency Preparedness
An exercise was held by the State of Tennessee in conjunction with

the Sequoyah Facility. It was observed by a regional advisory
committee from Atlanta.
A one-week coJJrse for State Radiological Emer·gency Response
Coordinators is being conducted by EPA and NRC in Auburn, Massachusetts.
Dick Van Niel participated in site visit with. NRR at Quad Cities,
Dresden, La Crosse and Zion, Illinois.
On October 26, 1979, Tom Elsasser, Region I SLO was in Augusta,
Maine meeting with·State officials to discuss the State
Radiological Emergency Response Plan.
The Office of State Programs has issued a staff report, "Beyond
Defense-in-Depth: Cost and Funding of State and Local Government
Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Pre?paredness in Suppoi;-t
of Commercial Nuclear Power Stations," by Dr. Stephen N. Salomon,
Office of State Programs, NUREG-0553, in Octc,ber 1979. This report,
on which work began in June 1978, describes t:he current hodgepodge
funding approach to State and local government radiological
emergency response plans and preparedness in support of commercial
nuclear power stations. The creation of a "Radiological Emergency
Response Plans and Preparedness Fund for Stat:e and Local Government"
is offered as the preferred solution. Copies are being sent directly
to Federal, State and local officials with responsibilities for
radiological emergency plans and preparedness, environmental and
public interest groups and utility industry groups and associations.
Other copies will be available in the headquarter's and local public
document rooms.
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OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND PROGRAM ANALYSIS
Items of Interest

WEEK ENDING - NOVEMBER 2, 1979

Emergency Preparedness
Assisted Chairman Hendrie by preparing a draft of his testimony
before Rep. Moffett's subcommittee. Circulated draft on emergency
preparedness organizational options to EDO and Office Directors.
Kemeny Report
Compared Kemeny Commission's recommendations with NRC's TMI action
plan and with draft FY 82-86 Policy. Planning and Program Guidance
(PPPG).
MIS Publication
Distributed October issue of Status Sunrnary Report - Advanced Reactor
Safety Research·(Buff Book II).
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ITEMS APPROVED BY THE COMMISSION - WEEK ENDING NOVEMBER 2, 1979

A.
The sta!f requirements memorandum dated October 16, 1979, subject as
above, 1s amended to include the following instruction:
The order shall also make it clear that a hearing is not necessary
rior to o eration of EPICOR even though the amendmenFwi 11 not be
effective unti a ter the hearing.
Please take the necessary action.
B.

.

The Co1m1ission discussed .the relationship between the "Full Access•
provision of the Energy Reorganiz~tion Act and the Commission's open
door policy.
The Cornission requested that the General Counsel confer with the Commissioners
and draft amendatory language to the Commission's open door policy which
would note that because the power and authority of the Commission to act
is vested in the collegial Conrnission and because a11 Cor.unissioners must
have access to all information that effects the performance of their
duty, uopen door~yisitors should recognize that it is likely to be
necessary that at least the substance of their difficulties be made
known to other Co!Tr.iissioners and that this may also inc1ude the identity
of the employee raising.the concern. This clarifying language should be
acco~panied by a background statement explaining the potential conflict
··
of the "Full Accessn provision and the open door po1icy. This language
and statement should be circulated to the Commiss.ion prior to dissemination.
( OGC) ( SECY Suspense: ·10/30/79)
C.

STAFF REQUIREMENTS - DISCUSSION OF SECY-79-503 - PROPOSED AGREEMENT BETI4EEN THE
STATE OF RHODE ISLAND THE NRC l:45 P.M. TUESDAY OCTOBER 22 1979 COMMISSIONERS'
CONFERENCE ROM O.C. 0 I
Oen to Pub 1c ttendance Memo Ci k to Gossic
Karrmerer an ouc ard ate
1. The Commission, by a vote of 3-2, with Coll'l!lissioners Gilinsky and Bradford
dissenting*:
a.
found that the proposed Rhode Island program for control of
radiation hazards with respect to byproduct materials. as
defined in section l le(1} of the Atom1c Ener,gy Act, source
materials, and special nuclear materials in quantities not
sufficient to form a critical mass, is compatible with the
Comission' s pro.gram for the regulation of l ;ke materials;
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b.

2.

found that the Rhode Island program is adequate to protect the
public heal th and s_afety w1thi n the state with respect to the
materi-als covered--by the _proposed section 274 agreement; and
c. approved, pursuant to Section 274 of the Atomic Energy Act, the
proposed section 274b agreement between the State of Rhode Island
and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. '
(SP)
The Co11111ission requested that:
a.
the Governor of Rhode Island be informed of this action by
letter, which is to be prepared for the Chairman's signature;
(SP) (SECY Suspense: 10/26/79)
b. the appropriate Congressional Corrmittees be informed and an
appropriate press release be issued; and
(SP/OCA)(OPA) (SECY Suspense: 10/26/79)
c. the section 274b agreement be published in the Federal Register
within thirty days after the agreement has been signed by both
parties. (SP) (SECY Suspense: 11/26/79)

*Co111T1issioner Gilinsky did not specifically object to the proposed Agreement with
Rhode Island or to the compatibility of the Rhode Island program to current NRC
criteria, but rather would have preferred that no new agreements be signed with
any state until the criteria for determining adequacy and compatibility have been
reevaluated. Comnissioner Gilinsky earlier had proposed that such a reevaluation
be the subject of a rulemaking proceeding. Co111T1issioner Bradford agreed with
Corrmissioner Gilinsky that no new agreement should be signed pending criteria
reevaluation, but he also had reservations regarding the qualifications of the
personnel who will conduct the Rhode Island program.
D.

PUBLIC HEARING IN ENO DETERMINATION (Memo, Chilk to Gossick dated 10/29/79)
~r.e Cor.~ission has cecided to grant a request for a pu.t:)lic nearing
ir. -:he ENO determination filed by Mr. David Berger on behalf of
~-..::.=.erous plaintiffs in the TMI class action suit. This hearing
should be held in the Harrisburg area, and suitable public announcements
s~oul~ oe rnade to ensure that all rnel:lbers of i:.he public wishing
to attend nay do so. The Commission contemplates a one-day
:.ea.ring before selected members of the ENO Par1el (and others at
yc1.:.= discretion). ':::'he hearing should be informal, with presentations
5u::.::!iciently limited to allow maximum participa·tion. Written
st.:.==.issions should also be accepted. All presentations should be
i~ the form of-sta~ernents made before the members of the Panel.
A t:anscript of the meeting should be kept, made public as soon
as possible, a.od reviewed by ~he ENO Panel along with other
;i.:.::::lic cor:unents already received.
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-3:roe Commission requests that the following issues be open to
ccnsideration at the hearing:
1.

Whether the acc.ident at Three Mile Is la:r:ld meets the Cor.unission • s

ENO criteria.

Whether uncertainties in radiation measurements during the
accident are sufficient to warrant a finding that Criterion
I has been satisfied.

2.

:~ese issues should be stated in public announcements~- including
~r.e Federal Register notice -- for the hearing, and should be
=e?eated_orally at the opening of the hearing.
:he remaining details and arrangements are left to the discretion
of the ENO Panel. If possible, a public announcement should be·
=ace by Friday, November 2, informins the public of the meeting
ar.c instructing interested persons on how to arrange for participation
in t.."1.e hearing..
·
·
·

E.

SECY-78-220/78-220A - RECOMM~NDEO Ar,ENCV PLAN FOR NUCLEAR SAFETY EVALUATIONS OF
FUTURE SPACE PROGRAMS Comnissioner Action Item Memo, Chilk to Gossick dated
10 30/79

This is to advise you that the Comnission has reviewed the subject papers and
following the June 28, 1979 briefing with NASA, DOE, OSTP and DOD has decided
(with three Co111t1i ss.i oners concurring) on the fo 11 owing act 1ons:
1.

NRC should participate in the Interagency Nuc1~ar Safety Review
Panel {INSRP}, as an observer.

2.

Such participation should consist of assigning one or more members
of NMSS to be observers.

3.

The observers efforts would be limited to informal consultation with
other NRC staff members, in an out of NMSS. No separate NRC
saf=tY report would be prepared.

4.

An NRC position on the nuclear safety aspects of a space mission
would only be stated if the NRC o~server(s) felt a particular nuclear
safety issue or concern was as vital, and that the lNSRP disposition
so egregious as to require extraordinary treatment, he (they)
could recommend that an N:lC letter be ser.t to the NASA Administrator
detai1ing the matter.

It is the Cormnission's opinion that no MOU is necessary, and the case for
the exemption from licensinc cf the nuclear power sources used in space
vehicles is adequate and appropriate. Commissioners Gilinsky and Bradford
did not participate in this decision.

The staff is requested to proceed with the assignment of staff as observers
and to keep the Conmission infonned of an actions as deemed appropriate.
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F.

SECY-79-518 - 11 11 ACCESS AUTHORIZATIONS FOR OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT
OIE INSPECTORS Commissioner· ct,on tern Memo
to Gossic ate
9
This is to advise you that the Co1m1ission (with thre!e Co1m1issioners concurring)
has app~oved the staff's request for "Q" access authorizations for Office of
~ns:,ect,o~ & Enforcement inspectors. Colmli ss1oner 8,radford concurred only
,~ :,btain1ng ,.Q" access authorizations for resident inspectors. Convnissioner

Anearne non-concurred in this action.

The staff is authorized to seek 11 Q11 access authorizations for all inspectors
1
b:Jt should start with the resident inspectors.
G.

SECY-79-1B - COORDINATION WITH EPA ON OCCUPATIONAL RADIATION PROTECTION STANDARDS
{Comnissioner Action Item} (Memo, Chilk to Gossick dated 10/30/79)
This is to advise you that the Cormiission (with four Commissioners concurring)
has, as an interim position, concurred with the staff's reconmendation to
retain current NRC limits for internal radiation exposure in the work
place. However, in light of the stated intentions o'f both EPA and DOE,
the Conmission requests the staff to provide written descriptions of the
internal dose limitation rationales used by EPA, DOE and the NRC staff.
Any dissenting views from the NRC staff should also be provided •. Although
he did not participate in this decision, Comnissioner Ahearne·asked several
questions of the staff, and raised no objection to proceeding prior to
receiving an answer to his October 2 memorandum to Mr. Minogue.
Chainnan Hendrie commented that he concurred in the staff position
regard fog dose 1imi ts, except for the organ dose 1im·f t: He stated. that
for the organ dose limit, he will accept the staff position on an interim
basis, pending receipt of the infonnation requested above.

H.

STAFF REQUIREMENTS - CONTINUATION OF DISCUSSION OF ENF'ORCEMENT ACTIONS AT TMI,

3:50 P.M., TUESDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1979, COMMISSIONERS 1 CONFERENCE ROOM~ D.C.

{Closed to Public Attendance) (Memo, Chilk to the Recc,rd dated 10/30/79L
The Commission continued its discussion of enforcement
actions proposed by the Director, Office of ~nspection and
Enforcement.
Although the Con":nission, by a vote of 4-l*, agreed that TMJ:.
enforcement actions should be taken in ~~e near term, a
collegial position could not be reached on which portions of
the ~&E proposed enforcement action should be implemented
ir.::=nediately. The Commissio~ determined to give further
consideration of this matter at a later date.
(A subseguia_t meeting was held on October 25, 1979).

*Corrm1ssioner Ahearne would have preferred delaying enforcement actions until the
reports of other groups investigating the TMI accident can be reviewed.
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I.

This is to advf se you that ~he Comi ssion (with four Comini ssioners concorri ng)
has approved the recorrmende:ions of this paper. Conmissioner Gilinsky did
not participate in this decision.
The Conmiss1on notes the co~tents of the report and approves the letters of
transmfttal to the Congr<essiona1 Oversight Comn1ttees.
The Office of Nuclear ~•terials Safety &Safeguards was infonned of this
action by phone on October 31. 1979.

J.

SECY-79-lOOI - PROPOSED RESPONSES TO PHILIPPINE IN UIRIES (Commissioner Action
Item Memo C il to Gossick dated 11 2 79 ·
This is. to advise you that the Conrnission (with three Conmissioners concurring
and Conmissioner Gilinsky noting without objection) has approved forwarding
of the proposed responses to the Department of State for transmittal to the
Philippine authorities, subject to appropriate updating of the response
to Question 6. Commissioner Gilinsky would like an e>cplanation as to why
the responses have been classified. Commissioner Bradford did not participate
in this action.
The Office of International Programs was informed of this action by telephone
on November 2, 1979.
It is requested~~hat you forward a response to Commissioner Gilinsky's
request through the Office of the Secretary by c.o.b. November 15, 1979.

K.
This is to advise you that four ·commissione:rs have agreed
that there is no need for a review of this de~ision of the
Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. Coin.missioner Gilinsky
did not participate in this action.
·
In connection with his concurrence, Commissioner Bradford
provided the following comment: "The issue of whether
interested persons should be able to seek f,1rther actions by
the NRC pursuant to the August 15, 1979 order is not decided
until we rule on the petitions for hearing filed pursuant to
the order."
The Office 0..~. the General Counsel was info:i:med of this
action by telephone on November l, 1979.
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CALENDAR OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

~ove::ber 6, 1979

B&W Plants under
Construction

Meeting with utilities who have B&W
plants under construction, to discuss
10 CFR 50.54 request regard;ng the
design adequacy of B&W NSSS utilizing
once thrc~;h steam generators.

Nover.:ber 17, 1979

FNP

ACRS Subcommittee meeting in Los Angeles
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CALENDAR OF SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS
NOVEMBER

•

Nove;-:.ber 7-9

Sanford Israel will present a paper at the CSNI Specialist
Meeting on Regulatory Review in Licensing Process in
Madrid, Spain - TMI-2 and Its Impact on the Regulatory
Process

rfovenber

Edward Podolak will address FDA's Radiopharmeceutical
Drugs Advisory Co1T111ittee on "NRC Regulations for Medical
Uses of Radioisotopes"

8

Nover.ber 12

Or. Allen Brodsky, Keefing Radiation Exoosures as Low
as Reasonably Achievab e, NC State U11iversity with
Chapters of Professional Societies, NC State University,
Raleigh, NC

r:over:ber 14

Dr. Allen Brodsky, Epidemiology and Radiation Protection
(Wright H. Langham Memorial Lecture)1 University of
Kentucky, Department of Health Radiation Sciences,
_Lexington,. KY

r~over.ber 15

Dr. Allen Brodsky, Public Health and the Peaceful Atom:
The Radiation Debate - Symposium: The Significance of
low-Level Radiation to Human Health, University of
Kentucky Inter-Disciplinary Co1T111ittee, Lexington, KY

~:overber 28

Information Security Oversight Office (ISOO) Annual
Symposium, 11 Executive Order 12065 - P, Year Later ,i• 11 NRC' s
Development and Use of Classification Guides - Raymond J.
Brady
DECEMBER

Oece~ber 10-13

Stephen McGuire will speak before the Health Physics
Society Mid-Year Symposium on
Training for
Industrial Radiographers" in Hono u u, Hawaii
11

Decer::ber l 0-14

Safep

John McGrath will present a paper entitled "The NRC
Program for Trainin~ of State Radiation Control Personnel"
before the Health P ysics Society Mid-Year Syposium,
Honolulu, Hawaii

UNITED STATES

December 18, 1979

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

SECY-79-669

INFORMATION REPORT
For:

The Commissioners

-From:
-Thru: · ·

Saul Levine, Director, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
Executive Di rector for Op era ti ons ,-~i ·,;..- ....· •

Subject:

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING AMONG NRC, DOE; .EPRI, GPU
FOR POST-ACCIDENT EXAMINATIONS OF TMI-2

Purpose:

To infonn the Conmission of the agreenent among NRC, DOE,
EPRl, and GPU on the methods of interaction and coordination
of efforts to achieve comnon goals in TMI-2 data gathering
as represented by a completed Memorandum of Understanding
among the parties.
·

Discussion:

.following the letter from Chainnan Hendrie to DOE Under
Secretary Oeutch (copy enclosed) concerning the need to
develop a coordinated program for the post-accident
~xamination of TMI-2, a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
was developed through several mee.tings of senior representative.s
of NRC and the other organizations. As described in the_
enclosed MOU, a Joint Coordination Group (JCC} has been
formed which has appointed members to a Technical Working
Group (TWG). The Technical Working Group has had several
meetings during which planning has been developed toward
meeting the co1T111on goals defined by the JCC and the TI-JG.•
Also, as set forth in the MOU a Technical Integration
Office has been established at TMI headed by a DOE representative
and staffed by personnel from EG&G (Idaho) to coordinate
the implementation of the plans.
·
The first of the early examination efforts prescribed by
the TWG has been accomplished. A 9-inch disk has been
cut out of a containment penetration cover, allowing
optical access to the containment and allowing for a
detailed examination of the containment wall surface.

Contact:
Ronald Foulds, RSR
42-74323

-D<"
I
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'
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The MOU will be signed by the Director of the Office
of Nuclear Regulatory Research when DOE has the final
draft prepared, by the end of December.
Coordination:

This paper has been concurred in by NRR.
legal objection.

(!

A

.1kJ

ELD has no

r •\
~~"I.,...-\

/ Saul Levine, Director
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
Enclosures:
1. TMI-2 Post-Accident Examination MOU
2. Chairman Hendrie Letter to Under
Secretary Deutch

DISTRIBUTION
Cormnissioners
Commission Staff Offices
Exec Dir for Operations
ACRS
Secretariat
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ENCLOSURE 1

November 2, 1979

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
TMI UNIT 2 INFORMATION AND EXAMINATION PROGRAM
1.

INTRODUCTION
The TMI Unit 2 accident of March 28, 1979 was and is ~f great concern
to the electric power industry, its customers, regulatory and other
government agencies and the-country as a whole.

While.the accident

resulted in only limited radiation exposure to the population
surrounding the power plant, the plant itself suffered extensive
damage with high radiation contamination within the nuclear and
other supporting systems and facilities.

TMI Unit 2 currently

presents opportunities to provide information for the enhancement
of nuclear power plant safety and reliability of generic benefit to
nuclear power technology.

Four organizations, the Department of

Energy (DOE), the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), the
General Public Utilities Company (GPU), and the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC), have a common interest in assuring that this
information is obtained during the course of recovery.

This

memorandum of understanding identifies the broad areas of common
interests, and objectives to which the signatories subscribe, and
lays out in broad terms methods by which the signatories have agreed
to interact in an effort to achieve these objectives consistent with
the other obligations of the signatories.
. 2.

OBJECTIVES
The TMI Unit 2 accident represented one of the most severe integral
tests of nuclear plant aafety philosophy and safety systems ever
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encountered in a commercial light water reactor.

The extent of

damage to the reactor core and the subsequent release of fission
products to the primary system, containment, and elsewhere is the
most extensive experienced in any known light water reactor power
system.
The environmental conditions within containment and the reactor
system pose one of the most technically challenging decontamination
and radioactive waste management situations ever encountered.

These

circumstances represent opportunities for state of the art advancement
not available through normal research, development, and test programs.
Thus, it is our common objective that:
•

significant applicable information stemming from the TMI Unit 2
accident be obtained and made available for the general improvement of light water reactor plant safety and reliability.

-

unique data and experience at TMI Unit 2 that will be obtained
during the plant decontamination and assessment of status be
integrated into ongoing government and EPRI research and development programs as may be beneficial.

This information will be

made generally available to others engaged in the design, con-

struction, operation and maintenance of nuclear power plants.
-

information and experience of value to all parties be obtained

during GPU's planned return to service program.
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The signatories believe that the stated objectives above should be
pursued to the benefit of the country and are in the best interest
of the Nation.

To this end, most effective use should be made of

the available resources of government and industry.
3.

COMMON INTERESTS

Major areas of common interests are, and work is expected to be
undertaken in the following:
a)

The development and reporting of information on the performance
of instrumentation, electrical and mechanical equipment within
the reactor containment and auxiliary buildings during and after
the accident.

This effort will encompass work on plant systems

and components whose performa~ce is of importance to general
generic improvements in light water reactor safety and reliability.

Information which could lead to improvements in component

and system designs and standards and plant operability, especially
under abnormal conditions will be included.
b)

The development of information on fission product behavior,
transport and deposition, particularly as this may contribute
to a better understanding of nuclear plant accident scenarios.

c) ·The development of inforution and the development and testing
of new technology of potential industry wide application in the
fields of
-

plant, system and equipment decontamination
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-

radioactive waste processing and disposal methods and systems

-

post-accident pressure vessel and other primary coolant system
pressure boundary testing and qualification technology

-

removal, packaging, transportation, storage and disposal of
damaged nuclear fuel.

d)

The development and reporting of information on the nature and
extent of physical damage to surfaces, structural components
and equipment within the reactor containment and auxiliary
buildings as a result of the accident.

e)

The establishment and effective utilization of a common data
bank for all information gathered under this agreement.

f)

The development and reporting of information on the nature and
extent of core damage, with the objective of understanding the
chemical, metallurgical and physical behavior of fuel, clad,
core components, and related reactor internals during and after
the accident.

Recognizing that other areas of common interest may arise, that the
possibility exists for discovering conditions not previously anticipated, or of new questions arising at some future time not presently
being considered, the signatories agree that an archival system be
established under which specimens of hardware or other samples may
be stored off-site for possible future examination and testing.

-s4.

JOINT COORDINATING GROUP
To provide a forum for effectively guiding and reconciling, where
necessary, the various activities which may be undertaken in association with TMI recovery, a Joint Coordinating Group will be formed
to which each signatory will appoint one senior representative.

The

group will act to provide an integrated overview of activities
associated with TMI, to provide a means for priority assessment of
the expected large numbers of peripheral data and technology tasks,
and to provide a means for the review and integration of activities
ancillary to the recovery of the Unit.

The Joint Coordiaating Group

will function to permit the fullest necessary management interaction
of the parties.

It will serve as one means to identify facility,

equipment, personnel and financial resources for the accomplishment
of common goals.
The Joint Coordinating Group will meet periodically (initially
about once every two months) to consider policy matters, with
responsibility for chairing each meeting alternating between the
EPRI and the DOE representatives.
The Coordinating Group will develop a charter to implement the
general understandings contained in the memorandmn, and to form
such subgroups or interact with such other parties as to facilitate
common interests herein identified.
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5.

TECHNICAL ""'RKING GROUP

To assist the Joint Coordinating Group,-the signatories
agree to establish a Technical Working Group (TWG) whose functions
are:
(a)

define the technical work to be done and prepare an integrated
plan for such work.

(b)

to provide detailed technical scope of work for specific tasks
to be performed under the plan, and

(c)

to provide technical oversight of such work, including recommendations for necessary changes and additions.

The TWG shall consist of technical experts appointed by each
signatory.

Three members shall f.nitially be appointed by each

signatory but the composition may be changed to meet specific needs
or altered conditions.

The TWG shall meet periodically as needed

and the meetings shall be chaired by DOE and EPRI representatives.
The results of these meetings shall be reported to the Joint
Coordinating Group.
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TECHNICAL INTEGRATION OFFICE

To assist the Joint Coordinating Group, the signatories further agree to
establish a Technical Integration Office (TIO) with functions as noted
below.

Since some of these functions are expected to involve onsite

work, the parties agree to the following understandings regarding such
onsite activities:
(a)

All work within the reactor and auxiliary buildings will be
arranged for, controlled, and executed by GPU and its contractors.

(b)

GPU will make office space available, on a reimbursable basis, within
or proximate to the site boundary, for the Technical Integration
Office.

The functions of the Technical Integration Office shall include:
(a)

The TIO shall be the interface between GPU and its contractors
on the one hand, and the Joint Coordinating Group and its representatives on the other, for all matters related to work carried
on pursuant to this agreement.

This shall in no way be interpreted

to extend to the nonnal requirements for information required for
licensing or inspection and enforcement activities of the NRC,
where existing channels shall continue to be used as appropriate.
(b)

In coordination with GPU, the TIO shall assist in identifying
the schedule of specific activities to be conducted onsite pur•
suant to this agreement, arranging

for the carrying out of these

activities, the monitoring of these activities, and the report~ng
of data, selection and shipment of aamples, etc.
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(c)

ieviev. in coordination vith TWG and GPU, proposed procedures
related to activities conducted pursuant to this agreement so
as to assure high likelihood of success of task objectives.

(d)

For all activities, whether onsite or offsite, actually carried
out pursuant to this agreement, provide for the systematic
collection and collation of information obtained so that such
information may be freely accessible to any interested party.
To this end, the TIO will maintain liaison with the TWG to
define data to be collected, report format, and reporting schedule.

(e)

Work performed pursuant to this agreement which is sponsored
by the Govermnent shall be contracted for by the TIO.

(f}

Work performed pursuant to this agreement which is sponsored

by EPRI shall be contracted.for by appropriate means and the TIO
shall be fully cognizant of the contractural arrangements so that
it can perform its other integration, scheduling, interface, and
information collection functions listed above.
(g)

The TIO shall establish, and maintain, a system for controlling
changes to the work scope that may arise from time to time.

This

system shall be approved by the TWG.

The TIO will be established, manned and funded by DOE.

Representatives

of organizations in the TWG may be attached to the TIO to assist in
administering the functions of the TIO, including technical oversight
of specific tasks conducted pursuant to this agreement.
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7. STATEMENT OF LIMITATIONS
It is understood that the TMI Unit 2 owners and customers have a
strong interest in the return to safe commercial service of TMI Unit 2.
Each party of this Memorandum of Understanding will implement their
own individual programs.

Nothing contained in this document shall be

construed to impose upon any party hereto liability for injury to persons
or property arising in the course of the activities under·this Memorandum
of Understanding.

Nothing is intended to affect, modify or to act

to change the internal management, structure or responsibilities of
each of the participating groups individually.

Signed:

DOE

EPRI

GPU

NRC

(This page has been re-typed per ELD conments; DOE has agreed to this version.)

ENCLOSURE 2

UNITED STATES

'UCLEAR REGULATORY COMMI~

N

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555
,../

October 19, 1979

The Honorable John M. Deutch
Under Secretary
U.S. Department of Energy
Washington, D. C. 20545
Dear Mr. Deutch:
I am writing you concerning the need for developing and implementing a plan
for the post-accident examination of the Three Mile Island Unit-2 (TMI-2)
power station. The accident was a highly regrettable occurrence, but the
infonnation that can be derived from a careful examination of the facility
before and during cleanup can be invaluable in providing both understanding
of the accident and reactor safety information.
Several discussions have been held on this subject. At a meeting of senior
staff representatives of DOE, EPRI, GPU and NRC, it was concluded that it
would be useful to develop a coordinated program under the aegis of a joint
Coordinating Committee. I support this approach and recommend that DOE give
· strong consideration to the allocation of funds and other resources for this
effort.
Some areas in which such information can be obtained are:
{a)

fission product behavior, transport, and plateout;

(b)

the extent and location of core damage from thermal and chemical
degradation;

(c)

other primary system structural damage, if any; and

(d)

damage and deterioration of equipment in the containment.

Such information is not only valuable to the mission of the NRC and DOE, but
will be equally valuable to the international community. The enclosure
hereto contains a more detailed preliminary listing of data needs.

The Honorable John M. Deutch

---~ 2 -

In essence, TMI-2 can provide a large amount of information which might not
be available from limited scale experiments or simulations. It is important
that these data not be lost in the recovery of the facility. Your attention
to this matter is appreciated. If you have any questions in this regard,
please do not hesitate to contact me or Dr. Charles N. Kelber of our Division
of Reactor Safety Research,- -

Encl OS ure:
As stated

Safety Related ExaminationsA>uring TMI Recovery Operations
The TMI-2 plant, in its present accident aftennath state, contains a wealth
of information of potentially great value to the NRC for understanding the
nature of accident initiated effects on plant, equipment, and fluids. To
guide future activities in preventing and mitigating the effects of accidents
and to identify sources of potential decontamination and requalification
difficulties it is of great~ importance that careful attention be given
during recovery operations to obtaining data which could otherwise be forever
lost without adequate planning and control. An early objective should be to
detennine and compare the values of alternative data needs and to establish
their relative priorities prior to the various recovery operation steps
during which they would take place.
A preliminary listing of desired information examples by category is given
as follows for early planning purposes (taken from a more extensive list
co~piled from all sources within NRC staff):
Listing of Data Interests for TMI Recovery Examinations
General Guidelines
1.

The recovery plan should be integrated with safety related examinations
to minimize the loss of valuable information. A management mechanism
has been suggested to assure proper coordination.

2.

Provision should be made for careful recording and filing of photographs,
TV t~pes, voice records, etc., made during the recovery process.

3.

Provision should be made for library samples for possible future tests.

Exa~ples of Specific Examinations
A.

Containment Building Interior Prior to Start of Decontamination
1.

The disposition of radionuclides on walls and operating floors, and
adsorption on concrete, should be sampled by swipes, trepanning or
similar techniques.

2.

Examination for damage associated with hydrogen burn.

3.

All glass light bulbs and glass covers should be collected, identified
for specific location and saved for eventual analysis. These items
could provide an excellent indication of integrated dose to various
parts of the containment since it is known that the amount of darkening
{or change in optica-1 density) is related to dose.

4.

Check op~rating floor areas for any evidence that the containment spray
was limited in lateral extent.

.

o.

Assess debris in sump. to determine type, size, and initial and final
location if (and how) clogging took place.
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B. Tests after Decontamination of Containment Building
1.

Perfonn a detailed examination of safety grade electrical equipment·
including cables, instruments, and motors.

2.

Check condition of thennal insulation.

3.

Check condition of valves, blowdown lines, valve packing and gaskets.

4.

Detennine extent of external corrosion on reactor pressure vessel
(including head), steam generators, pressurizer, piping and carbon
steel valves inside containment.

5.

Identify radionuclides and their location within the damaged steam
generator.

6.

Perfonn containment leak rate test to ascertain containment integrity
subsequent to hydrogen explosion and intense radiation exposure.

C. Core and Reactor Vessel
1.

2.

Reactor Vessel, CRDM's, etc. (External)
a.

extent and location of sites of contamination; characterization
of radionuclides present,

b.

ex~mination for signs of overheating, thermal distortions.

Reactor Vessel, CRDM's, Instruments (Internal}
a. melting, distortion, fission product entrapment, etc., effects
on control systems, thennal shields, upper and lower core support
structures,
b.

examination of vessel interior for damage and for signs of various
accident conditions.

3.

A visual examination of the core geometry with appropriate photographs;
precise axial and radial locations of abnormalities.

4.

Detennination of extent of gross assembly-to-assembly core damage/
distortion; estimation of flow blockages or other hydraulic phenomena,
and distribution of thermal effects.

5.

Determine distribution of (fuel and clad) debris and formation
and composition of debris deposits and debris beds.

6.

Assessment· of the conditions of core instrumentation prior to removal.

7.

Removal and inspection of fuel bundles to determine if ruptured or
melted.
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8. Poolside examination of any intact fuel bundles for degree of
ballooning and flow restriction.
9.

Removal and examinations of portions of guide tubes, control rods,
instrumentation tubes, and upper and lower core structural components.

10. Removal of small samples from selected regions of the core.
11. Hot cell examination of samples for:

D.

· E.

a.

an estimate of the maximum clad and fuel temperatures reached
in different portions of the core;

b.

exten.t of oxidation of cladding in different temperature
zones;

c.

extent of damage to grids·spacers;

d.

evidence of uo2 melting;

e.

evidence of Zr/U0 2 liquid phase formation;

f.

evidence of hydriding of zirconium cladding and the extent
of hydride formation;

g.

structural integrity of fuel pins as a function of temperatures
reached; and

h.

geometry of damaged fuel to assist estimates of coolability.

Survey Auxiliary Building and Contents
1.

Radionuclide deposition

2.

Flooding damage

3.

Contamination of steam relief valves, lines and let-down heat
exchangers.

Primary Coolant
1.

Coolant before and during decontamination to provide archival
samples for analysis. (It may be desirable to interrupt decontamination to dissolve lanthanides to obtain a sample of their
abundance.}
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PART I. -- INFORMATION RELEASED
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0
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•0

Agency records subject to the request are already available in public ADAMS or on microfiche in the NRC Public Document
Room.
Agency records subject to the request are enclosed.
Records subject to the request that contain information originated by or of interest to another Federal agency have been
referred to that agency (see comments section) for a disclosure determination and direct response to you.
We are continuing to process your request.
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II

•see Comments for details
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You will be billed by NRC for the amount listed.

0
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You will receive a refund for the amount listed.

•

Fees waived.

PART I.B - INFORMATION NOT LOCATED OR WITHHELD FROM DISCLOSURE

•
•
•

We did not locate any agency records responsive to your request. Note: Agencies may treat three discrete categories of law
enforcement and national security records as not subject to the FOIA ("exclusions"). 5 U.S.C. 552(c). This is a standard
notification given to all requesters; it should not be taken to mean that any excluded records do, or do not, exist.
We have withheld certain information pursuant to the FOIA exemptions described, and for the reasons stated, in Part II.
Because this is an interim response to your request, you may not appeal at this time. We will notify you of your right to
appeal any of the responses we have issued in response to your request when we issue our final determination.

D the
You may appeal this final determination within 30 calendar days of the date of this response b~ sending leUer or email to
FOIA Officer, at U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555-0001, orfO!A.Re.soun::;e.@nrc.gov.
~

Please be sure to include on your letter or email that it is a "FOIA Appeal."

PART I.C COMMENTS ( Use attached Comments continuation page if required)

In conformance with the FOIA Improvement Act of 2016, the NRC is informing you that you have the right to seek
assistance from the NRC's FOIA Public Liaison.
With the exemption of SECY-79-263, the remaining SECY papers in your request are enclosed, and released in their
entirety. They are: SECY-79-262, SECY-79-264, SECY-79-477, SECY-79-612, SECY-79-671, and SECY-79-552.
(see Continuation page)
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULA TORY COMlltl ss1di CY -79 ... 262

·April 16, 1979
For:

William J. Dircks, Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
Thru:

Executive Director for Operations~_

Subject:

MISAIJIINISTRATION

Purpose:

To infol"'II the Conmission about a reported misadministration.

Discussion:

On April 6, 1979, the License Management Branch (UIS)
received I telephone call fran a physicist who consults
for several hospitals 1n the Ohio area. The physicist
asked if NRC required that misadministrations be reported.
The physicist was informed that NRC has under consideration
a proposed misadlninistration reporting requirement but
that the proposed rule has not as yet been published in
effective form.
While the physicist refused to identify the hospital at
which the incident occurred because the hospital does not
want any unfavorable publicity, he did provide the
following infonu.tion:

1.

A patient being treated for bone metastases was
given 3 millicuries of phosphorus-32 as colloidal
chromic phosphate instead of the intended soluble
phosphate.

z.

The absorbed dOse to the 11ver, the organ fn which
the colloidal fonn concentrates. was estimated to be
about 900 rads.

3.

The radioactive drug was properly labeled by the
1111nufacturer.

Contact: Patricia Vacca, NMSS
42-74232

DISTRIBUTION
Cornnissioners
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4.

The patient was 1nfonned of the misadministration.

5.

The error was apparently made by hospital personnel.
The physicist noted that he had given an "in-service"
training program at the hospital about two weeks
prior to the incident and covered this type of
problem. However, not all of the people in the
department were present for the training.

6.

The misadministration occurred within the last two
weeks.

On April 6, 1979, LMB notified IE Headquarters and IE
Region III of the information provided by the physicist.
In an effort to identify the hospital at which the incident
occurred, IE Region III staff contacted Mallinckrodt,
-·Inc., the sole U.S. supplier of phosphorus-32 as colloidal
chran1c phosphate. Mallinckrodt, Inc. provided the names
of two customers in the Ohio area who had received this
radioactive drug within the last several weeks.
A review of both license files indicates that each hospital
is authorized to conduct therapy procedures which include
the use of phosphorus-32 as soluble phosphate for treatment
of bone metastases. In view of the physicist's statements
about the size of the hospital and its active therapy
program, the staff concluded that the incident occurred
at the larger of the two hospitals. The staff contacted
personnel at Akron General Medical Center by telephone
who stated that the misadministration occurred at their
hospital. An NP.C staff member visited the hospital on
Friday, April 13, 1979. The initial telephone report to
Headquarters on the morning of April 13 was that hospital
personnel denied the misadministration occurred at the
hospital and that a review of the records does not indicate
a misadministration. The NRC staff member is continuing
to look into this matter.
We will keep the COnmission infonned of further developments.

L

I

/2-, ~ i~
. I ,:.Ct.nr~6,._, -y
h,William J. Dircks, Director

Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards

UNITl!O STATI!$

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Apr11 16, 1979

INFORMATION REPORT

SECf-79-264

The Connfssfoners
W11lfam J. Dfrcks, Director
Office of Nuclear Mater1a1 Safety and Safeguards
Thru:

Executive Director for Operation~

Subject:

ISSUANCE OF ORDER TO SHOliril CAUSE

Purpose:

To infonn the Cornn1ssion of the 1ssuance of an order
suspending general license for Model No. NFS-4 packaging.

Issue:

Currently constructed packaging identif1ed as Model
No. NFS-4 may not have been fabricated in accordance
with the design approved by NRC Certificate of
Compl1ance No. 6698.

Ofscuss1on:

Our1ng a meeting on March 29, 1979, and by letter
dated April 2, 1979, the Nuclear Assurance Corporation
fnfonned the NRC staff that a cask des1gnated as the
Model No. NFS-4 (NAC-1, Ser1a1 A) was not fabricated
fn accordance with the design approved by NRC Certificate
of Compliance No. 6698. Cask Model No. NFS-4 is used
for transportation of spent reactor fuel and is
authorized to carry one PWR element or two BWR elements.
Eighteen owners/users and the Department of Energy are
currently authorized to use this model cask.
The infonnatfon provided by Nuclear Assurance Corporation
fn the March 29 meeting indicates that one or more of
the shells is warped or bowed, but the exact cause or
extent of the warp or bow is not known at this time.
Also, the NRC staff was informed that the cask manufacturer added increased shielding material in an area of
reduced shielding thickness by welding copper plates
to the outer shell of the cask.
The full safety implications of these reported deviations
are not known at this time but they could represent
a substantial reduction in the effectiveness of the ·
package such that ft would not meet the requirements of
10 CFR Part 71 for nonnal and accident conditions. It

Contact:
Charles E. MacDonald, NMSS
42-74122

..

-~
Discussion:
(continued)

is possible that other casks fabricated to this
design contain similar deviations. There are six
casks fabricated to the design and one under construction
at the present time.
An order (Enclosure 1) which was signed on April 6,
1979, was considered essential in the interest of
public health and safety. All casks of this design
should be withdrawn from use until a determination
can be made of the exact nature of any deviations
from the approved design and an assessment can be
made of the safety significance of such deviations.
The order in Enclosure 1 became effective inmediately
and affects eighteen (18) licensees. The order
required that:
1} Effective 111111ediately, the general license to
use casks designated as Model No. NFS-4 is
suspended pending further order of the Conmiss;on.
2} Each owner/user shall show cause in the manner
hereinafter provided why the general license to
use cask Model No. NFS-4 should not remain
suspended until such time as:
The owner/user demonstrates to the COlllnission
that each cask was fabricated in accordance with
the design approved by the Co111nission in Certificate of Compliance No. 6698. This demonstration
shall include review of the quality assurance
records required by Condition 17 to Certificate
of Compliance No. 6698 and actual physical measurements of existing packages.
The Office of State Programs will notify all Agreement
States of this action. The Department of Transportation
and the Department of Energy have been notified of this
action.
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Coordination: The order was coordinated with the Office of Inspection
and Enforcement and the Executive Legal Director. The
Office of Public Affairs has decided to prepare a
public announcement on the order. Appropriate
Congressional conmittees have been infonned (Enclosure 2).

,.JI<' ' .

/'-~

1.-

L,

1/4..-L

W1lliatft...j. irckS, uirector
Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards

Enclosures:
1. Order to Show Cause
2. Congressional letter
DI STR IBUTI ON:
Conmissioners
Conmission Staff Offices
Exec. Dir. for Opers.
Regional Offices
ACRS
Secretariat

UNITED ST A TES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D. C.

20555

71-6698

Gentlemen:
The attached order:
(a}

Prohibits the use of i4odel No. NFS-4 packaging by NRC 1icensees
until a determination is made that the packaging meets the
requirements of Certificate of Compliance No. 6698.

(b)

Requires an evaluation of deviations from the design approval.

(c)

Requires further order of the Comnission to return the
packagings to service.

This order is effective immediately.
Sincerely,

LA(/4/JJ-.

William J. Dircks, Director
Office of Nuclear i~aterial Safety
and Safeguards

Enclosure:

As stated

cc w/encl:

i:lr. Richard R. Rawl

Department of Transportation

Dr. William E. Mott
Department of Energy
Identical orders sent to those on
attached list

Enclosure 1

Identical

orders sent to:

Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.
ATTN: Mr. Larry Wiedemann
P.O. Box 124
West Valley, NY 14171

Baltimore Gas & Electric Company
ATTN: Mr. A. E. Lundvall, Jr.
Gas &Electric Building
Baltimore, MD 21203

Commonwealth Edison
ATTN: i~r. L. D. Butterfield, Jr.
P.O. Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

Battelle Columbus Laboratories
ATTN: Mr. Harley L. Toy
505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

Maine Yankee Atomic Power Co.
ATTN: Mr. L. H. Heider
Turnpike Road (RT 9)
Westboro, MA 01581

Babcock and Wilcox Company
ATTN: Mr. D. W. Zeff
P.O. Box 1260
Lynchburg, VA 24505

Nuclear Assurance Corporation
ATTN: Mr. Jack D. Rollins
24 Executive Park West
Atlanta, GA 30529

Boston Edison Company
ATTN: Mr. G. Carl Andognini
800 Boylston Street
Boston, MA 02199

Wisconsin Electric Power Company
ATTN: Mr. Sol Burstein
231 West Michigan
Milwaukee, WI 53201

Dairyland Power Cooperative
ATTN: Mr. R. E. Shimshak
P.O. Box 135
Genoa, WI 54632

Rochester Gas & Electric Corporation
ATTN: 1'lr. L. D. White, Jr.
89 East Avenue
Rochester, NY 14649
Jersey Central Power & Light Company
ATTN: Mr. J. T. Carroll, Jr.
P.a. Box 388 .
Forked River, NJ 08731
Duke Power Company
ATTN: Mr. W. 0. Parker, Jr.
422 South Church Street
Charlotte, NC 28201
Southern California Edison Company
ATTN: Mr. William H. Seaman
P.O. Box 800
Rosemead, CA 91770
Florida Power and Light Company
ATTN: Mr. Robert E. Uhrig
P.O. Box 013100
Miami, FL 33101

Westinghouse Electric Corporation
ATTN: Mr. Ronald P. Oipiazza
P.O. Box 355
Pittsburgh, PA 15230
Florida ,Power Corporation
ATTN: Mr. J. T. Rodgers
P.O. Box 14042
St. Petersburg, FL 33733
General Electric Company
ATTN: Mr. D. M. Dawson
175 Curtner Avenue
San Jose, CA 95125

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL SAFETY AND SAFEGUARDS
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE (IMMEDIATELY EFFECTIVE}
During a meeting on March 29, 1979, and by letter dated April 2, 1979,
the Nuclear Assurance Corporation informed the NRC staff that a cask
designated as the Model No. NFS-4 (NAC-1, Serial A) was not fabricated
in accordance with the design approved by NRC Certificate of Compliance
No. 6698. Cask Model No. NFS-4 is used for transportation of spent
reactor fuel and is authorized to carry one PWR element or two BWR
elements. Eighteen owner/users and the Department of Energy are
currently authorized to use this model cask.
The deviations were characterized as a difference in the dimensions of
the steel shells identified as Part Numbers 67 and 69 as shown in NFS
Drawing No. El0080, Revision 16. In addition, copper plates were welded
to the outside of Part 69. The information provided by Nuclear Assurance
Corporation in the March 29 meeting indicates that one or more of the
shells is warped or bowed, but the exact cause or extent of the warp
or bow is not known at this time. Also, the NRC staff was informed
that the cask manufacturer added increased shielding material in an
area of reduced shielding thickness by welding copper plates to the
outer shell of the cask.
The full safety implications of these reported deviations are not
known at this time but they couid represent a substantial reduction
in the effectiveness of the package such that i t would not meet the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 71 for normal and accident conditions.
It is possible that other casks fabricated to this design contain
similar deviations. ihere are six casks fabricated to the design and
one under construction at the present time.
II

In view of the foregoing
all casks of this design
can be made of the exact
and an assessment can be
deviations.

and in the interest of public health and safety
should be withdra\-1n from use until a determination
nature of any deviations from the approved design
made of the safety significance of such
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Accordingly, pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended,
and the Commission's regulations in 10 CFR Parts 2 and 71, IT IS
HEREBY ORDERED THAT:
1)

Effective immediately, the general license to use casks
designated as Model No. NFS-4 is suspended pending further
order of the Commission.

2}

Each owner/user shall show cause in the manner hereinafter
provided why the general license to use cask Model No. NFS-4
should not remain suspended until such time as:
The O\omer/user demonstrates to the Commission that
each cask was fabricated in accordance with the
design approved by the Commission in Certificate
of Compliance No. 6698. This demonstration shall
include review of the quality assurance records
required by Condition 17 to Certificate of
Compliance No. 6698 and actual physical measurements
of existing packages.
II I

In view of the facts set forth in Part I, above, and the importance
to public health and safety of proper fabrication of the casks, the
Director of the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards has
determined pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202{f) that the suspension of the
general license to use cask Model No. NFS-4 shall be immediately
effective.
,An owner/user to whom this Order applies may, within 20 days from the
receipt of this Order, file a written answer to this Order under oath
or affirmation. Within the same time, an owner/user may request a
hearing. Any answer or request for hearing shall be filed with
Mr. Richard E. Cunningham, Director, Division of Fuel Cycle and Material
Safety, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, O.C. 20555.
Any request for a hearing shall not stay the immediate effectiveness
of this Order. If a hearing is requested. the Commission will issue
an Order designating the time and place for hearing.
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IV
In the event a hearing is requested, the issues to be considered at
such a hearing shall be:
1) Whether the owner/user's casks designated Model No. NFS-4
were fabricated in accordance with design approved by NRC
Certificate of Compliance No. 6698, and
2) Whether this ORDER should be sustained.
FOR THE U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Lec_a~

William J. Dircks, Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this,.,..,day of April, 1979.

UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

APR 11 1979

The Honorable John D. Dingell
Chairman. Subcommittee on Energy
and Power
Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Hr. Chairman:
Enclosed for the information of the Subcommittee is a copy of an Order
to Show Cause which we recently issued to eighteen (18) licensees.
We issued this order because currently constructed packaging identified
as Model No. NFS-4 may not have been fabricated in accordance with the
design approved by NRC Certificate of Compliance No. 6698. The order
prohibits the use of the NFS-4 spent fuel cask until a determination
is made that the packaging meets the requirements of the certificate.
During a meeting on March 29, 1979, and by letter dated April 2, 1979,
the Nuclear Assurance Corporation (NAC) informed the NRC staff that a
cask designated as the Model No. NFS-4 (NAC-1, Serial A) was not fabricated in accordance with the design approved by NCR Certificate of
Compliance No. 6698. Cask Model No. NFS-4 is used for transportation
of spent reactor fuel and is authorized to carry one PWR element or
two BWR elements. Eighteen owner/users and the Department of Energy
are currently authorized to use this model cask.
The full safety implications of the reported deviations are not known
at this time but they could represent a substantial reduction in the
effectiveness of the package such that it would not meet the requirements of 10 CFR Part 71 for normal and accident conditions. It is
possible that other casks fabricated to this design contain similar
deviations. There are six casks fabricated to the design and one
under construction at the present time.

Enclosure 2

The Honorable John D. o;ngell
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The enclosed Order was considered essential in the interest of public

health and safety. All owners/users of casks of this design have been
ordered to withdraw the cask from use until a detenninatfon can be made
of the exact nature of any deviations from the approved design and an
assessment can be made of the safety significance of such deviations.
Sincerely,

William J. Dircks, Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards
Enclosure: Order to Show Cause
(Certificate of Compliance No. 6698)
cc w/encl:

The Honorable Clarence J. Brown

Identical letters To:
The Honorable Morris Udall

Subco•fttee on Energy and
the Environment

cc:

Steven D. Symms

The Honorable Gary Hart
Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation
cc:

Alan Simpson
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INFORMATION REPORT

!~ugust 8, 1979

For:

The Commissioners

From:

Harold R. Denton, Director
Off fee of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Thru:

Executive Director For Operatfons

Subject:

MEETING WITH UTILITIES HELO ON AUGUST 1, 1979 TO
DISCUSS STATUS OF STAFF STUDIES ON SHORT~TERM TMI
LESSONS.

Purpose:

To inform the Commfssion of the results and followup
of a meeting held with licensees of operating reactors
and applicants for near•term operating licenses.

Discussion:

A·meetfng was held on August 1, 1979 to brief licensees
of operating reactors and applfcants for near-term
operating licenses on the propo~ed recommendations
resulting from staff studfes in four areas: T"11·2
Lessons Learned 1 Bulletins and Orders, Emergency
Preparedness. and Operator Training. Enclosed is a
summary of the principal points discussed at the
meeting. I have asked the ACRS for its advice on these
matters. The staff will meet with the ACRS on
August 9, 1979 and we expect a letter from the Committee later this week. Before making my final
recommendation to the Commission on these matters,
I will await the advice from the ACRS.
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Enclosure:
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D. B. Vassa11o, OPM
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, 0. C. 20555

AUG
MEMORANDUM

FOR:

8 1979

D. 8. Vassallo, Acting Director, Division of Project Management, NRR
O. Eisenhut, Acting Director, Division of Operating Reactors, NRR

FROM:

R. A. Benedict, Project Manager, Light Water Reactors Branch

SUBJECT:

SUr,t-tARY OF MEETING HELD AUGUST 1, 1979 TO DISCUSS STATUS OF TMI-2
RELATED ACTIVITIES BY NRC TASK GROUPS

No. 2, OPM

A meeting was held in Bethesda on August 1, 1979 to discuss the status of TMI-2
related activities by NRC task groups. Invited to attend were all utilities
with operating pTants and seven with OL applications for which licensing action
is scheduled to be completed in the near term. These two groups are listed in
Enclosures 1 and 2 respectively. Enclosure 3 presents the agenda for the meeting.
Mr. Denton noted that, sfnce the occurrence of the TMI-2 accident, both the NRC
and the industry have been active in studying the accident to arrive at means to
prevent or mitigate future accidents of this type. He stressed that the purpose
of this meeting was to present to the industry what the NRC has in mind to propose in the way of new requirements and to obtain feedback from the industry on
these thoughts. He expressed hope that the industry could combine the efforts of
all its parts and pcovide, ultimately, a single report presenting the industry's
proposed alternatives. Such a combined effort would help reduce the time and manpower that would otherwise be spent by both industry and the NRC in evaluating
the alternatives. He noted that the formation of owners groups was already
helping to expedite and consolidate this process.
lessons learned
Mr. Mattson reviewed the major reconmendations of the "lessons learned" Task
Force, as presented more fully in NUREG-0578, "TMI Lessons Learned Task Force
Status Report and Short-Term Reconmendations. 11 He noted that implementatior. of
the reconmendations, some scheduled for January l> 1980 and others for January l,
1981, should be accomplished on time. However, for good cause shown, some of those
scheduled for January l, 1980 implementation might be delayed a few months until
the usual refueling shutdowns in the spring of 1980. Such delays would be handled
on a case-by-case basis.
Mr. Mattson stated that early meetings between NRC and industry would probably be
needed in order to expedite the implementation process. He also noted that the
"lead plant" process might be used, indicating that Salem 2 and North Anna 2 might
be such lead plants. Concerning operating reactors, the Babcock and Wilcox plants
would probably be first for implementation, followed by the Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering plants. For near-tenn OL's, we would write SER supplements
that would address all the near-term Lessons Learned and Bulletins and Orders.
The TMI-2 items for plants not as advanced in the licensing process would be
handled as part of the normal review process.

- 2Questions from the floor, concerning.Lessons Learned, concentrated on three items:
1.

Performance testing of relief and safety valves,

2. Requirements for a shift technical adviser,
3. Revised limiting conditions for operation.
Industry concern about testing of relief and safety valves centered on the present lack of test facilities in the United States, which would delay implementation of this item. Mr. Mattson noted that there may be foreign facilities
that might be used. He also noted that, some years ago, General Electric
had performed tests on main steam isolation valves at an existing fossil-fueled
boiler plant. NRC might become a party to such testing but a detailed test program from industry would be needed in order to justify expenditure of R&O funds.
Concerning the shift technical supervisor, cof11Tlents from the floor indicated
that the industry does not particularly object to the NRC proposal to have the
talents required be available on shift, but industry does object to the requirement that these talents be vested in a separate. advisory-type individual.
There would probably be severe conflicts between the experienced Senior Reactor
Operators (SRO's) and a technical advisor whose background did not necessarily
include "hands-on" operating experience. Also, it would be difficult to hold
graduate engineers on shift work. Several questioners asked that industry be
permitted to upgrade the SRO to have the required talents. This would be much
easier to accomplish than to find 350 qualified individuals to staff approximately
70 plants within the next five months.
Mr. Mattson indicated that NRC is willing to consider industry proposals but that
the function of the advisor must be provided on shift. Future improvements in
control room design, combined with upgrading the SRO's, may ultimately provide
the function, thus eliminating the need for a separate advisor. And Mr. Denton
noted that industry self-interest in reliability of plant operation and in
liability protection should be leading industry in the direction of having the
required talents on site at all times rather than only in the central office
during the day.
Concerning the recorrrnended changes to the limiting conditions for operation,
interest from the floor centered on the proposed requirement that the plant be
shut down to a cold condition upon total loss of a safety function. Several
commentators stated that the NRC already has the authority to require such
a shutdown, and shutdown should not be required for a short-term violation.
Mr. Mattson responded that responsibility for safe operation still resides in
the utility, and should not be shifted to the NRC. Moreover, some plants have
had many violations while others have had none, indicating a difference in
management attention to operational safety. The NRC believes that these violations underscore the need for operational excellence and only by forcing management's attention to this matter can there be assurance that no one individual

.....
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can jeopardize safe operation. A further point raised from the floor concerned
the "disgruntled" employee who could force a plant shutdown intentionally.
Mr. Mattson reiterated that, although this point had not been considered, no
one person should be able to cause a safety function to be negated. The industry
further noted that shutdown penalizes the consumer in increased costs for replacement power, not the utility which can pass on its increased costs. Industry
requested that it be heard more fully on this matter before the subject goes
into the rulemaking process.
Mr. Denton mentioned that he is considering adding to the Lessons Learned recom•
endations a requirement for the capability to remotely vent the reactor vessel,
during operation, to the pressurizer or quench tank. This would prevent formation of a bubble in the reactor vessel as a result of a transient or accident.
Bulletins and Orders
Mr. Ross presented the status of the work being done by the Bulletins and Orders
Task Force. His discussion is outlined in Enclosure 4.
The work has concentrated on the loss-of-feedwater event and on the small-break
loss-of-coolant accident, It will result 1n instruction to utilities, evaluation
of utility-responses to these instructions, and issuance of staff safety evaluation reports, followed by utility implementation of plant or operational changes.
Safety evaluation reports have been issued for B&W operating plants. Generic
SER's will be issued for Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering plants.
Floor questions centered on scheduling and manpower requirements. Mr. Denton
noted that the B&O group will probably cease to exist by January l, 1980. Casework on near-term OL's is going well and NRC is getting outside help to assist
in the review of plants scheduled for later licensing decisions. I.n response
to a point made that NRC should consider, in its requests to industry for smallbreak LOCA analysest that industry's resources are limited just as are those
of the NRC. Mr. Ross noted that most of the review of analytical work will
be done during the normal staff review, not by the Task Group. This should
help spread out the industry work over a period of time.
Emergency Preparedness
Mr. Grimes presented the status of the work being done by the Emergency Preparedness Task Force. His discussion summarized the information presented in Enclosure
5. He also noted that regional meetings will be held later with licensees and
applicants and state and local officials. These meetings will be held to assure
mutual understanding of the required emergency preparedness.
Mr. Grimes further noted recent Congressional actions that may lead to requiring
approved state plans by mid-1980.

- 4 -

Industry interest, as evidenced by questions from the floor, centered on potential
difficulties with states that either have no plans or do not agree with NRC
requirements. Mr. Grimes admitted that this could be a problem, but noted that
shutdown of a plant due to absence of a state plan might be politically undesirable from the state's standpoint. He also believes that conducting joint emergency exercises, perhaps every five years, will point up the desirability of
having good state plans.
In response to a question concerning the details of such things as the number of
telephones and other lines of corrmunication, Mr. Grimes stated that NRC would
probably not provide such detailed requirements; they would be determined by the
particular circumstances of each plant and each state.
Operator Training
Mr. Collins discussed the status of work being done with respect to operator
training. The points he covered are outlined in Enclosure 6. He also noted
that the new requirements would probably be manifested in a new or revised Regulatory Guide.
Questions from the floor were concentrated on simulator training. Mr. Denton
noted that simulators should handle off-normal events as well as normal operation
and design basis accidents. Mr. Collins said that a week of simulator training
would be part of the requalification requirements and that the operator performance
criteria for requalification would be the same as for the original training.
Training instructors may be from other plants but, in most cases, should have SRO
licenses. Furthermore, operating experience cannot substitute for simulator
training, and a "hands-on" examination is still required for a cold license. He
agreed that, if an SRO is a graduate engineer, he might be excused from that
training in which he can exhibit expertise.
Mr. Denton noted that he is encouraged by the formation of the industry-sponsored
Nuclear Operations Institute which is intended to be able to certify operators.
The NRC is interested in this program and will cooperate in every way it can.
Closing Remarks
Mr. Denton stated that he would take the industry corrments into consideration
before making his final decision on these matters.

R. A. Benedict

Light Water Reactors Branch No. 2
Division of Project Management
Enc 1osures:

As Stated

ccs w/enclosures:

See next pages
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ENCLOSURE

l

OPERATING REACTORS
Alabama Power (Farley)

Maine Yankee Atomic Power (Maine Yankee)

~rkansas Power & Light (Arkansas)

Nebraska Public Power District (Cooper)

Baltimore Gas & Electric (Calvert
Cliffs)

Niagara Mohawk (Nine Mile Point)

Boston Edison (Pilgrim)
Carolina Power &Light (Brunswick &
Robinson)
COITll'lonwealth Edison (Dresden, Quad
Cities &Zion)
1:onnecticut Yankee Atomic Power
(Connecticut Yankee)

Northeast Nuclear Energy (Millstone)
Northern States Power (Monticello &
Prairie Island)
·
Omaha Public Power District (Ft. Calhoun)
Philadelphia Electric (Peach Bottom)
Portland General Electric (Trojan)

:onsolidated Edison (Indian Point 2)

Power Authority of the State of New York
(Indian Point 3 & Fitzpatrick)

Consumers Power (Big Rock Point &
Palisades)

Public Service of Colorado (Ft. St. Vrain)

Dairyland (Lacrosse)
Duke Power (Oconnee)

Public Service Electric & Gas (Salem)
Rochester Gas & Electric (Ginna)

Duquesne Light (Beaver Valley

Sacramento Municipal Utility District
(Rancho Seco)

Florida Power Corp. (Crystal River)

Southern California Edison (San Onofre)

Florida Power &Light (St. Lucie &
Turkey Point)

Tennessee Valley Authority (Browns Ferry)

Georgia Power (Hatch)
Indiana & Michigan Electric
(D. C. Cook)

Iowa Electric Light &Power
(Duane Arnold)
Jersey Central Power &Light
(Oyster Creek)
Metropolitan Edison (Three Mile Island)

Toledo Edison (Davis-Besse)
Verment Yankee Nuclear Power (Vermont Yankee'
Virginia Electric &Power (North Anna &
Surry)
Wisconsin Michigan Power &Wisconsin
Electric Power (Point Beach)
Wisconsin Public Service (Kewaunee)
Yankee Atomic Electric (Yankee-Rowe)

ENCLOSURE 2
UTILITIES WITH NEAR-TERM OL'~
Cincinnati Gas &Electric (Zinrner)
Conmonwea1th Edison (LaSalle)

Duke Power (McGuire)
Pacific Gas &Electric (Oiab1o Canyon)
Public Service of New Jersey (Salem 2)
TVA (Sequoyah)
Virginia Electric Power Company (North Anna 2)

ENCLOSURE 3

AGENDA

FOR
MEETING WITH LICENSEES OF OPERATING REACTORS ANO APPLICANTS.
WITH NEAR-TERM OLS

1.

2.

Introduction

10:00 A.M.

H. Denton

(a)

Near-Tenn Ols

0. Vassallo

(b)

Operating Reactors

D. Eisenhut

Lessons Learned

10:30 A.M.

R. Mattson

---------------------------------Lunch-----------------------------------3.

Bulletins and Orders

1 :00 P.M.

0. Ross

4.

Emergency Preparedness

2:00 P.M.

B. Grimes

5.

Operator Training

3:00 P.M.

P. Collins
/

6.

Sumnary

4:00 P,M.

0. Vassallo

D. Eisenhut
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~!!lx 23, 1979

SECY-79-450

b

For:

The Commissioners

Thru:

Executive Director for Operations fl"l''-

F1·an:

Harold R. Denton, Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation

Subject:

ACTION PLAN FOR PROMPTLY IMPROVING EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

Purpose:

To infonn the Commission of the staff's plans to take
immediate steps to improve licensee preparedness at all
operating power plants and for near-tenn OL's.

o·· scussion:

While the emergency plans of all power reactor licensees
have been reviewed by the staff in the past for confonnance
to the general provisions of Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50,
the most recent guidance on emergency planning, primarily
that given in Regulatory Guid~ 1.101 "Emergency Planning
for Nuclear Power Plants has not yet been fully implemented
by most reactor licensees.· Further, there are some additional
areas where improvements in emergency planning have been
highlighted as particularly significant by the Three Mile
Isl and- accident.

~

/'l

-
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The NRR staff plans to undertake an intensive effort over
about the next year to improve licensee preparedness at
all operating power reactors and those reactors scheduled
for an operating license decision within the next year.
This effort will be closely coordinated with a similar
effort by the Office of State Programs to improve State
and local response plans through the concurrence process
and Office of Inspection and Enforcement efforts to verify
proper implementation of licensee emergency preparedness
activities.
The main elements of the staff effort, as listed in
Enclosure 1, are as follows:
(1)

Upgrade licensee emergency plans to satisfy
Regulatory Guide l.101, with special attention
to the development of unifom action level
criteria based on plant parameters.

The Commissioners
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(2)

Assure the implementation of the related recommendations of the NRR Lessons learned Task Force involving
instrumentation to follow the course of an accident
and relate the infonnation provided by this
instrumentation to the emergency plan action levels.
This will include instrumentation for post-accident
sampling, high range radioactivity monitors, and improved
in-plant radioiodine instrumentation. The implementation
of the Lessons Learned recommendation on instrumentation
for detection of inadequate core cooling will also be
factored into the emergency plan action level criteria.

(3)

Determine that an Emergency Operations Center for
Federal, State and local personnel has been established
with suitable communications to the plant, and that
upgrading of the facility in accordance with the Lessons
Learned recommendation for an in-plant technical support
center is underway •

.(4)

Assure that improved licensee offsite monitoring capab111ties (including additional TLD's or equivalent) have been
provided for all sites.

(5) Assess the relationship of State/local plans to the

licensee's and Federal plans so as to assure the
capability to take appropriate emergency actions.
Assure that this capability will be extended to a
distance of 10 miles as soon as practical, but not
later than January 1, 1981. This item will be
perfonned in conjunction with the Office of State
Programs and the Office of Inspection and Enforcement.

(6) Require test exercises of approved Emergency Plans
(Federal, State, local, licensees), review plans for
such exercises, and participate in a limited number
of joint exercises. Tests of licensee plans will be
required to be conducted as soon as practical for
all facilities and before reactor startup for new
licensees. Exercises of State plans will be perfonned

.. -

,
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in conjunction with the concurrence reviews of the
Office of State Programs. Joint test exercises
involving Federal, State, local and licensees will
be conducted at the rate of about 10 per year, which
would result in all sites being exercised once each
five years.
The staff review will be accomplished by about 6
review teams, similar to the concept used to assure
suitable implementation of the physical security
provisions of 10 CFR 73.55. As a minimum, the teams
will consist of a team leader from NRR, a member from
Los Alamos Scientific Lab (LASl) and, at least for field
visits, a member from the IE Regional office. LASL will
be used as the source of non-NRC team members because of
the expertise gained. and familiarity with the plants acquired
during the physical security reviews. The Division of
Operating Reactors will have the responsibility for completing these reviews for both operating reactors and near-tenn
OL s. J. R. Miller, Assistant Director, DOR will be responsible for imp]ementation of the program. General policy
and technical direction will be provided by Brian Grimes,
Assistant Director, DOR.
1

The .first sites to be reviewed by the teams will be those
scheduled for operating licenses within the next year and
those sites in areas of relatively high population. Major
milestones for the program are being developed and will
include regional meetings with 1 icensees to discuss the
program, site visits by the review team, and meetings
with local officials.
Coordination:

This action plan has been discussed with the Task Force on
Emergency Planning and the Task Force Chairman, T. F. Carter,
has advised that the Task Force deliberations to date have
indicated no reason why NRR should not proceed. The Office
of State Programs concurs in this plan. The Office of
Inspection and Enforcement concurs in the plan.

The Commissioners
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NRR expects to perfonn this task without augmentation of
resources beyond those authorized for FY79 and FY80.

/-/4.,p~ t!Z,I_
Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Enclosure:
Emergency Preparedness Improvements
for Operating Plants and Near
Tenn OL' s
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ENCLOSURE NO. l
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS IMPROVEMENTS
AND COMMITMENTS REijUIRED FOR OPERATING PLANTS AND NEAR TERM OL'S
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Item

1.

Upgrade emergency plans to Regulatory Guide 1.101
with special attention to action level criteria
based. on plant parameters.

2.

Implement certain short term actions recommended
by Lessons Learned task force and use these in
action level criteria.2/

Implementation
Categorx]/

Al

2.l.8(a) Post-accident sampling

3.

1/

A

Preparation of revised procedures

A

Implement plant modifications

B

De~cription of proposed modification

A

2.l.8(b) High range radioactivity monitors

B

2.1.B(c)

A

Improved in-plant iodine instrumentation

Establish Emergency Operations Center for Federal.
State and Local Officials
(a)

Designate location and alternate location and
provide communications to plant

(b)

Upgrade Emergency Operations Center in
conjunction with in-plant technical
support center

-category A:
Category A1:
Category B:
2/

Design review complete

B

Implementation prior to OL or by January 1, 1980 (see NUREG-0578).
Implementation prior to OL or by mid-1980.
Implementation by January 1, 1981.

-The implementation of the Lessons Learned task force recommendation item 2.1.J(b),
instrumentation for detection of inadequate core cooling, will also be factored
into the action level criteria.
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Iter.,

Implementation
Category

•+. Improve off site monitoring capab i1 ity
,.

5.

Assure adequacy of State/local plans
{a)

Against current criteria

(b)

Against upgraded criteria

Conduct test exercises (Federal, State, local,
licensee)
{a)

Test of licensees emergency plan

(b)

Test of State emergency plans

{c) Joint test exercise of emergency plans
(Federal, State, local, licensee)
New OL's
All operating plants

B

Within 5 years

RECOMMENDATION 1
l

INCREASE MINIMUM EXPERIENCE ·
REQUIREMENTS FOR SENIOR OPERATOR
APPLICANTS .
'

4 YEARS OF OPERATING EXPERIENCE
2 YEARS NUCLEAR - 6 MONTHS ON SITE
• NUCLEAR PLANT STAFF ENGINEER OR

,,
~~
--.n
or

0

l'1'l

• CONTROL ROOM OPERATOR

:,c,o

• 2 YEARS MAY BE ACADEMIC

V,

-iC:
:,c, ::0

>m
.....

-

:z en
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RECOMMENDATION 2

SENIOR OPERATOR APPLICANTS
MUST HOLD AN OPERATOR
LICENSE FOR SIX MONTHS

I

RECOMMENDATION 3

MORE SPECIFIC TRAINING
REQUIREMENTS FOR HOT
LICENSE APPLICANTS

RECOMMENDATION 4
REQUIRE SIMULATOR
TRAINING FOR HOT
LICENSE APPLICANTS

RECOMMENDATION 5
•

MORE FREQUENT AUDITING OF
TRAINING PROGRAMS,
INCLUDING ADMINISTRATION OF
SOME CERTIFICATION
EXAMINATIONS

I

RECOMMENDATION 6
- REQUIRE INSTRUCTORS TO
HOLD SENIOR OPERATOR
LICENSES

RECOMMENDATIONS 7,
8AND9
•

REQUALIFICATION PROGRAMS
1. REQUIRE ANNUAL SIMULATOR RETRAINING
2. REQUIRE SPECIFIC EXERCISES
3. NRC ADMINISTER SOME OF THE ANNUAL
EVALUATIONS

RECOMMENDATIONS 1 O,
AND13
NRC WRITTEN EXAM/NA/TONS
A. IN.CREASE THE SCOPE TO INCLUDE
THERMODYNAMICS, HYDRAULICS AND
RELATED SUBJECTS
B. NEW PASSING GRADES FOR WRITTEN
EXAMINATIONS
80% OVERALL
70°/o EACH CATEGORY
C. INFORM FACILITY MANAGEMENT OF
RESULTS .

RECOMMENDATIONS 11, 12
AND15
•

NRC OPERATING TESTS
A. PART OF THE OPERATING TEST TO BE
ADMINISTERED ON A SIMULATOR
B. SENIOR OPERATORS TO BE
ADMINISTERED SIMULATOR OPERATING
TESTS
C. REVIEW ANSI/ ANS 3.5-1979 ''NUCLEAR
POWER PLANT SIMULATORS"
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TO INFORM THE COMMISSION OF THE RESULTS OF THE NRi ~TAFF 1 S

COMPLETED REVIEW OF THE NON-RADIOLOGICAL CONSEQUE"CES TO
THE AQUATIC BIOTA P.,~rn FISHERIES OF THE SUSQUEHAl~NA RIVER

FROM THE ACCIDENT AT THREE MILE ISLAND NUCLEAR STATION

Discussion:

On March 28. 1979, Three Mile Island Nuclear Station experienced
an accident which has raised serious public concern about safety
and environmental ramifications of nuclear facility operation.
Verified reports of very high core coolant temperatures and
releases o1 liquid industrial wastes into the Susquehanna River
during and following the accident prompted NRC Staff to initiate
a study of the non-radiological (thermal and chemical) consequences of the accident tot.he river biota and fisheries. Since
the accident was a unique occurrence for which no generic non•
radiological assessment exists, the Staff felt it important to
document fully and carefully the non-radiological operational
characteristics of the station and any causally-related
environmental responses of the river biota and recreational
fishery.
The enclosed manuscript 1s the Staff report in response to the
above concerns. In addition to assessing potential for
accident-related impacts. the report endeavors to reference
pertinent recent studfes and assessments anc presents data
collected during the periods immediately before and following
the accident so that their availabil;ty and general content
might be kn~wn by interested public, private. and governmental
activities. The Staff proposes to publish the report as a
NUREG so th,!t: public access will be readily available; the
findings can form the foundation for fo11ow-up studies (as
appropriate) during decontamination and clean-up of Unit 2; a~d
the generic aspects will be available for app1ication to other
cases and EIS projects.
The non-radiological consequences of the accident to the aquatic
biota and fisheries were assessed through the post-accident period
of July 1979 and compared wfth environmental data for corresponding

Contact:

C. R. Hickey, NRR
49-28205
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periods during the years of 1974-1978.
findings is presented below.

A summary of the

1.

During and following the accident, thennal discharges to the
river never exceeded limitations imposed by the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania and were all within the values reviewed and
found to be acceptable in NRC preoperational NEPA assessments.
The concentrations of chemical substances releases during the
period never exceeded NPDE~1imitations and were within the
values reviewed and found to be acceptable in preoperational
NEPA assessments.

2.

The relative location of the effluent (thermal) plume was
identified and found to be confined to very near the west
shoreline of Three Mile Island, witn a maximum downstream
extent of about 1000 meters (0.6 mile).

3.

Since thermal and chemical effluents were within previously
assessed values, impacts to aquatic biota were not expected,
An examination of biotic conditions was made which confirmed
the abs1:nce of any detectable impacts to benthic invertebrates .:1.nd fishes. Several species of fishes were documented
to have been in the effluent plume area during the period,
_ including _rough (carp, suckers), forage (shiners, darters),
· and predator/sport fishery (bass, sunfishes, walleye) species.

4.

Post-accident recreational fishing patterns in the site
vicinity departed from historical trends. Fishing appeared
to part"ially shift from the reservoir in the immediate site
vicinity to other areas, especially downstream to the York
Haven Dam and hydroelectric station tailrace. Anglers
fished relative1y less in the reservoir and those who did
fish thEH"e returned greater proportions of their catches
than during any corresponding time period within the previous
five years. This was most notable during April 1979, when
anglers returned an unprecedented 100% of their catches.
~lith time following the accident, the patterns of recreational
fishing returned to nonnal or near-normal.

5.

Several generic aspects from this study of non-radiological
effects were noted, including:

* National Pollutant Disch,arge Elimination System Permit 1s required
Section 402 of the Clean Water Act (PL 92-500 as amended) and is
administered by the C01T1111:>m1ealth of Pennsylvania.

fiy
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6.

a.

The ability to control ther.nal and chemical effluents
during an accident to within acceptable levels, thus
minimizing the potential for impact to aquatic biota.

b.

The accident happened during a biological season when
impacts would have been most detectable. This timing
plus the availability of detailed site specific data
permitted a realistic assessment and a reasonab'le
conclusion of no impact.

c.

The need for and availability of data for assessing
impacts were examined through the period of the accident.
Environmental monitoring required by both the ETS"'and
NPDES permit were essential elements for realistically
assessing impacts. A scenario was developed for situations which might occur many years after the stop of
det,iiled site specific studies to consider how the lack
of data could affect the ability to assess the impacts.

Several findings of this non-radiological study may be of
assistance in the assessment of the potential radiological
consequences of the accident and to radiological assessment
in general:
a.

The identification of the extent and relative location of
the effluent plume could be useful in defining the
imrrmdiate impact area for collecting samples of river
water and sediments and aquatic biota for radiological
ana"lysis.

b.

The identification of several components of the fish
corrununity in the immediate effluent plume area could be
useful for selecting fishes to be studied for radiologica1
purposes.

c,

The identification of fish disease and mortality conditions
by type and species, as known from the site vicinity
historically and following the accident, could be used for
comparison and foll ow-up after an accident.

d.

Examination of the recreational fishery in the site
vicinity following the accident showed that fishing
temporarily shifted away from the immediate site
vicinity (the reservoir) to other areas. During the
first month following the accident (April 1979) anglers

* Environmental Technical Specifications are included as Appendix B to the
facility operating license.
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fishing in the reservoir were noted as having kept none
of their catches. This suggests that the liquid
radiological pathway leading to man via finfish consumption was absent in the immediate receiving waters of
station effluents. As such, a form of voluntary pathway
interdiction might have been exercised by the anglers.
Coordination:

Availability of the NUREG document will be noticed in the
Federal Register.
,--
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Harold R. Denton, Director
I Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Enclosure:
Staff Report
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ABSTRACT
The non-radiological consequences to the aquatic biota and fisheries of the
Susquehanna River from the ~arch 28, 1979 accident at Three Mile Island
Nuclear Station were assessed through the post-accident period of July 1979.
Thennal and chemical discharges during the period did not exceed required
effluent limitations.

Several million 'gallons of treated industrial waste

effluents were released into the river which were not of unusual volumes
compared with normal ope~ation and were a very small proportion of the
seasonally high river flows.

The extent and relative location of the effluent

plume were defined and the fishes known to have been under its immediate
influence were identified, including rough, forage, and predator/sport fishery
species.

No impacts to benthic invertebrates or fishes were detected.
conditions of fish disea!:e or roortalities were noted.

No unusual

Nonnal seasonal

increases in faunal abundance and species composition occurred, as did the
onset of the fish spawnirig season in April with peaks of 1chthyoplankton
abundance in ~ay and June.

Post-accident recreational fishing patterns in the vicinity of Three ~ile
Island departed fran historical trends.

Fishing appeared to partially shift

emphasis from the reservoir proper near the nuclear station to other areas,
especially downstream. Anglers fished relatively less in the reservoir and

returned greater proportions of their catches than during any corresponding
ii

time period within the previous five years. This was most notable during
April when anglers returr1e~ an unprecedented 100% of their catches.

With time

following the accident, the patterns of recreational fishing returned to
nonnal or near-normal.

Several generic aspects o,f this investigation are discussed, including:

the

occurrence of the accident with respect to the biological season, and the
ability to detect an impact; data availability and data needs for assessment;
and the application of these non-radiological findings for radiological impact
assessment.

Hi•
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.

The non-radiological consequences to the aquatic biota and fisheries of
the Susquehanna River from the March 28, 1979 accident at Three Mile
Island Nuclear Station were assessed through the post-accident period of
July 1979.

Data utilized in the study included site specific biological

and water quality information collected

by

the Licensee and his con-

sultants during operational monitoring at Units 1 and 2, beginning in
1974 and continuing through the period of study.

Data were also

available through the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania NPOES monitoring
program, from the U. S. Geological Survey, from knowledgable persons
within state and federal agencies, and from aquatic biological studies
conducted in other 1Jpstream and downstream areas of the Susquehanna
River.

Z.

During and following the accident, the AT and discharge temperatures at
the river discharge never exceeded thermal limitations imposed by the
Coaonwealth of Pennsylvania.

The thermal discharges were all within the

values reviewed and found to be acceptable in preoperational NEPA
assessments, including the 1972 NRC FES, the 1976 NRC Final Supplement to
the FES, the 1977 Unit 2 environmental hearing.

Similarly, the concen·

trations of chemical substances released during the period never exceeded
NPDES limitations and were within the values reviewed and found to be
acceptable in preoperatfonal assessments.

The several millions of

gallons of treated industrial waste effluents released into the river
were not of unusual volume compared with normal operational releases and

xi

were very small in volume relative to the seasonally high river flow
during that time.

3.

Util 1zing data co1'1ected during operational themal plume mapping surveys
(1974-1978). the relative location of the effluent plume, and thus that
portion of the rec1!iving waters under its immmediate influence, were
identified. The effluent plume has been confined to very near the west
shoreline of Three ~ile Island.

Its maximum measurable extent has been

to distances less than 20m offshore and 1000m (about 0.6 mile) downstream, or to a point about halfway between the discharge and the
junction of the York Haven Dam with Three Mile Island.

4.

Since thennal and c:hemical effluents did not violate established
limitations and were within previously assessed values, impacts to
aquatic biota were not expected. An examination was conducted of biotic
conditions in the river during the period of the accident and compared
w1th historic conditions.
were detected.

No effects to benthic invertebrates or fishes

No unusual conditions of fish disease or mortality were

noted in the river following the accident. The nomal spring increases in
faunal abundance occurred~-as dfd the onset of the fish spawning
season in April with ichthyoplankton peaks during ~ay and June.

Sa~pling

with several gear t_ypes in the immediate effluent plume area documented
the presence of man_y fish species including rough (carp, suckers), forage
{shiners, darters), and predator/sport (bass, sunfishes, walleye)
species.

xii

5.

Post-accident recr,!ational fi-shing patterns in the site vicinity departed
fran historical trends.

Fishing appeared to partially shift away from

the reservoir in the ill'llllediate site vicinity to other areas, especially
downstream to the York Haven Dam and the hydroelectric station.

Anglers

fished relatively less in the reservoir and those who did fish there
returned greater pr·oportions of their catches than during any corresponding time pericid within the previous five years.

This was most

notab1e during April 1979, when anglers in the reservoir returned an
unprecedented 100% of their catches.

With time following the accident,

the patterns of recreational fishing returned to normal or near-norrial.

6.

Several generic aspects realized from this study were noted, inc1udfog:
a.

A realization that thermal and chemical ·effluents during the

accident could be maintained within acceptable levels, thus
minimizing the potential for impact to aquatic biota.
b.

The occurrence of the accident during a biological season when
impacts might have been most detectable, had they occurred. This
possibility plus the availab111ty of detailed site specific data for
evaluation of impact pennitted a realistic assessment and a
reasonable conclusion of no impact. This conclusion supports that
expected from the non-violation of thennal and chemical discharge
limits, and might be expected to result {in general) following
accidents (of the type experienced at Three ~ile Island) in which
similar limitations are not violated.
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c.

The data needs and data availability for assessing impacts were
examined, on the premise that the situation which occurred at Three
Mile Island probably represented a best-case with respect to the
presence of several recent years of detailed studies which continued
through the period of the accident.

Environmental monitoring

required by both the ETS and NPOES pennit were essential elements in
realistically assessing impacts.

A

scenario was developed for

accidents {or any non-accident events of potential ecological
significance) which occur many years after the cessation of detailed
site specific studies and considered how the lack of such data could
affect the ability to realistically assess the impacts.
coping with this situation were explored including:

~eans for

periodic goal

oriented monitc1ring for updating specific types of information; goal
oriented operat.ional monitoring during the early years of reactor
life; the types of infonnation which likely could be obtained
following an accident which occurs many years into station life and
for which no site specific studies have been conducted for many
years.

7.

Several findings of this non-radiological study are applicable to the
assessment of the potential radiological consequences of the Three ~ile
Island accident, and to radiological assessment in general. They are as
follows:

a)

The identification of the i!'1fflediate extent and relative location of

the effluent plume could be useful in defining the fmmedfate impact
area for collecting radiological samples of river water and
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sedinents and aquatic biota which might have received doses prior to
significant effluent dilution with river flows.
b)

The identifica~ion of several co~~cnents of the fish co~~unity
(rough, forage. predator/sport} in the immediate effluent plume area
could be useful for defining fishes to be studied for radiological
;,urposes.

c)

ihe identification of fish disease and ~ortality conditions

by

type

and species, as known from the site vicinity historically and
foll01~ing the accicent, could be used for co:nparison and followup
after an accident or radiological r~1ease event for short-term
(nortalities) and lcng•term (disease) effect studies, as potentially
causally related to the releases.
d)

~x2,1ir,ction of the recreational fishery in the site vicinity
fo11cvling the cecident showed that fishing partially shifted from
the i~mediate site vicinity (the reservoir} to other areas.

During

the first month following the accident (April 1979) anglers fishing

in the reservoir proper were noted as having kept none of their
catches.

This suggests that the liquid radiological pathway leading

to man via finfish consumption was absent in the immediate receiving
waters of the station effluents.

As such, a forr:1 of voluntary

pathway interdiction might have been exercised by the anglers.
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I.

INTROOUCT,ION ANO OVERVIEW

The Three Mile Island Nuclear Station 1s located in Dauphin County on the York
Haven Pond (Lake Frederic} of the Susquehanna River approximately 10 miles
(6.2 km) downstream {southeast) from Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.

The station

consists of two cl osed-c,Ycle cooling steam electric generating units
(Figure 1}.

Initial reactor criticality was achieved at Unit 1 (871 MWe} on

June 5, 1974 and at Unit 2 (959 ~We} on March 28, 1978.

Unit 2 was designated

to be in c011mercial opeNtion on December 30, 197a!/.

On ~arch 28, 1979, Unit 2 was operating at 97 percent of full power when it
experienced a loss of normal feedwater supply that led to a turbine trip and
1ater to a reactor trip.

Subsequently, a series of events occurred that

resulted in significant damage to portions of the reactor core.

During the

early phases of the accident, the reactor coolant system experienced high
temperatures, at one poi,,t in excess of 620°F (.,.;..:327°C). After about
15.5 hours, the core coo'lant temperatures decreased to about 280°F {,...;_138°CJ.

Heat was transferred thri,ugh one steam generator to the main condenser and
then to the atmosphere and river by the circulating cooling water system. The
reactor remained in that condition, but with decreasing temperature during the
next several weeks, and

1,n

natural circulation cool'rng

generatorb'.

Friday April 27, 1979, the unit was placed in a

mode w1th

heat removal through the

steam

Unit 1 begun a shutdown for refuel 1ng on February 16, 1979, and

was 1n a cold shutdown mode

at

the onset of the Unit 2 accident.

2

The nuclear incident was of critical public concern due to health and safety
considerations and much documentation of these matters has already occurred.
A detailed list through May 21, 1979 of available preincident and postincident
documents is published 11, as well as several postincident NRG assessments of
health and safety related matters Y 51

'ii sil W lli 58<

It is the intent of this report to examine the non-radiological conseauences
to the aouatic biota of the Susquehanna River in the vicinity of Three ~ile
Island during and following the accident.

Since the incident was a unique

occurrence, it is important and useful to document the non-radiological
operational characteristics of the station which potentially could affect the
river biota and to cite the sources of available infonnation for such an
examination. This report will examine station operation during the period of
the accident in relation to normal operation and to previous impact assessments of operation on Susquehanna River biota.

Aquatic ecological studies of

the river in the vicini~y of Three Mile Island have been ongoing for several
years and have fonned the bases for impact assessments in the 1976 NRC Final
Supplement to the Final Environmental Statement.§/ and during the 1977
environmental hearings before the NRC Atomic Safety and Licensing Board in
Harrisburg.

It is not the intent of this report to describe or summarize all

the studies which have occurred or which are ongoing, since most of the
studies already are summ.ar1zed or evaluated in several documents, including
the FEs!f, hearing test1mon,2/ §,/

21,

and the current Environmental Technical

Specifications (ETS) and the1r canpanion Enviroranental Program Description
Document for operation of Unit 2.

It is the intent to reference the pertinent
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recent studies and assessments and to present data collected during the
periods immediately before and following the accident so that their availability and general content might be known by interested private, public, and
governmental concerns. The findings and generic _aspects will then be
discussed in a broader sense, along with the applicability of the
non-radiological findings to radiological assessments.

FIGURE 1.

THE TIUtEE MILE ISLAND NUCLEAR STATIOH SlH

(lH

TIIE SUSQUEIIJ\NNI\ RIVER, PENHSYLVANIA (Ref.No.10).
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II. NON-RADIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF STATION OPERATION AND
WATEF! QUALITY IN THE SUSQUEHANNA RIVER

The aspects of station operation during the accident which potentially could
have affected the aquatic: biota of the Susquehanna River are related to
thennal and chemical discharges.

During the NRC review of the potential

impacts of operation of Unit 2 on the Susquehanna River, the water quality
conditions as they existed then were examined.§.( The water quality of the
river was found to be generally good.

Parameters of concern in the Three ~ile

Island site vicinity included nutrients, iron, pH, sulfate, and coliform
bacteria concentration.

Typical values of these and other parameters in the

river near the site for the period June 1967 through August 1974 are shown in
Table 2.4 of the FES §.I. The NRC NEPA review §j examined several water quality
parameters of the nuclear station discharge that were of concern either
because of their potential for adverse affects in and of themselves or in
concert with conditions 'in the receiving waters.

Included were:

sulfate

(fran stat1on demineraliters and concentrat1on effects in the closed-cycle
ecol ing system); copper cmd zinc (fran erosion products of the heat exchangers
in the cooling waters); residual chlorine (fran biofouling control}; temperature; total dissolved solids; and alkalinity and pH.

Oata on these parameters

are available fran ongoing ioonitoring programs at Three Mile Island. as
required by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania NPDES Pennit PA-0009920 and the
USNRC Environmental Techrt1ca1 Specifications (Appendix B to the Facility

Operating Licenses for Units l and 2). These data are discussed below in
relation to nonnal statfon operation, applicable permit limits and discharge

standards, and to relevant previous studies and analyses.
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A.

Thermal Discharges

Both units of the nuclear station utilize hyperbolic natural draft
cooling towers (two towers per unit) for dissipating the heat rejected
from the steam cycle.

Additionally, all of the cooling water effluent

from the station is passed through mechanical draft cooling towers (one
per unit) prior to discharge to the river 101 .

Each unit utilizes a

separate shoreline c:ooling water intake structure, but both units
discharge through a common shoreline structure (Figure 2).

Water

withdrawal requirements (for both units combined) are approximately
54,500 gpm (~122CFS; 78.5xl0 6 GO} - for cooling tower makeup~/ during
normal operation.

Cf that volume, approximately 36,000 gpm

c~ao.4

CFS;

51.8xl06 GDl on an annual average is discharged to the river, with the
remainder lost through cooling tower evaporation.

During reactor

cooldown, approximately an additional 10,000 gpm (22.3 CFS) of river
water can be provided to each unit

ll1.

During normal winter operation, cooling tower effluent is discharged to
the river at a AT of approximately 3°F(l.7°C) and a flow of about 80 CFS.
During a normal cooldown (cooling of the reactor primary coolant loop by
the nuclear decay heat system following a reactor shutdown), the
discharge AT at hour O could be about 12°F(6.7°C) at a flow of about
113 CFS and at hour 12 return to about 3°F(l.7°C) at 113 CFS!/ 21.
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Since Unit 1 became operational in 1974, the following maxima and minima

of temperatures and ATs at the discharge have been recorded:

DiscMarge TemR.

AT ~oq

!OC2

Year

Low

High

Low

High

1974 ll/

4.9(Dec 17)

27.S(Jul 19)

-5.6(Jul 17)

+3.9(0ec 3)

1975 121

3.3(Feb 4)

30.0(Aug 14)

-0.2(Aug 6)

+5.2(Mar 5)

1976 l3/

2.8(Feb 21)

25.8(Aug 26)

-2.8(Jun 2)

+4.7(Feb 16)

1977 141

2.G(Nov 29)

29.9(Jul 21)

-5.9(Sep 15)

+2.S(Dec 8)

1978

<O.l(Jan}}Z/

31. ?(Jul 21) 321

-0.S(Jun 23) 151 +l. 7(Ju1 14) 151

During actual norma·1 cooldown operations at Unit 1, the following
temperature conditions have been recorded:

Max. Effluent

High AT

Low 6T

Rate ~CfS2

(CC)

~oq

Feb 20-21, 197t;lll

115.9

+4.7

+1.4

Mar 19-20, 1977141

115.85

+1. 7

-0.1

Date

The Commonwealth of Pennsylvan1a NPDES Permit requires monitoring of the
effluent discharge temperature and AT, with results to be reported in
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monthly discharge monitoring reports (DMR).

Discharge Temperature and

ATs for the period during (beginning March 28) and following the accident
were reported to the Commonwealth in the DMRs for March 1§./ and April

1979 and are presented here as Tables 1 and 2.

111

During the accident and

through April 27 (when the natural circulation cooling mode began) the
recorded temperatures were as follows:

Minimum

Maximum

Discharge Temperature (OF)

41.8

65.4

Discharge Temperature coi:)

5.4

18.6

(°F)

-1.3

+4.7

AT (°C)

-0.7

+2.6

ar

Discharge volumes ranged from a maximum of 106.6 MGO (165.2 CFS) on
March 31 (Table 3)1~/ to a minimum of 61.3 MGO (95.0 CFS) on April 22
(Table 4)1Z1. Thes1? values include the combined effluents of Units 1 and

2.
The Co1m1onwealth of Pennsylvania's Water Quality Certification under
Section 401 of PL 9,~·500 (dated November 9, 1977} for Three Mile Island
Nuclear Station contains the following five criteria with respect to
thermal discharges:

1.

"The temperatur•e of the discharge shall never exceed a maximum of
87°FC30. 6°CJ, eixcept when the amb1 ant river temperature exceeds
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87°F, in which case, the discharge temperature shall not exceed the
ambient river -temperature" (Section 3.c.2.b);
2.

"The temperature of the discharge shall not change by more than
5°F[2.8°C) during any one hour period" (Section 3.c.2.b);

3.

"During the period November l through April 30, the temperature of
the discharge !ihall not exceed 12°F[6. 7°C] above ambient river temperature" (Section 3.c.2.c.l);

4.

"During the period May 1 through October 31, the temperature of the
discharge shal"' not exceed 7°F[3.9°C] above ambient river
temperature" (Section 3.c.2.c.2);

5.
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During plant cooldown opera~ions,' the temperature of the discharge

shall not exceE!d 12°F(6.7°CJ above ambient river temperature"
(Section 3.c.2.c.3).

During and following the accident, none of the above thermal criteria
were violated, and in fact, the ATs generally were smaller than during
most of the month of March preceding the accident.

The only potential

noncomp 1i ance with t.herma 1 criteria which occurred during 1979 preceding
the accident was on 21-22 March when maximum aTs of 13.0°F
were reported (Table 1).

and

15.1°F

Investigation by the licensee revealed that the

instrumentation used to determine the temperature differential was not

operating correctly at that time, and the actual ATs were approximately
2°F.

Action was taken to correct the faulty instrumentation

W.

Thermal discharges during and following the accident also were within the
required limits of the NRC ETS and were within the values reviewed in
previous evaluations

f/

j/ lQ/

W,
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The accident at Thr,ee Mile Island was described as a feedwater transient*
which led to a smal'l break loss-of-coolant accident which resulted in
damage to portions cf the reactor core

Y.

Core damage resulted from

overheating due to the generation of heat from the fission process at a
rate faster than it was being removed by the cooling system.

Nuclear

fuel is subjected to heating due to absorption of energy from the decay
of radioactive materials and thfs heating continues even after a reactor
is shutdown.

Decay heat can be a source of overheating in fuel in a

shutdown reactor or in fuel that has been removed from a reactor.
Immediately following shutdown of a reactor that has operated about a
month or longer, the heat from radioactive decay heat amounts to about 7%

*The Reactor Safety Study (Ref. No. 20) states that in general, the term
reactor transient applies to any significant deviation from the nonnal
operating value of any of the key reactor operating parameters. Transient
events fnclude all thost! situations which could lead to fuel heat imbalances,
and transients cover the reactor in a shutdown condition as well as in the
various operating conditions. The shutdown condition is important because
many transient conditions result in shutdown of the reactor, and decay heat
removal systems are needed to prevent fuel heat imbalan·ces due to core heat
decay.

In safety analy~;es, the principal areas of interest are:

increases

in reactor core power (heat generation); decreases in coolant flow (heat
removal); and reactor cc,olant system pressure increases. All of these
represent a potential fc1r damage to the reactor c9re.
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of that produced during c,peration

W. During the Three ~ile Island accident,

the heat production in the core was decay only a f~ percent of that produced
during nonnal full power operation, but overheating resulted from an inability
to remove the relatively small amount of decay heat at the proper rate for
nonnal core cooling.

During the accident, then, the rejection of heat from

the reactor cooling system to the river via the condenser cooling system was
not greater than nonnal, as one might suspect from knowledge that the reactor
core was experiencing overheating difficulties.

During normal full power

operation, the rate of heiat transfer to the condenser cooling system
essentially is near maximum.
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FIGURE 2. LOCATION OF WATER QUALITY ANO ~.A.C?.')P''!ERTESRATE SAMPLING STAiIONS nt l'HF.
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER NEAR THREE MILE ISLAND ~UCL.EAR STATION. (Ref.No.15).

TABLE l

'l'lffiEE MILE ISi.AND NUCLEAR STATION
MON'rJILY OPI!:RA'l'ING HEPOH'r

(Ref.No.16)
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MARCIi 1979
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·--!iwup le

Chlorine
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T. Ma.."t

1ng/l
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Grab

Meas.
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Mt!&S.

Ddly

Daily
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'l'ype

3/Du.y for 1 Ch.lorino.tion
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Date

Tottt.l

Free

- - - - ----

1/_Qlll!L _{)IIT nl

n2

-

Total

Free

-·
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I·

----

Free

Eff.
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f:...T

......
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THREE MILE ISLAND NUCLEAR STATION

TABLE 2

MONTliLY OPERA'.rING REPORT
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MAIN DISCHARGI!!

TABLE 3
(Ref.No.16}

CIIEtnCf\t DISCllAR'1ES
/Wo:H 1979

P11ru111eter

Volume

UniLs

10° Gal.

SflW!ll ~ 'l'ype

Meas.

Grab

Frequency

Daily

Weekly

Dute

3/0lLiq
__J/Jj?/7C\

_]_~'JLJ9
3l04f79
__]_/.fildl 9
3/06/79
___Jl.fil1] 9
3/08/79
3/09/79
3/10/79

J/HUJ.9

Inf.

Ef!.

6.76
7 ,;A

. 7 ?l

59,6
66.7
_M..7
74.1

3/17179

_lllQLJ9
3/21/79
--7--·_ 3__ 22/79
--- :i/ 2?./79

__ Ji1JJ.J9

_ ..J.J.? 4l? 9
_.]f 25ll..9

__]126/1_9

OU & urease

wg/1

mg/1

mg/1

mg/1

Grab

Gro.b

Gr11.b

Grab

Weekly

Weekly
Eff.

7

'-I"

Weekly
Eff.
Inf.

Inf.

Eff.

H

88

Ali

94

lA4
lAl

61

?1 i.

148.__

6.9

1f1

"'
£1

7 4
7 25

7
7

44
90

99
110

6 7F.

111

117

124

104

6.8
6.9
6.90

6 A!\

1n
17?

115
101

95

72

H"-

190
210
128

7 4
7.23

75

Z0.2

7 17
6 96
7.19
7.05
7121
7.23
7.25
7. 01
6.9

z~.4

62.ti

76 3

72.7

27.0

zo

0

65.6
63. l
Z9.6
63.8
---51.....3_
-69....2.__

13.2
81 2
__J)

z

fi1 1
f.1 ,.

_ _]J?}Jl2___ -64.J_

__l/201]1}___ _filL.L_

'-·3/2'1/.l~.-

Total FE

fi. 6

Mfi.........

~/18779
3]19/l.9

'fDS

6.7
6.72
ti, 8

~J3/79
3/14/79
_ _3/JM.l9

TSS

Weekly f1

l.l q
s;f;, J

-50...5._

3/1~].9

Standard Units

Err.

3L 11179

_liJ1Jl9

pH

101. l

7 1?

7.23
7.3

27

·n
41

fi fl7

76

Q?

123

3 72

22
34
50

l 11

161
LJAA
12L_

3.15
3.95

93
3.62
4.14

7. 3]

fl

21

-1.:..ll
.

7.95

7

8

42

27
26

7.73

u

7.25

7.3

32

5 lR
7 An
9.87

7, 15

7.47

2.59
1.41

A 61

52

20

1 on
0.Al
1.42
lQ.3

113

24
28
ll

7.4

1 61;
.'J QA

1 ?l

-110

7. 27
7.12
7,15

7.44

1.08

3,35
A7

58

·7. 21
7.51

Eff.

124

1q
_]7

7.39
7.29

i82
112
97

Inf.

40
35
23

158

235
110
125
151
120
120
11
71

20

4.67

0.36

0.48

11'.in

2.38
2.78

3.08
3.09

1.61

1.14
5.16

H~

167
165

86
304

3.07
3.34

3.68

1.3A

T.91

2.95

4.8
1.99

231

' 1.66

2.73

260

2 A4

3.28

120

202

4

17Q

143
'214
11r-

4 6 - _J45

3.83

6.1.Q

2.75
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TABLE 3 (cont.}

(Ref.No.16

CUHH CJ\L DI SCl!J\l<GES
t-1ARCII 1979

Purmncter

--· Units

pH

Volume

lob Gal.

Standard Units

~,nmp le 'l'ype

Mcus.

Gntb

1-'rcLl11c ncy

Daily
Eff.

Weekly

·--

---Dute
-1/3(JJlg

__ll_l]l79

79.1
106.6

Inf.

TDS

'fatal FE

Oil & urease

mg/1

rog/1

1og/l

mg/l

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Weekly

w~ekly

Weekly

Weekly 1,

Eff.

Inf.

32

7 l

,; qi_

TSS

Eff.

43

----.
Inf.

.

----

Eff',

Jnf.

149

110

.

Efr.

2.23

1. 71

-

-

Eff.

-

_..
O'I

-

L.-•

·i------·

-
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THREE MILE ISLAND NUCI,F.AR STATION
MON'l'HLY OPERA'l'ING fil:PORT

TABLE 4

MAIN DISCHARGE

(Ref .No .17)

CMEtlICAL OISCtll\RGES
APRIL 1979

Pa.rwneter

Volume

Units

10b Gal.

S6.lllple 'l'ype

Meas.

}'requency

Daily

Dute
April 1 , l 979

Eff.

TDS

mg/1

Grab

Weekly
Inf.
Eff.
7.1

7.2

7.64

7.65

5

86.0

7. 16

7 3

6.

84.6
7.48

7 69

3,

4.

7.

81.5

8.

83.3
91.2
80.6
75.9

9.
10.
11.

12.

84.7

14.

79.7

n.

l§~

78.1
84.2

17.
. 18 .

19.
20.

79.3
RO.O
83 0

75.3

21 •
22.
23.

21

?Ft.

82.6

n

?A.

2..---2i

30.

Oil t. Grease

mg/1

mg/1

mg/1

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Weekly
Eff.
Inf.

Weekly

Weekly
Inf.
Eff.

Weekly
Eff.

7 38

7.49
7.~4

7 .61
7 59

--

.

Inf.

Eff.

24

24

130

154

1.4!:>

2.!:>:.i

1

7

IV

I i\8

1.b8

l.Uo-

214

187

0.96

1.23

166
83

143

1.85
2.07

1.9

133

159
281

181
132

1.26
1.02

32

.. ~---39

9
18

25

1.0

7.0

46

64

44

2.5~

.
2.12

l. 13

.

94 O
61.3

75.0
83.5

,r.

7 .19

79.3

15.

Total FE

Standard Units

94.7
85.3
85.4
82.2

2.

.

TSS

pH

7.06

7.37

2
q

4
19

7 O'i

7 ?

7 14

7 72
7 85

15

36

15
15

7.67

8

26

I

U,94

190

0.58
1.39

149

159

o.rrn

315

335

0.9,
1. 5.l

151

f6t

117
150

12'1

l. 77

I

70.2

17.3

78.2

17.6

84.0

7

OL

7.83

1.~:ft1

-r:-rr

-----.2, lb
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B.

Chemical Discharges and River Flow

The Canmnwealth of Pennsylvania NPDES Permit requires monitoring of
several chemical pa1·ameters at various monitoring points and discharge
locations within Three Mile Island Nuclear Station.
monitoring points

ii;

One of the

in the main effluent discharge to the river

(mnitoring point No. 001) and another is in the discharge fran the
industrial waste treatment system (!WTS; monitoring point No. 107) prior
to its entry into the effluent discharged through the main river effluent
discharge.

Results of such monitoring are reported to the Commonwealth

in monthly DischargE~ ftfonitoring Reports (Or,tR).

Results of monitoring at

those two points were reported in the OMR 1 s for r-tarch

1979 and are presented here in Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6.

W and April lZI
Additionally, data

collected by the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources

W

on April 13 and April 30, 1979 were made available to NRC and are
presented in Table 7.

Data collected in the Susquehanna River under the

ETS program during March

Zl.l ill

and April

W

241 1979 by Ichthyological

Associates, Inc (consultant to P-4etropo1itan Edison Co.) are presented in
Tables 8 and 9, with their locations described in Table 10 and shown in
Figure 2.

During about the ffrst two weeks following the accident. several NRC
Office of Inspection and Enforcement (OIE) Prelfmfnary Notification
bulletins reported r•eleases of industrial wastes into the river.

On

March 29 less than !i0,000 gallons were released 25 a/ and between March 30

19

and April 3 controlled releases of 11 several hundred thousand gallons"
occurred ZSb/_

Discharge to the river from the industrial waste storage

tanks resumed on April 6 at an average rate of 100 gpm (~0.22 CFS)ZGc/
and was stopped late on April 7 26 d/_

All totalled, between March 28 and

Apri1 11, 1979, 4,5,30,000 gallons were released from the IWTS and
750,000 gallons wer,e released form the industrial waste filter

system (IWFS, monit,,ring point No. 104)2 71 . Total releases during the
period March 28-May 19, 1979 from the IWTS, IWFS, waste evaporator
condensate storage tank (WECST), and the secondary neutralization tank
(SNT, monitoring point No. 108) ~ere as follows, based upon information
supplied to OIE from Metropolitan Edison Company 281 :

Total Releases

Mean Vol. Release

Mean Vol. Release

5.l'.stem

in

IWTS

4,993,660

222,890

96,032

66.7(0.15)

IWFS

962,830

57,743

17,362

12.1(0.03)

WECST

164,659

4,191

3,117

1,310,341

63,701

25,199

SNT

gallons

Mean Vol. per

Release in gallons 2er da~ in gallons

in 912m {CFS}

2.2(<0.0l)
17.5(0.04)

The NPDES Permit places limits on discharges from the IWTS, IWFS, and the
SNT. During the several weeks following the March 28 accident, no

20

violations of NPOES water quality limitations were recorded on days when
samples were taken at the IWTS monitoring point (Tables 5, 6, and 7), in
the main discharge 1~ff1uent (Tables ·3, 4, and 7), and in the river near
and downstream of the discharge (Table 8).

The noncompliance noted on

Table S during March occurred on March 7, 1979 and was reportedly due to
equipment failure 2~~/. No chlorine usage occurred during either March or
April 1979 161

11.1.

No noncompliances or limit violations were reported

for the IWFS during March following the accident.

No samples were

collected in April at the IWFS monitoring point, but discharges from the
system are released through the main river discharge where no violations
occurred.
Before discharge into the river, the IWTS and IWFS effluents are diluted
with the cooling tower blowdown.

A comparison of total volumes and the

mean volumes of releases (shown above) with the daily effluent volumes at
the main discharge to the river (Tables 3 and 4), illustrates the
relatively small quantities of industrial-type wastes released.

The

volumes released during March and April were not unusual volumes or
significantly different from those released during normal
operation 271 ~/ 301 . Additionally, all of the station effluent was
diluted with the flows of the Susquehanna River which were seasonally

high during the period, as discussed below.

Dilution by itself, however,

is not the means to enviY"Onmentally acceptable station operation,
although dilution can result in reducing potentially harmful or toxic
concentrations of discharge substances to non-harmful concentration

21
levels.

During the period of concern here. however. toxic concentrations

of non-radiological effluents do not appear to have been released into
the river and violations of water quality limitations did not occur.
Water quality parameters measured in the discharge and both near and
downstream of the discharge (Tables 7,

a.

and 9) were not substantially

different overall from ambient levels at upstream river areas and near
the cooling water intake structures, located ~750·1000 feet c~229-305m)
upstream of the discharge (Tables 3, 4, 7, 8, and 9).
Since October 1890, the U. S. Geological Survey (USGS), Department of the
Interior, has been recording discharge flow in the Susquehanna River at
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.

During the period of record between 1890 and

1977, the average annual discharge has been 34,300 CFS (~22,192 MGD).

The maximum and minimum daily discharges of record are 1,020,000 CFS
(during Tropical Storm Agnes in June 1972) and 1,700 CFS respectively 341 .
The river flows for the months of March-May during 1976-1979 are
presented in Table 11.

The 1979 data are considered to be provisional

data by USGS, and not final computations.

The provisional daily flows

for the months of March and April 1979 are presented in Table 12.

During

the period of the accident at Three Mile Island, the river flows were
above the annual mean flow and within the ranges recorded for the last

several years.
During low flow conditions of 1,700 CFS, approximately 400 CFS (~241) of

the river discharge ]lasses Three Mile Island in the center channel, with

22
the remainder passi,1g through the west channel (Figure 2) 3il_

At flow

rates below about 20,000 CFS, the total river flow passes through the·
head race channel o'f York Haven Dam leading to the hydroelectric
generating station, with no flow over either York Haven Dam or Red Hill
Dam (Figure 2) 381 . During high flow conditions, approximately 30% of
the river flow is through the center channel.

During the period March 28

through the end of ,~pril 1979, the minimum and maximum daily river flows
were 31,400 CFS and 99,700 CFS respectively (Table 12).

Assuming a

minimum of 30% of the flow was through the center channel, a minimum
range of 9,420 - 29,910 CFS would have passed the nuclear station and
received discharge effluents before mixing with the remainder of the
river flow near and below York Haven Dam.

The spatial extent or size of the discharge plume has not been detennined
for chemical effluents, but it has been determined for thermal effluents
during normal operations and during normal cooldown conditions on several
occasions in recent years.

Thermal plume mapping is a required

monitoring program in the Environmental Technical Specifications.

During

years of Unit 1 oper·ation only. the following thermal plume conditions
were recorded:

1974 ll/_ plume characteristics were distinguished less than 20m

(66 ft) into the river and 50m (164 ft) downstream of the

discharge; generally thermal characteristics were main·

tained throughout the water column (0-3m); the farth~st
downstream distance that ·the plume was located was 400m
(1312. ft).

23
1975 ]1,/ -in 20 of 28 surveys the plume was limited to the p.oint of
discharge; the maximum extent of the plume was defined to
be within at least Sm (16 ft) offshore and 100m (328 ft)
downstream.
1976 ]]/_ in 28 of 33 surveys the plume was limited to Sm offshore
and 25m (82 ft) downstream; the maximum extent of the
plume during the February 21 cooldown was 5-20m offshore
and 1000m (3281 ft) downstream.
1977 ~ 1- during the March 19-20 cooldown, the plume was limited to
the point of discharge.

During 1978, the plume was surveyed during May - August when Unit 1 was
operating at 100% p,ower and Unit 2 was operating 0% power (although it
had attained criticality in March and was operating nuclear and secondary
service pumps durin,g the period of plume surveys).

During all surveys

(from the discharge, offshore to 40m and downstream to 1900 m, or about
1.2 miles) the thennal effluent was confined to within Sm of shore and
25m downstream ll1 .
These observations indicate that the thermal plume has been variable in
downstream extent (0-lOOOm, or to about 0.6 mile), has been confined to
within short distances of the shoreline (0•20m), and to depths of about
3m in the center channel of the Susquehanna River, which is approximately
1300 feet ("'400m) w·lde and 9 feet (.... 2. 7m) deep at low flows of about
10,000 cfs

E 1.

Usfog these criteria and recognizing that the chemical

24

, discharges follow a similar path as the thermal effluent, that portion of
the river potentially under the immediate influence of chemical effluents
could be presumed to be the same as for the thermal plume.
(<

That area

20m wide and 1000m long) would occupy the west shor~ of Three Mile

Island from the station discharge downstream to a point about halfway
between the discharge and the junction of Three Mile Island and the York
Haven Dam (Figure 2).

That area is a relatively small portion of both

the center channel and the river as a whole in the site vicinity.
Chemical substances discharged into the river, however, might be found in
detectable amounts 'farther downstream of the area where thermal effluents
were no longer detectable.
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Table 7. Water Quality Data Compiled by the
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources for
Three Locations at Three Mile Island Nuclear Station During
April of 1979.

(Ref. No. 21).
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Aeri 1 13

Parameter
pH

River

J'tfain

IWTS

~ain

Inta <e

Di scharoe{OOl}

pon

Discharge (0011

7.6

7. 1

6.5

Total Sulfate, mg/1 30.0

32.0

76.0

32.0

18.0

7.8

Total Alkalinity
as Caco 3,mg/l

30.0

Total Nitrate, mg/1

1.3,1

1.42

a.a

Total Nitrite, mg/1

0.0,?8

0.028

0.024

0.3,!

0.49

0.55

o. 2~~

0.22

0.66

44.0

Total .4mmonia
Nitrogen, mg/1
Total Phosphate,
mg/1
Total Iron, ug/1

1930.D

1960.D

1160.0

Chloride, mg/1

10.0

12.0

33.0

S-Day BOD, mg/1

0.4

o.s

1s.o

150.0

160.0

310.0

Spec1f'1c
Conductance

0.08

1110.0
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TABLE 10

LOCATION ANO DESCRIPTION OF HATER QUALITY ANO MACROINVERTEBRATE
SAMPLING STATIONS IN THE SUSQUEHANNA RIVER NEAR THREE MILE ISLAND NUCLEAR
STATTON. (Ref.No.14}.

'Location and Desc:iptiou

Stat!on Number
1'M-AQI-W

(No. l )

1.'M-AQ!-L.\2

(No .2)

40° 09' 52" N, 76° 43' 26" W.
N'or'th t:ip of Sand '3each Island, 30 to 75 :n
offshore. Nater depth varied from 0.5 to 2.5 m.
Substrate n:aged from very coarse t0 medium sand.
Coarse organic detritus was sometimes present.
40° 09' .36" N, i6° 43 1 30", W.
Southwest St. Johns Island at mouth of chaI!.Del
be~.reen TMI and St:. Jahns Is land, l to l5 m
i.offshore. · .~acer ~epth varied from O to 3 .5 m..

.s

Substrate sometimes stratified ranging from. silt
and clay to g::avel. In the absence of stratification ::iost substrate co~osed of silt and clay
and fine sands. Organic detritus and trace
amounts of oil present.
IM·AQI-11.Al

{No. 3)

IM·AQI·lL\2

(No .4)

TM-AQI-9Bl

(No.S)

,40Q 09 f 09 11 1f, 7 6° 4.3 I 39 11 iJ •
West shore of IMI, 10 to 25 m downstream from
Discharge, l to 15 m offshore. ~ater depth
r~ed fr_om 0.25 to 2.0 m. Substrate composed
mostly of silt and clay and fine sands. Organic
datritus and trace amounts of oil present.
40° 09' 07" N, 76° 43' 39" W'.

West shore of TMI, 75 to 90 m. dowustream from
Discharge, l to 15 m offshore. Water depth
varied from 0.25 to 2.0 ~. Substrate composed of
fine sands and silt: and clay. Some organic
dettitus and trace amounts of oil present.
40° 08 I 03" N7 76° 43, 33" w.
West shore of TMI, 1975 m. do'W'llStrea:m from
Discharge, 5 to l5 111 offshore. Water depth
varied from 0.75 t:o· 2.25 m. Substrata compoaed
of silt aDd clay az:&d fin• s.mds. Some oqam.c

4•ttitus

apd

;as• meunsa of 011 n•s•;;.
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Table 11. Water Discharge (cfs) in the Susquehanna River
at Harrisburg, Pennsylvania during March, April, and May for the
years 1976-1979, fr-:m USGS records.

Data for 1979 are considered to

be pr1Jvisional and not final computations

197sl§/

1977~/

197~

1979361

March
mean

57,550

max.

"114,000

min.

34, 100

97,330

124,000

206,000 249,000

409,000

14,000

48,000

115,400

68,500

April
mean

37,630

77,010

82,620

55,869

max.

82,200

209,000

162,000

84,700

min.

20,100

24,200

32,400

31,400

mean

30,930

26,540

72,950

39,000

max.

50,800

44,400

205,000

91,600

min.

19,300

13,300

24,500

18,500

May
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TABLE 12.

Daily Water Discharge (cfs) in the Susquehanna

River at Harrisburg, Pennsylvania during ~arch

and April 1979.

Data are considered provisional by USGS. 361

Day

~

April

1

105,000

54,300

2

90,800

55,100

3

90,200

55,600

4

90,200

57,800

5

126,000

64,400

6

317,000

58,800

7

409,000

64,700

8

347,000

59,200

9

270,000

54,200

10

217,000

53,500

11

177,000

68,000

12

154,000

84,700

13

133,000

83,200

14

107,000

77,300

15

93,300

72,900

16

87,600

69,000

17

83,100

66,800

18

73,500

63,100

19

62,900

58,400

20

55,500

53,300
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TABLE 12. Cont'd. Daily Water Discharge (cfs) in the Susquehanna
River at Harrisburg·, Pennsylvania during March
and April 1979. Data are considered provisional by USGS. 361

April

.Q!.t

~

21

52,000

47, 100

22

49,800

42,700

23

48,000

39,100

24

48,500

· 36, 100

25

55,700

33,700

26

86,300

31,600

27

105,000

*

28

99,700

31,400

29

84,600

35,800

30

68,300

38,400

31

57,000

*

No data reported.
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III. ~TIC BIOTA AND FISHERIES OF THE SUSQUEHANNA
RIVER, AND NON-RADIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE ACCIDENT

During the period 1974-1978, the aquatic biota of the York Haven Pond of the
Susquehanna River were st.udied in considerable detail with respect to the
operation of Three Mile Island Nuclear Station

111 lll

]11 ~ ~ 39 1

W

§1/

Data collected in 1979 fc,r the periods before, during, and following the
accident were available ;·n summary fonn in monthly progress reports prepared
by Licensee's consultant Ichthyological Associates, Inc.

As such, the 1979

data are not as detailed or as fully analyzed statistically as those data
contained in the annual r·eports of aquatic studies.

However, the 1979

progress reports are a fc,nn of summarized data avail able soon after collection
(:" one month) and are useid here to examine the biotic conditions of the river
during the period of interest.

The Environmental Technical Specifications (ETS) for Unit 2 were issued by NRC
on February 8, 1978 and reauire three years of operational studies for macrobenthos, ichthyoplankton, fishes, creel surveys, 1chthyoplankton entrainment
and fish impingement. Additionally, the ETS require the Licensee to make a
prompt report to NRC of any unusual or important events such as fish kills
near or downstream of the site. The initial studies of two-unit operation are

contained in the annual report for 1978• .!ii The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
NPOES Permit requires the in-plant monitoring of thermal and chemical
effluents and entrainment and impingement, but not farfield biological,
fisheries, and water quality studies in the Susquehanna River.

The
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combination of the results of the effluent monitoring under the NPOES Permit
and the farfield roonitoring required by the ETS thus encompass the spectrum of
data needed to perform an analysis of observed effects of the nuclear accident
at Three ~ile Island Nuclear Station.

A.

Macroinvertebrates
ti'acroinvertebrates a.re collected by Ponar grab at five stations upstream,
near, and downstream of the effluent discharge (Figure 2; Table 10),
~arch through Decemt·er. Substrates at the various stations ranged from
medium - coarse sand (91%} at upstream ~tation 1 to fine sand {25%) and
silt (71%) at the station (No. 5) nearest to York Haven Dam W.
Substrates at stations nearest the discharge were predominantly fine
sand, silt and clay.

Studies in the immediate vicinity of the discharge

have revealed no obvious area of scouring of the river bed due to
df scharges

W.

During 1978, 142 taxa of macroinvertebrates were collected from the
river, wfth the dominant species being tubificid annelid wonns
(L1mnodr11us spp), chironomid (midge) insects

(Cfrironomus- sp,

Procladius

spp), amphipod crustaceans (Gammarus, sp), and gastropod molluscs
(Goniobasis sp) li/, Limnodrilus generally has been the most abundant
macroinvertebrate fn the site vicinity during recent years and has been
most abundant at station 3 nearest the discharge and least abundant at
station l upstream

la/.

Densities of this species and other dominant

35

organisms generally have been low during early spring months.. and
increased to peaks during late spring through fal 1. Densities and
biomass of most bent:hic invertebrates have been greatly affected by
ambient environmental variables such as river flow, substrates, dissolved
oxygen, temperature, and siltation W.

Extreme conditions during the

flooding and scouring caused by Hurricane Eloise in September 1975
drastically affected the macrobenthos of the river near Three ~ile
Island§/

lY.

During 1979, macrobenthos were not collected during January and February
due to ice and high river flows .ill 421 • During March, sampling was
conducted on the 19th nd 26th of the month 221 and during April on the
11th and 23rd

ill, but data reduction had not been completed for

presentation in the appropriate monthly reports. At the request of NRC,
the Licensee's consultant prepared tabular estimates of the densities and
biomass of selected macroinvertebrate taxa at all stations for the months
of March-May 1979, which are presented here as Tables 13 and 14 ill. The
patterns of abundance in 1979 generally follow those of recent years.
Chironomus was considerably greater in density at all stations during
1979 than during either 1977 .lil or 1978 431 •
Stations df scharges 1111ere wfthfn specfff ed 1imitations and dfd not alter
the environmental condftfons of the river with respect to water quality
and temperature.

Di :scharges were within previously evaluated ranges

which were found to i:,e acceptable.

The Unit 2 ETS bases for the benthic
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macroinvertebrate monitoring program recognize that "Since benthic
organisms are sedentary and cannot 'avoid' adverse conditions, they are
useful indicators of water quality and environmental change."

The data

available for the period encompassing the accident indicate that the
dominate macroinvertebrate species were not affected by station operating
conditions.

The normal trend of generally increasing abundance with time

from March through ~•ay indicates an absence of station-related effects
from the accident.
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TABLE 13

(Ref.No.43)

Estimates of density (number/m2) of selected taxa, March through May
1979. Dashes indicate species not present.
March

Andl

:t:11:z

33

324

TM•AQI-lAl (No. 1 )
Li:mnodrilus claparedeianus
,t. hoffmeisteri
1• udekemianus
Gammarus fasciatus
Chironomus decorus

156

42
385

7
26

31

21
3783

TM-AQI-lA.2 (No.2)
Limnodrilus clanaredeianus
Ja. hoffmeisteri
1· udekemianus
Gam:narus fasciatus
Chironomus decorus

90
593
9
147

31
896
45
21
276

1420
12
8Q
3906

116
347

165
1822
24
45
260

54
3686
147
354
7389

149
1297

9S
1545

24
2859

TM•AQI•llAl (No.3)
Lirmodrilus clanaredei.anus
1• hoffmeisteri
l.- µdekemianus
Ga:rnmarus fasciatus
Chirononms decorus
TM-AQI-11..U (No.4)
Limnodrilug clatlaredei.anus
l.- hoffm.eisteri
,1. udekemianus

Gallm'larus fasciatus
Chironomus decorus
TM-AQI-9Bl (No.5)
Limnodrilus clanarede~.anus
1£. hoffmeiste;ri
1.- ydekemianus

Gmarus

fa1ciatu1

Chirop,mus dec;oru1

711

128
1654

s

12

92

69

161

111
276

17
428

286
2292

47

9S
3095

1928

3006
24
1.9
147

73
2
9

-

99
137
6661
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TABLE 14

{Ref.No.43)

Estilllates of biomass of selected ta.xa (by weight), March through May
197~. Dashes indicate species not present. vleight in mg.

!!1-AQI•lAl (No .1)
Li.mnodrilus hoffmeisteri
Gammarus fasciatus
Chironomus decorus
Goniobasis virginica
TM-AQI-lA2 (No.2)
Limnodrilus hoffmeist,~
Gammarus fasciatus
Chironomus decorua
Goniobasis virginic§

March

A:eril

¥.a]:

28.6
20.3
21.7
2360.6

112.7
19.4
7.1
6210.l

65 .9
1.7
697.1
1899.3

184.6
396.7

296.3
47.0
277.9
4721.4

371.7
32.4
1027.4
1813.l

649.1
1373.4

TM-AQI•lW {No.3)
Limnodrilus hoffmeistE!,ll
Gammarus fasciatus
Chironomus decorus
Goniobasis virginica

480.4
264.9
2.57.8

887.8
59.l
245.5
190.9

1218.l
105 .6
1687.6
1000.9

'.1:M-AQI-llA2 (No. 4.)
Limnodrilus hoffmeisten
Gammarus fasciatus
Chironomus decorus
Goniobasi§ virginica

453.7
267.7
229.4

746.0
16.8
327.0
570.4

1342.4
109.2
358.2
Z99S.S

TI1•AQI-9Bl (No.5)
Lil'Ilnodrilu1 hofmeiste:£!
Grmrus fasciatua
Chironomus decorus
Goniobasis virginica

998.6
39.5
126.7

1391.0
,0.9

888.9
48.2
_1707 .0
4192.l

-

250.0
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B.

Fishes

The fish canmunity !lf York Haven Pond is sampled by means of trapnet,
seine, electroshocker, and plankton net.

Additionally, samples are

collected at the two intake structures for ichthyoplankton entrainment
and fish impingement.

Fifty-six species of fishes have been recorded

during studies conducted between 1974 and 1978 (Table 15) lli.

Trapnetting is conducted for four twenty-four hour periods per month at
four stations along the west shore of Three ~ile Island.

Two of the

stations are located downstream of the discharge, one at 20m and the
other at 200m, which could be potentially under the immediate influence
of the effluent plume.

The 20m station is reported to receive strong

current and turbulence from the discharge

lil. A third station is

located upstream near St. John's Island and a fourth station fs located
1900m downstream of the discharge.

During 1977 and 1978, 26 and

24 species respecti~ely were collected by trapnet

1..1/ lil. Catches were

dominated by pumpkir:seed, black crappie, white crappie, channel catfish,
carp, rock bass, and quillback.

Catches generally were low in the spring

and increased to ma~ima during summer and fall.

During the months of

~arch and April 1975-1978, catches have not always shown an overwhelming
dominance of a species, but generally the most abundant fishes have been
channel catfish, rock bass, pumpkinseed, quillback, and spottail shiner.
Catch differences (numbers, species composition) among stations dur1ng

March and April have not been dramatic in most cases. Those instances
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where obvious difference existed which involved the stations close to the
discharge are summarized as follows:

1975 April 9-11:

of 56 total specimens taken at four stations,
31 specimens were taken at the station nearest the

discharge; 24 of 38 channel catfish were captured at
the discharge station (20m station).

Jfil March 15-17 :

of 21 total specimens captured at four stations, none
were taken at the station nearest the discharge (20m)

and only l specimen was taken at the 200m station.

March 29-31:

of 21 total fish taken, none were taken at the 20m
station.

April 13-15:

of 31 total fish taken, 18 were at the 20m station;
spottail shiner and channel catfish were taken only
at the 20m station.

illl •
March 9-11:

12 of 21 total specimens were taken at the 20m
station; rock bass were taken only at the 20m
station.
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March 29-31:

5 of 6 total specimens were taken at the 20m station,
3 were channel catfish and one each of pumpkinseed _

and yellow perch.

Historically, then, March-April catches by trapnet have not shown
dramatic differences ar.,ong stations. When differences did occur, catches
were sometimes rruch less at the discharge station suggesting a possible
avoidance by fishes.

When catches were greater at the discharge

stations, channel catfish were often dominant.

During 1979, trapnetting was not conducted during January and February
due to ice and high river flow !LI 421 • Sampling was conducted on
March 20-22 '!:11 and captured 25 fishes of nine species. Walleye, channel
catfish, rock bass, and white crappie were most abundant. Sampling
during April {9-11 and 18-20) ll/ resulted in the capture of 31 fishes of
10 species, with shorthead redhorse, channel catfish and walleye most

numerous.

No apparent patterns existed for species abundance or

composition with respect to the discharge plume stations.

Species taken

at the stations 20m and 200m downstream of the discharge included white
sucker, marg1nated m.!dtan, rock bass, redbreast sunfish, sma11mouth bass,
wal1eye, northern hoq sucker, shorthead redhorse, and spottail shiner.
During the subsequent months, trapnet catches increased to 108 fishes of
10 species in May

dominating.

l!i' with pumpkinseed, white crappie and rockbass

In June

.!!I

116 fishes of 15 species were taken with rock

bass, pumpkinseed, and black crappie most numerous.

The most numerous
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species at the plum,:? stations were pumpkinseed and rock bass.

Trapnet

catches during 1979 did not show any aberrant patterns or trends compared
with previous years' data. Catches were relatively low in ,~arch and
April and increased through ~ay and June.

Seining is conducted twice per month at ten stations throughout the site
vicinity.

Four stations are located on the west shore of Three Mile

Island downstream of the discharge at distances of 150m, 1100m, 1500m,

.Iii. Total seine catches from all stations have
ranged from 6,574 fishes of 30 species in 1975 W to 51,297 fishes of
38 species in 1978 Ji!. Catches have been dominated by spotfin shiner,

and 2000m (near the dam)

spottail shiner, tessellated darter, white sucker, bluntnose minnow,
·channel catfish, and qui11back.

Generally, catches have been relatively

low during ~arch-May with yearly peaks in June. During the months of
f.4arch and April, catches have been dominated by spotfin shiner, spotta il
shiner, and bluntnose minnow. On numerous occasions during 1975, 1976,
and 1977 catches were noticably larger at the station 150m downstream of
the discharge than at other stations on the west shore of Three ~ile

Island with spotfin shiner, spottail shiner, and bluntnose minnow
dominating.

During 1979, seining was not conducted during January and February due to
ice and h1gh river flows

.!11 W. Sampling was conducted on March 16 and

captured 946 fishes of 13 species, with spotfin shiner and b1untnose
minnow dominating '!11. Only 104 of the 946 fishes were taken at the
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stations on the west shore of Three Mile Island, with most fishes caught
fn the east channel and west channel of the river.

Sampling in

April {10th and 16th) captured 1111 fishes of 11 species, with spotfin
shiner, spottai1 shiner, and bluntnose minnow dominating

W. Onl~

29 of

the 1111 fishes werei taken at the stations on the west shore of Three
Mile Island, with most fishes (806) caught in the east channel.

Similar

patterns of higher abundance in the east and/or west channels also
occurred on several sampling dates during March and April of 1977
April of 1978

ill.

lil and

On April 10, 1979 only four fishes were taken

downstream of the discharge, all at the 1100m station.

On April 16

fishes were taken at all of the downstream stations except that at 1500rri.
Species taken at the stations 150m and 1100m downstream of the discharge
included spotfin shiner, spottail shiner, rosyface shiner, comely shiner,
tessellated darter, and blacknose ·dace.

During the subsequent months,

seine catches increased to 2199 fishes of 22 species in May, with
spottail shiner, spotfin shiner, bluntnose minnow, and pumpkinseed most
numerous

W.

Of the 2199 fishes collected in May, 346 fishes were taken

at the station 150m downstream of the discharge, with spottail shiner,
spotfin shiner, and bluntnose minnow the most abundant specfes.
22,834 fishes of_3~ species were captured~-

In June

Juvenile white sucker

dominated the catches (.45% of tota 1 fish cau<Jht), along with spotta i1

shiner, spotfin shiner, tessellated darter and fal1fish at all stations.
-404~ fishes were taken at the 150m downstream station during June. In
general, the species composition and patterns of abundance in 1979 were
similar to those of :::,revious years. During early April 1979, few fishes
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were taken downstream of the d1scharge, but by mid-April abundance began
increasing and continued to do so through June.

Electrofishing is conducted twice per month at 12 stations throughout the
site vicinity.

Four stations are located on the west shore of Three Mile

Island. One extends from the discharge to a point 500m downstream,
another fs sampled between 1500 and 2000m downstream frcm the discharge.
and two stations are sampled upstream of the discharge
catches were 7,054 fishes of 26 species
31 species in 1978

in

1977

ill and

ill.·· Total
7,522 fishes,of

.l§/. Overall. C?,~ches have been dom_inated by

smal 1mouth bass, pumpkinseed, r-ock bass, redbreast sunfish, quil lback,
carp, and walleye.

No consistent trends in overall abundance have been

evident, but catches have often been highest during spring and fall.
During the months o-f March and April, catches have been dominated by
smallmouth bass, purnpkinseed, quillback, redbreast sunfish, carp, rock
bass and walleye.

No distinct patterns or trends of differing fish

distributions have been apparent with respect to the discharge effluent.
During 1979, electrofishing was not conducted during January and February
due to fee and high river flows il/ .if/. Sampling on ~arch 19 and 20
captured 140 fishes of 13 species with carp, walleye, rock bass, and
qu111back dom1nat1n~,

W.

Sampling in Apr11 (10th-11th and 23rd-24th)

captured 1022 fishes of 24 species, with shorthead redhorse, walleye,
rock bass, auillback, sma11mouth bass, and pumpkinseed dominatfng

W.

No differing patterris or trends in abundance or distributions were
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evident for fishes ,1ear the discharge, although in the latter April
sampling rrore specimens (128) were collected at the discharge station
than at other statfons sampled. Species taken during P-4arch and April
1979 at the station extending fran the discharge downstream for 500m
included walleye, shorthead redhorse, auillback, smallmouth bass, white
sucker, rock bass, pumpkinseed, redbreast sunfish, carp, and bluegi11.
During the months fo11owing, catches decreased to 726 fishes of 17 species
in ~ay W and 596 fishes of 22 species in June ~. with rock bass,
sma11mouth bass, walleye, and auillback dominating.

In general, the

patterns of species composition, abundance, and distribution in 1979 were
similar to previous years.

Ichthyoplankton is sampled via plankton net once per week at 14 stations
throughout York Haven Pond.

Four stations are located along the west

shore of Three ~ile Island, two upstream of the discharge, one 200m
downstream of the discharge, and one 200m upstream of the York Haven
Dam

Ji/. During 1976-1978, fish larvae have first appeared in samples in

mid-to-late-April with peak densities occurring about one month after the
first larvae were taken, generally late ~ay to mid-June lll.

The most

abundant species have been carp~ spotta11 shiner, spotfin shiner,
ouillback, channel catfish, pumpkinseed/bluegi11. tessellated darter, and
banded darter.

In 1977 and 1978 respectively, 30 and 32 total species

were recorded from ichthyop1ankton samples. Generally, the east and west
channels yielded the highest densities of larvae. Carp, qui11back, and
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banded darter have been in relatively high abundance along the west shore
of Three ~ile Island.

During 1979, ichthyoplankton sampling began in April and was conducted on
the 10th, 17th and 24th. Sampling was not undertaken durirjg the first
week of April due to the accident at the nuclear station 231 • No larvae
were collected in 56 samples on April 10. One shield darter larva was
collected during each of the samplings on April 17 and 24 231 • eoth
larvae were collected in the west channel.

During the ronths fol lowing,

larval catches incr,!ased to a peak in mfd ..,...ay (4,746 larvae taken on
~ay 15-16) 24 1, wfth a secondary peak on June 5-? ~ •. Species taken
included spottail siiiner, quillback, white sucker, tessellated darter,
banded darter, shield darter and walleye.

Darters dominated during the

sampling on "'ay 1 a,,d suckers on t-'ay 8 241 • In general, patterns of
icthyoplankton abundance in 1979 (April-June) were similar to previous
years.

Fish larvae were not captured in the center channel near the

nuclear station during April 1979.
In summary, the overall patterns of the fish com111t.1nity in the vicinity of
Three Mile Island Nuclear Station during 1979 (March-June) were similar
to those of previou!i years.

Levels of abundance and species composition

during the mnths immediately following the ~arch 28 nuclear accident
were not notfcably different fran previous years and generally were on
the increase throughout the spring months, as usual. Fish spawning
produced peak larval abundances in ~ay and June, per the nonnal pattern.
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Sampling by several gear types in the immediate plume irea documented the
presence of many species, including rough (carp, suckers), forage
(shiners, darters), and predator/sprat fishery (walleye, bass. sunfishes)
species. An absence of significant im~ed1ate effects with respect to the
nuclear accident is in keeping with the facts that the non-radiological
aspects of station c1perating conditions during and following the accident
did not deviate from those of nonnal operat,on.
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C.

Fish Disease, Parasites, and ~ortalities

Fish disease and mortality conditions in the Susquehanna River near Three
Mile Island have be1!n recognized and were reviewed with respect to the
operation of the nuclear station §.I 451 • Mortalities during the spring
are not unusual and may be related to several causes, natural and man
made 451 • Mortalities of approximately 200 and 300 fishes were observed
during the springs of 1974 and 1975 resoectively

Y,

but were not

attributable to operation of Three ft1ile Island Nuclear Station 451 •

During routine farf1eld sampling from 1975-1978, observations of
diseased, parasitized and dead fishes were maintained and reported in the
annual reports of ecological studies.

These observations are summarized

in Table 16 and include:

(1)

Fish leeches - Myzobdella luaubris and P1acobdella montifera.

(2)

Parasitic copepods - lernaea sp.

(3)

Fish

(4)

Blackspot disease - metacercar1ae of d1genet1c trematodes,

louse

(branchiuran) - Araulus catostomi

unspeciated.
(5)

Spiny - headed wonn - acanthocephalan sp.

(6) Myxosporidian protoza - Thelohanellus sp. (as subder,nal cysts).
(7} Nematodes• unspeciated (encysted}.

(8) Abnor,nalfties.
(9} Observations of dead fish encountered while samplfn9.
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The occurrence of d·i seased or parasitized fishes usually has been low

during spring, with increases to peaks during August-September, and
decreases during October-December ~

.1il.

Fishes found dead and

floating in the watE!r have occurred during the spring, April-June

ll/ ill.

During the four yeai·s of observations, no patterns of diseases, parasites, or mortalitiE!S have been noted with respect to the location of
affected fishes and the nuclear station.

During farfield sampling in 1979 {~arch-June), parasitized fishes were
observed and the data are summarized in Table 17.

Generally, the

patterns of parasite occurrence during the spring months of 1979 were
similar to those of previous years, with blackspot, copepods, and leeches
most conmon.

Blacks.pot was the most common parasite noted in the spring

of 1979 and was most: prevalent on spotfin shiner and other shiners and
minnows, as in previous years.

During April and r•ay of 1978, blackspot

infections were described as "slight to moderate" and were most prevalent
on spotfin shiner

J.1!.

Copepods of the genus lernaea are non-specific

parasites~. as evidenced by their infestation on several different
species during 1976-1978 (Table 16).

lernaea is active only during wam

seasons, with temperatures above 18°C favoring the organism, and the
optima being 22°.30cc

W.

?arasftic copepods were less prevalent in

1979 than previous years, wh1ch might be related to water temperature,

since the favorable 18°C was not reached until late May 1979

W.

Studies in the North Branch of the Susquehanna River also have revealed
the presence of fish parasites and seasonal occurrences s1mi1ar to some
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noted near Three M11e Island 471 481 • During 1973, for example,
approximately 85% o-f the fishes examined in the North Branch were
infected with one

0 1r

more of 40 species of parasites, including copepods

(lernaea), branchiu1•ans (Araulus), leeches, nematodes, trer,atodes, and
acanthocephalans

£1.

It was noted that most parasites did not produce

notable pathogenic symptoms in fish

£1.

Dead fishes observed while sampling during the spring of 1979 included
29 fishes in r~ay and 47 fishes in June, with sma11mouth bass the most

numerous (Table 17).

No dead fishes were reported in April immediately

fol lowing the nuclea.r accident 231 and no unusual biological ev.ents or
fish kills were obseirved by biologists while sampling on the river during
early April 49 / 501 • The numbers seen dead in May and June 1979 (total
of 76) were less than observed during 1977 and 1978, but involved similar
species {Table 16). These general findings were also confirmed by the
Pennsylvania Fish Commission Waterway Patrolman who patrols southern
Dauphin County and the Three Mile Island vicinity

W. The mortalities

observed during the springs of 1974 and 1975 also included similar
species - smallmouth bass, sunfishes, and channel catfish~- Annual
mortalities of fishes also have been noted in the Conowingo Peservoir of
the Susquehanna River downstream of Three Mile Island

W.

f1ost

dead

fishes have occurred there during May and June and have included channel
catfish, carp, gui1 li:>ack, ~ite catfish, brown bullhead, eel, blueg11 l,
pumpk1nseed, largemouth bass, white crappie, and walleye.
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Parasite and mortalHy conditions of fishes were observed in the York
Haven Pond near ThrE!e Mile Island during the period r~arch .. June 1979. The
observed conditions do not appear to be unusual for that period and
generally follow trends previously noted for the area.

Conditions of

parasitism and spring mortalities are not uniaue to York Haven Pond and
have been observed fn other areas of the Susquehanna River upstream and
downstream of the Three Mile Island site vicinity.

It therefore appears

probable that station operating conditions during and following the
accident did not coritribute to unusual disease or mortality conditions of
fishes in the site vicinity.
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Table 16. Records of diseased, parasitized, and dead fishes observed during
1975-1978 in the Susquehanna River near Three Mile Island Nuclear Station.

Year
1975 JY

1976

1977

111

ill

Disease or ~ortality
Condition

Species Involved
(Nos & months, if recorded)

Fish leech

Channel catfish, sunfishes,
tessellated darter; common
parasite.

Copeoods

Spottail shiner (23), bluntnose
minnow (1), bluegill (1); August.

Blackspot

Spottail shiner (1), spotfin
shiner (1).

Spiny - headed wonn
Fish louse

Tessellated darter (1); ~ay.
Redbreast sunfish (1),
Common shiner (l); June.

Fish leech

Tessellated darters; common
parasite. August-October, Channel
catfish {l).

Copepods

Comely shiner, spotta11 shiner,
spotfin shiner, bluntnose minnow,
smallmouth bass, bluegill; (few
specimens each). '

Blackspot

Creek chub (l).

Fish leech

Channel catfish (2), rock bass (1),
-

redbreast sunfish (1), tessellated
darter (38)-~ay to September;
spottail shiner (3)-Sept-Nov.;
carp(l).
Blackspot

Common shiner, spotfin shiner,
blacknose dace, fallfish, quillback,
(few specimens each).

Copepods

Stoneroller, carp, spottail shiner,
spotfin shiner, bluntnose minnow,
fallfish, white sucker, shorthead
redhorse, rock bass, redbreast
sunfish, pumpkinseed, sma11mouth
bass, black crappie, tessellated
darter.
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Table 16 (Continued)

1978

ll/

Myxosporidian protozoa

Comely shiner, bluntnose minnow;
Canmon 1n July.

Dead Fish (153)

Sma11mouth bass (105), shorthead
redhorse (10}, channel catfish (8),
suckers (10), rock bass (5),
blueback herring (6), carp (4),
fallfish (3), pumpkinseed (1),
redbreast sunfish (1); April and May.

Fish leech

White catfish, channel catfish,
rock bass, redbreast sunfish,
black crappie, spottail shiner,
tessellated darter; (few specimens
each).

Copepods

Channel catfish, rock bass, white
crappie, redbreast sunfish,
pumpkinseed, black crappie.

Nematode

Marginated madtan {l), December.

Dead fish {190)

Smallmouth bass (148), Channel
catfish (13), Suckers (17), Carp (3),
rock bass (3), redbreast sunfish (2),
bluegill (1), quillback (1), yellow
bullhead (1), unidentified sunfish
(l); most occurred in June.

Blackspot

Spotfin shiner (54), April-~ay;
bluntnose minnow, Oct-Dec.

Myxo:;poridian
pr,,tozoa

Bluntnose minnow, comely shiner.

Spinal defonni ty

Smal lroouth bass.

Nematode

Smallmouth bass.
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Table 17. Records of diseased, parasitized, and dead fishes observed during
1979 (March-June) in the Susquehanna River near Three Mile Island Nuclear Station.

Month

Disease or Mortality
Condition

Species Involved
(Numbers & gear type)

MarchW

Nematode
Fish leech

Marginated madtom (2)-trapnet.
Smallmauth bass (1)-trapnet.

Apri1 231

Nematode
Black spot

Tessellated darter (4).
Spotfin shiner (33), mimic shiner
(2), bluntnose minnow (9), blacknose
dace (6) - all taken by seine.

Ma y24/

Blackspot

Co111T10n shiner (1}. spotfin shiner
(69), bluntnose minnow (14) - seine.

Copepods
Fin rot

Quillback (l) - seine.
Quillback (1}, shorthead
redhorse (.1) - seine.

Dead fish (29}

Sma11mouth bass (16}, channel
catfish (6}, shorthead redhorse {4},
rock bass (1), carp (1), sunfish
sp. (1) - only 2 specimens taken
downstream of discharge.

81 ack spot

Spotfin shiner (86}, golden shiner (1),
common shiner (1) - seine.

Copepods

Redbreast sunfish (1) - trapnet.

Spotfin shiner (3) - seine.

Fish leech

Rock bass (1) - trapnet.
Rock bass (1) - seine.

Jaw defonnity

Spotfin shiner (1) - seine.

Dead fish (47)

Smallmouth bass (25), shorthead
redhorse (8), carp (1), white
sucker (2), northern h09 sucker (3),
unidentified sucker, (2), channel
catfish (3), rock bass (3).
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D.

Recreational Fisheries

The recreational fisheries of the Three ~ile Island site vicinity have
been studied since 1974 and reported in the Annual

ill l1I 111 W lll

and Supplemental ]!ii 401
summarized in the 1978

-5? 1 Reports to NRC_.__ B_etween-year comparisgns are
Annual Report lli. Creel surveys have been

conducted on two weekends days and two weekdays per month in four areas:
the general reservoir (including the waters of the east, center, and west
channels froo, Fa11 ,ind Hill Islands to the north to Basl"lore Island and
the York Haven Dam to the south; Figure 2); the east dam; the York Haven
Dam; and the York Haven Generating Station {hydroelectric) tail race ill.
·The total estimates of recreational fishing in the site vicinity during
1977 and 1978 (Janu,1ry-December) were:

Total
Anolers
1977 141 7,791
1978

llf

14,089

Total Fish
caught

12, 89

27,979

Tota1 Fish
kept(%)
5,341
(44.2%)
9,490
(33.9%)

Total Hours
fished
14,773
27,992

CPUE
(fishfhr}
0.8
1.00

The species caught 1n greatest numbers overa1 l in 1977 and 1978
respectively were:

smal1mouth bass (32% and 42%); channel catfish (28%

and 24%); walleye (10% and 11%); rock bass (10% and 9~); sunfishes (10%
and 5%); carp (7% and 4%); and suckers (1% and 1%). The bulk of the
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harvests in the gern!ral reservoir during 1977 and 1978 respectively were:
small mouth bass (44'.' and 61%); channel catfish (25% and 13%); sunfishes
(15% and 14%); rock bass (15% and 9%); and others.

Smallmouth bass, rock

bass and sunfishes (predominantly bluegill, pumpkinseed and redbreast)
have been caught in greater numbers in the reservoir than at either dam
or the York Haven tailrace.

Walleye and channel catfish have been taken

in greater numbers at the tailrace than at other locations.

reservoir has accounted for approximately

36%

and

31%

The

of the fishes

caught in the area during 1977 and 1978 respectively, for 29% and 40% of
the total anglers, a.nd for 29% and 44% of the total hours fished.

A

summary of the cree·1 survey data _for the reservoir durin_g the period
1974-1978 is presented in Table 18
1978

llf. Overall during

1977

~ and

ill, sma1lmoutr bass catches were greatest during r'ay-June, rod
1

bass during ~ay, channel catfish during July, walleye during ~ay, and
sunfishes during June-July.

Good fishing (by boat) apparently also

occurs near the nuclear station discharge for channel catfish (many
greater than 20 inches long}, with catches of walleye and muskellunge
also 531 • Fishing occurs there primarily at night and continues
yearround except for winter months during ice conditions 531 •

During 1979, creel surveys were conducted four times per month in January
and February at the York Haven Generating Station only, due to ice and

ill Wand during mid-March through July at all survey
areas WWW~/ W. Following the Three Mile Island accident,
surveys were conducted on April 16, 21, 26, and 29 111• Creel survey
high river flows
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results for t•arch-July 1979 are summarized in Tables 19 and 20.

During

that four month period, 63-82% of the anglers interviewed resided in York
and Dauphin Counties, Pennsylvania, and most reported that they ate some
of their catches.

Fishing in the general reservoir following the accident showed sorne
interesting contrasts. The number of anglers interv)ewed durin_q Apr11-July were
within the range of numbers reported during previous years (Tables 18, 19),
but the hours fished were greater in A.pril than in previous years and in
the high-normal range during ~ay-July. The numbers of anglers who fished
the reservoir compared with the total numbers for all fishing areas
surveyed were the lc,west on record for April and "4ay 1979 and within the
historical ranges during June and July (Table 24).

The relative numbers

of hours fished on the reservoir were within historical levels for all
post-accident months. The catch-per-effort (fish caught per angler-hour)
was low-to-low-nomal during April-June and a record high during July.
The percentages of fish caught in the reservoir which were kept (actual
harvest} by the anglers were the lowest on record for each post-accident
month (Figure 3).

During April, no fish were kept, all were returned.

This is contrasted with the historical proportion harvested (Table 21)
which has been as high as 85.7% during April.

The composition of the

recreational catches and harvests during ~arch-July 1979 in the reservoir
was primarily sma11mouth bass, sunfishes, rock bass, and channel catfish
(Table 22}, as per historical trends. The relative contributions of the
general reservoir to the total catches and harvests at all four locations
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in the Three Mile Island vicinity durJng 1974-1979 are presented in
Table 23.

During previous years (1974-1978) no consistent annual

patterns or trends existed with respect to the percent contribution of
the reservoir to the total area catches and harvests during the months of
April-July (Table 23), although the 5-year ~ean values for each month
showed a generally fncreasing trend from April-July (Figure 4}.

During

1979 the percent contributions of the reservoir catches were the lowest

on record in April and increased to historical levels during May-July.
The percent contribution of the reservoir harvests (fishes actually kept
by anglers) were the lowest on record during the post-accident months of
April-June 1979 and did not reach historical levels until ·July (Table 23).

- These data suggest 1:hat immediately fol lowing the 1979 accident, anglers
were fishing relatively less and keeping fewer fishes from the reservoir
than during previous years.

During subsequent rronths, anglers slowly and

steadily returned tc1 near normal activities in the reservoir.

Even three

rronths post-accident, however, the relative harvests from the reservoir
were still lower tha.n any during the previous five years, and four months
post-accident the percentages harvested from the reservoir itself were
the lowest in six years of sampling.
Fishing in other creel survey areas of the Three Mile Island vicinity
apparently increased somewhat following the accident (Tables 19 and 20).
The numbers of anglers and fish caught at each dam and the tailrace were
higher in April 1979 than during any previous Apri1 since 1974.
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Similarly, the hours fished and catches-per-effort were either record
highs or high-norma1 levels for those areas during April 1979. Only at
the tailrace area wets the percent harvested in April at a record low.
The number of anglers at the York Haven Dam and the tailrace during May
also were record highs.

During June the percents harvested were record

lows for a11 four survey areas.
The differences between the catches and harvests for the post-accident
mnths of 1979 and those of corresponding months for 1974 through 1978
(as shown in Figures. 3 and 4} were tested for statistical significance by
analysis of variance! which did not detect any differences attributable to
year, mnth, or year-by-month interaction. A high degree of variability
existed within the rronthly data, however, which could have masked any real
significant differences.

In an attempt to reduce or stabilize the variance,

the analysis was re-run using square root transformed data, and again
statistically significant differences were not detected. The variability
of the data could be the result of truely variable phenomena of catch and
harvest or the result of a creel survey program which did not sample
frequently enough to reduce the data variability of truely less variable
phenomena.
Even though statistically significant differences were not detected between
fishery parameters of 1979 and previous years, it is apparent that the
recreational fishery was different following the accident than during
corresponding period:s precedfng the accident.

Post-accident recreational

fishing in the Three M11e Island vicinity apparently was most altered in
the reservoir, which contains the Island and the nuclear station. Fishing
was not curtailed, but rather appeared to partially shift emphasi's from
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the reservoir to other areas, especially near the York Haven Dam and in the
hydrostation tailrace.

Whether there was an actual· shift 1n areas fished

or merely an avoidance of the reservoir (anglers who nonnally fish there
stayed home) .is uncertain, but record increases during April in the numbers
of anglers. fish caught, hours fished, and catches-per-effort at most of the
other areas surveyed suggests that a shift occurred inmediately following
the accident. Anglers apparently were fishing relatively less in the reservoir and those who

,ji d

fish there were returning greater proportions of their

catches than during any corresponding time period in the previous five years.
Severa 1 factors could have contributed to the observed differences.

If the

sizes of some desirable fishes were smaller than nonnal during 1979, then
harvests might have been lower than nonnal.

Size data were not presented

in the monthly reports, thus between year comparisons are not possible at
this time.

Weather conditions can influence angler activity, but during

1979 the weather conditions on creel survey days were not severe and do not
appear to have been substantially different from previous years.

~igh angler

activity at the dams and ta11race during 1979 suggest that fishing was not
restricted by weathE!r. The noted differences in fishery catches and
harvests were not the result of impacts to the fish populations from

the

accident~ but_rather· appear to have been due ta altered fishennan behavior
following the accident.

Such alterations probably were related to the

fishermen's knowted~1e of the occurrence of the accident and to their awareness of the liquid releases of industrial wastes to the river from the various

station systems, as discussed in previous sections. Since fishing patterns
changed following the accident, some anglers apparently missed a portion
of the spring fishing in the reservoir which provides good local fishing for
species such as smallmouth bass, rock bass, and sunfishes. With time following
the accident, the patterns of recreational f1shing returned to normal or
near-normal.
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TABLE 18
MONTHLY SUMMARIES OF CREEL SURVEY 0A TA COLLECTED FROM THE
GENERAL RESERVOIR DURING THE PERIOD 1974-1978. (Ref.No.15).
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Table 19. Creel survey data from the General Reservo1r and East Oam areas of the Three Mile Island
site vicinity during March-July 1979.

No. Anglers

March ll/

~

Apru 11_/

Fish Caught

3

30

Fish kept(%)

3(100)

0(0)

General Reservoir
May 24/

-rrs

~ 55/

106

June -44/

105

251

300

24(22.9)

48(19.1)

138

86(28. 7)

Hrs. Fished

1.50

78.20

176.95

370.35

229.40

c/f(fish/hr)

2.00

0.38

0.59

0.68

1.31

June 441

~855/

East Dam
March 221

April 231

fday 24/

No. Anglers

-w

--r1l

75

--50

Fish Caught

22

270

121

166

Fish kept(%)

0(0)

26(9.6)

22(18.2)

14 (8.4)

0\

w

37
3 (8. I)

Hrs. Fished

43.35

85.40

83.75

89.55

36.90

c/f(fish/hr)

0.51

3.16

1.44

1.85

1.00

Table 20. Creel survey data from the York Haven Oam amt York Haven Generating Station Tafl race areas of
the Three Mile Island site vicinity during March-July 1979.
York Haven Dam

---rr

Fish Caught

0

Fish kept(%)
Hrs. Fished

May 24/
54

f."arch 'll/

No. Anglers

231

481

10(4.3)
0

c/f{fish/hr)

42(8. 7)

June 441

--;7

329
43(13.1)

75
16(21.3)

37.40

111. 75

131.80

31.75

6.18

4.30

2.50

2.36

York Haven Generating Station
~ 24/

March '!lJ

June 441

No. Anglers

--n

Fish Caught

39

Fish kept(%)

15(38.5)

Hrs. fished

62.10

240.00

401.65

415.45

246.30

c/f(fish/hr)

0.63

1.08

0.83

0.62

0.78

258
66(25.6)

~225

-U7

335

259

124(37.0)

72(27.8)

191
106(55.5)

.

Table 21. Percentage of the fishes caught that were kept (harvested) by anglers fishing in the Three Mile
Island vicinity during the March-July period between 1974-1978. Data compiled from that summarized in
Reference No. 15. GR~general reservoiri ED-east dam; YHD~York Haven Oam; YHGS=York Haven Generating Station
Ta 1lrace.
1974

7fR

March

~9~7
21.4

48.6
34.4

June
b1:7
28.6
26.7
75.7

54.1
46.6
48.0

85.7
57.1
0
66.7

59.5
38.4
29.4
52.0

RO.O
43.9
26.2
57.4

44.6
15.0
59.2
76.0

42.8
21.4
30.3
45.5

35.2
21.9
35.2
35.0

29.5

90.0

5.9
3.0
0
56.2

0

76.3

47.7

11. 9

1.4

50.0

55.6

6.1
47 .1

51. 7
62.5
75.8

0

29.0
3.8
0
49.2

31.8
6.9
9.5
29.6

April

ED

YHO
YHGS

js~i

l9i5

7fR
ED
YHD
YHGS
1976

7fR
Ell

YHD
YHGS

0

50.0
75.0
100.
0

1977

7M
EO

YHO
YHGS
1978

7fR
EO

YHO

YHGS

en
<Jl

0

31.2

48.0

70.1
42.9
34.6
52.8

32.6
22.4
33.1
64.5

42.5
30.0
35.2
53.2

Table 22. Composition of the recreational fishery catch and harvest in the General Reservoir of the Three
Mile Island site during March-July 1979.

seecies
Carp
White catfish
Brown bullhead
Channel catfish
Catfish spp.
Rock bass

March 22 1
Caught Kept
l
2

1
2

April 23 1
Ca~ght K pt

0

1
1

0

.0

May 24/
Caught Kept

2

12
9

7

Red reast sunfish
Sunfish spp.
Smallmuth bass
Black crappie
Crappie spp.
Yellow perch
Fal lfish
Walleye
Total

A
9

0

28

18

0

39

1

1

37
2

5

22,

10

.L

u

5

l

I

3

22
160

9

4
2
0

l
3
l

3

3

30

0

105

Jult 55/
Caught Kept

1

BluegU 1

Pumgki nseed

June 441
Caught Kept

24

251

I

l"I

6
23
0
0
1

48

32

19

47,

17
1

.l

5

3

11

0

202

45

1
1

1
0

300

86

0\

0\

Table 23. Relative contribution {t b) number} of the General Reservoir to the total recreational fishery
catch and total harvest {numbers kept frooi all areas surveyed in the Three Mile Island vicinity during
the months of April-July 1974-1979. Data cooiputed fron the referenced cited.
% of Total Harvest

% of Total Caught

_ April
197~

May

June

~

26.3

24.3

38.4

April

May

June

July

34.R

31.1

38.1
'

197r)2/

30. l

14.3

25.6

35.9

32.4

18.3

36.4

27.0

197&!.Y

7.7

34.4

31. l

57.0

2.3

38.3

33.5

56.9

1977.!Y

15.2

42.2

40.1

37.8

24.0

58.1

38.9

50.3

197al?l

37.3

8.5

38.9

23.R

36.7

19.7

31.8

22.7

25.niY

49.s?Y

11.JW

27. 1441

40.~

1979

3.8-23/

10.1W

o.o?ll

m
......

Table 24. Use of the general reservoir by recreational fishennen expressed as a percentage of the total
number of anglers and hours fished for all areas surveyed in the Three Mile Island vicinity during the
months of April-July 1974-1979. Oata computed from the references cited.
% of Total Hours fished

% of Total Anglers

April
197~

May

June

~

24.4

34.6

38.3

April

May

June

July

21.2

36.7

41.8

197,}JY

21.5

23.7

20.9

31.5

28.4

14.2

20.1

31.4

197&fll

19. 7

33.5

46.8

55.2

19.1

35.5

45.3

59.4

1977lli

25.1

26.2

41.9

36.6

12.3

31.4

39.9

44.3

197slli

19.0

27.4

44.2

32.6

23.2

25.0

52.3

33.6

1979

16. 2231

23.~

35_75.Y

39.9551

17. ,23/

22.9 241

36.a11/

42.1 551
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Ffgure 3. Recreat1onal fishery harvest(% by number of the total fishes caught that were
kept) from the general reservoir of the Susquehanna Rtver in the Three M11e
Island s1te vicinity during the months of Apr11 through July 1979 {soltd line)
and 1974-1978 (broken. 1ine; showing 5-year mean and range for each month,
except Apr11 which ar·e 4-year values),
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Relat1ve contributio~, {i by number} of the general reservoir to the total
recreational fishery catch (upper) and harvest (lower) from all areas
surveyed in the Three· Mi'le Island stte vicinity during the Months of April
through July 1979 (sc11d line) and 1914-1978 (broken line; showi'ng 5-year
mean and r!\nge for each month, except 1\pri 1 which are 4-year va 1ues).
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E.

Summary

1.

The non-radiological aspects of station operations during and following
the accident which potentially could have affected the aquatic biota of
the Susouehanna P1ver are related to thennal and chemical discharges.

a)

Thermal discharge and chemical discharge 1imitat1ons established by
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 401 Certification and NPOES Permit
were not violated during the period of interest.

The discharges

which did occur (thermal, chemical, flow volumes) were all within
the ranges of ·,alues previously analyzed in the FES and at the
environmental i1earing and found to be acceptable.

River flows

during the per'iod were at seasonally high normal levels such that
station discharges received considerable dilution.

b) -

Based upon sevE~ral years of studies conducted prior to the accident,
the spatial extent of the thermal discharge plume was described.
The

measurable plume has been variable in extent and has been

confined to very near the shoreline.

Its maximum measurable extent

has been to dis:tances less than 20m offshore and 1000m downstream
along the west shore Three ~ile Island from the discharge downstream
to a point abou:t halfway between the discharge and the junction of
the York Haven Dam with the Island.

It is assumed that this area

would constitute that portion of the river under the immediate
influence of station discharges.
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2.

Biological data were being collected in the Susquehanna Piver upstream,
downstream and near the nuclear station during the period of interest
under the NRC ETS program.

Summarized data made available to NR_~ __by

the licensee were anlayzed and compared with historical data from the
site vicinity for the period 1974-1978.

a)

Since thermal and chemical dishcarges were not different fr0r.t those
of normal operation and did not violate effluent limitations, significant impacts to aquatic biota would not be expected. An exami•
nation of the biotic conditions was made which confinned the absence
of any detectable effects to benthic invertebrates and fishes.

No unusual conditions of fish diseases or mortalities were noted in
the river foll1:>wing the accident.

b)

Post-accident recreational fishing in the site vicinity did show
departures frarr historical trends.

Fishing appeared to partially

shift emphasis fonn the reservoir in the immediate site vicinity to
other areas, e!;pecially downstream near the York Haven Dam and the
hydroelectric station. Anglers apparently fished less in the
reservoir and those who did fish there returned more of their
catches than fr, previous years.

W1 th time fol lowing the accident,

the patterns of recreational fishing returned to normal or
near-nonnal.
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IV.

A.

Generic Aspects

Station Operation and Non-Radiological Eff1uents

Station operating c~nditions during and immediately following the
accident resulted il1 releases of several hundred thousand-to-several
million gallons of treated industrial waste effluent, in addition to
cooling tower blowd1:>wn.

In all cases where measurements were made,

effluent limitations established by the NPDES permitting authority
(Ccmmonwealth of Pennsylvania) were not exceeded. Maintenance of the
required quality of liquid effluents, therefore, appears not to have been
impared as a result of the accident.

Knowledge

by

the non-nuclear engineering public that the reactor core was

experiencing high temperatures and overheating difficulties during the
accident, might have led one to wonder what magnitude of heat load was
transferred to the Susquehanna River, and then, what impact it might have
had on river biota and fisheries.

Reactor design and operating condi-

tions, however, resulted in a reactor trip and shutdown early during the
course of accident events, so that the heat produced fo 11 owing shutdown
was only a small portion of that produced during full power operation.
In the case of the Three ~11e Island acc1dent, the removal of decay heat

following shutdown also was less than normal due to a loss of immediate
core cooling abi11ty. The river discharge aT of up to 5.7°C during
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normal reactor cooldown, therefore, was not realized, and thermal
effluents during the accident were low.
Both chemical and thermal effluents to the Susquehanna River were
maintained within establshed limitations and within the bounds of those
analyzed during NEPA reviews prior to Unit 2 operation.

That having been

the case, as now known, it would be reasonable to expect that effects to
the aquatic biota of the river also would have been within the bounds of
acceptability as concluded in the pre-operational NEPA reviews.

Examina-

tion of the biological data collected during routine non-radiological ETS
studies in the site vicinity for a three montI:t peri'od following the
accident (April through June 1979) confirmed the absence of any significant ecological effE!Cts.

Spring conditions of increasing abundance of

aquatic organisms and the onset of fish spawning during the historical
April-June period were realized during 1979.
cycles apparently were undisturbed

by

Normal aquatic biological

non-radiological accident

conditions.
The accident occurred during the early phases of the spring aquatic
biological season - a time of transition from winter's low faunal
abundance and productivity to spring 1 s rapidly increasing faunal
abundance and productivity.

In a way, then, the timing of the accident

was fortuitous for assessment purposes, in that if potentally harmful
effluents had been released (and continued for some period of time),
deviations from the normal spring productivity (in terms of speciest
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magnitude, or timing etc.) might have been recognizable and as causally
related to accident conditions. This is contrasted with mid-summer or
late fall conditions of decreasing abundance (or availability) of
portions of the aquatic canmunity.

Had the accident occurred at those

times, one could be faced with deciding whether downward biological
trends were in some way related to accident events, or within the nonnal
biological cycle only. Had the accident occurred during the winter
months when aquatic productivity and faunal abundance are nonnally low,
impacts could have l)een minimal, but not easily measured or detected.
Additionally, aquatfc biological sampling during roonths of extreme winter
weather (cold, wind, ice, etc.) might have been suspended making an
impact assessment difficult due to the lack of data.

The actual timing or the accident and the ready availability of site
specific data (effluent Quality and biological), however, pennitted an
evaluation which indicated that aquatic biological problems did not
occur.

It therefore seems reasonable to conclude that 1f the required

limitations for non-radiological effluents are met during an accident,
then the effects to the aquatic canmunities from those effluents should
be minimal.

B.

Data Availability and Data Needs
The availability of site specific data fran ongoing studies prior to and
following the accident and the existence of several successive years of
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similar data (1974 •~hrough 1978) permitted a reali.stic assessment of
observed effects rather than necessitating the conduct of a worst case
analysis of potential effects.

This was indeed fortunate since the

accident was the fi 1·st and only one of its kind.

Had the accident

occurred several years into the operational lffe of the station, it is
possible that detai'fed site specific studies would not have occurred for
several years. making a precise assessment of effects more difficult.
Effluent quality can be measured throughout the life of a station under
the NPDES program, however, and the knowledge that water oual ity can be
contro11 ed during ac:c idents and that aquatic biota wil 1 be affected
minimally (at worst) can be used in assessing effects real istica1 ly.

The ecological studies being undertaken by the licensee in the
Susquehanna River have been greatly expanded in scope and complexity
since their inceptfon with the onset of Unit 1 operation in 1974,

The

data that were available for use in.assessing effects of the accident

were of a type and quality that were both useful and obtainable soon
after collection.

Data which proved to be of most practical use were

those which:

1)

defined the extent and relative locations of the effluent plume;

2)

defined the fish species at sampling stations withfn the known area
influenced by the plume; the use of several sampling gear types
selective for ~·arious components of the f1sh cann,.inity pennitted the
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identiffcation of species potentially under the influence of the
plume (and th~s station discharges) fran the rough, forage, and
predator/sport segments of the community;

3)

defined seasonal trends in species composition and abundance;

4)

defined the types of disease and parasite conditions and the
occurrence of fish ki11s and mortalities in the site vicinity;

5)

defined the recreational fishery catches and harvests in absolute
tenns; fran those, relative catches and harvests could be calculated
for comparison between creel survey sites and among years; the
ability of the creel survey program to reflect changes in fishing
patterns during the post-accident period was most useful and permits
analyses beyond those of ecological concern only, as discussed
later;

6)

defined water quality conditions in the river 1n and near the
discharge and both upstream and downstream.

The monthly compilation and summarization of the ecological data

by

Licensee's consultant on a routine basis made the 1979 data rapidly
available and in usable fonn. Similarly, those data on in-plant effluent
thennal and chemical characteristics contained in the Discharge P'onthly
Reports submitted by the Licensee to the Pennsylvania Department of
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Environmental Resources were both readily available and invaluable for
assessment purposes.

The provisional data on 1979 river flow 1n the form

of computer printout supplied oy the USGS at NRC request were also
rapidly available and in usable fonn.
As stated. the rapid availability of usable data pennitted a realistic
assessment of observed effects.

This probably represents a "f>est case"

condition, however. since such a set of circumstances might not always
occur.

It is conceivable that future nuclear plants could be permitted

to operate without having performed any ecological studies during years
of actual reactor ooeration, if their potential impacts are found to be
minimal and acceptaole during pre-operational NEPA reviews.

Were that

to be the case at a plant exper~encing (or which just experienced) an
accident, perhaps only pre-operative data and predictive assessment
conclusionary infonnation (EIS, predictive models, etc.) might be
avai1able, with the exception of any in-plant NPDES effluent monitoring
data that might be :i-equired.

.

Without actual operational biological and

related data which define historical trends in the biotic system with
respect to station <>perational charactertstics (and vice versa), realistic
assessments of accidents (or other non-accident unusual events of
potential ecologfca·1 significance} might not be possible.

Operational
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monitoring of aquatic biota, therefore, might have more far reaching
application than merely defining the impacts of a nuclear plant under
normal operating co,llditions only.

It might serve to define, for example,

such data needs as liscussed in items 1) through 6) above. Monitoring
of aquatic biota for a given period of time prior to and during the first
years of plant operdtion, therefore, could be used to satisfy the needs
of the NPDES permitting authority, as well as provide data useful for
assessment of unusuill events, should they occur some years later.

It is recognized that even if detailed studies are conducted during the
first few years of station operation, their usefulness would be reduced
with time, especial"!y for an accident or event which occurred well into
the life of a reactor (i.e., 20-30 years).

Periodic monitoring of

selected biotic par,uneters could provide useful information updates
throughout the life of a nuclear plant. Whether this is practical or
desirable, however, is not a subject for debate here.
discussion,

it

If for the sake of

is assumed that an event occurs many years after the

termination of operational studies, and no periodic update monitoring has
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occurred, what type of i nfonna ti on might be expected to be readi 1y
available for assessment purposes? Site specific data probably would be
available on some point source effluents under the NPDES monitoring
program. Although ,:urrent site specific data on fish species occurrence
and distributon mig~t not be available, historical fish impingement data
(if available) could be compared with fishes impinged following an
incident.

Impingement sampling does not reauire expensive eauipment or

time consuming efforts to obtain data. as compared with making ready with
boats. nets, and pe~sonnel. As long as a nuclear plant is withdrawing
condenser cooling water through traveling screens, the potential for
collecting data on fish species composition and seasonality is there.
During operatioria 1 monitoring programs conducted in the first yea rs of
station life, therefore, an objective could be to define quantitatively
the usefulness and ~;ite-specific 1imitations of using impingement as a
readily available source of data to be used on short notice.

If

impingement is determined to be useful, periodic monitoring might
concentrate ll'!Ore on impingement than farfield netting studies. The
usefulness of impingement as a samp11n~ tool has been investigated, with
prOJl'!ising results, when it is standardized a9ainst conventional sampling
gear types and when used for specific purposes under which its
limitations are known. 52 /

Studies at Three ~1le Island during 1978 showed that significant
differences.existed between fish species ranks in impingement samples
canpared with seine samples collected on the west shore of the Is1and.
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Species composition also was more closely related for impingement samples
at each intake than between impingement and seine sa~ples. 151 During
1979, impingement samples were not collected at Three ~ile Island during
April due to the nuclear accident.ill Data for Marc~ and May, 241
however, do show that the farfield sampling techniques (seine, trapnet,
electrofisher) captured many roore individuals and species than did
impingement. The Uriits 1 and 2 intakes are shoreline structures located
several hundred r.-ieters upstream of the main station discharge.
fish species impinged could

be

As such,

assummed to be some of those •,1hich

probably would be found in the downstream shorezone area under the
influence of the effluent plume. During ~4arch of 1979, impinged fish
species included spottatl shiner, spotfin shiner, tesse11ated darter,
banded darter, chan~:el catfish, rock bass, smallmouth bass, walleye,'
marginated madtom, shield darter, and pumpkinseed. Similar species were
irripinged during t"ay 1979 and were al so taken at saJ110l ing stations
downstream of the discharge during the period of the nuclear accident.
If far-field netting studies had not been required, precise infonnation
on fishes near the station discharge would not have been known.
Examination of impingement catch data prior to the accident (if such
sampling were ongoing, which it was} and/or following the accident could
have provided general infonnation on the species present along the west
shore of Three ~ile Island and thus potentially in the area of station
discharges. Actions then could have been directed toward collecting and
studying identified fishes, fncludfng recreational ffshery species
(channel catfish, basses, sunfish, walleye) and forage species (shiners,
darters).
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A knowledge of the location and extent of the effluent plume and fish
species likely to be near or potentially under its influence would be a
reasonable starting point for investigation during or following a
potentially significant environmental event.

This would also dictate

where stressed or dead fishes might be found during a visual inspection.
Such specimens (if found) could be used for both impact assessment and
post mortem patholo9y work for establishing presence or absence of a
causal link relatim,ship between plant operation and mortality. A
knowledge of pre-incident or normal levels of pathology and mortality (if
known) would also be useful for comparative purposes. These could be
other objectives of monitoring progr·ams conducterl during the early years
of station life.

In the absence of site specific creel survey data,

current information on the recreational fisheries can often be obtained
from state fish and game agencies and their biologists and wardens.

C.

Application of ~'on-F~adioloqical FindiMs for Radioloaical Assessments

The examination and findings of the non-radiological conseauences of the
accident might ~e applicable for some aspects of the radiological
assessment of the accident at Three Mile Island, and for radiological
assessment in general.

The ther,na1 plume Mapping results provided insight fnto the location and
extent of the thermal plume 1n the Susquehanna-River. This 1nfomation
cou1d be used in deciding upon sampling locations for river water and
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sedi,~ent radiological content and for obtaining fishes for radiological
analysis which might have been in the immediate plume area and iubject to
relatively high doses prior to substantial effluent dilution with river
flows.

The present non-radiological study was able to determine that

several species of forage and ~reda~or/s~ort f1shes were in the plume
area following the 'lccident.

This study also examined the background infor~ation on fish disease and
Mortality conditions '"iy type and species, as known for the site area.
Such 'iistorical data could be used for col:lparison and follc·.·:-up after an
accident or radiological release event for short-term (mortalities) and
long-term (disease) effect studies, as potentially causally related to
releases.

An examination of the recreational fishery in the Three t-Hle Island area
following the accic!eint compared with historical data sbo1·1ed that fishing
patterns in the irnmeidiate site vicinity (reservoir} were a1tere-d.

During

the month of April immediately following the accident, anglers fishing in
the reservoir were noted as having kept none of their catches.

This

suggests that the liquid radiological pathway leading to man via finfish
consumption was absent, or at worst, very small in the immediate receiving waters (the reservoir) of station effluents.

If, however, fishing

emphasis following the accident did shift from the reservoir to downstream
areas such as the York Haven Dam or the hydrostation tailrace, then the
liquid pathway to man could have been present through finfish consumed from
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those areas. A form of voluntary pathway interdiction might have been
exercised by the anglers fishing the reservoir, however. The Liouid
Pathway Generic Study~ discusses interdiction following nuclear
accidents, one fonn of which is controlling radiological exposure to the
public by controlling the link in the food chain to man. One method for
accomplishing that is prohibition or so~e fonn of control of finfishing
and fish caught in the area, such as has been done following che!T'ical and
biological contamin.ation of fishing areas.

If finfish control measures

are to be initiated for a land-based riverine site followin9 a largescale nuclear accident, the Liauid Pathway Generic Study s~-ggest~d

...

that initiation occ!Jr soon after (within days} and continue for a limited
duration time period (weeks}.

It appears that those control criteria

might have been met on a voluntary basis for reservoir fishing for about
a month fol lowing the "4arch 28 accident.

On the first survey period in

May 1979 (Sunday May 6), 54 anglers interviewed caught 66 fish and kept 6
(9.1% harvested) fri:m the reservoir. A factor which probably aided in
reduced fishing and catch retention in April was that the legal harvest
season for some desfrable species had not yet opened• ~ay for walleye,
northern pike, and muskellunge; and June for smallmouth bass.fill
This study has examined the data needs and potential sources of aouatic
biological data wh1c:h could be obtained auickly for first-round quali-

tative uses, when more detafled studies might not be ongoing. Some of
the data sources applicable for radiological uses could be:

fish

impingement collections on the traveling screens; visual inspections for
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fish kills; recreational (and commercial) fisheries infonnation obtained
from know1edgable state resource agencies; data on plume location,
species present there. and fish diseases and mortalities from oroperly
planned preoperative and operative studies cgnducted previously.

Such

first-round sampling measures (along with others as appropriate) could be
initiated as part of an emergency data gathering program. prior to any
full scale monitoring which might occur following a nuclear accident.

The incorporation of non-radiological studies and findings into
radiological assessments (as appropriate) can afd tn the conduct of a
meaningful and realistic overall assessment of the conseouences of
nuclear accidents.
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SECY-79-552

For:
From:
Subject:

The Convnissioners

co~jtdi~li~M'i~:nP~RMAL
OCCURRENCES

FOR APRIL-JUNE

1979

Purpose:

Approval of Final Draft

Discussion:

Enclosure 1 is a proposed letter to the Speaker of the
House and the President of the Senate covering transmittal
of the seventeenth Section 208 Report to Congress.
Enclosure 2 is a final draft of the seventeenth report to
Congress on abnonnal occurrences. The report covers the
period from April 1 to June 30, 1979. The report also
contains updating material for previous reports, including
the TMI accident. This draft incorporates the major co1T1T1ents
obtained from staff review of earlier drafts.
Normally, these quarterly reports contain only those
occurrences approved by the Commission by the end of the
reporting period - any events which occurred during the
report period. but which had not been approved by the
Conrnission at the end of the report period, would be
included in a succeeding report. However, preparation of
this report has been considerably delayed due to other
pressing staff work. Therefore we propose that the
"Damage to New Fuel Assemblies (surry)" and "Indication of
Low Water Level in a BWR (Oyster Creek)" events both of
which were approved by the Commission as abnormal occurrences
on August 10, 1979 and August 14, 1979, respectively, be
I

included in the second quarter report.

Also included in

the report are any abnonnal occurrences submitted by the

Agreeirent States during the report period.

On the above basis, the seventeenth report to Congress
states:
l.

There were two abnormal occurrences at the 70 nuclear
power plants licensed to operate. One involved an
indication of low water level in a boiling water
reactor and the second involved damage to the new
fuel assentlies.

2. There were no abnormal occurrences at fuel cycle
fac;lities (other than nuclear power plants).

3, There were no abnoniial occurrences at other licensee
facilities.
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The Commissioners

4.

There were two abnormal occurrences reported by the
Agreement States. One involved release of tritium
and contamination of food and the second involved
overexposures from a radiography source.

The report is similar in format to the published sixteenth
report except that an Appendix C item (Other Events of
Interest) is proposed for the present report. The event
pertains to cracking in the main feedwater system piping
of PWR plants and appears to meet the guidelines for
Appendix C reporting (widespread media interest), as
·referenced in Information Report, SECY-78-460A, dated
December l, 1978.
No press release is planned for the issuance of the report.
A Federal Register notice will be issued.
When Commission approval is received, the report will be
updated for currency before release. Following your
approval, approximately two weeks will be required for
publication and issuance of the report. Each report is an
NRC publication (NUREG series).
Enclosure 3 is a representative sample of events which
were the important candidates for inclusion as abnormal
occurrences, but which in the staff's judgment did not
meet the criteria for abnormal occurrence reporting. The
staff's decision basis is briefly described. This is
provided per Commission comments on SECY-76-471.
Scheduling:

It is desirable to have this report published and issued
by early October.

Coordination:

The Offices of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Nuclear Materials
Safety and Safeguards, Nuclear Regulatory Research, Inspection

and Enforcement, Standards Development, State Programs,
the Division of Security, and Public Affairs concur. The
Executive Legal Director has no legal objections.

,S~ /4~1 h
Lee V. Gossick
Executive Director for Operations
Enclosures:
1.
Proposed Letters to Congress
2.
Draft of the Seventeenth
Report to Congress
3.
Other Candidates for Reporting
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Commissioners' comments should be provided directly to the Office of the Secretary
by c.o.b. Friday. October 12, 1979.
Conmission Staff Office comments, if any, should be submitted to the Commissioners
NLT October 5, 1979, with an information copy to the Office of the Secretary.
If the paper is of such a nature that it requires additional time for analytical
review and comment, the Commissioners and the Secretariat should be apprised of
when comments may be expected.
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ENCLOSURE 1

UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, O.C. 20555

Enclosure l
Page 1 of 2

The Honorable Walter F. Mondale
President of the Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Mr. President:
We submit herewith the seventeenth report on abnormal occurrences at
licensed nuclear facilities, as required by Section 208 of the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974 (PL 93-4381, for the second calendar quarter
of 1979.
In the context of the Act, an abnormal occurrence is an unscheduled
incident or event which the Co111T1ission determines is significant from
the standpoint of public nealth or safety. These incidents or events,
including any submitted by the Agreement States, are as follows:
1.

There were two abnormal occurrences at the 70 nuclear power
plants licensed to operate. One involved an indication
of low water level in a boiling water reactor and the second
involved damage to new fuel assemblies.

2.

There were no abnormal occurrences at fuel cycle facilities
(other than~nuclear power plantsl.

3.

There were no abnormal occurrences at other licensee
facilities.

4.

There were two abnormal occurrences reported 6y the
Agreement States. One involved releases of tritium
and contamination of food and the second involved
overexposure from a radiography source.

This report also contains information updating previously reported
abnormal occurrences, including an update on the Nuclear Accident at
Three Mile Island.
In addition to this report, we will continue to disseminate information
on reportable events. These event reports are routinely distributed on
a timely basis to the Congress, industry and the general public.

Sincerely,

Joseph M. Hendrie
Chairman
Enclosure:
Report to Congress
on Abnor~al Occurrences

UNITED STATES

Enclosure l

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
. WASHINGTON. O.C. 20S5S

Page 2 of 2

OFFt:::E OF THE
CH41RMAN

The Honorable Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr.
Speaker of the United States
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515
Dear Mr. Speaker:

We submit herewith the seventeenth report on abnormal occurrences at
licensed nuclear facilities, as required by Section 208 of the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974 (PL 93-438), for the second calendar quarter
of 1979.
In the context of the Act, an abnormal occurrence is an unscheduled
incident or event which the Commission determines is significant from
the standpoint of public health or safety. These incidents or events,
including any submitted by the.Agreement States. are as follows:
1.

There were two abnormal occurrences at the 70 nuclear power
plants licensed to operate. One involved an indication
of low water level in a boiling water reactor and the second
involved damage to new fuel assemblies.

2.

There were np abnormal 9ccurrences at fuel cycle facilities
(other than ·nuc 1ear power p1ants} .

3.

There were no abnormal occurrences at other licensee
facilities.

4.

There were two abnormal occurrences reported by.the
Agreement States. One involved releases of tritium
and contamination of food and the second involved
overexposure from a radiography source.

This report also contains information updating previously reported
abnormal occurrences, including an update on the Nuclear Accident at
Three Mile Island.
In addition to this report, we will continue to disseminate information
on reportable events. These event reports are routinely distributed on
a timely oasis to the Congress, industry and the general public.
Sincerely,

Joseph M. Hendrie
Chairman
Enclosure:
Report to Congress
on Abnormal Occurrences
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Office of Management and Program Analysis
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
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ABSTRACT
Section 208 of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 identifies an abnormal
occurrence as an unscheduled incident or event which the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission determines to be significant from the standpoint of public health
or safety and requires a quarterly report of such events to be made to Congress.
This report, the seventeeth in the series, covers the period from April 1 to
June 30, 1979.
·
The following incidents or events, including any submitted by the Agreement
States, were determined by the Commission to be significant and reportable:
1.

There were two abnormal occurrences at the 70 nuclear power plants licensed
to operate. One involved an indication of low water level in a boiling
water reactor and the second involved damage to new fuel assemblies.

2.

There were no abnormal occurrences at fuel cycle facilities (other than
nuclear power plants).

3.

There were no abnormal occurrences at other licensee facilities.

4.

There were two abnormal occurrences reported by the Agreement States.
One involved releases of tritium and contamination of food and the second
involved overexposures from a radiography source.

This report also contains information updating previously reported abnormal
occurrences, inc1uding an update on the Nuclear Accident at Three Mile
Island.
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PREFACE
INTRODUCTION
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission reports to the Congress each quarter under
provisions of Section 208 of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 on any
abnormal occurrences involving facilities and activities regulated by the NRC.
An abnormal occurrence is defined in Section 208 as an unscheduled incident or
event which the Commission determines is significant from the standpoint of
public health or safety.
Events are' currently identified as abnormal occurrences for this report by the
NRC using the criteria delineated in Appendix A. These criteria were promulgated
in an NRC policy statement which was published in the Federal Register (42 FR
10950) on February 24, 1977. In order to provide wide dissemination of information to the public, a Federal Register notice is issued on each abnormal
occurrence with copies distributed to the NRC Public Document Room and all
local public document rooms. At a minimum, each such notice contains the date
and place of the occurrence and describes its nature and probable consequences.
The NRC has reviewed Licensee Event Reports, licensing and enforcement action
(e.g., violations, infractions, deficiencies, civil penalties, license modifications, etc.), generic issues, significant inventory differences involving
special nuclear material, and other categories of information available to the
NRC. The NRC has determined that only those events, including those submitted
by the Agreement States, described in this report meet the criteria for abnormal
occurrence reporting. This report, the seventeenth in the series, covers the
period between April l
June 30, 1979.
4

Information reported on each event includes: date and place; nature and
probable consequences~ cause or causes; and actions taken to prevent recurrence.

THE REGULATORY SYSTEM
The system of licensing and regulation by which NRC carries out its responsibilities is implemented through rules and regulations in Title 10 of the Code
of Federal Regulations. To accomplish its objectives, NRC regularly conducts
licensing proceedings, inspection and enforcement activities, evaluation of
operating experience and confirmatory research, while maintaining programs for
establishing standards and issuing technical reviews and studies. The NRC's
role in regulating represents a complete cycle, with the NRC establishing
standards anq rules; issuing licenses and permits; inspecting for compliance;
enforcing license requirements; and carrying on continuing evaluations, studies
and reseacch projects to improve both the regulatory process and the protection
of the public health and safety. Public participation is an element of the
regulatory process.
In the licensing and regulation of nuclear power plants, the NRC follows the
philosophy that the health and safety of the public are best assured through
the establishment of multiple levels of protection. These multiple levels can
be achieved and maintained through regulations which specify requirements
which will assure the safe use of nuclear materials. The regulations include
design and quality assurance criteria appropriate for the various activities
licensed by NRC. An inspection and enforcement program helps assure compliance
with the regulations. Requirements for reporting incidents or events exist
which help identify deficiencies early and aid in assuring that corrective
action is taken to prevent their recurrence.
Most NRC licensee employees who work with radioactive materials are required
to utilize personnel monitoring devices such as film badges or TLD (thermoluminescent dosimeter) badges. These badges are processed·periodically and
the exposure results normally serve as the official and legal record of the
extent of personnel exposure to radiation during the period the badge was
worn. If an individual's past exposure history 1s known and has been sufficiently low, NRC regulations permit an individual in a restricted area to
receive up to three rems of whole body exposure in a calendar quarter. Higher
values are permitted to the extremities or skin of the whole body. For unrestricted areas, permissible levels of radiation are considerably smaller.
Permissible doses for restricted areas and unrestricted areas are stated in
10 CFR Part 20. In any case, the NRC's policy is to maintain radiation exposures
to levels as low as reasonably achievable.

vii

REPORTABLE OCCURRENCES
Since the NRC is responsible for assuring that regulated nuclear activities
are conducted safely, the nuclear industry is required to report incidents or
events which involve a variance from the regulations, such as personnel overexposures, radioactive material releases above prescribed limits, and malfunctions
of safety-related equipment. Thus, a reportable occurrence is any incident or
event occurring at a licensed facility or related to licensed activities which
NRC licensees are required to report to the NRC. The NRC evaluates each
reportable occurrence to determine the safety implications involved.
Because o{ the broad scope of regulation and the conservative attitude toward
safety, there are a large number of events reported to the NRC. The information
provided in these reports is used in the NRC and the industry in their continuing
evaluation and improvement of nuclear safety. Most of the reports received
from licensed nuclear power facilities describe events that did not directly
involve the nuclear reactor itself, but involved equipment and components
which are peripheral aspects of the nuclear steam supply system, and are minor
in nature with respect to impact on public health and safety. Many are discovered
during routine inspection and surveillance testing and are corrected upon
discovery. Typically, they concern single malfunctions of components or parts
of systems, with redundant operable components or systems continuing to be
available to perform the design function.
Information concerning reportable occurrences at facilities licensed or otherwise
regulated by the NRC is routinely disseminated by NRC to the nuclear industry,
the public, and other interested groups as these events occur. Dissemination
includes deposit of incident reports in the NRC's public document rooms,
special notifications to licensees and other affected or interested groups,
and public announcements. In addition, a biweekly computer printout containing
information on reportable events received from NRC licensees is sent to the
NRC 1 s more than 120 l~cal public document rooms throughout the United States
and to the NRC Public Document Room in Washington, 0.C.
The Congress is routinely kept informed of reportable events occurring at
licensed facilities.

Vi
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AGREEMENT STATES
Section 274 of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, authorizes the Commission to
enter into agreements with States whereby the Commission relinquishes and the
States assume regulatory authority over byproduct, source and special nuclear
materials (in quantities not capable of sustaining a chain reaction). Comparable
and compatible programs are the basis for agreements.
Presently, information on reportable occurrences in Agreement State licensed
activities is publicly available at the State level. Certain information is
also provided to the NRC under exchange of information provisions in the
agreements. NRC prepares a semiannual summary of this and other information
in a document entitled, "Licensing Statistics and Other Data," which is publicly
available.
In early 1977 the Commission determined that abnormal occurrences happening at
facilities of Agreement State licensees should be included in the quarterly
report to Congress. The abnormal occurrence criteria included in Appendix A
is applied uniformly to events at NRC and Agreement State licensee facilities.
Procedures have been developed and implemented and any abnormal occurrences
reported by the Agreement States to the NRC are included in these quarterly
reports to Congress.
,

REPORT TO CONGRESS ON ABNORMAL OCCURRENCES
APRIL-JUNE 1979
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
The NRG is reviewing events reported at the 70 nuclear power plants licensed
to operate during the second quarter of 1979. As of the date of this report,
the NRC had determined that the.following events were abnormal occurrences.
79-5 Indication of Low Water Level in a Boiling Water Reactor

...

Preliminary information pertaining to this incident was reported in the Federal
Register (44 FR 50925). Appendix A (Example l of "For Commercial Nuclear
Power Plants") of this report notes that exceeding a safety limit of license
Technical Specifications (10 CFR Part 50.36(c)) can be considered an abnormal
occurrence.
Date and Place - On May 2, 1979, the NRC was notified by the licensee (Jersey
Central Power and Light Company) of an event at their Oyster Creek facility.
The Oyster Creek Nuclear Plant utilizes a boiling water reactor and is located
in Ocean County, New Jersey.
Nature and Probable Conseguences
Summary
A loss of feedwater transient at the Oyster Creek facility on May 2, 1979,
resulted in a significant reduction in water inventory above the reactor core
area as measured by one set of water level instruments (triple-low level),
while the remaining two sets of level instrumentation in the reactor annulus
indicated water levels above any protective feature setpoint (Figure 1). The
water level measured within the core shroud area fell below the triple-low
level setpoint, a safety limit, of 5-feet 6-inches above the top of the fuel.
Subsequent analyses by the licensee have conservatively determined that the
minimum water level over the top of the fuel was 1 to 1-1/2 feet. Coolant
sample analyses and offgas release rates support the conclusion that no fuel
damage occurred.
Sequence -Of Events
Oyster Creek is a non· jet pump BWR* with a 1 i censed power of 1930 MWt.
Immediately prior to the transient, the reactor was operating at 98% power
*The non-jet pump BWR is of an older design. The newer designs incorporate jet
pumps within the reactor pressure vessel to improve the coolant recirculation
system performance. The jet pump concept reduced the number of external coolant
recirculation loops to two.
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with the reactor vessel water level at 13-feet 4-inches above the top of the
fuel. The "D" reactor recirculation loop was out-of-service because of a
recirculation pump seal cooler problem and the "SB 11 startup transformer was
out-of-service for inspection of the associated 4160-volt cabling.
The initiating event was a false high reactor pressure scram. The pressure
spike that led to the scram signal was generated by the way an instrument
technician was performing surveillance testing on isolation condenser pressure
switches. The signal resulted in a simultaneous reactor scram and the tripping
of all operating recirculation pumps. The tripping of all operating recirculation
pumps is a safeguard to mitigate the consequences of anticipated-transientswithout-scram (ATWS) events.
Thirteen seconds after the reactor scram, the turbine tripped at the low load
setpoint. The turbine trip initiated a transfer of power from the auxiliary
transformers to the startup transformers. Because one startup transformer
"SB" was out of service, two feed pumps and two condensate pumps (pumps 1B and
lC) on the associated 4160v bus (28) lost power. The third feed pump (1A)
tripped due to low suction pressure during the feedwate·r transient. An immediate
attempt to restart the 1A feedwater pump, powered by the live 4160v bus (lA),
was unsuccessful because of failure of an auxiliary oil pump to start. The
lube oil pump is interlocked in the feed pump start sequence. This was the
only equipment failure during the transient.
Subsequent to the reactor scram, reactor water inventory initially decreased
due to steam flow through the turbine bypass valves to the main condenser.
This loss together with the void collapse associated with the scram and the
subsequent loss of feed flow, resulted in a rapid reactor water level reduction
to the low water level alarm setpoint of 11-feet 5-inches above the top of the
fuel at 13.6 seconds. The operator manually initiated closure of all main
steam line isolation valves (MSIV) at about 43 seconds into the transient to
conserve water. The minimum indicated water level in the annulus was 9-feet
8-inches above the top of the fuel (the low-low setpoint is 7-feet 2-inches
above the top of the fuel).
After closure of the MSIV, an isolation condenser was manually placed in
service for core decay heat removal. The isolation condenser was condensing
steam from the core and returning the condensate to the reactor annulus through
a connection to a recirculation loop pump suction line (Figure 1). At approximately a minute and a quarter after the reactor scramt the discharge valves in
11 A11 and 11 e'' recirculation loops were closed in accordance with a Standing
Order that was in effect. Closing the 11 A11 and 11 E11 loop discharge valves had
in the past been necessary to prevent inadvertent stopping of the isolation
condenser due to forced flow from operating recirculation pumps being sensed
as if it were flow from an isolation-condenser line break. (This Standing
Order was no longer appropriate since an ATWS modification had been made that
tripped the recirculation pumps coincident with high-pressure or low·low·level
scrams. The necessary procedure change had not been performed following the
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plant modification.) At the same time, the 11 811 and 11 C11 loop discharge valves
were apparently closed, in anticipation of restarting the recirculation pumps.
The 11 D" loop discharge valve had been closed prior to the event because the
associated pump was out of service.
The reactor triple low water level (5-feet 6-inches above the top of the fuel)
setpoint was reached at 172 seconds into the transient. The triple low level
setpoint activates one of the permissives on the automatic depressurization
system and alarms in the control room to alert the operator.
The triple-low level in the core shroud area resulted from the restriction of
the flow eath between the annulus and the core region by closure of all recirculation pump discharge valves. With the recirculation pump discharge valves
closed (discharge piping is over 2 feet in diameter), the only flow path back
to the core region was via the 2-inch bypass lines around the discharge valves.
The effect of this flow restriction was to reduce the water level in the core
region and to increase the level in the reactor annulus area.
Reactor pressure was controlled by intermittent manual operation of the two
isolation condensers. At about half an hour into the transient, a recirculation
pump was started. The operator tripped the recirculation pump within 2 minutes
when he noted a rapid decrease in the annulus level (the recirculation pumps
take suction from the annulus). About 5 minutes later, a feed pump was successfully started. At about 40 minutes into the event, a primary recirculation
pump and a reactor feed pump were restarted for continued cooldown of the
reactor. From about 40 minutes onward, the water level within the core region
was normal. The plant attained cold shutdown within 9 hours.
Review of the occurrence by the licensee and NRC established that although the
water level in the core shroud area went below the triple low level setpoint,
the core remained covered and consequently no fuel damage would be expected.
Cause or Causes - The
pressure spike on the
instrument technician
fundamental causes of

spurious reactor high pressure scram was initiated by a
reactor high pressure scram switches, caused by an
while performing surveillance testing. However, the
the resulting sequence of events were:

(1)

The operators essentially isolated the reactor annulus and core region
from each other by shutting all recirculation pump discharge valves.

(2)

Notes or Cautions against closing all suction and discharge valves in the
recirculation loops were not adequate.

Actions Taken to Prevent Recurrence
Licensee - The licensee performed a thorough evaluation of the event to determine
whether any fuel damage had occurred and developed follow up actions. As a
result of the evaluation and discussions with the NRC, the licensee took the
following significant actions:
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1.

The triple-low level was established as a Safety limit for all modes of
reactor operation. 1

2.

A requirement was added to the Technical Specifications that the suction
and discharge valves in at least two recirculation loops be open at all
times. The procedures were changed to implement this requirement.

3.

Operator training sessions were held, the event was thoroughly discussed
and the revised procedures reviewed.

NRC - Following notification from the licensee of the event, an NRC inspector
was dispatched to the site. Additional NRC personnel arrived at the site on
May 3, 19Z9 to review the situation and determine the status of the plant.
Fact finding by the NRC was supplemented by information obtained from the
licensee, the reactor vendor (General Electric) and fuel supplier (Exxon). A
safety evaluation report (SER) of the event was prepared which discusses the
minimum water level experienced in the reactor vessel and the fuel conditions.
The following three requirements were added to the Technical Specifications:
1.

The triple-low level was made a Safety Limit for all mode-switch positions.

2.

At least two recirculation loop discharge and suction valves must remain
in the full open position.

3.

The time duration of the low-low level signal was required to be not
greater than that used in the safety analysis for the limiting
loss-of-inventory transient.

The NRC staff also recommended that the licensee consider surveillance program
and level instrument improvements.
It was concluded that no evidence of fuel damage was apparent, and that the
facility could be safely returned to operation.
Based on the satisfactory actions taken by the licensee, on May 30, 1979 the
NRC authorized the licensee to resume operation.
1 At

the time of the event, the licensee's technical specifications defined the
triple-low water level as a Safety Limit when the reactor mode switch was in
the "SHUTDOWN" mode only. A limiting safety system setting was also associated
with the double low water level when the mode switch was in the 11 RUN" position.
Even though the mode switch had been placed in the 11 REFUEL 11 position by the
operator shortly after initiation of the transient. the event was regarded by
the licensee as if a Safety Limit had been violated.
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The possible generic implications of the Oyster Creek event have been considered.
Nine Mile Point Unit l (operated by Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation and
located in Oswego County, New York) and Lacrosse (operated by Dairyland Power
Cooperative and located in Monroe County, Wisconsin) are the only reactors
presently operating which are susceptible to a similar event. Immediate
requirements similar to those which were required for Oyster Creek (Technical
Specification changes 1 and 2) were implemented at these facilities prior to
their start-up (they were both in a shutdown condition at the time of the
Oyster Creek event). The third requirement will be implemented as soon as
practicable.
Two other plants (Dresden Unit 1 and Big Rock Point), which are presently in
extended ,hutdowns, ~ould also be susceptible to a similar event. However, it
is planned to impose appropriate requirements on those two plants prior to
their startup.
In addition, on May 29, 1979 the NRC issued IE Information Notice No. 79-13,
detailing this event, to all holders of operating licenses and construction
permits.
Further reports will be made as appropriate.

79-6 Damage to New Fuel Assemblies
Preliminary information pertaining to this incident was reported in the Federal
Register (44 FR 50925). Appendix A (Example 6 of 11 For All licensees 11 ) of this
report notes that a substantiated case of actual or attempted
sabotage of
a facility can be considered an abnormal occurrence.
Date and Place - On M~y 7, 1979, the NRC Resident Inspector at the Surry Power
Station was notified by the licensee (Virginia Electric and Power Company VEPCO) that while conducting inspections of new fuel for Unit 2 it was found
that 62 of 64 fuel assemblies were coated with a white crystalline substance.
Surry Units land 2 are pressurized water nuclear power plants located in
Surry County, Virginia.
Nature and Probable Consequences - On May 7, 1979, while conductin~1 routine
inspections of new fuel, the licensee discovered that a foreign substance had
been poured onto 62 of the 64 new fuel assemblies stored in the Fuel Building,
a vital area which contains both new and spent fuel. An analysis of the
substance determined it to be sodium hydroxide. As a result of this analysis
and the uncertainty of the extent of damage, the licensee is returning all the
assemblies to the vendor for refurbishment. The licensee determined that
there were no indications of damage to the spent fuel, nor was there evidence
of unauthorized individuals gaining access to the vital area.
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Fuel at the Surry site is stored in the Fuel Building, an area which is locked
and alarmed, and to which access is controlled by the use of specially coded
access cards. Authorized individuals, who are permitted access to the Fuel
Building using the specifically coded access cards, are afforded unimpeded
access to both the new and spent fuel.
Since normally conducted inspections by the licensee detected the damage to
the new fuel, there is little chance that these assemblies - damaged in this
way - would have been used in the reactor. While the actual consequences of
this incident had no effect on the public health and safety, the incident did
represent a potential threat in that it occurred within a vital area where
sabotage to both new fuel and spent fuel was possible .

...

Cause or Causes - The cause was an alleged criminal act. On May 7, 1979, the
licensee notified the FBI of the damage to the new fuel. The FBI conducted an
investigation which culminated in two plant workers surrendering to Surry
County authorities on June 19, 1979. A grand jury hearing was held in Surry,
Virginia on July 24, 1979; trial is scheduled for October 10-12, 1979. The
two workers, under advice from their attorney, have refused to describe the
details of the safety issues which reportably motivated them to commit the
acts.
Actions Taken to Prevent Recurrence
Licensee - As a result of the incident, and to assist the FBI in its investigation, the licensee considerably reduced the number of people permitted
access to the Fuel Building and stationed a security guard inside the Fuel
Building to verify access authorization. These were prompt temporary actions.
The licensee has completed a thorough review of their access control program,
and are now more selective in determining whether unescorted access should be
provided. The licensee has made the Superintendent of Administrative Services
responsible for coordinating corrective actions, and to ensure that weaknesses
are corrected even if~noted by someone not normally responsible for that
particular professional discipline. These actions are consistent with the NRC
IE Bulletin described below. Similar measures were also instituted at VEPCO's
North Anna Power Station.
NRC - An NRC IE Security In-spector was dispatched to the site on May 8, 1979.
Additionally, the Region II Senior Investigator, the Region II Security Section
Chief and a Health Physics Inspector were onsite to assist the NRC Resident
Inspector and to provide onsite assistance to the FBI. NRC IE Security Inspectors
have examined the corrective measures taken by the licensee.
NRC IE Information Notice No. 79-12, "Attempted Damage to New Fuel Assemblies,"
was issued on May 11, 1979, to alert all NRC licensees who store new fuel
assemblies of this problem.
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NRC IE Bulletin No. 79-16, 11 Vital Area Access Controls, 11 was issued on July 26,
1979 to require specific actions by the licensees, including a report by
September 9, 1979 of actions taken and planned.
This incident is closed for purposes of this report.
FUEL CYCLE FACILITIES
(Other Than Nuclear Power Plants)
The NRC is reviewing events reported by these licensees during the second
quarter of 1979. As of the date of this report, the NRC had not determined
that any events were abnormal occurrences.
OTHER NRC LICENSEES
(Industrial Radiographers, Medical Institutions,
Industrial Users, etc.)
There are currently more than 8,000 NRC nuclear material licenses in effect in
the United States, principally for use of radioisotopes in the medical, industrial
and academic fields. Incidents were reported in this category from licensees
such as radiographers, medical institutions, and byproduct material users.
The NRC is reviewing events reported by these licensees during the second
quarter of 1979. As of the date of this report, the NRC had not determined
that any events were abnormal occurrences.
AGREEMENT STATE LICENSEES
Procedures have been developed for the Agreement States to screen unscheduled
incidents or events using the same criteria as the NRC (see Appendix A) and
report the events to the NRC for inclusion in this report. During the second
quarter of 1979, the Agreement States reported the following abnormal occurrences
to the NRC.
AS79-1

Releases of Tritium and Contamination of Food

Appendix A (Example 11 "For All Licensees 11 ) of th,is report notes that a serious
deficiency in management or procedural controls in major areas can be considered
an abnormal occurrence.
Date and Place - On March 9, 1979, the Arizona Atomic Energy Commission conducted
an inspection at American Atomics Corporation in Tuscon, Arizona. American
Atomics is licensed by Arizona to, among other things, manufactur~ ~nd distribute
to authorized persons luminous signs and devices using tritium, a radioactive
isotope of hydrogen, as the activating agent. The inspection disclosed 4
items of non~compliance which were reported to the licensee by letter dated
March 30, 1979: discharge of tritium to the atmosphere in unrestricted areas
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in concentrations which exceed regulatory limits; possession of tritium by the
licensee in quantities in excess of that authorized by the license; inadequate
stack monitoring; and the excessive use of the category of normal operating
losses for accountability of tritium. The inspection report noted that in the
second quarter of 1978, 57,417 curies were calculated as 11 normal operating
loss 11 and as much as 80% of this was discharged to the atmosphere. For the
calendar year, the 287,000 curies categorized as 11 normal operating losses 11
were deemed by Arizona to be excessive.
An unannounced investigation by the State performed on May 7, 1979 disclosed
the licensee had received additional quantities of tritium and its inventory
continued to exceed the amount authorized by its license.
'

In May 1979, the State collected environmental samples around the facility.
Analyses of these samples disclosed elevated levels of tritium. Located a
block from the licensee is a kitchen that prepares school lunches for the
Tuscon Unified School District. Food samples were collected and the results
of the analyses were reported to the State on May 31, 1979. Elevated levels of
tritium were found - water contained in cake contained 56 nanocuries of tritium
per liter. As a comparison, the EPA drinking water standard is 20 nanocuries
per 1iter.
Nature and Probable Consequences - American Atomics Corporation was authorized
the Arizona Atomic Energy Commission to use radioactive materials in research
and development and in manufacturing of devices containing radioactive materials.
Predominant among its licensed activities is the manufacture of sealed self-luminous
devices containing tritium. Examples are small tubes containing up to 200
millicuries of tritium used for backlighting liquid crystal display digital
watches and Exit Signs containing up to 21 curies of tritium. The former can
be distributed to the public as assembled timepieces exempt from licensing
only under authority of a specific license issued by NRC. The latter can be
distributed to person. who possess them under a General License provided by
10 CFR Part 31.5 or equivalent Agreement State regulations.
by

After receiving the notice of violations from the State dated March 30, 1979,
the licensee established the boundary of the restricted area at the plant
boundary and the State calculated that the concentrations of tritium at this
boundary did not exceed the limits prescribed for unrestricted areas. The
State, however, became concerned over the consequences of the release; to the
atmosphere of the operational losses.
After consultation with EPA, an environmental sampling and analysis program
commenced which led to the finding on May 31, 1979, of tritium in foodstuffs
used in the Tucson school system.
Assessments of doses received by the public and the health effects resulting
from the releases of the tritium and the contamination of the foodstuf~s will
be made by the University of Arizona Health Sciences Center. It should be
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noted that daily intake by an adult of water containing tritium at a concentration equal to the EPA Drinking Water standard will result in an annual
whole body dose of 4 millirem.
Cause or Causes· It appears that the primary cause of the contamination of
foodstuffs was failure by the licensee to institute managerial and procedural
controls to keep releases of tritium to the atmosphere as low as reasonably
achievable.
Actions Taken to Prevent Recurrence
Licensee - The licensee suspended operations on June 15 1 1979 and will decontaminate and decommission the facility in Tucson.
Arizona Atomic Ener Commission (AAEC - In collaboration with the Pima
ounty Heath epartment, AC obtained agreement from the school district
kitchen on June 1, 1979, to suspend operation until additional measurements
were made.
·
On June 2, 1979, AAEC met and determined an emergency existed and moved to
restrict the licensee's operations from two to one shift per day, and scheduled
a formal hearing for June 16, 1979, to consider alteration, suspension or
revocation of the license. On June 15, 1979, AAEC ordered shutdown of the
tritium operations.· On July 11, 1979, American Atomics Corporation was given
100 days to decommission their operations. All production of tritium products
was terminated and all tritium and tritium containing products were sealed to
assure compliance with the Order.
On September 11, 1979, the production remnants, consisting of both rejected
and leaking small tubes, as well as unfinished production items, totaling
approximately 4 million pieces, were transferred to 17H-55 gallon drums and
the drums were sealed.gas tight. This effectively reduced the releases to the
atmosphere to only out gassing from the production machinery, structural
components, etc. This reduced th~ total release to approximately 4 curies per
day. When the drums are connected in the total containment system, the total
release is estimated to be as low as 1 millicurie per day.
Future reports will be made as appropriate.
AS79-2

Overexposures from a Radiography Source

Dates and Place - On June 22, 1979, the Radiological Health Section of the
State of California was notified that a possible exposure to persons occurred
from a radiography incident. The State investigation revealed the following:
On May 22, 1979, X·Ray Products Corporation conducted radiography at the plant
of REPCO, a pressure vessel manufacturer. The radiographer made 2 or 3 expo·
sures and, unknown to the radiographer, the source had disconnected and was
found on the floor by a REPCO employee who placed it in his hip pocket.
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Several hours later he gave it to his supervisor.
left with a secretary who was asked to contact the
grapher returned and retrieved the source. On the
REPCO employee who had picked up the source became
hospital where a blister was found on his buttock.
treatment was for an insect bite.

Both handled it and it was
radiographer. The radioevening of May 22, the
nauseous and went to a
The initial piagnosis and
·

Nature and Probable Consequences - On June 22, 1979. the individual was hospitalized for treatment of injury. At that time he asked the physician if
there was any relationship of the injury to the radiography performed at the
plant on May 22, 1979. At the time the State was notified, exposure estimates
ranged from: 1st REPCO employee 1.5 million Rem surface dose, 1 cm depth dose
60,000 rem, 3 cm depth dose 7,000 rem; Supervisor 3000 to 5000 rem hand dose
and 16 rem whole body; secretary 1000 to 2000 rem hand dose and 50 to 60 rem
whole body. Several other workers and clerical staff were identified as
receiving exposure and their dose estimate range from a high of 14 rem to 3
rem whole body.
Cause or Causes - The State conducted an experiment utilizing a dummy mock up
to determine the cause of the disconnect. The results of the experiment led
the State investigator to the conclusion. that the radiographer never connected
the source to the cable.
Actions Taken to Prevent Recurrence - The State issued an order to X-Ray
Products suspending the license and the investigation is continuing. The
State is convening a State Board of Inquiry for this incident.
Future reports will be made as appropriate.
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APPENDIX AABNORMAL OCCURRENCE CRITERIA
The following criteria for this report's abnormal occurrence determinations
were set forth in an NRC policy statement published in the Federal Register
(42 FR 10950) on February 24, 1977.
Events
public
severe
not ~e

involving a major reduction in the degree of protection of the
health or safety. Such an event would involve a moderate or more
impact on the public health or safety and could include but need
limited to:

1.

Moderate exposure to, or release of, radioactive material
licensed by or otherwise regulated by the Commission;

2.

Major 'degradation of essential safety-related equipment; or

3.

Major deficiencies in design, construction, use of, or management controls for licensed facilities or material.

Examples of the types of events that are evaluated in detail using these
criteria are:
For All licensees
1.

Exposure of the whole body of any individual to 25 rems or more of
~adiation; exposure of the skin of the whole body of ~ny individual
to 150 rems or more of radiation; or exposure of the feet, ankles,
hands or forearms of any individual to 375 rems or more of radiation
(10 CFR Part
,,. 20.403(a)(l)), or equivalent exposures from internal
sources.

2.

An exposure to an individual in an unrestricted area su,h that the
whole body dose received exceeds 0.5 rem in one calendar year (10
CFR Part 20. 105(a)).

3.

The release of radioactive material to an unrestricted area in
concentrations which, if averaged over a period of 24 hours, exceed

500 times the regulatory limit of Appendix B, Table II, 10 CFR Part
20 (10 CFR Part 20.403(b)).
4.

Radiation or contamination levels in excess of design values on
packages, or loss of confinement of radioactive material such as
(a) a radiation dose rate of 1,000 mrem per hour three feet from the
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surface of a package containing the radioactive material, or (b)
release of radioactive material from a package in amounts greater
than the regulatory limit (10 CFR Part 71.36(a)).
5.

Any loss of licensed material in such quantities and under such
circumstances that substantial hazard may result to persons in
unrestricted areas.

6.

A substantiated case of actual or attempted theft or diversion of
licensed material or sabotage of a facility.

7.

Any substantiated loss of special nuclear material or any substantiated
,inventory discrepancy which is judged to be significant relative to
normally expected performance and which is judged to be caused by
theft or diversion or by substantial breakdown of the accountability
system.

8.

Any substantial breakdown of physical security or material control
(i.e., access control, containment, or accountability systems) that
significantly weakened the protection against theft, diversion or
sabotage.

9.

An accidental criticality (10 CFR Part 70.52(a)).

10.

A major deficiency in design, construction or operation having
safety implications requiring immediate remedial action.

11.

Serious deficiency in management or procedural controls in major
areas.

12.

Series of events (where individual events are not of major importance),
recurring incidents, and incidents with implications for similar
facilities Cgeneric incidents), which create major safety concern.

For Commercial Nuclear Power Plants
l.

Exceeding a safety limit of license Technical Specifications (10 CFR
Part 50.36(c)).

2.

Major degradation of fuel integrity, primary coolant pressure boundary,
or primary containment boundary.

3.

Loss of plant capability to perform essential safety functions· such
that a potential release of radioactivity in excess of 10 CFR Part 100
guidelines could result from a postulated transient or accident
(e.g., loss of emergency core cooling system, loss of control rod
system).
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4.

Discovery of a major condition not specifically considered in the
Safety Analysis Report (SAR) or Technical Specifications that require
immediate remedial action.

5.

Personnel error or procedural deficiencies which result in loss of
plant capability to perform essential safety functions-such that a
potential release of radioactivity in excess of 10 CFR Part 100
guidelines could result from a postulated transient or accident
(e.g., loss of emergency core cooling system, loss of control rod
systems).

For Fuel Cycle licensees
l.

' A safety limit of license Technical Specifications is exceeded and a

plant shutdown is required (10 CFR Part 50.36(c)).
2.

A major condition not specifically considered in the Safety Analysis
Report or Technical Specifications that requires immediate remedial
action.

3.

An event which seriously compromised the ability of a confinement
system to perform its designated function.
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APPENDIX B·
UPDATE OF PREVIOUSLY REPORTED ABNORMAL OCCURRENCES
During the April through June 1979 period, the NRC, NRC licensees, Agreement
States, Agreement State licensees, and other involved parties, such as reactor
vendors and architects and engineers, continued with the implementation of
actions necessary to prevent recurrence of previously reported abnormal occurrences. The referenced Congressional abnormal occurrence reports below provide
the initial and any updating information on the abnormal occurrences discussed.
Those occurrences not now considered closed will be discussed in subsequent
reports iQ the series.
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
The following abnormal occurrence was originally reported in NUREG-75/090,
Report to Congress on Abnormal Occurrences: January-June 1975 1 11 and updated
in subsequent reports in this series, i.e., NUREG-0090-1, 2, 3, 9, and Vol. 1,
No. 3. It is further updated as follows:
11

75-5 Cracks in Pipes at Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs)
The 1978 Study Group completed its evaluation in February 1979 and issued a
report, NUREG-0531, 11 Investigation and Evaluation of Stress-Corrosion Cracking
in Piping of Light Water Reactor Plants." The new Study Group not only reaffirmed
the conclusions and recommendations reached by the previous group (NUREG-75/067)
but also presented some new ideas to reduce the potential for intergranular
stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC). In addition, they addressed IGSCC in safe
ends.
--On March 13, 1979, NRC issued a Notice in the Federal Register to request
public comment on the'"Study Group's report, NUREG-0531. After expiration of
the public comment period and review of the Study Group 1 s conclusions/
recommendations, the staff initiated action in June 1979 to update NUREG-0313
( 11 Technical Report on Material Selection and Processing Guidelines for BWR
Coolant Pressure Boundary Piping, 11 issued July 1977) to incorporate the present
Study Group's conclusions/recommendations and public comments received on
NUREG-0531.
The NRC staff is currently updating the implementation document NUREG-0313 as
a subtask under Generic Task A-42, "Pipe Cracks in Boi 1ing Water Reactors."
The objective of other subtasks is to identify and recommend additional measures
to reduce the susceptibility of stainless steel piping to stress corrosion
cracking. A report on the results of this task is expected to be published
this year.
Further reports will be made as appropriate.
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The following abnormal occurrence was originally reported in NUREG-75/090,
Report to Congress on Abnormal Occurrences: January-June 1975,1 1 and updated
in subsequent reports in this series, i.e., NUREG-0090-1, 6, and Vol. 1,
No. 4. It is further updated as follows:

11

75-7 Steam Generator Feedwater Flow Instabilit at Pressurized Water
eactors WRs
Since the previous 1978 update of this item (NUREG-0090, Vol. 1, No. 4),
additional incidents of steam generator water hammer have occurred at two
pressurized water reactors. These events occurred at Zion Unit land San
Onofre Unit 1. One event at Zion Unit l resulted in the actuation of the
Safety Inj~ction System. Subsequent visual inspection of the piping at Zion
indicated no apparent structural damage as a result of the water hammer and
safety injection. The feedwater pipes were also radiographically inspected in
the vicinity of the steam generator nozzle and the pipes were found to have no
cracks. Operation of the Zion unit was resumed but the licensee will modify
the feedrings in all steam generators of Units 1 and 2 at the rate of one
steam generator per refueling outage in order to prevent steam generator water
hammer in the future. The water hammer at San Onofre Unit 1 resulted in minor
damage to a seismic snubber, which was repaired.
Steam generator water hammer has occurred in certain nuclear power plants as a
result of the rapid condensation of steam in a steam generator feedwater line.
The consequent acceleration of a slug of water and the impact ( 11 hammering 11 )
within the piping system causes undue stresses in the piping and its support
system. The significance of these events varies from plant to plant. Since
the total loss of feedwater could affect the ability of the plant to cool down
after a reactor shutdown, the NRC is concerned about these events occurring,
even though an event with potentially serious consequences is unT1kely to
happen.

...

With the exception of the Zion and San Onofre Units, all operating nuclear
power stations that have had steam generator water hammer events have been
modified and subsequently have not experienced steam generator water hammer.
The NRC is continuing to evaluate the potential for steam generator water
hammer in operating pressurized water reactor systems.
Further reports will be made as appropriate.

The following abnormal occurrence was originally reported in NUREG-0090-3,
"Report to Congress on Abnormal Occurrences: January-March 1976," and updated
in subsequent reports in this series, i.e., NUREG-0090·4, 6, Vol. l, No. 1 and
Vol. l, No. 3. It is further updated as follows:
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76-1 Deficiencies in the Mark I Containment Systems of Certain Boiling
Water Reactors (BWRs)
Actions Taken to Prevent Recurrence
licensee/Vendor - General Electric Company (GE) and the Mark I Qwners Group
are continuing to conduct the Mark I Containment Long Term Program (LTP).
The objectives of the LTP are (1) to establish design basis (conservative)
loads that are appropriate for the anticipated life (40 years) of each Mark I
BWR facility, and (2) to restore the original intended design safety margins
for each Mark I containment sy~tem. The LTP consists of a series of major
tasks and,subtasks which are designed to provide a detailed basis for hydrodynamic load definition and the methodology and acceptance criteria for the
structural assessments. The generic aspects of the LTP are described in a
Plant Unique Analysis Applications Guide, which was submitted to the NRC in
February 1979, and a Load Definition Report, which was submitted by parts, in
December 1978 and March 1979. These reports describe the proposed load
definition and assessment techniques for the Mark I LTP. These reports are
currently under review by the NRC staff and, upon the completion of this
review, the staff will issue a set of acceptance criteria for these generic
assessment techniques. Subsequently, each utility will perform a plant-unique
analysis using approved load definition and structural analysis techniques to
demonstrate conformance with the LTP structural acceptance criteria.
The scheduled completion date for the Mark I LTP, including the issuance of
license amendments and the implementation of any plant modifications necessary
to satisfy the LTP structural acceptance criteria, is December 1980. To
maintain this schedule, a number of utilities have undertaken plant modifications
prior to the completion of their plant-unique analysis. This action has been
considered necessary to minimize the potential for extended plant outages
later in the program. Similarly, modifications to components external to the
containment (e.g., support structure) have and are being_conducted during
normal plant operation.
Further reports will be made as appropriate.

The following abnormal occurrence was originally reported in NUREG·0090-6,
"Report to Congress on Abnormal Occurrences: October-December 1976 1 11 and
updated in subsequent reports in this series, i.e., NUREG-0090-7 and Vol. 1,
No. 4. It is further updated as follows:
76-16

Feedwater Nozzle Cracking in Boiling Water Reactors

Over the last several years, inspections at 22 of the 23 boiling water reactor
(BWR) plants licensed for operation in the U.S. have disclosed some deg1·ee of
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cracking in the feedwater nozzles of the reactor vessel at 18 of those facilities
inspected. One facility has not yet been inspected because it has not accumulated
significant operating time. In a closely related area, cracks have been found
in control rod drive (CRD) return line nozzles, the openings in BWR pressure
vessels through which the high pressure water in excess of that needed to
operate and cool the CROs is returned to the pressure vessel. The cracks
resemble those found in feedwater nozzles. Both conditions probably result
from the same kind of cyclic thermal stresses.
The NRC staff has completed its review of the proposed long-term solutions to
the BWR nozzle cracking problem and has concluded that they provide effective
means of mitigating the problem. A NUREG document is being written to incorporate
guidance tor operating reactors and plants under licensing review. The resolution
of inservice inspection technique selection and frequency of inspection has
been separated from the generic task while major industry investigations
(including thermal cracking of a full-size nozzle mockup for use in ultrasonic
testing evaluation) continue. A revision to the NUREG document will be written
at the completion of these studies. In the meantime, stringent inspection
requirements, based mainly upon dye-penetrant testing, are still in force.
All licensee efforts, such as system and operational changes, to lengthen the
time to crack initiation and to slow crack growth are taken into account in
the determination of inspection techniques and acceptance criteria. Plant
modifications related to final resolution of the CRO nozzle problem are still
under NRC staff review.
Plant-specific implementation of the generic resolution (with the exception of
final inservice inspection technique and frequency determi_nation) has begun.
Further reports will be made as appropriate.

The following abnormai occurrence was originally reported in NUREG-0090-10,
11 Report to Congress on Abnormal Occurrences:
October-December. 1977, 11 and
updated in subsequent reports in this series, i.e., NUREG-0090, Vol. 1, No. l
and Vol. 1, No. 2. It is further updated as follows:
·
77-9 Environmental Qualification of Safety-Related Electrical
Equipment Inside Containment
As described in the last update to this abnormal occurrence (NUREG-0090,
Vol. 1, No. 2), Inspection and Enforcement (IE) Circular No. 78·08 was issued
on May 31, 1978 to all licensees to highlight important lessons learned from
environmental qualification deficiencies reported by individual licensees.
Licensees were requested to examine installed safety-related electrical equipment
and determine that proper documentation existed which provided assurance that
the equipment would function under postulated accident conditions.
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NRC inspections conducted of licensees' activities in response to the Circular
identified one component (certain stem mounted limit switches) found to be
unqualified for service within the Loss of Coolant (LOCA) environment. Also,
NRC inspection of component qualification identified equipment which did not
have documentation indicating it was qualified for the LOCA environment. The
inspections also identified that the licensees' re-review and resolution of
problem areas were not receiving the level of attention from all licensees
that the NRC believed was warranted. Therefore, IE Bulletin No. 79-01 was
issued to licensees of power reactor facilities on February 8, 1979. The
intent of the Bulletin was to raise the threshold of the Circular to the level
of a Bulletin; i.e. 1 actions requiring licensee response.
In additi~n to requiring a complete review by the licensees of the enviornmental
qualification of all Class IE electrical equipment within 120 days, the Bulletin
also required that any equipment determined to be unqualified for its service
conditions be reported to the NRC Director of the Division of Operating Reactors
within 24 hours of discovery. To date, there have been some 32 separate
.reports of unqualified equipment at 29 different plants involving five different
types of equipment. The unqualified equipment reported included: (1) limit
switches mounted on safety-related valve stems to indicate valve stem position;
(2) containment isolation valve motor operators; (3) instrument and control
cable insulated terminal lugs; (4) aluminum limit switch housings on containment
isolation valves; and (5) ASCO pilot solenoid valves for miscellaneous valve
air operators.
In each instance where an item of equipment was determined to be unqualified,
the NRC staff immediately evaluated the impact on the health and safety of the
public and the adequacy of the remedial steps to be taken by the licensees.
In some cases the licensees elected to replace the unqualified equipment
immediately; in others a basis for continued operation pending corrective
action at a specified future date was provided. In those cases where the
licensees proposed to continue to operate the plant for a period of time
before shutting down and replacing the affected equipment, the following
factors were considered in the NRC staff evaluations of whether the plants
could continue to be operated safely: (1) redundant/diverse components available
to perform the required safety functions; (2) locking the affected component
in its safety position; (3) administrative actions and revised operating
procedures; (4) additional operability tests and inspections; (5) post accident
mitigating actions available; and (6) fail safe design features. In all cases
where continued operation was requested by the licensees based on a plant
specific safety evaluation, the NRC staff has concluded (contingent upon
additional staff requirements being satisfied in some cases) that the plants
could continue to be operated safely.
An NRC task group has been formed to review in de~ail the licensees' responses
to Bulletin 79·01 in regard to the documentation of qualification of the
affected equipment.
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Further reports will be made as appropriate~

The following abnormal occurrence was originally reported in NUREG-0090,
Vol. 1, No. 2, 11 Report to Congress on Abnormal Occurrences: Aprii-June 1978, 11
and updated in NUREG-0090, Vol. 1, No. 4. It is further updated as follows:
78-2 Fuel Assembly Control Rod Guide Tube Integrity (A Generic Concern)
As reported previously, examination of fuel assembly control rod guide tubes
after service in several operating pressurized water reactors (PWRs) disclosed
significa"t amounts of wear. At the extreme, some tubes had been worn through
showing sizeable holes. The cause was determined to be flow-induced vibration
of fully withdrawn control rods. The rod tips, vibrating against the guide
tubes, induced degrading wear, probably aided by corrosion.
The safety significance of the incidents relates to the functions of the guide
tubes. Guide tubes serve both as fuel assembly structural members and as
channels for control rod movement. Thus, guide tube failure could adversely
affect either the preservation of a coolable core geometry or the scram capability
of the control rods, or both.
The observed severe· wear of the guide tubes thus far has been confined to
facilities designed by Combustion Engineering (CE). Basic differences in the
design of the control rod systems which insert into the guide tubes of the
fuel assemblies exists between the CE plants and the other PWR plants (Westinghouse and Babcock and Wilcox). These design differences appear to have reduced
the severity of wear on the guide tubes in the latter vendors facilities.
However, such wear in Westinghouse and Babcock and Wilcox plants and in Exxon
Nuclear fuel assemblies is under investigation by the NRC staff .

.

To overcome the susceptibility to wear by the guide tube material (Zircaloy-4)
and to recover the design margin lost by wear, CE designed stainless steel
sleeves for use in the guide tubes. Prior to installation of stainless steel
sleeves during a refueling outage, operators of CE reactors instituted the
practice of inserting the control rods three inches further into the core than
the normal fully withdrawn position. That action both distributed the wear
location and provided added assurance of scram capability. NRC approval was
granted for this short-term administrative procedure allowing continued operation
with the control rods inserted three inches further into the core.
The use of sleeved guide tubes was approved by the NRC as an interim repair to
mitigate the guide tube wear on a cycle specific basis. In conjunction with
the use of the stainless steel sleeves. the NRC staff required that inspection
programs be submitted for review and approval well in advance of refueling
shutdowns.
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The first opportunity to evaluate the performance of the sleeved guide tubes
after reactor operations occurred during the Millstone Unit 2 refueling outage
in the spring of 1979. Subsequent to the Millstone 2 refueling, the St. Lucie
Unit No. land the Calvert Cliffs Unit No. l also provided additional evidence
on the performance of the sleeved guide tubes. Based on the results of these
inspections, the sleeving modification has performed well as an .interim solution
to mitigate the guide tube wear, but it does not eliminate the cause of the
wear.
Additional out-of-reactor hot loop testing by CE showed the important role of
flow-induced vibration of the control rods in the guide tube wear problem.
The vibration and, hence, the wear, was reduced by redistributing some of the
guide tub~ coolant (water) flow. Two fuel assembly modifications were designed
to redistribute the coolant flow. One involved inserting a splined cylinder
in the top of the guide tube. The second involved reducing the size and
number of flow holes in the bottom of the guide tube. Test results favored
the modified flow hole design. A limited number of assemblies with both
modifications are installed in currently operating reactors to confirm the
loop test results.
The Calvert Cliffs Unit No. 2 is scheduled for refueling in the late summer or
early fall of 1979. This unit has, in addition to the sleeving modification,
16 assemblies with modifications designed to affect the coolant flow and
perturb the vibrational characteristics of the control rods.
The NRC has closely monitored the analyses and experiments performed by CE.
The NRC staff agrees with the vendor that the results point to control rod
flow-induced vibration as the principal factor in guide tube wear. Therefore,
design modifications intended to redistribute flow in guide tubes were judged
appropriate. The NRC has approved the modified designs for limited operation
on the basis that they will mitigate the wear problem. Approval of either
design modification as a final solution to the problem will be contingent upon
the results of further out-of-reactor experiments and examination of the
modified assemblies which are currently subject to in-reactor operations.
Further reports will be made as appropriate.

The following abnormal occurrence was originally reported in NUREG-0090,
Vol. 1, No. 4, 11 Report to Congress on Abnormal Occurrences: October-December
1978 1 11 and is further updated as follows:
78·5 Loss of Containment Integrity
The NRC staff review of the generic implications of the two events (Millstone
Unit 2, and Salem Unit 1), has continued. The NRC staff letter of November
1978 has requested all licensees of operating reactors to respond ta generic

,

i
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concerns about containment purging or venting during normal plant operation.
The generic concerns were twofold:
1.

Events had occurred where licensees overrode or bypassed the safety
actuation isolation signals to the containment valves.

2.

Recent licensing reviews have required tests or analyses to show that
containment purge or vent valves would shut without degrading containment
integrity during the dynamic loads of a design basis accident-loss of
coolant accident (DBA·LOCA).

The NRC position of the November 1978 letter requested that licensees take the
following.J)ositive actions pending completion of the NRC review: (1) prohibit
the override or bypass of any safety actuation signal which would affect
another safety actuation signal; the NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement
would verify that administrative controls prevent improper manual defeat of
safety actuation signals, and (2) cease purging (or venting) of containment or
to limit purging (or venting) to an absolute minimum, not to exceed 90 hours
per year. Licensees were requested to demonstrate (by test and analysis) that
containment isolation valves would shut under postulated DBA-LOCA conditions.
After the licensee responses were received for review, the NRC staff made site
visits to several facilities, met with other licensees at Bethesda, Maryland,
and held numerous conferences with many other licensees. The staff also met
with some valve manufacturers. During these discussions the staff stressed
that positive actions must be taken to assure that containment integrity would
be maintained in the event of a DBA-LOCA.
As a result of these actions, the NRC staff was informed that at least three
valve vendors have reported that their valves may not close against the ascending
differential pressure and the resulting dynamic loading of a design basis
LOCA. All identified licensees whose plants had questioned the designs are
maintaining the valvel in the closed position or are restricting the opening
of the valves when primary containment integrity is required. Re-evaluation
of the valve performances under the OBA-LOCA condition are being made by
affected licensees.
·
At this time, the licensees of about twenty percent of the reactors have not
yet limited purging and venting of containment beyond their current licensed
requirements. The remainder of the licensees have either ceased purging
(about twenty-five percent of the reactors) or have limited purging to various
degrees. As the NRC review progresses 1 licensees which might have electrical
override circuitry problems are being advised not to use the override and have
taken compensatory interim measures to minimize the problem. The NRC is
continuing to take such action during the remaining reviews.
Pending completion of the NRC staff's review, the following interim measures
will be required by licensees of operating reactors that do not now limit
purging or venting of containment. These licensees will be required to
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propose modifications to plant or system design to m1n1m1ze the need for
purging or venting of the containment. Design modifications being considered
include limiting valve angular opening to assure that critical valve parts
will not be damaged during the DBA-LOCA, increasing the cooling capacity of
the containment cooling system to control the containment pressure, temperature
and relative humidity, and usfog internal charcoal filter system-for air
circulation and filtering throughout all containment and during plant discharge
to reduce airborne activity.
Further reports will be made as appropriate.

The follo;ing abnormal occurrence was originally reported in NUREG-0090,
Vol. 2, No. 1, 11 Report to Congress on Abnormal Occurrences: January-March
1979, 11 and is further updated as fo 11 ows:
79-1 Degraded Engineered Safety Features
As described in NUREG-0090, Vol. 2, No. 1, three safety concerns emerged from
the analysis of the event that occurred at Arkansas Nuclear One (ANO) site on
September 16, 1978. The three concerns were:
1.

The offsite power supply for ANO Unit 1 Engineered Safety Feature loads
was deficient in that degraded voltage could have resulted in the
unavailability of ESF equipment, if it were to be needed.

2.

The design of the ANO site electrical system that provides offsite power
to Units 1 and 2 did not fully meet the Commission's Regulations, 10
CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 17, because in certain
circumstances a failure of one of the two offsite power circuits would
also result in a failure of the other such circuit.
--

3.

Deficiencies existed in the operation of the Unit 2 inverters that convert
battery power to AC power for certain safety-related equipment.

As stated in the previous report, the NRC has reviewed and approved corrective
actions taken by the licensee to prevent recurrence. The actions taken to
date have satisfactorily alleviated the safety concerns (2) and (3) above.
The review and evaluation by NRC staff of corrective actions proposed by the
licensee addressing safety concern (1) is still in progress.
The existing NRC generic review activity regarding degraded grid voltage
related to the July 5, 1976 Millstone Unit 2 event* has been expanded to
ensure that adequate voltage will be available at the ESF buses during all
electrical transients including voltage degradation resulting from loading
*Reference Abnormal Occurrence No. 76-9 ("Failure of Undervoltage Trip logic
and Consequent Loss of Safeguard Power") reported in NUREG-0090-5 and NUREG-0090-6.
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due to onsite automatic switching. A letter was sent from the NRC to power
reactor licensees on August 8, 1979 requesting the licensees to review the
adequacy of their electric power systems. Responses were requested within 60
days.
Further reports will be made as appropriate.
The following abnormal occurrence was originally reported in NUREG-0090,
Vol. 2, No. 1, "Report to Congress on Abnormal Occurrences: January-March
1979, 11 and is further updated as follows:
79-2 Defi~iencies in Piping Design
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff ordered five plants to shutdown on
March 13, 1979, until reanalysis and necessary modifications were made to
safety-related piping systems to bring them into conformance with requirements
for withstanding earthquakes. The plants ordered shutdown were Beaver Valley
Unit 1, James A. FitzPatrick, Maine Yankee and Surry Units 1 and 2.
Stone and Webster Engineering, the architect engineer for all five plants, and
Duquesne Light Company, the licensee for the Beaver Valley facility, reported
to the NRC during a meeting on March 8, 1979, that an algebraic summation
method was used to combine seismic forces in the computer code SHOCK II. The
algebraic summation method can result in cancellation of seismic forces and
resulted in prediction of stresses significantly lower than would be predicted
by NRC approved techniques. Following the meeting on March 8, members of the
NRC staff met for three days with Stone & Webster Engineering officials in
Boston. Additional analyses of piping systems for the Beaver Valley facility
were performed. These analyses indicated significant overstress in the piping
systems under postulated earthquake conditions when_computer codes were utilized
which did not combine seismic loads algebraically. Piping systems involving
the integrity of the feactor coolant pressure boundary, Emergency Core Cooling
Systems and safe shutdown systems,- were involved. It was also determined that
the same computer code (SHOCK II) was used in the design of four other facilities.
The NRC staff ordered all five plants shut down because there .. was not assurance
that a severe earthquake at any of these facilities would not cause an accident,
damage emergency core cooling systems, and prevent safe shutdown of the plant.
The required reanalysis qnd necessary modifications were completed for Maine
Yankee and Beaver Valley and orders were issued on May 24, 1979 and August 8,
1979, respectively terminating the March 13, 1979 Show Cause Orders. Sufficient
reanalysis and modifications were completed for FitzPatrick and Surry Unit l
to permit issuing orders on August 14, 1979, and August 22, 1979, respectively
allowing resumption of operation for 60 days while some remaining pipe support
analyses were completed.
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Surry Unit 2 was shut down for steam generator repair and replacement prior to
the March 13, 1979 shut down order. Because of the long shutdown for steam
generator work, the seismic reanalysis required by the order was delayed by
the licensee. It is not anticipated that the required seismic reanalysis will
lengthen the plant shutdown.
Several actions have been taken by the NRC staff related to review, evaluation
and approval of computer codes used for seismic analysis of safety-related
p1p1ng. The computer code verification program initiated by the staff has
three principal parts; (1) review of actual computer code listings, (2) solution
of NRC benchmark problems to compare results to known values, and (3) independent
check analyses of piping problems using NRC 1 s own computer code. Additionally
the NRC staff reviewed the development of the mathematical model which represents
the piping system.
·
On April 13, 1979, Florida Power and Light, the licensee for Turkey Point
Units 3 and 4, reported that algebraic summation techniques had been utilized
by Westinghouse in design of the main reactor coolant system piping. The NRC
reviewed the results of Westinghouse's reanalysis, determined that the piping
design was acceptable and permitted resumption of operation of both Turkey
Point Units. However, as a result of this information, an NRC I£ Bulletin was
issued on April 14, 1979, requiring all licensees to review the computer codes
used in the design of safety-related systems to determine if algebraic summation
had been utilized. A total of 24 additional plants used an algebraic summation
technique. Four of these plants were still under construction and had not yet
been issued operating licenses. The computer codes identified were:
SHOCK II
WESTDYN
DAPS
PIPOYN II
AOLPIPE

Stone & Webster Engineering
Westinghouse
General Electric
Franklin Institute
Arthur D. Little Company

The NRC staff has required reanalysis of all affected piping, modification
when necessary, and computer code verification for those codes used for reanalysis. The majority of the 20 operating reactors not designed by Stone & Webster
Engineering utilized algebraic summation methods on very few piping systems
and had reanalyzed these systems prior to responding to the bulletin. In a
few cases (Pilgrim Unit 1, Brunswick Units land 2, Indian Point Unit 3 and
Salem Unit 1), the use of algebraic summation was more extensive. One unit,
Salem Unit 1, has been shut down since April 1979 for refueling and other
modifications, and will not resume operation until the algebraic summation
issue is resolved. All other units have been resolved completely, or based
upon NRC staff evaluation have been permitted to continue operation during
reanalysis. In each case where continued operation was permitted (Brunswick
Units l and 2 and Indian Point Unit 3) analysis methods utilized and the
margin in the piping design to code allowable values were such that modification
to piping systems was unlikely. The staff however required detailed reanalyses
to confirm that the designs were acceptable.
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As described in the previous Abnormal Occurrence Report to Congress (NUREG-0090,
Vol. 2. No. 1), an additional issue has been identified which can cause seismic
analysis of safety-related piping systems to yield nonconservative results.
The issue involves the accuracy of the information input for seismic analyses.
NRC IE Bulletin 79-14 was issued on July 2, 1979 to all power reactor facilities
with an operating license or a construction permit. The Bulletin, which was
revised on July 18, 1979 and supplemented on August 14, 1979, directs the
licensees to perform inspections of their safety-related piping systems and
supports. Various categories of information were to be reported to the NRC
within 30, GO, and 120 days. The NRC will then review the results and take
action, as appropriate, on a case-by- case basis. Because of the conservatism
and redundancy built into the piping systems, the NRC did not require the
facilitie- to be shut down pending.completion of the inspections and remedial
action if required. However, one plant, Ft. St. Vrain, has shutdown pursuant
to technical specification requirements resulting from nonconformances discovered
during 11 as-built 11 inspections. The inspection at this plant·is not complete.
Currently, several significant nonconformances have been identified and are
being resolved. Licensee responses for the information required within 30
days are being presently reviewed by the NRC.
Further reports will be made as appropriate.

The following abnormal occurrence was reported first in NUREG-0090, Vol. 2,
No. l, 11 Report to Congress on Abnormal Occurrences: January-March 1979, 11 and
in the Federal Register (44 FR 45802) on August 3, 1979. It is further updated
as follows:
79-3 Nuclear Accident at Three Mile Island
The Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2) plant remains in a stable condition. In
late August 1979, core flow was being provided by natural circulation; core
cooling was being maintained by steaming the 11 A11 steam generator through the
turbine bypass valve to the main condenser. On August 20, 1979, the hot and
cold leg temperatures were 165°F and 157°F, respectively; the highest incore
thermocouple indication was 253°F. Primary pressure was about 275 psig. As
reported in the previous report, an alternate mode of cooling is in place in
case the existing mode becomes inoperable.
The licensee (Metropolitan Edison Company) has made prov1s1on for a direct
sampling capability in the containment while maintaining constant containment
isolation. An existing, but unused penetration was modified to provide a
sampling point by boring a hole through a blank flange. The penetration is
about two feet above the water line (the water in the containment is about
seven feet deep). The radiological aspects of the modifications were reviewed
and approved by NRC personnel onsite. The sampling capability will be used to
monitor the radioactivity both above and below the water line. The information
will be useful in planning cleanup activities and to obtain a better estimate
of core damage.
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The first significant waste shipment from TMI-2 (a previous shipment consisted
of three liners, shipped in mid-April to Richland, Washington) since the
accident was shipped on August 7, 1979, arriving at Nuclear Engineering Company's
Hanford, Washington burial facility on August 10, 1979. The shipment consisted
of 157 55-gallon drums of low specific activity trash. The ship~ent was made
without incident.
·
The licensee has completed work on specially-built equipment to decontaminate
intermediate level radioactive waste water resulting from the accident. The
water which would be decontaminated by the system (designated "EPICOR-II") is
contained in tanks in the Unit 2 auxiliary building and totals approximately
265,000 gallons. The primary radioactive contaminants are iodine-131 and
cesium-131 -- ranging from as much as 3 microcuries per milliliter of iodine
to as much as 35 microcuries per milliliter of cesium. The NRC staff has
completed an environmental assessment of the use of the ''EPICOR-II" system and
has issued it for public comments. The systems will not be used until authorized
by the Commission.
The NRC 1 s Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE) issued their report of the
investigation into the March 28, 1979 TMI-2 accident. The report (NUREG-0600)
was issued in early August 1979. The IE investigation covered two aspects of
the accident:
1.

Those related operational actions by the licensee during the period from
before the initiating event until approximately 8:00 p.m., March 28, when
primary coolant flow was re-established by starting a reactor coolant
pump, and

2.

Those steps taken by the licensee to control the release of radioactive
material to the offsite environs, and to implement the licensee's emergency
plan during the period from the initiation of the event to,midnight,
March 30.

These investigation periods were selected because they include the licensee
actions which most significantly affected the accident sequence and its results.
The IE investigation supported the reported population dose from the accident
as developed by an ad hoc assessment group (which included representatives of
various Federal agencies) and reported in NUREG-0558 which was issued May 10,
1979. The ad hoe's conclusion that the accident resulted in minimal risks of
additional health effects to the offsite population was also summarized in the
previous Abnormal Occurrence Report to Congress (NUREG-0090, Vol. 2, No. l).
The IE investigation also substantiated earlier conclusions concerning the
underlying causes of the accident and those factors that contributed to its
severity. Inadequacies in six major areas were confirmed:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Equipment performance (failures and maloperation).
Transient and accident analyses.
Operator training and performance.
Equipment and system design.
Information flow, particularly during the early hours of the accident.
Implementation of emergency planning.

The investigation concluded that the accident could have been prevented, in
spite of the listed inadequacies, if the plant systems and procedures had been
permitted to function or be carried out as planned. Subsequent actions have
been required by the NRC to retrain all licensed operators in an effort to
preclude recurrence. Upgraded procedural instructions have also been required.
'

The investigation also identified up to 35 potential violations of federal
procedures by the licensee. These are being further evaluated and appropriate
action will be taken with the licensee.
The Lessons Learned Task Force is one of several TMI-2 related activities
underway in the NRC. The Task Force was established in the NRC Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) to ensure the continued safe operation of
licensed nuclear power plants. The purpose of the Task Force is to identify
and evaluate those safety concerns originating with the TMI-2 accident that
require licensing actions (beyond those already specified in IE Bulletins and
Commission Orders) for presently operating reactors as well as for pending
operating license and construction permit applications. The Task Force issued
a status report together with short-term recommendations in late July 1979.
The report (NUREG-0578) identified 23 specific requirements whose implementation was judged to provide substantial, additional protection whicn is required
for the public health and safety. The time scale recommended for promulgation
and implementation was also presented. The requirements were disi~ssed with
licensee representatives in a meeting held in Bethesda, Maryland. in early
August 1979. The rec~mmendations of the Task Force are or will be implemented
as approved by the Director of NRR or the Commission. The Task Force is
developing longer term recommendations and plans to issue·a final report in
October 1979. Topics to be addressed in that report include.general safety
criteria, system design requirements, nuclear power plant operation, and the
nuclear power plant licensing process. Additional licensing actions or requirements may be recommended by the Task Force within the next several months for
backfit to operating plants and pending license applications.
A related ongoing effort in the NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regu1ation is
the Bulletins and Orders (B&O) Task Force. This group is performing safety
evaluations for the five Babcock &Wilcox plants shut down by confirmatory
Commission Orders, and is reviewing the responses to IE Bulletins by licensees
with nuclear steam supply systems designed by Westinghouse, Combustion Engineering,
and General Electric. The B&O Task Force plans to publish reports that will
cover the various plant designs of each of the reactor vendors noted above.
The reports will deal with specific plant design aspects. Feedwater transients
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and small break loss-of-coolant accidents are being evaluated in considerable
detail, including the review of emergency procedures and operator training for
these events. These reports are scheduled to be available in the late summer
of 1979.
Inspection and Enforcement (IE) Bulletin Nos. 77-0SC and 79-06C-was issued on
July 26, 1979 to all pressurized water reactor (PWR) facilities with an operating
license. The Bulletin requires that under loss of coolant symptoms, all
operating reactor coolant pumps be tripped (turned off) immediately before
significant voiding in the reactor coolant system occurs; certain required
operator actions and analyses to be performed by the licensees were also
stipulated. This revised Bulletin was issued after calculations by the PWR
vendors iRdicated that, for a certain spectrum of small breaks in the reactor
coolant system, continued operation of the reactor coolant pumps could increase
the mass lost through the break and prolong or aggravate the uncovering of the
reactor core.
As described in the previous Abnormal Occurrence Report to Congress (NUREG-0090,
Vol. 2, No. 1), there are continuing investigations of the accident underway.
Further actions will be considered and implemented as necessary based on the
ongoing NRC staff studies, and the ongoing Presidential, Congressional, and
NRC investigations. The NRC continues to have onsite staff at TMI to assure
that (1) TMI-2 achieves a safe cold shutdown condition, and (2) radwaste
cleanup and recovery operations are conducted in a safe manner such that
occupational exposures and releases offsite are as low as reasonably achievable.
TMI-1, which was in a
remains shutdown. It
can resume operation,
modifications, public

shutdown condition at the time
is estimated that it may be up
considering the time necessary
hearing process, and final NRC

Further reports will ~e made as appropriate.

of the TMI-2 accident,
to two years before TMI-1
for licensee actions and
action.
- ~
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APPENOix·c

OTHER EVENTS OF INTEREST
The following event is described below because it may possibly be perceived by
the public to be of public health significance. The event did not involve a
major reduction in the level of protection provided for public health or
safety; therefore, it is .D£! reportable as an abnormal occurrence.
Cracking in Main Feedwater System Piping (PWR Plants)
Description
On May 20, 1979, Indiana and Michigan Electric Company informed the NRC of
cracking in two feedwater lines at the D.C. Cook Unit 2. Leaking circumferential cracks were identified in the 16-inch lines in the immediate vicinity
of the steam generator nozzles. Subsequent volumetric examination (radiography)
revealed crack indications at similar locations in all feedwater lines of both
Units 1 and 2. As a result of a letter sent to all PWR licensees by the NRC
and the issuance of Inspection and Enforcement (IE) Bulletin No.79-13, inspections are being performed at other PWR facilities. Of the 22 facilities
examined to July 20, 1979, 12 have piping cracks or crack-like indications in
the vicinity of the feedwater nozzles.
Presumed Cause/Mode of Failure
The mode of failure at the facilities with the most severe cracks has tentatively
been identified as corrosion assisted fatigue. The cracking at these facilities
has been located at a stress riser caused by machining the fitting. Internal
diameter cracking of a less severe nature, which is not localized at the
discontinuity, has been located at two units, Point Beach Unit• 2 and San
Onofre. The cracking•mode at San Onofre has been identified tentatively as
primarily stress assisted corrosion.
The initiating cause and driving force for the cracking has not been positively
identified at this time. Factors that could contribute to the cracking include
the following:
Pipe vibrations
Thermal stresses
Environmental effects
Improper p1pe restraint and support
Fabrication discontinuities
Reanalyses of normal piping system stresses and visual inspections of the
feedwater lines have not, to date, uncovered any anomalies that would be
expected to cause cracking. No significant deviations from proper feedwater
chemistry control have been discovered. Through-wall thermal stresses due to
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alternate heating and cooling of this region have been analyzed and do not
appear to be large enough to cause the degree of cracking found within the
relatively short time periods of operation (approximately l year at Cook-2).
At least three of the facilities involved have not experienced water hammer
events.· Thermal stresses, both high and low cycle, which could occur because
of mixing of hot and cold water in the nozzle region during hot.standby are
also being considered, but to date have not been quantitatively analyzed
pending the outcome of test programs.
licensees for several facilities at which the cracking was most severe have
agreed to install a multitude of thermocouples, strain gages and accelerometers
at appropriate places on feedwater piping in the vicinity of the nozzles.
During su~sequent operations these instruments will be monitored in an attempt
to find the cause or causes of cracking.
Safety Significance

.

The NRC has considered the safety significance· of 'these cracks-, and has concluded
that the worst cracks found to date (Cook-2) would be unlikely to result in a
significant feedwater line break (leaks are possible) in the event of an
earthquake. It is conceivable, however, that a line may not survive a severe
water hammer although it is unlikely that more than one line would experience
a severe water hammer event simultaneously. Thus, the worst reasonable consequence would be the rupture of a single line, with which the facilities are
designed to cope.
Repair Procedures
Repairs are being or have been made using somewhat improved designs for this
p1p1ng region. The NRC has concluded that they are adequate pending the
outcome of the test programs being conducted at several facilities: The NRC
has advised other licensees to follow the conduct of these programs and that
other remedial measures may be required later depending on the findings of the
tests.
•· ..
NRC Action
The NRC will follow closely the conduct of the several test programs to be
conducted and will review and analyze the test results. The NRC will also
have samples of the cracked piping analyzed metallographically. In addition,
the piping designs and facility operating procedures of all PWRs are being
reviewed in an attempt to find common factors which may result in cracking or
preclude cracking.

ENCLOSURE 3

3-1

Enclosure 3

OTHER EVENTS CONSIDERED FOR ABNORMAL OCCURRENCE REPORTING
The following incidents are samples of incidents seriously considered for
abnormal occurrence reporting .. The incidents are briefly discussed and the
reasons why they are not being reported are stated. The incidents were judged
not to have involved a major reduction in the level of protection provided for
public health or safety.
This enclosure is provided to the Commission per Commission comments on
SECY-76-4Zl; the enclosure will not be a part of the published report.
l.

Failure in High Pressure Injection Systems

On January 3, 1979, during a monthly surveillance test of the Davis-Besse
Unit 1 High Pressure Injection (HPI) pumps,·the licensee found that there was
no flow through the recirculation 1ine from the pump discharge to the Borated
Water Storage Tank (BWST). Investigation revealed that a portion of the line
exposed to the outside weather was frozen. This portion of the line to the
BWST is common to both HPI pumps. The line has redundant heat tracing (a
heated wire to prevent freezing); it is insulated; and it has a low-temperature
alarm system to warn of freezing conditions. The line froze through; apparently
because of prolonged sub-freezing temperatures and a defect in the insulation.
There was no apparent malfunction of the heat tracing or temperature alarm
circuits, although the temperature sensing elements are located in an area not
exposed to the coldest temperature conditions.
This recirculation line serves two purposes: One is to provide a flow path
for surveillance testing, and the other is to provide a minimum flow path to
prevent possible damage to the pump in the event it is operated~against a
closed discharge valve or a reactor coolant system pressure greater than the
maximum discharge pressure of the pump (approximately 1600 psig).
In its initial review of the event on January 3, 1979, the licensee concluded
that the pumps were still operable with the recirculation line frozen. On
January 5, 1979, the line was thawed and the surveillance test of the pumps
was successfully completed.
During a review of the event on March 12, 1979, the licensee concluded that
there were special condftions in which reactor coolant system pressure could
decrease slowly enough to cause the HPI pumps to operate for a significant
period of time at maximum discharge pressure with no water flow through the
pump (shutoff head) if the recirculation line were frozen or otherwise blocked.
Depending upon the length of time the HPI pumps operated at 11 shutoff head,"

the internal pump temperature rise could damage the pumps and make them
inoperable.
However, in April, the licensee informed the NRC that the significance of the
event had been reanalyzed based on recently acquired data on the heat-up rate
of the pump operating without water flow. It was concluded that·no damage
would occur, even during a slow depressurization. They calculated that if the
recirculation line was frozen, the pumps would operate for less than 1 minute
before a flow of 35 gpm would be established, whereas, 10 minutes of operation
without flow would be required to heat the pump casing to a temperature of
300°F. · Damage to the pump would occur above this temperature. Therefore,
there was no impact on public health or safety. The licensee 1 s analysis was
submitted~to the NRC.
As corrective action, the thermostatic temperature setting for the heat trace
installed on the recirculation line was temporarily increased and the line was
blown free as the frozen section was thawed. A temporary enc.losure was built
around the line and an additional heat trace was added. Surveillance testing
to verify pump operability was performed following the thawing of the recirculation line. An engineered evaluation is being conducted by the licensee to
determine long-term corrective action.
2.

Deficient Procedures

On June 2 while Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 1 was preparing for startup, an
NRC inspector in the control room found that during a surveillance test of the
main feedwater check valves, the controls of the emergency feedwater system
were positioned so that the system could not automatically respond if needed.
The NRC inspector found that the test procedure being used by the licensed
operators did not include, as it should have, instructions either ;o bypass
the emergency feedwater system or to return it to normal. The plant operators,
without approved procedures covering this aspect of the test, bypassed the
controls that would have started the feedwater system automatically. Lacking
a procedural requirement to return the system to normal, there was no assurance
that emergency feedwater would be provided automatically if needed.
-~ --~
Following the Three Mile Island accident, the NRC required that operators be
trained to initiate properly the emergency feedwater system manua11y if it
does not come on automatically. Thus, while no immediate safety hazard existed
at the Arkansas Unit 1 plant because of the improper action, the NRC staff is
concerned about the potential safety hazard of leaving the emergency feedwater
system in the bypassed condition, about the possibility that other procedures
at the Arkansas plant may be deficient, and about the fact that the operators
deviated from procedures in performing the surveillance test.
Arkansas Power and Light Company has returned the plant to cold shutdown. The
June 2, 1979 NRC Order confirmed the requirement for a cold shutdown until the
Commission staff is satisfied with the utility's method of controlling the
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development of operating procedures, the adequacy of existing procedures, and
until there is assurance that operators will not deviate from those procedures.
Licensee actions required as a result of the Order were confirmed by NRC
inspections. On June 14, 1979, Arkansas Power and Light Company-was authorized
to return Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 1 to operation.
IE Information Notice No. 79-15 ( 11 Deficient Procedures") was issued on June 7,
1979 to all holders of reactor operating licenses and construction permits to
inform them of this event.
It is believed that this event is not an AO. While the event was viewed as
serious, we feel this single event is below the threshold for indication of a
"Serious deficiency in management or procedural controls in major areas. 11
However, the staff will continue to follow the Unit l experiences with the
emergency feedwater system to determine if the present AO judgments on this
matter should be revised.
·
3.

Issuance of Order to Show Cause - Spent Fuel Casks

During a meeting on March 29, 1979, and by letter dated April 2, 1979, the
Nuclear Assurance Corporation informed the NRC staff that a cask designated as
the Model No. NFS-4 (NAC-1, Serial A) was not fabricated in accordance with
the design approved by NRC Certificate of Compliance No. 6698. Cask Model No.
NFS-4 is used for transportation of spent reactor fuel and is authorized to
carry one PWR element or two BWR elements. Eighteen owners/users and the
Department of Energy are currently authorized to use this model cask.
The information provided by Nuclear Assurance Corporation in the March 29
meeting indicates that one or more of the shells is warped or bowed, but the
exact cause or extent of the warp or bow is not known at this time. Also. the
NRC staff was informe~ that the cask manufacturer added increased shielding
material in an area of reduced shielding thickness by welding copper plates to
the outer shell of the cask.
The full safety implications of these reported deviations are not known at
this time but they could represent a substantial reduction in the effectiveness of the package such that it would not meet the requirements of 10 CFR
Part 71 for normal and accident conditions. It is possible that other casks
fabricated to this design contain similar deviations. There are six casks
fabricated to the design and one under construction at the present time.
An order which was signed on April 6, 1979 was considered essential in the
interest of public health and safety. All casks of this design should be
withdrawn from use until a determination can be made of the exact nature of
any deviations from the approved design and an as~essment can be made of the
safety significance of such deviations.
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The order became effective immediately and affected eighteen (18) licensees.
The order required that:
(1)

Effective immediately, the general license to use casks desigated as
Model No. NFS-4 is suspended pending further order of the Commission.

(2)

Each owner/user shall show cause in the manner hereinafter provided why
the general license to use cask Model No. NFS-4 should not remain suspended
until such time as:
The owner/user demonstrates to the Commission that each cask was fabricated
in accordance with the design approved by the Commission in Certificate
of C~mpliance No. 6698. This demonstration shall include review of the
quality assurance records required by Condition 17 to Certificate of
Compliance No. 6698 and actual physical measurements of existing packages.

It is not believed that the issuance of this order shoul~ be reported as an
abnormal occurrence at this time since the ful,1 safety implkations of the
reported deviations are not yet known.
·
4.

Issuance of License Amendment - Fuel Fabrication Facility

On April 16, 1979, the NRC staff was informed by a representative of Nuclear
Fuel Services, Inc. (NFS) that the Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers Union
representing the hourly production employees at the NFS plant at Erwin,
Tennessee, had gone out on strike. The following information regarding the
company's operating plans was subsequently obtained from NFS personnel at
Rockville, Maryland, and Erwin, Tennessee:
l.

Management personnel would continue to operate the 11 high-enri~hed 11 •
operations to deplete the process equipment of uranium in preparation for
inventory, schedu 1ed for May 9, 1979;
•-···~.c.-

.

2.

Al-1 scrap inventory would be processed to a form suitable for inventory;

3.

The decision to restart the production line after the inventory would be
contingent upon the progress NFS was making in contract negotiations with
the uni on.

The NRC staff advised NFS that it agreed with the steps being taken to deplete
the enriched system of uranium and to process it to a stable form for inventory,
and that the staff did not disagree with any plans the company might have to
restart operations, using management personnel, after the inventory.
In order to ensure that public health and safety would not be compromised by
the company's actions, however, the NRC staff issued by letter dated April 23,
1979, an immediately effective license amendment to Special Nuclear Material
License No. SNM-124 adding the following license conditions:
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Prior to introducing additional special nuclear material into the process
systems and/or commencement of operations, using management personnel,
NFS shall obtain written approval from the Commission. This condition
shall be terminated when the Commission is satisfied that sufficient
trained production workers are available to man the process facilities,
under normal, safe operating conditions. 11
11

By letter dated May 17, 1979, NFS submitted the "Planning Guidelines" to be
utilized for operation during the strike, and a request for approval of resumption of operations. The guidelines discussed the selection and qualifications
.of health and safety personnel, the training of operational personnel, and the
NFS staffing concepts for the operational and support groups at the Erwin
facility.
The NRC Resident Inspector at NFS Erwin, together with the NRC Regional Inspector,
conducted a complete inspection of the NFS facilities May 8-10, 1979. Based
on their observations, inspection findings, and discussions with licensee
representatives, it was the inspectors' opinion that management personnel
could safely conduct limited production operations. The limiting factor was
the availability of trained manpower.
On May 18, 1979, based upon the NFS letter of May 17, 1979, specifying the
staffing plan for limited operations, the NRC staff issued an amendment to
Materials License No. SNM-124 deleting the condition added to the license by
order dated April 23, 1979, permitting resumption of operations.
It is not believed that the issuance of this license amendment shou1d be
reported as an abnormal occurrence. The amendment was issued to provide
assurance of continued protection of the public health and safety, and was not
in response to an observed safety deficiency. This identifies a potential
generic safety concern that should be investigated when licensees.plan operations
with limited staffing.
, ..

SECY-79-671

December 19. 1979

The comissioners

COptlMtff.!2~~UeAPnllON
Subject:

SECTlON 208 REPORT TO THE CONGRESS ON ABNORMAL

Purpose:

Approval of Final Draft

Discussion:

Enclosure 1 is a proposed letter to the Speaker of the
House and the President of the Senate transmitting the
eighteenth Abnormal Occurrence Report to Congress, as
required by Section 208, covering the third quarter of
CY-79.

OCCURRENCES FOR JULY-SEPTEMBER 1979

Enclosure 2 1s a final draft of the eighteenth report to
Congress on abnormal occurrences. The report covers the
period from July 1 to September 30, 1979. This draft
incorporates the major coonents obtained from staff review
of earlier drafts.
Nonnally, these quarterly reports contain only those
occurrences approved by the Conmission by the end of the
reporting period - any events which occurred during the
report period, but which had not been approved by the
Comnission at the end of the report period, would be
included 1n a subsequent report. However, since preparation of th1s report has been considerably delayed due to
the staff's other pressing workload, we propose that this
report include all abnormal occurrences approved up to the
time of preparation of the report. Therefore, we have
included the 11 Major Degradation of Primary Containment
Boundary (Palfsades)" and Mill Tailings Impoundment Dam
Failure (United Nuclear Corporation - Church Rock Mil 1) 11
events in th;s report. The first event was forwarded to
the C011111issi0n on Noveni>er 13. 1979 by SECY-79-613 and
approved on Oecenmer 3, 1979. The second event was forwarded to the COB1111ssion on Novent>er 30, 1979 by SECY-79-638
and 1s presently being reviewed by the Conm1ssfon. In
addition, we have revised the wording in the abstract and
fntroduct;on to the report to reflect that all abnonnal
occurrences approved up to the time of preparation of the
report are included. Also included are any abnonnal
occurrences subtnitted by the Agreement States.
11

On the above bas f s , the e1ghteen th report to Congress

states:
MPA

The Comnissioners
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1. There was one abnormal occurrence at the 70 nuclear
power plants licensed to operate. The event involved
a major degradation of primary containment boundary.
2. There was one abnonnal occurrence at the fuel cycle
facilities {other than nuclear power plants). The
event i nvo1ved a mi 11 ta i 1i ngs i mpoundment dam fa i 1ure.
(See NOTE below.)
3. There were no abnonnal occurrences at other licensee
facilities.
4. There were two abnormal occurrences reported by the
Agreement States. Both incidents involved overexpc,sure.
of radiography personnel.
The report is similar in fonnat to the published seventeenth
report. The report contains three Appendix C items (Other
Events of Interest). One pertains to the construction
deficiencies at the Marble Hill 1 and 2 facilities; thie
second pertains to a low level radioactive gas release at
North Anna Unit l; and the third pertains to the inventory
difference at t~uclear Fuel Services. {The guidelines for
Appendix C reporting are referenced in Infonnation Report,
SECY-78-460A, dated December 1, 1978.)
NOTE: Including the event at Nuclear Fuel Services in
Appendix C rather than as a separate abnonnal occurrence
is a matter that is at issue. Since the attached draft
was written and coordinated, some members of the staff
believe the event at Nuclear Fuel Services may qualify
as an abnonnal occurrence ( the inventory difference ha.s
not been resolved and there may be a substantial break:down of the accountability system). WA 1s exploring
this further with NMSS and IE. If an abnormal occurrence
recoomendatfon is made and approved by the Commission,
we propose that the abnonnal occurrence writeup be
included in a subsequent report to Congress, s i nee thE!
determination would probably not be made until January,
1980. Alternatively, the Canmfssion may wish to include
such an abnormal occurrence determination in this report
and drop the Appendix C item on NFS, Erwin, We will
provide further infonnat1on on the possible NFS, Erwin
abnonnal occurrence detenn1nat1on as soon as possible.
Any Conm1ssion guidance on this point also would be
appreciated.

The Commissioners
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It should be noted that the Prairie Island Unit 1 tube
rupture event has been included in Appendix Bas an update
to Abnormal Occurrence 76-11 (Steam Generator Tube Integrity).
While the reasons for the tube degradation are entirely
different from those reported previously under this item,
reporting it here does have the advantage of accumulating
tube degradation experience under a single item.
No press release is planned for the issuance of the report.
A Federal Register notice will be issued.
When Carmission approval is received, the report will be
updated for currency before release. Following your
approval, approximately two weeks will be required for
publication and issuance of the report. Each report is an
NRC publication (NUREG series).
Enclosure 3 is a representative sample of events which
were the important candidates for inclusion as abnorma'I
occurrences, but which in the staff's judgment did not
meet the criteria for abnormal occurrence reporting. The
staff's decision basis is briefly described. This is
provided per Commission c011111ents on SECY-76-471.
Schedu1i ng:

It is desirable to have this report published and issued
by late Deceni>er 1979 or early January 1980.

Coordination:

The Offices of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Nuclear Mat.erials
Safety and Safeguards, Nuclear Regulatory Research, Inspection
and Enforcement, Standards Development, State Programs,
Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data, Public Affairs,
and the Division of Security concur. The Executive Leiga 1
Director has no legal objections.

~ --/

~V._Go~

Executive Director for Operations

Enclosures:
1. Proposed Letters to Congress
2. Draft of the Eighteenth
Report to Congress
3. Other Candidates for Reporting
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Conmiss1oners• comments should be provided directly to the Office of the Secretary
by c.o.b. Wednesday, January 9, 1980.
Con111ission Staff Office conments, if any, should be submitted to the Conn1ss1oners
~LT January 2, 1980, with an information copy to the Office of the Secretary. If
the paper is of such a nature that it requires additional time for analytical review
and conment, the Co11111issioners and the Secretariat should be apprised of when
conments may be expected.

DISTRIBUTION

Comissioners
Co11111ission Staff Offices
Exec Dir for Operations
Regional Offices
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ENCLOSURE 1

UNITED STATES

Enclosure l

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555

OFFICE OF THE
CHAIRMAN

Pagel of 2

-DRAFT

·The Honorable Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr.
Speaker of the United States
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Ml"._ Speaker:
We submit herewith the eighteenth report on abnormal occurrences at licens1~d
nuclear facilities, as required by Section 208 of the Energy Reorganization
Act of 1974 (PL 93-438), for the third calendar quarter of 1979.
In the context of the Act, an abnormal occurrence is an unscheduled incident
or event which the Commission determines is significant from the standpoin·t of
public health or safety. These incidents or events, including any submitt«!d
by the Agreement States, are as follows:

1.

There was one abnormal occurrence at the 70 nuclear power plants lice~sed
to operate. The event involved a major degradation of primary containment
boundary.

2.

There was one abnormal occurrence at the fuel cycle facilities (other
than nuclear power plants). The event involved a mill tailings impoundment
dam failure.

3.

There were no abnormal occurrences at other licensee facilities.

4.

There were two abnormal occurrences reported by the Agreement States.
Both incidents involved overexposure of radiography personnel.

This report also contains information updating some previously reported abnormal
occurrences.
In addition to this report, we will continue to disseminate infonnation on
reportable events. These event reports are routinely distriputed on a timely
basis to the Congress, industry and the general public.
Sincerely,

John F. Ahearne
Chairman
Enclosure:
Report to Congress
on Abnormal Occurrences

UNITED STATES

Enclosure 1

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555

Page 2 of 2

DRAFT
·The Honorable Walter F. Mondale
President of the Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Mr. President:

We submit herewith the eighteenth report on abnormal occurrences at licensed
nuclear facilities, as required by Section 208 of the Energy Reorganization
Act of 1974 (PL 93·438), for the third calendar quarter of 1979.

In the context of the Act, an abnormal occurrence is an unscheduled incident
or event which the Commission determines is significant from the standpoint of
public health or safety. These incidents or events. including any submitted
by the Agreement States, are as follows:
1.

There was one abnormal occurrence at the 70 nuclear power plants licensed
to operate. The event involved a major degradation of primary containment
boundary.

2.

There was one abnormal occurrence at the fuel cycle facilities (other
than nuclear power plants). The event involved a mill tailings impoundment
dam failure.

3.

There were no abnormal occurrences at other licensee facilities.

4.

There were two abnormal occurrences reported by the Agreement States.
Both incidents involved overexposure of radiography personnel.

This report also contains information updating some previously reported ab!normal
occurrences.
In addition to this report, we will continue to disseminate information on
reportable events. These event reports are routinely distributed on a timely
basis to the Congress, industry and the general public.
Sincerely,

John F. Ahearne
Chairman
Enclosure:
Report to Congress
on Abnormal Occurrences

ENCLOSURE 2

Enclosure 2

NUREG-0090
Vol. 2 No. 3

REPORT TO CONGRESS
ON

ABNORMAL OCCURRENCES
JULY-SEPTEMBER 1979

Status as of November 30, 1979
Date Published: January 1980

Office of Management and Program Analysis
United States Nuclear Regulatory C011111ission
Washington, D.C. 20555
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ABSTRACT
· Section 208 of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 identifies an abnormal
occurrence as an unscheduled incident or event which the Nuclear Regulato~y
Commission determines to be significant from the standpoint of public health
or safety and requires a quarterly report of such events to be made to Congress.
This report, the eighteenth in the series, covers the period from July 1 to
September 30, 1979 and includes all abnormal occurrences approved as -of the
date of preparation of this report.
The following incidents or events, including any submitted by the Agreement
States, were determined by the Convnission to be significant and reportable:
1.

There was one abnormal occurrence at the 70 nuclear power plants licensed
to operate. The event involved·a major degradation of primary containment
boundary.

2.

There was one abnormal occurrence at the fuel cycle facilities (other than
nuclear power plants). The event involved a mill tailings impoundment dam
failure.

3.

There were no abnormal occurrences at other licensee facilities.

4.

There were two abnormal occurrences reported by the Agreement States.
Both incidents involved overexposure of radiography personnel.

This report also contains information updating some previously reported abnormal
occurrences.
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PREFACE
INTRODUCTION

'

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission reports to the Congress each quarter under
provisions of Section 208 of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 on any
abnormal occurrences involving facilities and activities regulated by the NRC.
An abnormal occurrence is defined in Section 208 as an unscheduled iAcident or
event which the Commission determines is significant from the standpoint of
public health or safety.
Events are currently identified as abnormal occurrences for this report by the
NRC using the criteria delineated in Appendix A. These criteria were promulgated
in an NRC policy statement which was published in the Federal Register (42 FR
10950) on February 24, 1977. In order to provide wide dissemination of information to the public, a Federal Register notice is issued on each abnormal
occurrence with copies distributed to the NRC Public Ooct11Rent Room and a1·
local public document rooms. At a minimum, each such notice contains the date
· and place of the occurrence and describes its nature and probable consequnnces.
1

The NRC has reviewed Licensee Event Reports, licensing and enforcement action
(e.g., violations, infractions, deficiencies, civil penalties, license modifications, etc.), generic issues, significant inventory differences involving
special nuclear material, and other categories of information available to the
NRC. The NRC has determined that only those events, including those subm·itted
by the Agreement States, described in this report meet the criteria for abnormal
occurrence reporting. This report, the eighteenth in the series, covers the
period between July 1 - September 30, 1979. The report includes all abnormal
occurrences approved by the Commission up to the time of preparation of this
report. ·some events require considerable time and effort to analyze due to
the complexity of situations where actual consequences are not readily apparent
and additional facts are required.
Information reported on each event includes: date and place; nature and
probable consequences; cause or causes; and actions taken to prevent recurrence.
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THE REGULATORY SYSTEM
· The system of licensing and regulation by which NRC carries out its responsibilities is implemented through rules and regulations in Title 10 of the Code
of Federal Regulations. To accomplish its objectives, NRC regularly conducts
licensing proceedings, inspection and enforcement activities, evaluation c1f
operating experience and confirmatory research, while maintaining programs for
establishing standards and issuing technical reviews and studies. The NRC:'s
role in regulating represents a complete cycle, with the NRC establishing
standards and r.ules; issuing licenses and permits; inspecting for comp11artce;
enforcing license requirements; and carrying on continuing evaluations, studies
and research projects to improve both the regulatory process and the protE!Ction
of the public health and safety. Public participation is an element of the
regulatory process.
In the licensing and regulation of nuclear power plants, the NRC follows the
philosophy that the health and safety of the public are ~est assured through
the establishment of multiple levels of protection. These multiple levels can
be achieved and maintained through regulations which specify requirements
which will assure the safe use of nuclear materials. The regulations inc·tude
design and quality assurance criteria appropriate for the various activit·ies
licensed by NRC. An inspection and enforcement program helps assure comp'liance
with the regulations. Requirements for reporting incidents or events exist
which help identify deficiencies early and aid in assuring that correctivi2
action is taken to prevent their recurrence.
Most NRC licensee employees who work with radioactive materials are requi'red
to utilize personnel monitoring devices such as film badges or TLD (thermoluminescent dosimeter) badges. These badges are processed periodically a nd
the exposure results normally serve as the official and legal record of the
extent of personnel exposure to radiation during the period the badge was
worn. If an individual 1 s past exposure history is known and has been sufficiently low, NRC regulations permit an individual in a restricted area to
receive up to three rems of whole body exposure in a calendar quarter. Higher
values are permitted to the extremities or skin of the whole body. for unrestricted areas, permissible levels of radiation are consider.ably smaller.
Permissible doses for restricted areas and unrestricted areas are stated in
10 CFR Part 20. In any case, the NRC's policy is to maintain radiation
exposures to levels as low as reasonably achievable.
1
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REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE_S
· Since the NRC is responsible for assuring that regulated nuclear activities
are conducted safely, the nuclear industry is required to report incidents or
events which involve a variance from the regulations, such as personnel overexposures, radioactive material releases above prescribed limits, and malfunctions of safety-related equipment. Thus, a reportable occurrence is any
incident or event occurring at a licensed facility or related to licensed
activities which NRC licensees are required to report to the NRC. The NRC
evaluates each reportable occurrence to determine the safety implications
involved.
Because of the broad scope of regulation and the conservative attitude toward
safety, there are a large number of events reported to the NRC. The information
provided in these reports is used in· the NRC and the industry in their coritinuing
evaluation and improvement of nuclear safety. Most of the reports received
from licensed nuclear power facilities describe events that did not directly
involve the nuclear reactor itself, but involved equipment and components
which are peripheral aspects of the nuclear steam supply system, and are n,inor
in nature with respect to impact on public health and safety. Many are discovered during routine inspection and surveillance testing and are corrected
upon discovery. Typically, they concern single malfunctions of components or
parts of systems, with redundant operable components or systems continuing to
be available to perform the design function.
Information concerning reportable occurrences at facilities licensed or otherwise regulated by the NRC is routinely disseminated by NRC to the nuclear
industry, the public, and other interested groups as these events occur.
Dissemination includes deposit of incident reports in the NRC 1 s public document
rooms, special notifications to licensees and other affected or interested
groups, and public announcements. In addition, a biweekly computer printout
containing information on reportable events received from NRC licensees is
sent to the NRC I s more than 120 1oca 1 public document rooms throughout thE~
United States and to the NRC Public Document Room in Washington, D.C.
The Congress is routinely kept informed of reportable event~ occurring at
licensed facilities.
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AGREEMENT STATES
· Section 274 of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, authorizes the Commission to
enter into agreements with States whereby the Commission relinquishes and the
States assume regulatory authority over byproduct, source and special nuclear
materia1s (in quantities not capable of sustaining a chain reaction). Comparable
and compatible programs are the basis for agreements.
Presently, information on reportable occurrences in Agreement State licensed
activities is publicly available at the State level. Certain information is
also provided to the NRC under exchange of information provisions in the
agreements. NRC prepares a semiannual summary of this and other information
in a document entitled, "Licensing Statistics and Other Data," which is publicly
available.
In early 1977 the Commission determined that abnormal occurrences happening at
facilities of Agreement State licensees should be includ~d in the quarterly
report to Congress. The abnormal occurrence criteria included in Appendix A
is applied uniformly to events at NRC and Agreement State licensee facilities.
Procedures have been developed and implemented and any abnormal occurrences
reported by the Agreement States to the NRC are included in these quarterly
reports to Congress.

REPORT TO CONGRESS ON ABNORMAL. OCCURRENCES
JULY-SEPTEMBER 1979
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
The NRC is reviewing events reported at the 70 nuclear power plants licensed
to operate during the third quarter of 1979. As of the date of this ~eport,
the NRC had determined that the following event was an abnormal occurrence.
79-8 Major Degradation of Primary Containment Boundary
Preliminary information pertaining to this incident is also being reported in
the Federal Res,ister. Appendix A (Example 2 of 11 For Commercial Nuclear Power
Plants 11 ) of tli,s report notes that a·major degradation of the primary containment
boundary can be considered an abnormal occurrence.

Date and Place - On September 14, 1979, the Consumers Power Company notifted
the NRC of discovery of two improperly positioned valves in the containment
purge system at their Palisades Nuclear Plant. The Palisades Nuclear Plant
utilizes a pressurized water reactor designed by Combustion Engineering Co.
and is located in Van Buren County, Michigan.
Nature and Probable Consequences - While preparing to perform a "Type C"
(local isolation valve} leak test between two manual valves in a 4-inch bypass
line around the main 48-inch containment purge valve, plant personnel discovered
that both of these manual isolation valves were locked in the open positii)n.
These valves should have been locked closed. Investigation by the licensee
indicated that the valves may have been improperly positioned since April 1978
when an efficiency test of the bypass 1i ne filters was performed. The plant
has operated at power for the major portion of that time period.
The valve misalignment did not result in any actual adverse impact on the
public health. However, had an accident occurred wherein fuel was damaged and
primary coolant released into the containment while the valves were misaligned
in the open position. a significant release of radioactive material from the
containment could have occurred. Were such a release to occur, there is no
instrumentation to identify those open valves as the cause.
The initial design purpose for the bypass system was to provide a long term
hydrogen control capability for the containment atmosphere following a design
basis accident. 1 It was intended that after approximately 30 days following
an accident, when containment pressure and activity levels dropped suffic:iently
to permit venting, this system would be manually valved to vent the containment
atmosphere, through high efficiency and charcoal filters, to the exhaust
stack. Thus the components in the bypass line beyond the two manual isolation
valves were not designed for the1evere service they would be exposed to with
the valves open during the initial pressure surge of the design basis acc:ident,
Palisades now has recombiners installed for hydrogen control.
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and significant uncontrolled releases would resul~. High radiation in the:
vicinity of the bypass line would also make immediate closing of the manual
isolation valves, even if identified as the source of leakage, an extremely
·hazardous operatjon.
Cause or Causes - The principle cause for this event was lack of the nece!;sary
attention to detail in development of procedures for ensuring containment
integrity. The master containment integrity valve line-up checklist, which is
used to.perform a valve line-up prior to each startup from cold shutdown, did
not include these valves. The filter efficiency test procedure for the 4··inch
bypass line did not adequately specify the final position of these valves, and
this is the probable cause for the valves being left incorrectly positioned 1n
Apr.i 1 of 1978.
Actions Taken to Prevent Recurrence
Licensee - The licensee has revised both of the above mentioned procedure:s to
assure that proper positioning of these valves 1s addressed. Concurrently, the
licensee is reviewing all other paths from containment to assure that procedures
and checklists are complete. The licensee has also tasked a qualified co~su1tant
to perform an independent review for the same purpose.
NRC - The NRC site inspector verified the corrective actions taken by the
licensee. The regional office determined that this event constitutes an item
of noncompliance of the vio1ation category.
The NRC staff determined that the event demonstrated a weakness in the 11censee 1 s
ability to control testing and maintenance activities, to develop and review
procedures, to adhere to approved procedures, and to conduct audit activities.
The Director, Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE), also determined that
the potential public hazard had been high . . As a result, on November 9, 1979
the staff proposed imposition of civ-il penalties in the amount of $450,000
for the prolonged vio1ation of containment integrity. On the same date, the
staff issued an Order to require that appropriate review of checklists and
procedures be performed to assure that engineered safety features are in
compliance with the specifications of the license and that monthly inspections
of these features be conducted. The Order further required a meeting with NRC
management prior to resumption of operation.
·
IE Information Notice 79-26 was issued on November S, 1979 to all holders, of
operating licenses and construction permits to provide them with the detii1s
of this occurrence. On November 16, 1979 the Director, Office of lnspec1~ion
and Enforcement, sent a letter to chief executives of all utilities with
operating licenses and construction permits informing them of the enforcument
action against Consumers Power Company and stating the intention to take
similar action in any future instances where ineffective management lead1; to a
serious breach of safety.

..

This incident is closed for purposes of this report.
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FUEL CYCLE FACILITIES
(Other Than Nuclear Power Plants)
The NRC is reviewing events reported by these licensees during the third
quarter of 1979. As of the date of this report, the HRC had determined that
the following event was an abnormal occurrence.
79-9 Mi.11 Tailings Impoundment Dam Failure
Preliminary information pertaining to this incident is also being reported in
the Federal Register. Appendix A (Example 3 of "For Fuel Cycle Licensees")
of .this report notes that an event which seriously compromised the ability of
a confinement system to perform its designated function can be considered an
abnormal occurrence.
Date and Place· On July 16, 1979 a uranium mill tailings impoundment dam
failed at the United Nuclear Church Rock Uranium Mill, located near Gallup,
New Mexico. This United Nuclear Corporation facility is licensed by the ~itate
of New Mexico under the provisions of the NRC State Agreements Program. At
the time of the incident, the uranium mill tailings at the Church Rock Uranium
Mill were under general license from the NRC pursuant to the Uranium Mill
Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978.
Nature and Probable Consequences - As a result of the dam failure, mill tailings
solution and solids poured through the break into a catchment area below the
dam. The catchment embankment was subsequently breached and tailings sol1Jtion
flowed into an arroyo and on into the Rio Puerco River which flows past G,sllup,
New Mexico.
The break in the dam allowed approximately 100 million gallons of tailings
solution and 1100 tons of tailings solids (sand) to flow out of the impoundment
before it could be closed. Most of the solids were deposited in an area very
near the impoundment in a backup containment area on United Nuclear Corporation
property and in an adjacent stream, the "Pipeline Arroyo." The tailings
solutions travelled in the Pipeline Arroyo to the Rio Puerco which flows
through Gallup, New Mexico, a town about 20 miles southwest of the mill site.
and into Arizona. The spilled solutions eventually dissipated at a point
estimated to be about 20 miles into Arizona.
The radioactive isotopes in the mill tailings and tailings solutions are those
which naturally occur in the son of the area but which have been concentrated
by the milling process. These isotopes, primarily thorium-230 and radiuiri-226,
did not present any immediate health hazard when released by the dam failur&.
The concentrated contamination of normally dry areas of the Pipeline Arroyo
and the tailings solids in the Arroyo would contribute a relatively small
increment to the estimated normal background dose rate of 140 mrem/year 1'or
persons living near the Arroyo . ..However, cleanup of these sources has b11en
undertaken in accordance with maintaining doses as low as reasonably achievable
and lowering the potential for radio1ogic:a1 contamination of groundwater .
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The immediate health hazard arose from the acidi~ nature of the tailings
solution which could cause chemical burns if ingested or brought in conta,:t
with skin. The potential for acute chemical effects persisted for approx·imately
· 2 days, unt 11 water from the upstream mining operations and the natura 1 a·t ka1i nity of the stream bed neutralized the tailings solution. Chemical con··
tuination (e.g., elevated trace metal concentrations) of groundwater presents
a long-term problem.
Cause or Causes - The tailings impoundment dam failed as a result of-diff,erential
settlement and direct exposure of the dam to tailings solutions. The first
factor was the result of the manner in which the dam was constructed; the
second factor was the result of failure of the operator to maintain a buffer
of.mill tailings between the dam and the tailings solutions.
The dam is located on a site containing alluvial soils overlying bedrock
having an irregular surface. Oepths·of this relatively loose soil ranged from
less than 20 feet up to a maximum of 100 feet. During design and construction
of the dam, tests were conducted to determine how much the alluvial soil would
compress under a load. These tests indicated that settlement of about 5 percent
would result from the loading of the embankment under dry conditions. With
water in the impoundment, additional settlement ranging from 1-1/2 percent to
13 percent was experienced due to collapse of the soil structure. As a result
of this high compressibility of the alluvial soil and the irregular bedrock
surface, large differential settlement of the dam occurred. As a result of
differential settlement, cracks developed in the embankment. These cracks
coupled with the lack of a buffer of solid tailings between water and the dam
allowed tailings water to penetrate and weaken the embankment.
Actions Taken to Prevent Recurrence
Licensee - The United Nuclear Corporation (UNC) performed an evaluation c,f the
dam failure and examined the servicibility of the remaining portions of the
dam. UNC is also performing a study of alternate sites for the tailings
impoundment. UNC is conducting cleanup operations at the instruction of
various regulatory bodies, including the NRC.
NRC - The NRC has worked 1n conjunction with numerous other .State and Federal
organizations in responding to the accident and formulating longer-term
corrective action, including cleanup of contamination and continued monitoring
of groundwater quality.
The NRC issued an order on October 12, 1979 banning generation of additional
tailings until a review provided adequate assurance that all causes of the dam
failure had been identified and that the remaining portions of the embankment
were free of deficiencies. The NRC reviewed the licensee's evaluation 01' the
dam failure, concurred in the findings with regard to the major causes, and
determined that limited generation and storage of uranium tailings could be
conducted with reasonable assuraA-Ce of protection for the public and the
environment. The staff issued an order to this effect on October 24, 19'.79.

- sThe order allowed operation for a limited time subject to continued demonstration of dam integrity by documented inspection, prohibited planned expansion
of the current tailings area until NRC staff approval was given, and required
·that UNC submit a proposal for development of a new tailings site for ultimate
disposal. Direct NRC regulatory authority over tailings in Agreement States
was subsequently removed by an act of Congress amending the Uranium Mill
Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978 (Public Law 96-106, November 9, 1979)
and the NRC order can no longer be enforced. However, a State of New Mexico
order which imposes essentially the same terms and conditions remains.in
effect. NRC is continuing to provide technical assistance to New Mexico.
The staff reviewed docket files on the tailings dams at operating mills ir1
non-Agreement States and in all but one case found that differential settlement
was satisfactorily addressed. The exception was a dam authorized in 1971 and
documentation does not indicate that differential settlement was addressed.
However, no evidence of excessive differential settlement leading to cracking
has shown up in routine inspection of the dam. Arrangements have been made
for geotechnical and hydrology consultants to assess each of the Agreemen1~
States' uranium tailings impoundment systems.
The NRC had also proposed, prior to the accident, regulations which speci·Fy
requirements for mill tailings disposal. These regulations identify certain
siting and design features which must be incorporated into tailings dispo:;al
programs to assure long-term isolation and containment of tailings without
continuing active maintenance. The regulations identify burial of tailin1~s
below the surrounding grade as the preferred mode of tailings disposal. In
this way, dams such as the one which failed at the Church Rock mill would be
avoided.
This incident is closed for purposes of this report.
OTHER NRC LICENSEES
(Industrial Radiographers, Medical Institutions,
Industrial Users, etc.)
There are currently more than 8,000 NRC nuclear material licenses in effect in
the United States. principally for use of radioisotopes in the medical, industrial and academic fields. Incidents were reported in this category from
licensees such as radiographers, medical institutions, and byproduct mate1rial
users.
The NRC ;s reviewing events reported by these licensees during the third quarter
of 1979. As of the date of this report, the NRC had not determined that any
events were abnormal occurrences.
AGREEMENT STATE LICENSEES

-

Procedures have been developed for the Agreement States to screen unscheduled
incidents or events using the same criteria as the NRC (see Appendix A) ;1nd
report the events to the NRC for inclusion in this report. As of the da·~e of
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this report, the Agreement States reported the following abnormal occurrences
to the NRC.
·AS79-3

Overexposure of a Radiographer

Date and Place - On the evening of July 20, 1979, at the U.S. Department c,f
Energy's St. James terminal near St. James, Louisiana, a radiographer reCE!ived
an overexposure from an iridium-192 source.
Nature and Probable Consequences - A supervising radiographer for an out-c)f-state
company (Bi11 Miller X·Ray, a subsidiary of Peabody Testfng) working .in Lc,uisiana
received sufficient dose to produce blistering of the thumb, index finger and
middle finger of his right hand. He had retrieved a disconnected 100 Cur1ie
source of iridium-192 on July 20, 1979. Approximately 7 days later he experienced
a tingling sensation in his right hand and on August 3, 1979, he noticed 1~he
tingling sensation also beginning in·his left hand.
The supervising radiographer was not wearing a pocket do&imeter or film biidge
at the time he performed the retrieval; therefore, dose estimates were ob·~ained
from the clinical symptoms that had been displayed and a time-and-motion
study. From the clinical indications, it is estimated that the right han,:I
received a dose of 3,000 to 10,000 rems, and from the time-and-a,tion study.
it was estimated that the whole body dose was less than 20 rems. A second
estimate of 6,000 rads to the fingers and 1. 8 rads whole body was perform,ed by
the University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center where the individual is
receiving medical treatment.
Cause or Causes - The source disconnect was caused by the female connector
pulling loose from the drive cable; however, this disconnect was discovered
through the routine survey procedures and, if it had been handled properly,
would not have resulted in the excessive dose received by the supervising
radiographer. The primary cause of the excessive dose was the •thod by which
the disconnected source was retrieved.
When a radiographer discovered that the disconnect had occurred and that the
source was still in the source tube, he removed the source tube from the
camera and placed it behind some shielding. The dosimeter indicated that
during this procedure, the radiographer received a dose of 180 IIT'. The
radiographer then contacted the supervising radiographer and reported the
disconnect. The supervising radiographer removed the tip from the source
tube, shook the source out of the tube and removed the female connector f'rom
the pigtail assembly by hand. He then placed the source pigtail assembly
(connector end first) into the outlet nipple of the exposure device. The1
source tube was reattached to the outlet nipple of the exposure device arid the
supervising radiographer held the open end of the source tube against thEi end
of a drive cable assembly while the first radiographer cranked the drive cable
through the source tube to push the pigtail assembly back into the camerct in
the correct position. During this procedure there were several occasion!; when
the individual may have actually touched the source capsule.
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Actions Taken to Prevent Recurrence
Licensee - A1though the investigation is complete, forma1 notice of violation
·has not been transmitted, pending reply to a letter requesting additiona1
information concerning this incident. However, the company has notified the
Louisiana Nuclear Energy Division of the corrective action that has already.
been taken. This includes removing the radiographer from work with radioactive
material or in a radiation area until he has received re-training in the
company'.s operating and emergency procedures, specifically covering person,nel
monitoring and emergency procedures. Also, at least once a year, all dri\j'e
cables are to be cut back eight (8) inches from the connector and new conr1ectors
swaged to the cable.
Louisiana Nuclear Enerqy Division - Appropriate vio1ations have been cited.
In addition, a Radiation Advisory was issued to all Louisiana industrial
radiography licensees, warning of the potential for pulling the female connector
off the drive cable after repeated use and requesting the submission of a
program of preventive maintenance. This advisory will be made available to
the NRC and all Agreement States.
This incident is c1osed for purposes of this report.

AS79-4

Overexposure of a Radiographer's Assistant

Date and Place - On August 3, 1979 the State of Texas was notified of a source
disconnect and possible overexposure of a radiographer's assistant at Dow
Chemical Company in Freeport, Texas. The radiography company was Mobilab,
Inc. of Houston, Texas.
Nature and Probable Consequences - The radiographer 1 s assistant was working
along a pipeline in a trench. The radiographer had told the assistant to
crank in the source at the end of the exposure while the radiographer went
back to the truck to process film. The assistant cranked the source back. into
the camera and carried the camera to the truck. At the truck, he disconnected
the source guide tube and the source assembly dropped out o( the camera. He
then picked up the source assembly by the pigtail and knocked on the door· of
the truck dark room to call it to the radiographer 1 s attention. When the,
radiographer opened the door (about 2 minutes later) and saw the source, he
knocked it out of the assistant's hand and shielded the source as best hE1
could. The source was later placed back in its container.
Four or five days after the incident, blood studies showed a temporary (lasting
for about 24 hours) drop (about 55%) in the assistant 1 s white blood cell
count. He also had a lesion on his left mid-thigh measuring 3 inches in
diameter. The State estimates that the whole body dose to the assistant is
from 200 to 300 rems.
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Cause or Causes - The primary cause of the incident was the radiographer
allowing the assistant to crank the source back into the· device unsupervis.ed.
The assistant also failed to perform a survey of the device to determine if
·the source was in the shielded position.
Actions Taken to Prevent Recurrence
Mobilab. Inc. - The licensee has 11 suspended 11 the radiographer responsible for
activities at the site of the incident. He has been assigned non-rad.iation
related work. The licensee has a_lso conducted a retraining program for its
other radiographers.
State of Texas - The State inspected the licensee and conducted an invest·igation
of the incident on August 3, 6 and 15, 1979. The investigation included 1ln
enactment of the incident on August 15. An enforcement letter was sent t1> the
licensee on August 9 listing seven items of noncompliance. A pre-hearing was
conducted on October 10, 1979 for the licensee to present a written respo1,se
to the seven items of noncompliance. The licensee has adequately responded in
writing to the State's enforcement letter and request for the film badge
report.
This incident is closed for purposes of this report.
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APPENDIX A
ABNORMAL OCCURRENCE CRITERIA
The following criteria for this report's abnormal occurrence determinatior1s
were set forth in an NRC policy statement published in the Federal Registe:r
(42 FR 10950) on February 24, 1977.
Events
public
severe
not be

involving a major reduction in the degree of protection of th€!
health or safety. Such an event would involve a moderate or ntore
impact on the public health or safety and could include but ntted
limited to:

1.

Moderate exposure to, or release of, radioactive material
licensed by or otherwise regulated by the Commission;

2.

Major degradation of essential safety-related equipaent; or

3.

Major deficiencies in design, construction, use of, or management controls for licensed facilities or material.

Examples of the types of events that are evaluated in detail using these
criteria are:
For All Licensees

1.

Exposure of the whole body of any individual to ZS rems or more of
radiation; exposure of the skin of the whole body of any individual
to 150 rems or more of radiation; or exposure of the feet, ankles,
hands or forearms of any individual to 375 rems or more of radiation
(10 CFR Part 20.403(a)(l)), or equivalent exposures from internal
sources.

2.

An exposure to an individual in an unrestricted area such that the
whole body dose received exceeds 0.5 rem in one calendar year (10 CFR
Part 20. 1OS(a)).

3.

The release of radioactive material to an unrestricted area in
concentrations which, if averaged over a period of 24 hours, u:ceed
500 t1mes the regulatory limit of Appendix 8, Table II, 10 CFR
Part 20 (10 CFR Part 20.403(b)).

4.

Radiation or contamination levels in excess of design values on
packages, or loss of confinement of radioactive material such us
(a) a radiation dose rate of 1,000 mrem.per hour three feet from the
surface of a package containing the radioactive material, or (b)
release of radioactive..material from a package in amounts greater
than the regulatory limit (10 CFR Part 71.36(a)).
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5.

Any loss of licensed material in such quantities and under such
circumstances that substantial hazard may result to persons in
unrestricted areas.

6.

A substantiated case of actual or attempted theft or diversion c1f
licensed material or sabotage of a facility.

7.

Any substantiated loss of special nuclear material or any substclntiated
inventory discrepancy which is judged to be significant relatiYE! to
normally expected performance and which is judged to be caused by
theft or diversion or by substantial breakdown of the accountability
system.

8.

Any substantial breakdown of physical security or material control
(i.e., access control, containment, or accountability systems) 1:hat
significantly weakened the·protection against theft, diversion or
sabotage.

9.

An accidental criticality (10 CFR Part 70.SZ(a)).

10.

A major deficiency in design, construction or operation having
safety implications requiring immediate remedial action.

11.

Serious deficiency in management or procedural controls in majo·r
areas.

12.

Series of events (where individual events are not of major importance),
recurring incidents, and incidents with implications for similar
facilities (generic incidents), which create major safety concern.

For Cofflll'lercial Nuclear Power Plants

1.

Exceeding a safety limit of license Technical Specifications (10 CFR
Part 50.36(e)}.

2.

Major degradation of fuel integrity, primary coolant pressure boundary,
or primary containment boundary.

3.

Loss of plant capability to perform essential safety functions such
that a potential release of radioactivity 1n excess of 10 CFR Part 100
guidelines could result from a postulated transient or accident
(e.g., loss of emergency core cooling system, loss of control rod
system).

4.

Discovery of a major condition not specifically considered in the
Safety Analysis Report (SAR) or Technical Spec1fications that require
immediate remedial action.
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5.

Personnel error or procedural deficienc)es which result in loss ,of
plant capability to perform essential safety functions such that a
potential release of radioactivity in excess of 10 CFR Part 100
guidelines could result from a postulated transient or a~cident
(e.g., loss of emergency core cooling system, loss of control rod
systems).

For Fuel Cycle Licensees
1.

A safety limit of lfcenJe Technical Specifications is exceeded and a
plant shutdown is required (10 CFR Part 50.36(c)) .

. 2.

A major condition not specifically considered in the Safety Analysis
Report or Technical Specifications that requires immediate remedial
action.

3.

An event which seriously compromised the ability of a confinement
system to perform its designated function.
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APPENDIX B
UPDATE OF PREVIOUSLY REPORTED ABNORMAL OCCURRENCES
During the July through September 1979 period, the NRC, NRC licensees, Agr·eement
States, Agreement State licensees, and other involved parties, such as re&ctor
vendors and architects and engineers, continued with the implementation 011
actions .necessary to prevent recurrence of previously reported abnonnal oc:currences. The referenced Congressional abnormal occurrence reports below provide
the initial and any updat;ng infonnation on the abnormal occurrences d;scussed.
Those occurrences not now considered closed will be discussed in subsequent
reports in the series.
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
The following abnormal occurrence was originally reported in NUREG-0090-3,
"Report to Congress on Abnormal Occurrences: January-March 1976, 11 and updated
in subsequent reports in this series, i.e., NUREG-0090-4, 6, Vol. l, No. l, and
Vol. l, No. 3. It is further updated as follows:
76-1 Deficiencies in the Mark I Containment Systems of Certa1n Boiling Water
Reactors {BWRs)
Actions Taken to Prevent Recurrence
Licensee/Vendor - The Mark I Owners Group (licensees) and the General Electric
Company (GE) are continuing to conduct the Mark I Containment Long Term Program
(LTP). In December 1978 and April 1979, GE submitted proposed hydrodynamic
load definition techniques and structural acceptance criteria for the LTP.
During the course of the staff's review of the proposed assessment methodology,
a concern was identified regarding the potential for dynamic amplification of
the condensation loads on the containment vent system which could lead to an
overpressurization of the containment in the event of a major loss-of-coo,lant
accident. This concern evolved from load magnitudes derived from full scale,
prototypical test data. The Mark I Owners Group subsequently provided adlditional
information concerning existing vent system configurations and structural
response analyses from which the staff concluded that there is a sufficiE!nt
margin of safety in the vent system designs to preclude the need for any
action at this time.
In October 1979 the staff issued criteria to begin the implementation of this
program. The scheduled completion for the LTP, including the issuance of
license amendments and the installation of plant modifications, continue!i to
be December 1980.
Further reports will be made as appropriate.
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The following abnormal occurrence was originally reported in NUREG-0090-5,
nReport to Congress on Abnormal Occurrences: July-September 1976," and updated
in subsequent reports in the series, i.e., NUREG-0090-8 and NUREG-0090, Vol. 1,
No. 4. It is further updated as follows:
76-11 Steam Generator Tube Integrity
Since the last update report, another type of steam generator tube degradation
occurred: Although the degradation was due to entirely different reasons than
those previously reported, it is being reported here as an update item since
it can be considered under the general category of steam generator tube integrity.
On October 2, 1979, a steam generator tube ruptured at Northern States Poweir
Company's Prairie Island Unit 1, a pressurized water nuclear power plant
located near Red Wing, Minnesota, in Goodhue County. Unit 1 was operating at
100% at the time the tube ruptured. At 2:14 p.m. the control room receivecl a
high radiation alarm from the steam jet air ejector monitqr. At 2:21 p.m. low
pressurizer pressure and level alarms were received. At 2:24 p.m. a reactc1r
trip and a safety injection occurred as a result of low pressurizer pressu,·e.
All safety systems functioned normally. At 2:41 p.m. the No. 11 Steam GenE1rator
was identified as having the ruptured tube and the main steam isolation valve
was shut. Between 2:41 p.m. and 3:15 p~m. the plant was depressurized and
cooled down to the point that the steam generator pressure and reactor coo·1ant
pressure were equal. The plant was brought to cold shutdown (less than 200°F)
by 11:45 a.m. on October 3, 1979.
During the event there was a small release of radioactivity from the steam jet
air ejectors due to primary coolant leaking into the main steam system thr1>ugh
the ruptured steam generator tube. The steam jet air ejectors remove noncondensible gases from the steam system at the condenser. The gases removt!d
are not normally radioactive. The air ejectors are vented to the atmosphere
through the turbine building stack. The amount of radioactivity released 1,as
well within technical specification limits.
Licensee examination of the steam generator tube determined that a single tube
(out of 3,388 in the steam generator) had ruptured. The size of the rupture
was 2 inches long and 3/8-inch wide in the wall of the 7/8-inch diameter tube.
Plant personnel found a small steel coil spring lodged near the ruptured tube.
The spring apparently had rubbed against the tube during operation, causing
the tube to wear away and eventually rupture. An adjacent tube was also worn
'by th~ spring vibration. The spring is believed to have been part of a hose
used to loosen corrosion products from the tube support sheet during an early
refueling outage.
The ruptured tube and five adjacent tubes were plugged to preclude the possibility of future leakage problems. A detailed visual inspection of both steam
generators revealed no signs of other foreign objects. In addition, eddy
current tests were performed on trre affected steam generator and the other-
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steam generator with no other abnormal indications noted.
to service on October 23, 1979.

The unit return,ed

·The NRC resident inspector was at the site at the time of the tube rupture. A
teu of reactor inspectors and radiation specialists was dispatched by charter
aircraft to the plant from the HRC Regional Off1ce in Chicago. NRC radiation
surveys and environmental samples determined that there were no detectable
increases in radiation in the vicinity of the plant. Surveys by the licensee,
the Sta~e of Minnesota, and the State of Wisconsin also confir111ed that there
was no detectable increase in rad;ation levels as a result of the tube rupture.
The Prairie Island Unit 1 event described above is closed for purposes of this
report.

The following abnormal occurrence was originally reported in NUREG-0090,
Vol. 2, No. l, "Report to Congress on Abnormal Occurrences: January-March
1979, 11 and updated in a subsequent report in this series, i.e., NUREG-0090,
Vol. 2, No. 2. It is further updated as follows:
79-3 Nuclear Accident at Three Mile Island

EPICOR-II
As a result of the March 28, 1979 accident at the TM! Unit 2 facility, a
significant amount of radioactive contaminated water has been generated
(approximately 400,000 gallons) and collected in Unit 2 auxiliary building
tanks. Subsequently, Metropolitan Edison Company (the licensee) designed and
constructed a system which is now known as the EPICOR-II system. The EPICOR-II
system is a liquid radwaste processing system, designed to decontaminate by
filtration and ion exchange radioactive contaminated water contained in Unit 2
auxiliary building tanks. The system has been in operation since October 1979
and was able to reduce radioactivity in the waste water to the level less than
the maximum permissible concentrations specified in 10 CFR 20, Appendix B,
Tab 1e II, Column 2, except tritium, Tritium concentrations can be reduceo, by
dilution prior to final deposition.
Further reports will be made as appropriate.
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APPENDIX C
OTHER EVENTS OF INTEREST
The following events are described below because they may possibly be perc,eived
by the public to be of public health significance. None of the events inv,Jlved
a major reduction in the level of protection provided for public health or
safety; .therefore, they are~ reportable as abnormal occurrences. .
l.

Construction Deficiencies

Dur.ing NRC inspections conducted in April and May 1979 of construction activities at the Public Service Company of Indiana Marble Hill 1 and 2 facilities,
various problems were discovered that indicated inadequacies in the licens,ee• s
quality assurance program. On June 12. 1979, NRC received allegations of
improper concrete honeycomb repairs. Subsequent inspections and investigations
confirmed these a 11 egat ions. These findings, together wi·th the previously
identified quality assurance problems associated with concrete placement
activities, led to to the cessation of concrete placement work in safety
related structures.
On July 10, 1979, the National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors
issued a report documenting the results of their inspection conducted on
June 12-14, 1979 of the licensee 1 s activities. Extensive noncompliance to ASHE
Code requirements was identified in this report, thereby indicating additional
inadequacies in the licensee 1 s quality assurance program. Following further
NRC inspections and investigations, the licensee ceased all safety-related
construction at the site, and the NRC issued a confirmatory order on August 15,
1979 enforcing the cessation of such construction. The licensee is currently
developing corrective actions. At the present time, a schedule for resolution
of this matter has not been established.
The U. S. Attorney is conducting an investigation at the plant site as a
result of findings by NRC regarding the alleged coverup of civil construction
deficiencies. Congressional hearings were held by the Subcommittee on Environment, Energy and Natural Resources regarding the constructio~ deficiences.
2.

Low Level Radioactive Gas Release

At 6:09 a.m. on September 25 1 1979, the North Anna Unit 1 power plant experienced
a secondary system component failure which resulted in the plant shutting down
and operating safety equipment to contro1 the transient. During recovery
operations, which entail securing the safety equipment and restoring system
va1ve lineups to normal, the Volume Control Tank (VCT), which holds 300 cubic
feet of radioactive primary coolant water and hydrogen gas under low pressure,
was overpressurized. This resulted in releasing a mixture of hydrogen gas and
noble gases from the reactor cool.ant water to radiological waste tanks and
from there to the auxiliary building atmosphere.
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Two plant personnel were evacuated from the auxiliary building when radiation
monitors alarmed in the auxiliary building. Radioactive gas was released
through the two auxiliary building vents to the atmosphere.
NRC inspectors verified the amount of gas release from the plant which, co1nbined
with knowledge of meteorological data at the time of the event, resulted in
negligible radiation doses at the nearest residence in the direction of wind
travel.
Design inadequacies and incomplete construction and testing controls appar,ently
led to this occurrence.
·
Cor.rection of a radiation waste system piping deficiency was conducted by the
licensee immediately. Followup evaluation of the incident and operator training
on operation are continuing while the plant is shut down for refueling.
The NRC inspectors, on site when notified of the event, verified that adequate
controls were in force. An investigation was completed of the event and the
information has been issued to other licensees to avoid similar situations.
3.

Inventory Difference in Excess of Licensee Condition

Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., Erwin, Tennessee, on September 17, 1979, reported
the inventory difference for the period June 18 through August 14, 1979, to be
in excess of the upper limit specified in Condition 2.10 of the Material and
Plant Protection License Amendment. The large inventory discrepany is of
concern because of the possible diversion of special nuclear material. Additionally, the material could constitute a health and safety hazard.
Preliminary findings of the NRC Inspection Team did not identify the cause or
causes. No specific discrepancies either in material control and accountability or security were found, although, inaccurate measurements, undocumented
losses or transfers could have resulted in the inventory anomaly.
Nuclear Fuel Services started an orderly shutdown of the high enriched uranium
operations on September 18, 1979, in preparation for a plant re-inventory.
These actions were in compliance with an NRC order issued September 17, 1979.
Nuclear Fuel Services actions included shutdown to a static condition, extensive
plant cleanout, security reviews. record audits, surveys of the plant grounds,
surveys of the plant buildings, and additional inventory data reviews.
The NRC's Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards (NMSS) issued an
order modifying the facility license halting further introduction of feed
material and requiring· an immediate re-inventory. An NRC Inspection Team was
dispatched from Region II, Atlanta, and arrived on site September 18, 1979.
The Director of the Division of Safeguards, NMSS, arrived on site on September 19,
1979, to assume the position of Senior NRC Representative. The Nuclear Emergency
Search Team (NEST} arrived on site on September 20, and began aerial monitoring
activities. The NEST overflight and ground surveys were completed by September 24.
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Surveys identified above background indications outside the protected area.
Soi1 sample analysis showed 1ow enriched uranium consistent with norma1 effluents
in the area. NEST and inspection team findings did not identify items having
·significant bearing on the inventory discrepancy.
The Region II mobile laboratory arrived on site on September 23, and an NRC
Inventory Verification Team began a complete overcheck of the fabrication
plant inventory with the mobile laboratory measuring verification samples.
The NRC Inventory Verification Team monitored the licensee's performance and
performed independent verification of the re-inventory and continuing scrap
recovery operations.
·
A r,einventory was completed and results reported on November 2, 1979. The
reinventory partially reconciled the inventory difference, however, it continued
to be in excess of the upper limit specified in Condition 2. 10 of the Materials
and Plant Protection License Amendment. A remeasurements program conducted by
the licensee did not significantly alter the reinventory results.
The NRC Inventory Verification Team findings confirm the reinventory results.
Investigation of liquid and gaseous effluents, analytical data, uranium wastes
for burial and search for unmonitored release paths did not account for
quantities of materials that would explain the inventory difference.
The
The
the
and

high enriched uranium activities at the plant are in a shutdown status.
NRC has approved the shipment of finished fuel to the receiver to reduce
high enriched uranium plant inventory and to obtain a second measurement
verification of the finished fuel.

ENCLOSURE 3
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Enclosure 3
~l

DRAFT
OTHER EVENTS CONSIDERED FOR ABNORMAL OCCURRENCE REPORTING
The following incidents are samples of incidents seriously considered for
abnormal occurrence reporting. The incidents are briefly discussed and the
reasons why they are not being reported are stated. The incidents were judged
not to have involved a major reduction in the level of protection prC1Vided for
public health or safety.
This enclosure is provided to the Commission per Commission comments on SECY-76-471;
the enclosure will~ be a part of the published report.
1.

Violation of Primary Containment Integrity

During a routine inspection at Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1, in
August 1979, a Region I inspector noted that the licensee had violated
primary containment integrity during the performance of maintenance on June 12,
1979. The violation occurred when the containment isolation check valve
in the core spray test line was disassembled and repaired during operation of
the reactor. The valve is in a six-inch line penetrating the TORUS which is
part of the primary containment boundary. There was no isolation valve inside
the TORUS and the valve was disassembled for approximately 7 hours.
On August 10, 1979, Region I transmitted an !mediate Action Letter to the
Boston Edison Company, documenting their agreement to take the following
actions:
1.

Review the sequence of the events leading to the violation of primary
integrity, determine the safety significance of each of these and
define specific measures to prevent recurrence;

2.

Review the adequacy of procedural and management controls as they
apply to safety-related maintenance; and

3.

Review the adequacy of plant staffing and staff tr.aining to prevent
such an occurrence.

Region I also held a management meeting with the Boston Edison Company on
September 5, 1979 to discuss the occurrence and the actions taken by the
licensee in response to the August 10 Immediate Action Letter.

In this particular instance there are two primary safety concerns. First is
that the primary containment had been violated. Second, and of even greater
concern. is that the licensee violated a limiting condition for operation
without being aware of the condition and its implications. Although this
event constituted a violation of-primary containment, it is not proposed to
include it as an abnormal occurrence because the violation existed for on1y
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about 7 hours, well within the action statement contained in the Technical
Specifications. The action stat~ment requires that, "If the specifications of
3.7.A cannot be met, an orderly shutdown shall be initiated and the reactor
· shall be in a cold shutdown condition within twenty-four hours. u
2.

High Radiation Levels from Xenon-133 Shipment

representative of Elfreth Alley Apothecary of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, an
NRC license~, reported to Region I that a package containing xenon-133 in
gaseous form delivered on August 25 1 1979 showed a radiation level of 50
milliroentgens per hour measured at 10 feet from the surface of the package.
A Region I inspector determined that the actual radiation levels were 20
milliroentgens per hour at 3 feet from the surface of the package and 1,000
milliroentgens per hour on contact. Apparently, the glass ampule containing
xenon gas broke during shipment and the gas was released from the lead shielded
container into the outer sealed tin can. In order to allow the xenon to
decay, the tin can is still at the licensee's facility, inside a fume hood
surrounded by lead shielding.
·
A

· Investigations of personnel exposure to this source during transit indicate
that the highest exposure was to a Federal Express employee who handled the
package from the time it was unloaded at the Federal Express facility near the
Philadelphia Airport. until it was delivered to the licensee's facility. It
is estimated that the dose this individual received was between 100 and 200
millirems. The next highest dose received by an individual was estimated to
be approximately 12 millirems to another Federal Express employee who also
handled the package. The doses actually received are considerably below the
threshold for abnormal occurrence reporting. In addition, there is no evidence
that any xenon was released to the atmosphere.
3.

Breakdown in Administrative Control of Low Recirculation
Flow ByPass Switches

On September 9, 1979, Dairyland Power Cooperative's Lacrosse facility reported
that they had failed to open the low recirculation flow safety circuit switches
prior to taking the reactor critical as required by the facility technical
specifications.
The operator performing the startup checklist was interrupted several times
during the implementation of the procedure. As a result, he inadvertently
missed the step where bypass keys Nos. 34 and 35 1 low recirculation flow
safety circuit trips, were to be placed in the non-bypassed condition. Reactor
criticality was achieved and low power operations were performed for five
shifts with these switches in the incorrect position. Operations eersonnel on
each shift logged the fact that keys 34 and 35 were in the ubypass' condition
but did not immediately recognize that these were-low recirculation flow
safety circuit trips.

..

The pricipal causes for this event were personnel error and inadequate procedures. The initial event, skipping a step in the startup procedure, was personnel
error. The failure of the shift change checklists to properly identify this
error for five shifts is procedure inadequacy.
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The licensee has reinstructed all operations personnel on the importance of
adherence to procedure. The licensee has modified the original checklist,
adding hold points, such that the shift supervisor has to periodically review
· and initial the status of items on the checklist during startup. The shift
turnover checklists have been modified such that the "bypass key 11 function is
logged instead of simply the key number. The licensee has reviewed all other
administratively controlled safety circuit bypass procedures to assure that
they properly address these areas.
An NRC investigator and an inspector were dispatched to the site on September 10,
1979. The investigation confirmed that the causes for this event were human
error and inadequate procedures. The inspector verified that the above corrective
actions had been taken.
The probable consequences of this administrative error, at power levels less
than 25 percent, would be minimal since the plant is designed with the capability
to operate at 25 percent power on convective cooling flow. During the period
of operation with these switches in the incorrect position, the reactor power
level was maintained at less than 1 percent of full power. All reactor
power monitoring trips were functioning properly and would have prevented core
overpower situations. Therefore, there was no actual impact on public health
or safety.

